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Abstract

Recent events in professional practice have highlighted the growing

concern amongst professionals as to the extent to which the

interpretation of professional knowledge reflects the changing

characteristics of practice situations. Authors have attributed this

crisis in confidence to the development of an epistemology of

practice grounded in a model of technical rationality. This

traditional model based on a process of instrumental problem solving,

using scientific theory and techniques, has accentuated the gap

between the theory of practice and the reality of the practice

set t ing.

A similar phenomenon is apparent in health visiting practice and

raises a fundamental question in professional education: what is

understood by competent practice. Although defining competence in

practice has been the focus of much research, some critics now argue

that the most important areas of professional practice lie beyond the

conventional boundaries of professional competence. Indeed the

understanding and appreciation of the concept of professional

artistry is fundamental to the process of defining competence in

practice. It is my belief that this concept plays a major role in

the level of competence displayed by practitioners.

The empirical work therefore was designed to examine a fundamental

issue in professional education: the relationship between the

interpretation of professional practice and the process of assessing

competence in practice. The multistage mixed research design used to

analyse and explore the different interpretations of professional

knowledge and adopted paradigms of practice not only demonstrates the

current emphasis on an epistemology of practice grounded in a model
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of technical rationality but also the lack of a theoretical framework

for the process of assessing competence in practice.	 Indeed the

findings demonstrate the need to develop a conceptual framework for

practice which not only acknowledges the essential role of the

concept of professional artistry in the interpretation of

professional practice but also facilitates the development of an

epistemology of practice grounded in reflection-in-action. It is

these findings which highlight the critical role of the Fieldwork

Teacher in facilitating these processes.
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CHAPTER 1

Conflicting paradigms of health visiting: a dilemma for professional

education and practice

Conflicting paradigms of practice: a historical perspective

The recent inquiries into child deaths (Brent: L.B. 1986, Greenwich:

L.B. 1987) illustrate the growing crisis in confidence in health

visiting intervention in particular practice settings. Robinson

(1985 : 69) argues that Jeffreys identified this phenomenon a decade

ago describing a 'prevailing mood of pessimism and self doubt within

the maternal and child health services'. This was partly attributed

to the tendency of professionals to define the health needs and

problems of clients using their own criteria rather than those of

the clients. Research into the clients' perception of health

visiting practice demonstrates similar findings (Foxman 1982

Field 1982 , & Clark, 1984a), identifying a significant minority of

clients dissatisfied with the service provided. Perhaps justifiably

the discussion resulting from these findings was centred on the

skills of the practitioner rather than questioning the

appropriateness of the practice to the client's situation. However,

Robinson (1985) argues that the profession has tended not to

question the validity or the conceptual origins of health visiting

strategies, nor indeed the nature of health visiting knowledge.

Furthermore, she considers the individualistic approach adopted by

the majority of practitioners irrelevant in many practice

situations. It is these issues which have contributed to the crisis

in confidence in health visiting and have stimulated the recent

debates amongst practitioners about the nature of professional

knowledge and the development of conflicting paradigms in practice.
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Hovever, in order to explore these issues in the context of

contemporary practice the development of the health visiting

profession needs to be reviewed.

The foundation of health visiting has traditionally been identified

as the formation of the Ladies Sanitary Reform Association in

Manchester and Salford in 1862. The Association has been described

as 'establishing a model of low cost preventive health care based

upon house to house visiting' (While 1987 : 129) Robinson (1982a :

5) argues that the work of teaching hygiene and child welfare,

giving social support and the teaching of mental and moral health

undertaken by the 'respectable working women' appointed by the

Association, is considered the 'direct antecedent' of health

visiting practice. The actual employment of health visitors or lady

health missionaries by local authorities began towards the end of

the nineteenth century.	 However, although the origins of health

visiting were grounded in the voluntary movement, the influence of

epideiniological studies and the particular interests of local

Medical Officers of Health, in addition to central government are

evident in the development of health visiting practice, and thus

contribute to the current conflicting paradigms of practice.

Evidence generated from the epidemiological studies of the cholera

epidemic in the mid nineteenth century initiated general interest in

the standard of public health. This was reinforced by evidence

demonstrating the variation in life expectancy rates for different

social classes and in particular the high infant mortality rate

(IMR) (1) which peaked at 163 deaths per 1,000 live births in 1899

(MeCleary 1933). The Report of the Inter-departmental Committee on

physical deterioration published in 1904 led to the organisation of
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a national conference on infant mortality in 1906. Although

demonstrating the confusion over the cause of infant death, the need

to provide maternal education and encourage maternal responsibility

was clearly identified (Tvinn 1982). Health Visiting was identified

as the agency to fulfil this role, thus establishing practice firmly

in the field of maternal and child health. Robinson (1987) argues

that little work was actually carried out in maternal health, the

emphasis being clearly placed on the infant and child. However, she

goes on to argue that health visiting practice varied considerably

in different parts of the country. In County Durham only a quarter

of the time was spent on maternal and child health, the majority

being spent with individuals with Tuberculosis and other infectious

diseases such as measles and influenza, once more demonstrating the

influence of epidemiological studies.

The emphasis in practice in the early twentieth century was

influenced by the interest and commitment of local Medical Officers

of Health and this phenomenon was demonstrated throughout the

country. A scheme to reduce the IMR implemented by the Medical

Officer of Health for the Borough of St Pancreas included home

visiting by the health visitor following the notification of birth

and establishing a School of Mothercraft known as the 'Welcome'

(Sykes 1910). However, Vakeman-Reynolds (1987) argues that the

influence extended by Medical Officers of Health over health

visiting practice was still apparent in 1949, when they made a

commitment to only employ those health visitors who were trained

nurses.

Central government finally responded to local initiatives in

improving the standard of public health, by introducing specific
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legislation concerning maternal and child health. This included the

notification of Birth Act in 1915 and the Maternity and Child

Welfare Act in 1918, thereby reinforcing the focus of health

visiting practice on mothers and young children. Although the

emphasis in practice remained within the area of maternal and child

health the different interpretation of the york of the health

visitor at this time was demonstrated by the evidence given to the

Inter departmental Committee on Physical Deterioration and the

reports from the Manchester and Salford Public Health Society. While

(1987 : 131) cites evidence which describes health visiting as

reporting sanitary defects in the house, finding work for men and

women, sending children to the seaside, teaching families to lead

moral and healthy lives and making the beds of sick patients. These

early differences in practice were reinforced by the lack of any

established central guidance in the provision of health visitor

training.

The first training course for health visitors was set up in 1892 by

Florence Nightingale. She described the training needs of health

visitors as 'different and more varied but not lesser than nurses'

(Staunton 1980: 481). However, it was not until 1919 that the

Ministry of Health and the Board for Education jointly implemented a

two-year training scheme for health visitors. This was to include

subjects in social and domestic science and to run in association

with a university establishment.	 It was recommended that these

courses should be recognised as the official training for health

visiting. However, trained nurses and graduates needed only to

complete a further years training. It was not until 1925 that a

midwifery qualification was a prerequisite for health visitor
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training but also in this year the course was reduced to six months.

Although the two-year training continued at three colleges it was

possible to undertake the revised six month course with either an

educational institute or local authority or voluntary organisation.

Davies (1980: 1705) argues that this approach to training generated

an 'extreme discrepancy' in the philosophy of training which led to

different interpretations in health visiting practice. Despite the

Royal Sanitary Institute becoming the recognised examination body

for health visiting and the introduction of a statutory

qualification for practising health visitors in 1929, the three

methods of training remained until the 1950s. Although by 1950 some

training schools had managed to introduce the new syllabus proposed

by National Standing conference (2) which gave a much greater

emphasis to social sciences and theory generally, they were not able

to alter the examination which remained grounded in the medical

model of health visiting supported by the Medical Officers of Health

(White 1987).	 The discrepancy between this medical model of

assessment and the need to address the changing health needs of

society following the introduction of the welfare state added to the

debate of the changing role of the health visitor and thereby the

development of conflicting paradigms of practice. 	 In 1954 the

Ministry of Health finally responded to this debate by setting up a

working party to enquire into health visiting practice. This was

chaired by Sir Wilson Jameson , a retired civil servant who had also

been an M.o.H. White (1987) argues that it was significant that a

health visitor was not included within the working party, despite

the fact that an experienced social worker had been appointed to

chair a similar inquiry in social work.
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The Jameson Report (M.o.H 1956) which was published in 1956

commented on both practice and training. The report criticised the

profession for the diverse demands made of health visitors. It

proposed that health visitors should become general family visitors

vith the primary functions of health education and social advice.

It recommended that their work in clinical fields such as diabetes,

old people and tuberculosis should end and Jameson described health

visitors rather unflatteringly as 'willing horses'. This may have

influenced the proposals which were very general and failed to

anticipate new health needs or indeed a new type of worker (White

1987). The report criticised health visitor training because 'it

was too short, too crammed, too theoretical' (M.o.H. 1956 para 352).

The result of the enquiry was the Health Visitor and Social Work

(training) Act 1962. This established the Council for the Training

of Health Visitors. In 1971 the importance of education as well as

training was acknowledged by amending the title of the Council to

the Council for the Training and Education of Health Visitors

(CETHV). The present curriculum was introduced in 1966. This

lengthened the course to 51 weeks by implementing a period of

supervised practice to provide a link between theory and practice.

This increased the practical aspect of the training considerably and

introduced the assessment of fieldwork practice in the final

examination. Wilkie (1979 : 29) describes the concern expressed by

the Council at the lack of a formal method of monitoring the

standard of the practitioners involved in this aspect of the

students' training and it is significant that this has remained a

concern of those involved in health visiting education (3). The

theoretical input was expanded to include sociology, psychology and

social policy in the syllabus, acknowledging the relevance of
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these disciplines to health visiting practice. The courses were nov

all provided in colleges of further and higher education, but

required approval by the CTHV. However, the introduction of a new

curriculum provided a further dimension to the conflicting paradigms

of practice: the differing expectations and interpretations of

practitioners qualifying pre and post 1966. At the present time the

training and education remains unchanged although concern over the

length of the course continues as it is still considered too short

to consider many of the issues in sufficient depth (National

Standing Conference 1980).

Contemporary paradigms of practice: the current debate

Contemporary health visiting practice has therefore developed from a

historical background which White (1987 : 164) describes as 'rooted

in environmental problems, infectious diseases, hygiene and mother

and child welfare'. Indeed the National Health Act of 1946 which

required local authorities to provide a health visiting service

defined health visitors as women 'employed by a local authority for

the visiting of persons in their homes for the purpose of giving

advice as to the care of young children, persons suffering frog

illness and expectant and nursing mothers and as to the measures

necessary to prevent the spread of infection' (Vilkie 1979 : 115).

This traditional role is partly maintained by health visiting today.

Wiseman (1982) demonstrated that 215 health visitors in the North

West Regional Health Authority continued to identify priority care

groups as the under fives, including those with special needs as

defined by the Warnock Report (1978), antenatal and post natal

mothers, the single parent and 'problem' families. However this

traditional role still allows for variation in practice. Clark

(1981) describes 37 studies of the work of health visitors, which
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despite conforming to this traditional role, demonstrate a variation

in identified health visiting tasks. The evidence from the Health

Visitors Association (HVA) to the Community Nursing Review supports

this finding. In a five day period in one Health Authority over 300

different actions were identified which were undertaken by the

health visitor in association with the traditional role of maternal

and child health.

The conflicting paradigms of practice presented within one health

authority is another dimension in the debate of the interpretation

of professional practice. Until recently managers have attempted to

control this situation by introducing a system of structured home

visiting.	 This is defined as a method of advising or directing

health visitors in planning and carrying out home visits and may

take the form of a programme of visits, a target number of visits or

a check list of information to be obtained or screening procedures

to be undertaken (HVA 1985). Although some criticism occurred at

the introduction of these schemes,	 Connolly (1982) clearly

demonstrated the lack of consistency in practice when practitioners

were asked to identify the factors which were used to assess a

child's developmental progress. Therefore, although these schemes

were introduced as a method of monitoring practice and the standard

of care offered to clients, recent events have highlighted the

initial concern expressed in adopting this approach to practice

(Goodwin 1988). Indeed it is also significant that this paradigm of

practice has not resolved the practice dilemma associated with child

protection.	 Although Robinson (1982a) describes the health

visitor's direct responsibility for child life protection being

revised in 1933, Dingwall (1982) argues that family policing has

always been a function of the health visitor. Anecdotal evidence
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from clients substantiates this opinion. However the continued

publication of enquiries into child abuse demonstrates the lack of

expertise of practitioners in this practice situation and

contributes to the crisis in confidence in health visiting.

The school health service has until recently been included in the

traditional paradigm of health visiting. The implementation and

expansion of the school nursing service has partly altered this

pattern, particularly where career structures have developed for

nurses working specifically in school health. However health

visitors continue to receive joint appointments as both health

visitor and school nurse thereby reinforcing this traditional

paradigm. Although a major role in school nursing is to participate

in child health surveillance programmes incorporating medical

inspections and health interviews, another important aspect in

school health programmes is the involvement with health education

programmes on either a group basis or in a one to one situation.

The effectiveness of this practice in schools may be questioned

unless the health visitor has undertaken further training in

groupwork skills or teaching and indeed it may be more appropriate

for the health visitor to work as a resource person to the teaching

staff. However this evidence demonstrates that even within this

traditional paradigm different interpretations of practice can be

identified.

Health visiting with the elderly continues as an issue for debate

within the profession. Fitton (1984) describes 90% of a sample of

111 community nurse managers positively stating that the elderly

should be included vithin the remit of the generic health visitor.

Continuing demographic changes and the general trend of improvements
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in the infant mortality rates provide evidence to support this

comment. It is perhaps pertinent to note that in 1956 the infant

mortality rate was 24.4 per 1,000 live births and this had fallen to

9.4 in 1985 (Central Statistics Office 1987). Many health visitors,

particularly those working in an attachment scheme with a General

Practitioner (GP), have a small number of elderly clients. These

have usually been acquired from the age-sex register or by referral

from the GP. However, many health visitors are not actively working

with the elderly. Wiseman (1982) demonstrated in her study of 215

health visitors that the described priority care groups only made up

6% of the community care group population. It was only a minority

in the study that cited the elderly as a priority group, despite the

over sixty fives constituting 15% of the population in the 1980s

(C.S.0. 1988). This is one area where specialism in health visiting

has been developed with staff being appointed to work specifically

with elderly clients. This is often in direct response to expressed

needs from either a hospital discharge or a referral from a GP.,

voluntary group or the carer. There are relatively few examples of

health surveillance programmes being offered for the elderly in

comparison to those described for children. The professional

organisation for health visitors (the Health Visitors' Association)

has identified the elderly as a priority client group (HVA 1985 :

32) and recommends that this client group should receive a similar

priority to the under fives, thereby highlighting the need to

reconsider the interpretation of professional practice.

However, although the emphasis on the interpretation of practice

remains grounded in a more traditional paradigm, evidence suggests

that practitioners are beginning the reconsider their interpretation

of practice. McFarlane (1982) suggested that an epidemiological
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approach to practice should be introduced. It is pertinent to note

that this approach as well as providing a significant influence in

the development of health visiting also reflects the principles of

health visiting practice (CETHV 1977) which are discussed in depth

later in this chapter. In adopting this approach practitioners must

establish the health needs and the health profile of their community

and use the findings to determine and target priorities in practice.

Although individual practitioners have attempted to implement this

approach for sometime (Allen & Mitchell 1983, Elphick 1984) more

recent initiatives demonstrate a commitment amongst practitioners to

develop a paradigm of practice grounded in the principles of health

visiting practice rather than client groups (Health Visitor

Development Group 1988).

Another important development in practice is the involvement of

health visitors in Community Health Initiatives. Drennan (1985)

describes some of the projects where health visitors have been

involved, both successfully and unsuccessfully. She suggests that

the failures may relate to 'the health visitors displaying hostility

to any questioning or intrusion of their professional role or

territory, or the health visitor being ill equipped to deal with a

questionning confident group of people' (Drennan 1985 : 17). Where

health visitors have been successful they have shared their

knowledge and expertise openly and worked in partnership with the

community members making decisions jointly. Hennessey (1985)

describes this approach to health visiting practice as emancipatory

care and considers it fundamental to determining effective

strategies in practice. Networking with community groups is playing

an increasingly important role in practice and may prove to be a

much more effective method of working than the traditional
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individualistic approach currently employed by many practitioners.

The Child Development Project is another example of the changing

interpretation of professional practice. The programme which is

described as 'essentially a comprehensive parent support programme,

with its ultimate goals the achievement of increased development of

young children, especially those facing economic and social

disadvantage' (Early Childhood Development Unit 1984 : 47), is based

on a philosophy of practitioners working in partnership with

clients. It is this concept which distinguishes this paradigm of

practice from that of the traditional one of maternal and child

health where practitioners generally work with clients in a

directive manner, thereby inhibiting clients front participating in

the decision making process. Indeed the programme aims directly at

helping parents make their own health choices and raising their

self-esteem. Although both the above paradigms of practice are

important illustrations of the changing interpretation of health

visiting practice in order to meet different health needs, Drennan

(1985 : 70) doubts whether the education and training currently

offered to health visitor students equips them to meet these

interpretations of practice.

This review of contemporary health visiting practice not only

highlights the contrasting interpretations of professional practice

but also the different and sometimes conflicting paradigms of

practice within that interpretation. This phenomenon is

demonstrated in the traditional paradigm of maternal and child

health where some practitioners have changed the focus of practice

from the child to the parent and have introduced a client centred

approach (as illustrated in the Child Development Project).
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Although this phenomenon may have stimulated and contributed to the

current	 professional debate I believe	 that	 the present

interpretation of practice can be divided into four distinct domains

and these are demonstrated, using a framework adapted from that

developed by Beattie (1988) in figure 1. 1.
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Roles and Paradigms in Health Visiting

Figure 1.1
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Indeed I would argue that currently the majority of practitioners

have adopted a paradigm of practice clearly located within the

individual directive domain which implicitly raises the issue of

their perception of the nature of professional knowledge. However,

the current developments in nursing, such as Project 2000 (UKCC

1986) which introduces the concept of the Specialist Practitioner in

Health Promotion and the need to respond to changing health needs,

and the Community Nursing Review (DHSS 1986) which recommends

establishing Neighbourhood Nursing Teams, nurse practitioners and

consumer participation in health care, identify the deniand for a

radical change in the interpretation of professional practice. This

belief is supported by Robinson (1985) who argues that the

individualistic approach adopted by many practitioners is often

inappropriate to practice situations and in particular to the

rapidly changing health needs of Society. Indeed health visitors

can no longer indiscriminately adopt a specific paradigm of practice

to meet the variety of tasks which have been suggested by agencies

and government reports but must reflect on their practice using both

the principles of health visiting and an understanding of

professional knowledge to determine strategies in practice.

However, the nature of health visiting knowledge (and therefore

implicitly the interpretation of practice) is influenced by the

process of professionalisation and this issue requires addressing

before exploring the nature of health visiting knowledge and the

implications for assessing competence in practice.
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The process of professionalisation and the influence on the

interpretation of professional practice

The term professionalisation is usually defined as the process by

which an occupation develops to meet those criteria attributed to a

profession (Boyle 1985).	 However, it is not the purpose of this

discussion to debate the professional status of health visiting,

which using previous evidence has been classified within the

category of the minor professions (Glaser 1974), but to consider

those factors within the process of professionalisation which may

influence the nature of health visiting knowledge and thereby the

interpretation of professional practice.

The origins of health visiting have been grounded in the respectable

working woman seeking to influence health related behaviour by

giving advice and providing education for vomen with infants and

children.	 Robinson (1982a) argues that health visiting achieved

initial legitimacy through its association with the infant welfare

movement and the local authority public health movement, in

particular from the subordinate but validating relationship with the

Medical Officer of Health.	 Following the reorganisation of the

National Health Service (FIBS) in 1974 health visiting found itself

in a new setting which challenged its authority in several ways.

Health visiting had been absorbed into the organisational hierachy

of nursing in which it was deemed powerless, not only from the size

of professional groups within the structure but also in financial

terms since the majority of the budget was allocated to curative

rather than preventive care (DSS 1986). The lack of power within

the hierarchy has remained an issue in the development of health

visiting (Orr 1988).	 This reorganisation also brought health
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visiting into an environment where the power base had always been

with the medical profession and traditionally health visiting had

experienced a poor relationship with medical consultants and

(despite G.P. attachment schemes (3)) General Practitioners. This

in part was attributed to the close professional relationships

between health visiting and the Medical Officers of Health. The

move into the hospital sector also generated criticism from

practitioners and the sparse use of nursing skills as low status

professionally. Coinciding with the reorganisation, health visitors

in addition experienced the loss of some of the traditional roles in

child care to Social Services. These factors in association with

conceptual debates challenging the idea of professional expertise in

changing or influencing health behaviour contributed to the crises

in confidence experienced by health visitors at this time (Robinson

1985) and seriously questioned the nature of health visiting

knowledge and thereby the interpretation of professional practice.

The restructuring of the NHS in 1982, and more specifically the

implementation of the recommendations of the NHS Management Inquiry

in 1984 (DHSS 1984) highlighted the issue of accountability in

practice. Although a criterion in the process of

professionalisation, the issue of accountability has serious

implications for practice and therefore the nature of professional

knowledge. In health visiting the clients generally do not initiate

their involvement with the practitioner nor indeed is it always

apparent as to whom is the client or where professional

responsibility lies. This has particular implications in instances

of suspected child abuse where the health visitor has a professional

responsibility in supporting the parents as well as maintaining

professional accountability in the arena of child protection.
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The question of accountability is also raised when defining the

caseload for which the health visitor has responsibility. The

caseload is defined as the members of the population living within a

particular geographical location or registered with a particular

General Practitioner (ENS 1986). In many instances health visitors

are working with client ratios which far exceed those recommended by

the DHSS (HVA 1987). This has implications for practice and

therefore the nature of professional knowledge particularly when

considered in relation to the Code of Professional Conduct (UKCC

1984). This document clearly states that the individual

practitioner is accountable for his/her own practice. However it is

pertinent to the discussion to acknowledge that prior to the

establishment of the United Kingdom Central Council (UKCC) (4), a

health visitor's professional practice could only be questioned in

her capacity as a Registered Nurse. It is interesting however that

of the four health visitors who were required to attend the English

National Board Investigating Committee during the period of July

1983 to March 1985, only two cases were for professional misconduct.

In one case this involved a breach of confidentiality and the other

involved an unsatisfactory standard of performance relating to

record keeping and child health surveillance (Lee 1985).

One other important professional issue to emerge from the

restructuring of the NHS in 1984 was the disbandment of the

Community Nursing Sectors within some District Health Authorities

thereby changing the management structure of many health visitors.

Within the new organisation it was possible for a manager with

direct responsibility for community nurses to have no appropriate

professional experience. This has been identified as an area of
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professional concern as practitioners need access to an expert

source of professional advise and support in the case of actual and

suspected child abuse as well as in identifying the need for

professional development (HVA 1987). However, White (1987) argues

that a Griffiths style of management provides health visitor

managers with the opportunity of gaining professional authority by

improving their knowledge base. She argues that health visitors and

managers meeting together should agree a philosophy and policy for a

particular area of practice. This would provide a framework for the

development of practice and a method of evaluating practice outcomes

thus facilitating the development of professional knowledge, which

in turn has implications for the interpretation of practice.

The need to reconsider and revise the recommendations made by the

Jameson Committee in 1956, in response to the changing health needs

of society had been argued by practitioners for a considerable

length of time (NSC 1980, HVA 1985). In 1985 the DHSS appointed a

team for six months to review the Community Nursing Services.

Although the terms of reference included all disciplines in

community nursing it is interesting to note once again that a nurse

with community experience was not directly appointed. The team

described the fundamental weakness of community nursing as one

'trapped by tradition' (DRSS 1986). They observed health visitors

working in traditional ways with traditional client groups which

they argued would make teamwork and flexibility of approach

difficult if not sometimes impossible.	 Although some of these

findings conflict with those of professional groups and individual

practitioners who acknowledge and demonstrate innovative practice,

the evidence of the Community Nursing Review clearly demonstrates

the different interpretations of professional practice amongst
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practitioners.

Glaser (1974) argues that this phenomenon demonstrates an inherent

problem for the minor professions. He describes the professional

practice of these occupational groups as one of shifting ambiguous

ends without clearly defined contexts of practice thus making it

impossible to develop a base of systematic professional knowledge.

This pattern in professional practice is demonstrated in health

visiting	 and	 has	 been	 influenced	 by	 the process	 of

professionalisation. The nature of health visiting knowledge was

initially influenced by the association with the infant welfare and

public health movement. The crisis in confidence experienced in the

profession in the mid 70s coincided with a loss in status resulting

from the removal from the statute of traditional health visiting

practice associated with child care, and with the challenge of a new

professional setting.	 Vithin this setting came the additional

demands for accountability in practice and value for money and open

questioning of health visiting practice in a series of public

enquiries into child deaths.	 Alongside these changes the

professional management structure was revised which frequently left

practitioners with little support from those with the professional

expertise who could help to address these issues of professional

knowledge.	 Indeed, the government's review of the profession

identified new directions in the process of professionalisation and

once more questioned the nature of health visiting knowledge. These

influences during the process of professionalisation have

contributed to a lack of certainty and understanding in the nature

of professional knowledge in health visiting which has prompted the

need for development of new epistemology of practice.
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The nature of health visiting knowledge and the development of an

epistemology of practice

Robinson (1985) suggests that there are two fundamental issues which

require addressing in the analysis of the nature of health visiting

knowledge which in turn will influence the interpretation of

practice. The first relates to the profession's commitment to the

'abstract notion of health' which she argues is a 'concept fraught

with ambiguity which defies objective definition and

quantification'. (Robinson 1985 : 67). This therefore provides a

very fragile foundation for the basis of professional knowledge in

health visiting. The other issue she attributes to the polarisation

of the beliefs of practitioners which has created two conflicting

paradigms of practice. One paradigm she argues is built on the

belief that the concept of health visiting can be operationalised,

measured and quantified and thus considered scientific; the other

is based on the belief that the concepts of health visiting are

unique and particular to each individual situation. This conflict

in the basic philosophy of health visiting practice supports

Robinson's argument for the need for greater analysis of the

conceptual origins of strategies in health visiting practice before

the profession can make any significant progression in its

understanding of professional knowledge.

However, considerable time has been spent by those involved in

health visiting attempting to understand the nature of practice. A

major contribution to the debate was made by the working party

established by the Council for Education and Training of Health

visitors (CETHV) in 1975.	 Following debates with practitioners,
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managers and educationalists four principles were identified which

were described as reflecting the process of health visiting:

the search for health needs

the stimulation of an awareness of health

the influence of policies affecting health,

the facilitation of health enhancing activities (CETHV 1977).

Although these principles are grounded in the rather ambiguous

concept of health, the political dimension of practice is implicitly

demonstrated in this statement which Robinson (1985) argues is a

dimension of practice unique to health visiting. This political

dimension to practice was also identified in the evidence provided

for the Community Nursing Review by the HVA. The HVA describe

health visiting as empowering 'people to take responsibility for

health as individuals, families and communities and thereby helps to

prevent and minimise the effects of disease, dysfunction and

disability' (HVA 1985 : 15)

The recent discussions on the future of health visiting practice

stimulated by the HVA and Project 2000 have developed this issue

further. Health promotion is described as 'much more than the

individual health teaching undertaken by health visitors...Health

visitors are quite properly expected in addition, to be able to

search out and document unmet health needs within a community, to

design an appropriate programme of care for the client community, to

implement it and evaluate the outcomes' (Ayton 1987 : 34). Project

2000 describes the effective promotion of health requiring a 'highly

developed level of knowledge, and skills, time and a particular

singlemindedness' (UKCC 1986 : 51). The Community Nursing Review

(DHSS 1986) also considered the concept of health promotion,
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particularly in its analysis of the ways in which community nursing

met the needs of the consumer, and identified the need for

practitioners to enable individuals to make decisions about their

own health based on informed choices. However, the evidence also

illustrated that the very traditional patterns of practice

frequently prevented practitioners from working with client groups

most in need of effective health promotion. This evidence not only

demonstrates the conflicting paradigms of practice currently in

existence but also the difference between the theory of health

visiting and the reality of the practice setting.

Within this brief review of the definitions and analysis of health

visiting, the difficulty of defining and indeed the appropriateness

of defining a body of professional knowledge unique to health

visiting has been considered. England (1986) argues that a similar

pattern exists in social work practice and states that social work

will never acquire a body of knowledge exclusive to its

practitioners.	 However he argues that the "social worker's

practice knowledge' is his understanding of his clients, it is this

unique understanding which informs and determines his helping".

(England 1986 : 34). He goes on to argue that an essential

component of this 'practice knowledge' is the intuition of the

practitioner and his intuitive knowing in practice by which he makes

sense of the unique practice situation. He places the emphasis on

the practice situation rather than the body of knowledge which

controls the individual's practice. This concept is developed by

Schon (1983) who attributes the crisis in confidence in

professionals to those practice phenomena which he describes as

complexity, uncertainty, instability, uniqueness and value conflict.

It is the intuitive knowing in practice by which practitioners make
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sense of the practice setting to inform professional judgements from

which strategies in practice are determined which Schon describes as

the concept of professional artistry and considers fundamental to

competence in practice.	 Indeed he goes on to argue that the

relationship betveen professional knowledge and practice competence,

and the artistry and intuition by which competent practitioners

handle these phenomena in practice should provide the focus for

research and learning in professional practice. A similar argument

is presented by Robinson (1987 : 22) who suggests that the

uncertainty in health visiting results from an over sophistication

in its search for a theoretical base, while practitioners are

reluctant to admit the importance of those characteristics described

as 'non-judgementa]., empathetic and relating on a moment to moment

basis'.	 Indeed she highlights the need for practitioners to

perceive practice as both an art and science rather than being

mutually exclusive. (Robinson 1982) This conclusion supports the

argument presented by Schon (1987) of intuition and artistry being

fundamental in the process of professional judgement and yet one of

the most complex aspects to understand in professional practice.

The need to consider issues such as practice phenomena, the artistry

and intuition involved in professional judgement and the lack of a

definitive body of professional knowledge, demonstrates the

incongruity in attempting to develop a base of systematic scientific

knowledge in health visiting and therefore invalidates any attempt

to develop an epistemology of practice based on a model of technical

rationality. Schon, (1983) however, argues the need to develop an

epistemology of practice which reflects the reality of the practice

setting and incorporates the concept of professional artistry. Be

argues that competent practitioners frequently know more than they
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articulate about their practice and have the capacity to reflect on

their intuitive knowing, whilst in the midst of practising.

Therefore he argues that it is possible to develop an epistemology

of practice vhich evolves from protocols of actual performance. The

processes involved in constructing and testing models of knowing in

practice he refers to as reflection-in-action. This approach to an

epistemology of practice would facilitate practitioners in health

visiting to establish methods of practice which allow for the

uniqueness of the practice situation. It would in addition address

the fundamental issue of assessing competence in practice and is

particularly relevant to the current criticisms of professional

education which clearly identify the gap between theory and the

competencies required of practitioners in the field.

The assessment of professional competence in health visiting

education: the implications for the interpretation of professional

practice

Schon (1987) attributes the general crisis in confidence in

professional practice in part 	 to the gap between	 the

educationalists' perception of professional knowledge and the actual

competencies required of practitioners in the field. This argument

has been supported in health visiting by the evidence presented in

recent child death inquiries where specific areas of incompetent

practice have been identified. Robinson (1987) argues that consumer

studies in health visiting reveal the discrepancy between consumers'

and practitioners' perceptions of individual health needs which has

resulted in a significant degree of dissatisfaction with the

service. White (1987) suggests that it is no longer appropriate to

think in terms of a single role for the health visitor as this
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varies significantly within different Health Authorities and

communities and the earlier analysis of the different paradigms of

health visiting practice supports this observation. She goes on to

argue that it is unrealistic to expect professional education to

prepare students to fulfil all these different roles and that it

must prepare students to observe and recognise the diverse needs of

their clients and the ability to develop strategies to meet those

needs. These issues therefore raise not only the question of what

is understood by professional knowledge and therefore the

interpretation of professional practice, but also questions the

methods used to assess competence in practice.

Schon (1987 : 33) argues that the model of technical rationality

traditionally used to define competence in practice has contributed

towards the current dissatisfaction with professional practice. The

earlier discussion illustrates the incongruity between a model of

technical rationality and the nature of health visiting practice.

Similar conflicts arise from the definition suggested by Jarvis

(1983 : 35) who despite acknowledging it unwise to define

professional competence in objective terms identifies three specific

elements; knowledge of an academic discipline which underlies

professional practice; the skills involved in the performance of the

professional practice; and the professionalism in attitudes of the

practitioner. Although this provides broad parameters for a

definition for health visiting, individual practitioners still have

to establish a consensus of knowledge, skills and attitudes

considered appropriate to health visiting. However, more

significantly it does not address the concept of professional

artistry.
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Benner (1982 : 304) defines competence as the ability to perform

the task with desirable outcomes under the varied circumstances of

the real world'. She goes on to describe the difficulties that have

occurred defining competency in nursing and argues that it is based

on expert opinion rather than on the observation, description and

analysis of actual nursing performance. Pottinger (1975) argues

that competence is not a narrowly described set of cognitive

measures but involves the ability in critical thinking, problem

solving and the application rather than storing of knowledge. He

states that 'it is abilities and characteristics such as maturation,

perseverance, dedication and integrity that separate the more

competent professional from the rest of their colleagues.'

(Pottinger 1975 : 12). Therefore he argues that the three broad

dimensions of competency are: the ability of an individual to

process new information for problem solving, the ability to,

integrate this information to form new solutions, and the ability to

effectively implement these solutions.

Although this definition goes some way towards meeting the needs of

health visiting practice, once more it does not address the

fundamental component of competent practice contained in the concept

of professional artistry. It is the practitioner's intuitive

knowing in practice in making professional judgements, guided by her

ability to make sense of unique practice setting which has become

the central issue in professional practice. Indeed some critics

argue that 'the most important areas of professional practice nov

lie beyond the conventional boundaries of professional competence'

(Schon 1987 : 7), thus demonstrating the tortuous process of

achieving an appropriate definition of competent practice. This has

implications for the learning and assessment of student
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practitioners who must not only demonstrate competence in

professional knowledge and skills but must also demonstrate their

competence in the indeterminate zones of practice described as

within the concept of professional artistry. I would suggest this

has a particular relevance to health visiting education,

particularly when past evidence demonstrates that practitioners have

been dismissed from practice due to a breakdown in professional

relationships resulting from 'an excess of zeal, and lack of

Judgement, sensitivity and tact' (Industrial Tribunal 1983 : 3).

The process of assessing competence in practice in health visiting,

in addition to meeting the demands of the Statutory Instrument which

require the health visitor to develop the competencies for:

"a) Co-ordination of skills in health assessment, identification of

need, planning, implementation and evaluation of health education

and care;

b) Co-operation with persons engaged in a wide range of primary

health care and other colleagues;

c) Encouragement of and community participation and use of

voluntary workers in health enhancing activities" (Statutory

Instrument 1983 : 13), must also address the issue of the concept of

professional artistry which has been identified as a fundamental

element of professional practice. Although the above competencies

implicitly reflect some of the phenomena which make up the concept

of professional artistry, I would argue this demand creates a

crucial dilemma in assessing competence in practice which is

augmented by the assessment procedure.

Butcher (1968 : 137) describes the validity of an assessment

procedure 'as the extent to which it does what it is designed to
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do'. He goes on to state that difficulties arise when the criterion

on which the assessment is based is not sufficiently explicit or

distinctly nebulous or cannot be agreed. 	 The difficulties in

identifying appropriate criteria for an assessment procedure have

been highlighted in the foregoing discussion on the conflicting

paradigms of health visiting practice.	 However a much more

fundamental issue relates to the extent to which the assessment

procedure distinguishes between the student who is competent at a

mechanical level but is unable to recognize when her practice is

inappropriate, and the student who has the ability for reflection

and analysis of her practice and attained an appreciation of the

concept of professional artistry essential for developing strategies

appropriate to the individual practice setting. The procedure may

be additionally complicated by the understanding of professional

knowledge and consequently the interpretation of practice

demonstrated by the practitioner responsible for the process of

assessing the student's competence in practice. 	 The Fieldwork

Teacher (FWT), who is responsible for this process in health

visiting education, may not only have adopted a traditional paradigm

of practice but also not attained an appreciation of the concept of

professional artistry which has particular implications for the

assessment of competence in practice.

The individual practitioner's understanding of professional

knowledge, her interpretation of practice, her understanding of

professional competence and the criteria selected for the assessment

process are all significant in the process of assessing the

performance of the student health visitor. The crisis in confidence

in professionals and the significant proportion of clients

dissatisfied with their experience of health visiting practice
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question the extent to which the current assessment methods

adequately address the issues of competence in practice. The issues

outlined above provide the focal point of this study and the initial

focus of a review of the current methods used to assess competence

in practice of student health visitors.

(1) The Infant Mortality rate is the number of deaths of children
under one per 1000 live births.

(2) National Standing Conference was established in 1945 to enable
health visitor lecturers to consider questions relating to the
selection, training and examinations of student health
visitors. Although the remit has changed during the
intervening years it remains a forum for discussing issues and
initiatives in health visiting education and training.

(3) This evidence has been obtained from material presented at a
meeting of lecturers and nurse managers and from discussions
amongst lecturers at both National and Regional Standing
Conferences.

(4) These schemes were originally initiated in 1956 and expanded in
the 1960s. The scheme involved the health visitor being
professionally accountable for the clients registered with a
specific General Practice and it was anticipated that the
'attachment' of a health visitor to a specific G.P. practice
would improve interdisciplinary collaboration (Hicks 1976).

(5) The United Kingdom Central Council was established by the
Nurses, Midwives and Health Visitors Act 1979. Its principal
functions are: to establish and improve the kind and standards
of training and professional conduct for nurses, midwives and
health visitors and to determine the conditions and rules for
professional registration.
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CHAPTER 2

Assessing Competence in practice: the state of the art

The issues raised in the debate in Chapter 1 highlight the

difficulties in designing a valid procedure for assessing

competence in health visiting practice. The assessment process

must not only demonstrate the practitioners' understanding of

professional knowledge and interpretation of practice but also

distinguish between the student who functions at a mechanistic

level (failing to recognise inappropriate practice), and the

student who is able to analyse and reflect on her practice and

demonstrate an appreciation of the concept of professional

artistry. Indeed I would argue that the current crisis in

confidence in health visiting (Robinson 1985, Greenwich L.B. 1987,

Goodwin 1988) and the significant proportion of clients who have

expressed dissatisfaction with their experience of health visiting

practice (Foxman 1982, Clark 1984) substantiate the difficulties

experienced in designing and implementing a valid assessment

procedure. The examination results in health visiting which

currently present a mean pass rate of 96% (Thwaites 1986) raise

further questions about the validity of the procedure particularly

when compared to a mean pass rate of 73% in general nurse education

which has an additional student wastage rate of 15% (ENB 1987).

The high pass rate in health visiting education was initially

demonstrated in a study undertaken to investigate the correlation

between the examination results of different training centres

(Fader 1976).	 This phenomenon was attributed to three main

factors:

the intensive selection procedures employed by both health
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authorities and educational institutions, the close link betveen

courses and the educational advisors at the CETHV (1) and the

system of course approval (Fader 1976:xi).	 The mean pass rate

during the study years of 1973-75 was 96% and as previously

identified this trend has continued. The questions raised by the

high pass rate must not only include the validity of the assessment

procedures but also the validity of the selection procedures and

the level of student motivation and commitment. Simpson (1972:119)

comments that students in higher education are "a highly self

selected and pre-selected group", and indeed a similar pattern is

demonstrated in health visiting. Robertson (1982) has likened the

acquisition of a qualification in health visiting to "an obstacle

course" and this observation is substantiated by the admission

procedure. Dobby (1984) describes the difficulty encountered by

students in obtaining places to undertake the course and attributes

it not only to the admission criteria but also to the general

requirement for secondment or sponsorship by a Health Authority.

At the time of the empirical work in order to fulfil the entrance

criteria the applicant had to have obtained the following

qualifications;

i) Registered General Nurse,

ii) Registered midwife or an obstetric qualification approved by

the appropriate National Board,

iii) Five subjects at ordinary level in the General Certificate of

Education or equivalent (Statutory Instrument 1983:12). The

additional difficulty in obtaining secondment or sponsorship has

also been demonstrated. Dobby (1984) cites the case of the

candidate whose application for sponsorship had been processed by

nine Health Authorities before the student was finally successful.

Although this may reflect the motivation of the candidate I would
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suggest it may support the findings of Dellar (1981) and Ray (1979)

which question the validity of the selection procedures in health

visiting, thereby highlighting the significance of the process

implemented to assess competence in practice. However it is

interesting to note that the Health Visiting Joint Committee (HVJC)

(2) have expressed concern at the decline in the available funding

for health visitor students and has suggested three contributing

factors: the 1982 N1IS reorganisation, the priorities selected by

health authorities for the training of staff and the lack of

available employment in the seconding health authority following

training (HVJC 1984). The committee also suggested that where

health authorities were prepared to second or sponsor suitable

applicants to undertake the required obstetric course, the

available budget for health visiting training was reduced. It has

been demonstrated that of the 2786 applicants for health visiting

in 1981-82, 1281 (46%) were successful in commencing the post

registration course in the autumn of 1982 (Dobby 1984). Dobby's

research shoved that this typical pattern for enrolment continued

in 1983. Although I would suggest the evidence cited above may

indicate the level of commitment and motivation of the student, it

does not address the phenomenon of high pass rates in relation to

the level of client dissatisfaction and the professional crisis in

confidence in health visiting. This once more raises questions

about the validity of the assessment procedure, particularly in

assessing the student's attainment of an appreciation of the

concept of professional artistry.

The assessment of competence in practice is additionally

complicated by the interpretation and understanding of the process

of assessment by those involved in designing and implementing the
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procedure. The process of assessment has been defined in various

ways, however, Rowntree (1977:4) describes it as "occurring

whenever one person, in some kind of interaction, direct or

indirect, with another is conscious of obtaining and interpreting

information about the knowledge and understanding or abilities and

attitudes of that other person."

This definition is particularly pertinent to health visiting

practice as it includes both formal and informal methods of

assessment and considers both the cognitive and affective domain of

learning. Indeed if the student is to be assessed in her ability

to observe and recognise the diverse health needs of clients and

develop strategies to meet those needs there must be particular

emphasis on the affective domain. In addition, the importance of

both attitudes and interpersonal skills in health visiting practice

have been described (Orr 1980, Swain 1983, Foxman 1982) and

undoubtedly play a fundamental role in the intuitive knowing in

practice by vhich practitioners make sense of the practice setting

to inform professional judgements which determaine strategies in

practice.	 This once again emphasises the importance of the

affective domain in the process of assessment. 	 Rowntree's

definition goes on to suggest that assessment is a two way process.

This has implications in health visiting education as the student's

assessor is also her teacher and the assessment process may

indicate the FYT's knowing-in-action and ability to "travel freely

on the ladder of reflection" (Schon 1987:164) particularly when the

student and FWT become caught in a learning bind. Indeed Schon

goes on to argue that the phenomenon of a learning bind (which he

describes as failure by the student and FVT to recognise that they

have missed each others meaning in the reflection in the dialogue)
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may dictate the learning outcome achieved by the student.

The interpretation and understanding of the process of assessment

will also be influenced by the assessor's perception of the purpose

of the procedure. Heron (1981:9) argues that assessment has a dual

purpose, firstly to provide the student with feedback of her

performance during the course and secondly to provide a certificate

of competence for her professional role. The provision of feedback

is obviously important for both the student's personal and

professional development. This is particularly so for adults since

an andragogic philosophy of education acknowledges that the

student's motivation to learn will be determined by an awareness of

a learning need (Jarvis 1983). During the course this feedback

will be provided by the FVT, the lecturers and clients. The use of

a formative approach in assessment enables the procedure to act as

a diagnostic tool identifying the strengths and weaknesses of the

student in both the theoretical and practical component of the

course. However, Heron (1981) maintains that self and peer

assessment are vital in the process of student feedback and are

skills which the students should develop in their professional

education. I would suggest these skills are particularly important

in health visiting as once qualified practitioners currently work

in relative professional isolation. In addition the practitioner

will need to employ these skills in the process of

reflection-in-action. The provision of a certificate of competence

provides a method of controlling professional standards in

practice. However, I would suggest that this function of

assessment is constrained by the assessor's understanding of

professional knowledge and interpretation of practice and in

reality may exert very little control over standards of practice.
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A third purpose of assessment has been identified as controlling

the number of practitioners entering the profession. However, with

the high pass rates experienced in health visiting education and

the problems of low recruitment (HVJC 1984) I would suggest that

few assessors perceive this as a purpose of the assessment process.

Another factor influencing the interpretation and understanding of

the process of assessment is the design of the procedure. Miller

and Parlett (1974:14) describe four stages: the actual preparation

of the procedure by one or more members of the staff, the

presentation of the "assessment task" to the students for

completion within defined parameters, the appraisal of the

completed work by appropriate staff and the judgement following

evaluation being communicated to the appropriate individual (the

student, other members of staff and the examination board). I

would suggest that this pattern is used iii the preparation of the

theoretical component of the course. The assignments are prepared

by the lecturers responsible for teaching that component of the

course and these are then moderated by both internal and external

examiners at the Examination Board. It is interesting that

although these stages apply equally to the practical component of

the course, it is my belief that the procedure is frequently only

prepared by the lecturing staff which means that the practitioner

undertaking the process (the FVT), has little or no input into the

preparation of the procedure. 	 This has implications for the

understanding of professional knowledge and the interpretation of

practice and the validity of the assessment procedure. Heron,

(1981), although describing four stages in the process, suggests an

alternative model. He states that the first stage must consider

what to assess: whether the process or the product. This has
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particular relevance for the current concerns expressed in health

visiting education, since the assessment procedures are frequently

designed to assess the product rather than the process and the

previous discussion in Chapter 1 highlights the inappropriateness

of thinking in terms of a single paradigm of practice. Indeed if

the practitioner is to develop the ability to reflect-in-practice

the processes employed by the student must be a central component

of the assessment procedure. The second stage he identifies as

selecting the criteria used in the procedure, the third stage

considers the application of those criteria and the fourth stage

involves actually carrying out the procedure. Although I would

suggest Heron's design is more appropriate to the needs of health

visiting practice, when attempting to implement either model in the

assessment procedure, the inherent problem identified in Chapter 1

(that of the selection of appropriate criteria to identify

competence in practice) remain.	 I would argue this phenomenon

contributes to the current crisis in confidence in professional

education and client dissatisfaction with the service. In addition

the structure of the procedures is constrained by the requirement

of the National Board (3) and raises the question once more of

whether the current procedures attempt to measure a body of

knowledge or the student's ability to develop strategies to meet

diverse health needs of clients in the individual practice setting.

It is these factors which I would suggest raise questions as to the

extent to which the current methods of assessment adequately

address the issue of competence in practice and led to the review

of the assessment processes that were in use at the time of the

empirical work.

The English National Board (ENB) require the assessment process to
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consider not only the theoretical and practical components of the

course but also the two distinct parts of the course. Part one

consists of three academic terms, with one third of the time spent

in fieldwork practice (CETHV 1982) and is followed by the

Intermediate Examination Board. The final Examination Board

follows part two of the course which consists of a period of

supervised practice of a minimum of nine weeks. The theoretical

component involves the assessment of the five sections of the

syllabus: 'the development of the individual, the individual in

the group, the development of social policy, social aspects of

health and disease and the principles and practice of health

visiting.' (CETHV 1982). Although the assessment process must

include two unseen examination papers the ENB approval procedure

permits institutions to present different models to assess the

above syllabus. Therefore for the purpose of exploring whether

the current theoretical assessment procedures can be considered as

a valid method of assessing competence in practice I have drawn

upon my own professional experience and described the model used in

the case-study college at the time of the empirical work. The

sections of the syllabus 'social aspects of health and disease' and

'the principles and practice of health visiting' were both assessed

by a three hour unseen examination paper. 'The development of the

individual' was assessed by three essays spread throughout the

academic year. 'The individual in the group' was assessed in a

similar way requiring the students to submit two essays during the

second term. 'The development of social policy' was assessed by a

seen paper which involved writing a prepared essay on a selected

topic under examination conditions. All the questions set for

these assessment procedures were moderated by the internal and

external examiners. In order to proceed to supervised practice,
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the students must have successfully completed the intermediate

assessment procedures for at least three sections of the syllabus

and have received a satisfactory report on their performance during

the year (ENB 1982). Although this is provided by a lecturer in

health visiting it must incorporate the assessment made by the FWT

of the student's performance in practice.

The process of assessing the practical component of the course is

also determined by the ENB and four specific components must be

considered: the period of fieldwork practice, the "health visiting

and neighbourhood" studies, the period of supervised practice and

the oral examination. It is interesting that although the ENB

provide a structured assessment procedure for supervised practice

(Appendix A) this does not occur in fieldwork. Indeed each

institution is responsible for designing and implementing their own

assessment procedure and this is discussed in depth in Chapter 6.

Although the "health visiting and neighbourhood" study are a

theoretical piece of work, the content is based on the health

visiting intervention offered by the student to a particular client

or family and therefore reflects the student's competence in

practice. For the period of supervised practice the student is

placed in her seconding or sponsoring health authority and as in

fieldwork practice, it is the responsibility of the assessor to

provide both the learning experience and undertake the process of

assessment. The oral examination, which lasts approximately twenty

minutes, is held at the end of supervised practice and is

undertaken by not more than three examiners (both internal and

external). The "health visiting and neighbourhood studies" provide

the framework for this procedure.	 Following the student's

successful completion of the final assessment the course director
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is required to sign a declaration of character stating in her

opinion the student is a fit and proper person to be admitted to

the professional register (Appendix B). 	 The validity of this

declaration has created some conflict amongst those involved in

health visiting education (Regional Standing Conference 1987).

Indeed I would generally question the extent to which the current

procedures are valid in assessing competence in practice since the

procedures must not only address the students' understanding of

professional knowledge and interpretation of practice but also the

intuitive knowing in practice by which practitioners make sense of

the practice setting to inform professional judgements which

determine strategies in practice:	 the concept of professional

artistry. These issues therefore require addressing in this review

of the current assessment procedures.

The current assessment procedures: a valid process in assessment

The information provided above demonstrates the variety of eethods

employed in the procedures used to assess the professional

competence of students in both the theoretical and practical

component of the course. Although my research interest relates

particularly to those methods used to assess competence in practice

this review must include those procedure used in the theoretical

component as this also reflects the students understanding of

professional knowledge and interpretation of practice and obviously

forms an integral component of the qualifying procedures. It is my

belief that many educationalists place a much greater emphasis on

the theoretical component, particularly at the stage of the

intermediate examination. This I would suggest has implications
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for the process of assessment particularly in relation to the

discrepancy between the theory of health visiting and the reality

of the practice setting, thereby raising once more the issue of

professional competence and the interpretation of practice.

The use of continuous assessment in the process of assessing

competence in practice

Before exploring the validity of continuous assessment as an

procedure in assessing competence in practice it is important to

establish the context in which this term is being used. Rowntree

(1977) differentiates between course work submitted for examination

purposes and that submitted for the student to obtain informal

feedback on their strengths and weaknesses. Although the latter is

a valuable diagnostic tool in adult learning in both personal and

professional development it does not contribute to the formal

assessment procedure. Therefore, continuous assessment in health

visiting education refers to coursework which is undertaken during

the academic year and is an essential component of the intermediate

examination.

The attributes of this method of assessment have been generally

recognised in nurse education (Spencer 1985) and indeed it is used

extensively in health visiting education. A particular advantage

of continuous assessment is that it provides the student with the

opportunity of exploring a topic in depth: a fundamental stage in

the process of reflection-in-action if the student is going to

achieve a substantive understanding of the processes to which the

practice issues relate. 	 It also provides the student with the

opportunity of discussing the topic during tutorials and therefore
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entering a reflective dialogue with the lecturers. 	 This also

enables the revision of drafts before the final submission which is

particularly Important in adult education.	 Indeed, Gibson and

Jarvis (1981:481) argue continuous assessment provides the less

academically experienced with the opportunity of achieving higher

levels of performance and this is particularly pertinent when the

educational experience and academic achievement of the students at

the beginning of the course ranges from the minimum entrance

requirement to an honours degree. It also overcomes the problem of

speed writing and long term memory recall, both of which can be

particularly stressful to adult learners (Child 1981).

However, I would suggest that a particular advantage of continuous

assessment is that it provides the students with the opportunity of

demonstrating their ability in analysing, synthesising and

evaluating their understanding of professional knowledge.	 This

process is essential if the understanding of professional knowledge

is to encompass the concept of professional artistry, as well as

enabling the students" to develop the ability to articulate their

practice so they can construct and	 test	 modules of

knowing-in-practice, thereby developing an epistemology of practice

grounded in reflection-in-action. Another important advantage of

this method of assessment is that it provides the student with

continuous feed-back on their performance.	 This again, is

particularly pertinent in adult learning where research has

demonstrated the extreme anxiety experienced by individuals in

their ability to cope with an intensive course of study (Jarvis and

Gibson 1980). It also allows individuals to plan their assignments

around family commitments, which is essential in a student group

where 99X of the intake is female and a significant proportion of
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the students have dependent children. (CETHV 1983).

However, studies have also demonstrated the disadvantages

associated vith continuous assessment and these must be considered.

Miller and Parlett (1974) and Dingwall (1977) demonstrate that some

students found the level of stress generated by the continual

production of assessed work unacceptable. Other difficulties arise

when students become obsessed with negotiating assignments and

grades, thus inhibiting their professional development in other

spheres of the course (Dingvall 1977).	 Some students expressed

concern that assessors may have higher expectations than in an

unseen written paper. 	 Some vriters argue that continuous

assessment may also hinder the relationship between the student and

teacher. However Nuttall (1981) disputes this, stating that the

increased motivation of the student creates a feeling of the

student and the tutor working together towards a common goal. This

method of assessment also allows the student to 'cue-seek' (Miller

and Parlett 1974). 'Cue-Seeking' relates specifically to those

students who are not only perceptive and receptive to cues given by

the staff about issues such as the appropriate interpretation of a

topic, but actively interact with the staff to obtain this type of

information or attempt to make a good impression. Whether this is

considered inappropriate is debatable, however it may unfairly

advantage those students who perform in this way. 	 Another

disadvantage which has been identified is the possible question of

the authenticity of the students' work, particularly where the

award is a statutory qualification. However I vould suggest that

the principal disadvantage remains the subjectivity of the assessor

In marking the assignment. This may result from the student being

known to the assessor, therefore prompting the 'halo-effect' or
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indeed the reverse phenomenon but it may also depend on the

interpretation of professional practice preferred by the examiner.

However a more obvious cause is the general difficulty of

subjectivity associated with the marking of an essay type

assignment (Cox and Ewan 1982). However this remains a

disadvantage with all methods of assessment using this type of

response.

Therefore although I would argue continuous assessment is a more

appropriate method of assessing the adult learner in professional

education it does not necessarily provide a valid procedure for

assessing competence in practice. This depends not only on the

understanding of professional knowledge and interpretation of

practice on the part of the assessor but also on the ability of the

assessors to prepare assignments which are valid for assessing the

required outcome of professional education. In order to resolve

the current crisis in health visiting I would argue that the

procedures must equally assess the student's ability to

reflect-in-action and her appreciation of the fundamental role of

the concept of professional artistry in competent practice, rather

than attempt to assess a specific body of professional knowledge.

This highlights once more the significance of assessing the process

rather than a specific paradigm of practice and I would therefore

question the extent to which the procedures at the time of the

empirical work could be considered a valid assessment procedure.
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The use of examination papers in the process of assessing

competence in practice

The use of unseen examination papers

The discussion earlier in the chapter demonstrated that the ENB

require at least two of the procedures in the intermediate

assessment to consist of unseen examination papers. One

justification for the inclusion of this form of assessment is that

it may resolve any doubts about the authenticity of the students'

work. It is also considered that this will benefit those students

who perform better in a final unseen paper than in continuously

assessed work (Thwaites 1985). However there are considerable

disadvantages in using this method of assessment in professional

education, particularly when assessing an interpretation of

practice which acknowledges an epistemology of practice grounded in

reflection-in-action.

Cox and Ewan (1982:195) argue that an unseen examination only tests

the student's acquisition of knowledge and the assessment only

provides a demonstration of an ability to recall and reproduce this

knowledge in the specified time. Additionally, it does not

facilitate the assessment of skills or attitudes which are equally

important to competence in practice nor more significantly the

students appreciation of the concept of professional artistry.

Fader (1976) demonstrated that unseen examinations in health

visiting only assessed the students' ability in the comprehension

and recall of knowledge and did not demonstrate the levels of

analysis, synthesis and evaluation. Authors such as Schon (1987)

and Heron (1981) argue that the competent practitioner must
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demonstrate the ability to critically evaluate their performance.

However I would suggest this may once more reflect the ability of

the assessor in preparing questions which assess the required

levels of knowledge rather than the inadequacy of the procedure,

and indeed the use of problem solving case histories have been

introduced in nurse education to overcome this difficulty (Boreham

1977, Crow 1980).

The problem of subjectivity in marking by the assessor has also

been demonstrated in the use of unseen examination papers.

Research undertaken by the National Foundation for Educational

Research demonstrated the discrepancy in grades awarded to students

(Nuttall 1981). Research in health visiting education has also

demonstrated that students who might be successful at one centre

may fail elsewhere due to inconsistency in marking standards.

Students were also able to obtain higher marks than members of

their peer group, who demonstrated equal attainment, simply by

choosing a different set of questions. This was despite the

moderating process of the external examiners (Fader 1976), and

therefore raises questions about the validity of using unseen

examinations as a method of assessing competence in practice.

Nuttall (1981) argues that students may be further disadvantaged in

their performance in unseen papers because of either a physical or

emotional disturbance in their health at the time of the

assessment. This is particularly relevant where there is a high

proportion of mature students who may be adversely affected by the

stress of an unseen paper. Simpson (1972) relates this argument to

the physiology of women and describes the work by Dalton (1968)

which demonstrated women obtained lower grades during the menstrual
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and pre-menstrual period. Again these factors may be applicable

for students in health visiting. The additional fact that unseen

papers are usually a summative assessment, with the papers not

being returned to the students negates a vital function of

assessment, that of providing the student with feed-back on their

performance and is particularly significant in the field of

professional and adult education.

The use of seen examination papers

At the time of the empirical work the students in the case-study

college were required to complete one seen examination paper. This

involved the students being given the paper five weeks before the

examination date, having to select one question from a choice of

four, and being allowed to take a prescribed amount of notes into

the examination room with them. Rovntree (1977:134) argues that

the seen question paper gives the student the opportunity of

thinking critically about the topic and therefore demonstrates the

students' ability to analyse, synthesise and evaluate their

understanding of professional knowledge. 	 In addition the seen

examination paper allows the student to consider the topic in a

stress	 free	 situation,	 thus	 preventing	 a	 limited	 or

misinterpretation of the question. It also means the students have

access to tutorial help, thus permitting 'cue-seeking' in those

students who are willing to participate in this educational system.

However it still necessitates the students reproducing the material

in examination conditions, thereby failing to avoid the

disadvantages previously described. In addition the student is

required to use long term memory recall and to write as much

material as possible in the time available, and it once more fails
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to provide the students with essential feed-back on their

performance. The examiner may also have higher expectations of the

students' performance and it does not resolve the problem of

subjectivity in marking an essay type examination paper. I would

suggest therefore that there are few advantages in using this

method with mature students as many of the disadvantages are

experienced equally with unseen papers.

These arguments support those suggested by Fader (1976:99) who

states that unseen examinations are an inappropriate method of

assessment in health visiting education particularly when the high

pass rate is taken into account. Indeed she argues that the

selection process plays a fundamental role in the qualifying

procedure. In support of this argument I would suggest that a

selection process which addresses the issues which influence the

student's ability to attain an appreciation of the concept of

professional artistry, supported by a programme of continuous

assessment would provide a more valid procedure to assess the

students' competence to reflect-in-action. However if the ENB

maintain the requirement for two unseen examinations I would argue

that further research is necessary to establish procedures which

will assess the processes employed by the student in professional

practice and to analyse, synthesise and evaluate the understanding

of professional practice. But I vould argue that a major concern

remains in that these procedures will still not assess the

intuitive knowing in practice by which students make sense of the

unique practice setting to inform professional judgenient and

determine strategies in practice: a view which is substantiated by

the research into the consumers' perception of health visiting

identified in Chapter 1 (Foxman 1982). 	 I would suggest this
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evidence demonstrates the need for greater emphasis to be placed on

those methods used to assess the practical component of the course

particularly as this relates directly to the students' competence

in practice.

The current methods used to assess competence in practice in the

practical component of the course

It is the practitioner in the field vho currently has the main

responsibility for assessing this component of the course. However

a principal difficulty in the procedures used in this process is

the involvement of the assessor in direct observation of the

student's performance.	 Wood (1982:11) argues that any human

observation is a subjective process and 'exhibits inherent bias'.

Paradoxically difficulties arise because the student's performance

is often not directly observed, and the assessment takes place in

an indirect manner, using information supplied to the assessor by

the student and other informal networks, such as colleagues and

clients,vhich again raises questions about the validity of the

assessment process.	 An additional difficulty is created by the

conflicting paradigms of practice adopted by practitioners thereby

causing a discrepancy in the interpretation of professional

practice demonstrated by the student and the assessor. Robinson

(1987) argues that despite the searching for a theoretical base for

health visiting practice it is those attributes of the practitioner

described as 'non-judgemental, empathetic and relating on a moment

to moment basis' which are fundamental to competent practice.

Indeed England (1986) argues that the intuitive knowing by which

the practitioner makes sense of the unique practice setting and

uses that knowledge to inform practice is a fundamental component
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of professional knowledge. This argument supports that suggested by

Schon (1987) that an epistemology of practice must not only reflect

the reality of the practice setting but also incorporate the

intuitive knowing in practice by which practitioners make sense of

that setting to inform professional judgements and determine

practice. Therefore the review of the methods used to assess the

students' competence in practice must consider these different but

equally important domains of practice.

The ENB, although requiring fieldwork practice to be assessed, does

not provide a specific procedure and therefore the following review

relates to the process of assessment in use in the case-study

college at the time of the empirical work.

The period of fieldwork practice

It is during fieldwork practice that the first stage of the process

of assessing competence in practice takes place and this is

undertaken by the FWT who is also responsible for providing the

learning experience for the student. It is during this experience

that the FWT must not only provide the student with the opportunity

of learning the science of practice but also of achieving an

appreciation of the artistry of practice and more significantly the

interplay between these two domains of practice. These issues are

explored in depth in Chapter 6. However although this learning

experience viii vary with individual FWTs, the pattern of fieldwork

practice also varies with individual colleges. In the case-study

college the students spent one day a week with their FWT during

each academic term, with an additional tvo week block placement in

both the autumn and spring term. The ENB require fieldwork

experience to equate to one third of the students' training during
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part one of the course and at the time of the empirical work it vas

recommended that the FVT completed a formal assessment on the

student's progress each term (CETHV 1982:22). However due to the

limited experience available in the third term, the FWTs were only

required to complete two formal assessments, one at the end of the

first term and one during the third term. The final assessment

includes a statement from the FVT stating whether in her opinion

the student is ready to proceed to part two of the course:

supervised practice. Indeed the ENB require that this statement

forms one of the criteria which must be met if the Examination

Board is to recommend that the student proceeds to part two of the

course.

However the assessment of competence in professional practice is a

complex process and the difficulties have been well documented in

other caring professions particularly nursing, medicine and social

work. These issues include the students' ability to relate theory

and practice (Akhurst 1978, Hack 1973), the complexity of the

assessment process (Squier 1981, Wood 1982), the possibility of

devising and using rating scales and check-lists in an attempt to

increase objectivity (Boreham 1978, Cox & Ewan 1982, Morrell 1980)

and the validity and reliability of the supervisors assessment of

their student (Dobby 1981, Feletti et al 1983, Davies 1979).

Despite there being little available literature in health visiting

Dean (1981) describes a similar dilemma in the assessment of

competence in student health visitors. She argues that as the FVTs

found difficulty in defining criteria for competence in practice

'the assessment of a student is largely intuitive on the part of

the Fieldwork Teacher' (Dean 1981:216). It is interesting that

this finding is substantiated by Chapman (1979) in her study of 62
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FVTs. However I would suggest it is significant that 28 (45%) of

the sample rated their performance in student assessment as only

fair to poor. James and Loveland (1973) also argued the need for

FWTs to have more specific criteria when assessing the competent

practitioner, but vent on to raise the question of whether it was

more appropriate to have an objective evaluation of few specific

qualities in the student or a more subjective evaluation of the

whole person. However I would argue that these observations

highlight the dilemma experienced by practitioners in the use of

intuition and intuitive knowing in professional practice. This

finding supports the argument proposed by Schon (1987) that

practitioners refer to terms such as intuition as 'junk' categories

since they refer to phenomena which elude conventional strategies

of explanation and therefore instead of opening up inquiry close it

off. Indeed I would argue that it is this phenomenon which has

contributed to the difficulties experienced by practitoners in

articulating an interpretation of professional practice which

provides a framework for assessing competence in practice.

The assessment of supervised practice

Supervised practice is normally undertaken in the seconding or

sponsoring health authority and must consist of at least nine

uninterrupted weeks of health visiting practice (CETHV 1982). This

assessment, together with the "neighbourhood study" and "health

visiting studies" and the oral examination form the final

assessment of the student's competence in practice. The aim of

supervised practice is to provide the student with the opportunity

to 'extend and deepen their experience and to test themselves

within a framework allowing sufficient independence yet offering

support and advice' (CETHV 1982:33).	 A nurse manager or an
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experienced health visitor who has undertaken an approved course

for assessors (4) is responsible for the student's supervision and

assessment during this period, and this includes meeting regularly

with the student to discuss their progress and professional

development. The rationale for introducing this component in the

revised course introduced in 1966 was to enable students to

demonstrate their potential as practitioners (CETHV 1978). It is

recommended that the workload (5) selected for the student consists

of approximately 100 families, including clients of all ages from

different social classes and cultural groups. The definition of a

family unit includes both single parents and the elderly living

alone. The selection of the workload is obviously more difficult

in some health authorities where not all client groups may be

represented. However I would argue that this requirement not only

highlights a task orientated approach to the interpretation of

professional practice but also the lack of a conceptual framework

for practice. This in turn raises serious questions as to the

extent to which students can consolidate their understanding of

professional knokvledge in a nine week period of practice.

The ENB provide a standardised procedure for the assessment of this

part of the course which during the academic year 1984-85 included

the use of rating scales measuring performance on a 4 point scale.

The criteria selected for inclusion were: the organisation of work,

home visiting activities, clinic management, group teaching and

contact with other agencies. Another section included the

student's ability to work with colleagues, the student's approach

to work and clients, and the development of their professional

role.	 These criteria once more highlight the task orientated

approach to the interpretation of professional practice.
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The final section of the procedure required the assessor to comment

on the particular strengths and weaknesses of the student as veil

as requiring the signature of the student stating she had seen and

discussed the contents and recommendations (Appendix A). 	 It is

interesting that very little is included within the procedure on

the interpersonal skills of the student although it could be argued

that this aspect of competence in practice had been previously

assessed in the intermediate assessment. However I would argue it

is more significant that the procedure in no way addresses the

intuitive knowing in practice by which practitioners make sense of

practice phenomena to inform professional judgement, thereby

highlighting the restricted interpretation of professional

practice. It is pertinent to note that considerable concern had

been expressed in health visiting education about the use of this

assessment procedure, particularly in the selection of criteria

when establishing the baseline for the rating scales. (Smith 1985).

This led to the formation of a working party at the ENB and the

production of an amended assessment procedure.	 Although the

structure of the procedure has changed to avoid the use of rating

scales, the interpreattion of practice remains task orientated,

including specifically stated objectives. Therefore I would still

question the validity of this assessment procedure (Appendix C),

particularly in relation to the length of time of the period of

supervised practice.

The assessment of the neighbourhood study and health visiting

studies

At the time of the empirical work the students in the case-study

college were required to submit a "neighbourhood study" and two
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"health visiting studies". The aim of the health visiting study is

to demonstrate the development of the student's practice by

assessing the health visiting intervention offered to a particular

family or client with whom the student has worked over a period of

several months during fieldwork practice. It is anticipated that

in addition to the studies demonstrating the attitudes of the

student to different client groups and individual health choices,

they should represent the FWTs' workload. I would suggest this

demand for a client based approach to the studies highlights once

more the lack of a conceptual framework to practice.

The Examination Board requires that each study should be

approximately 3,000 words long and fully referenced. Students are

permitted and encouraged to seek tutorial help from both their FWT

and lecturers in health visiting on the selection of appropriate

families and the writing up of the studies. The type of dialogue

and process which occurs between the student and the teachers once

more varies between courses and the implications of this to the

validity of the assessment process is explored in Chapter 9. The

"neighbourhood study" alms to provide the student with the

opportunity of exploring the sociological and epidemiological

aspects of the physical and emotional health of those clients

within the FWTs' workload. It is expected that cross referencing

occurs between the studies as the pieces of work are inter-related.

These studies which are submitted at the beginning of the period of

supervised practice, provide the basis for the oral examination

which occurs at the end of supervised practice.

The use of the oral examination

The panel for the oral examination at the time of the empirical
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work consisted in the case-study college of two examiners: an

external and an internal examiner who were both lecturers in health

visiting.	 The oral lasts for approximately 20 minutes and as

previously described the material in the "neighbourhood" and

"health visiting studies" provides the foundation for the

assessment procedure. It is pertinent to note that up to ten weeks

may have elapsed between the submission of the written work and the

oral examination. The examiners may discuss any aspect of the

studies which they feel reflects the health visiting intervention

offered by the student. 	 The student who has only achieved a

borderline grade in the assessment of the studies is generally

given the opportunity in the oral to defend her material and

therefore acquire a pass grade in this section of the assessment

procedure.	 Paradoxically it was possible at this time for a

student who had been successful in the written assessment of her

studies to be referred or fail in the oral examination, which I

would suggest raises questions about the use of this assessment

procedure. The oral examination is the final component of the

assessment procedure for part two of the course and students who

have successfully met the criteria for the final examination board

are awarded the statutory qualification of the certificate in

health visiting.

It is my belief that the assessment process used in the practical

component of the course raises serious questions about the validity

of the procedures used to assess competence in practice.	 My

concern relates not only to the interpretation of professional

practice from which criteria are selected to form the assessment

procedures but also to the structural design of the assessment

process. I would suggest that the current procedures are grounded
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in a task orientated approach rather than the processes involved in

health visiting practice. In addition the validity of the

procedure will depend not only on competence and objectivity of the

assessor but also on her understanding of professional knowledge

and interpretation of practice. I would therefore suggest it is

important to consider the relationships and professional grounding

of those practitioners involved in the assessment process.

The Assessors

Generally the assessor has a particular responsibility for

assessing either the theoretical or practical component of the

course. However in order to meet ENB requirements the lecturers

in health visiting, in addition to their major responsibility in

the theoretical component, play a significant role in assessing the

practical component of the course. This is due to their

responsibility for designing the assessment procedure used by the

FWT and therefore	 has implications for the understanding of

professional knowledge and the interpretation of practice

demonstrated by the individual lecturer. Indeed I would suggest

that the legitimate conflict experienced in the interpretation of

professional practice has implications for the assessment process

and therefore must be considered when reviewing the professional

grounding and responsibilities of individual assessors.

The Lecturers

Although the theoretical component of the course is assessed by the

lecturing staff, the specific responsibility of individual

lecturers varies within different institutions and therefore the

described pattern applies explicitly to the lecturers in the

case-study College. The five sections of the syllabus are examined
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by the internal examiners and the assessment includes both seen and

unseen papers using an essay style response. At the time of the

empirical work the internal examiners consisted of a sociologist

and lecturers in health visiting who had additional responsibility

for subject areas such as psychology and human development. In

order to be registered by the UKCC as a lecturer in health visiting

the practitioner must meet the following criteria:

'a registered nurse with at least three years full time experience

of nursing in the community of which two must have been as a

practising health visitor, and have successfully completed a course

of training as a lecturer in health visiting approved by the UKCC'

(CETHV 1983b:1) As all the internal examiners work very closely

with the students throughout the year, the problem of subjectivity

when marking assignments must be considered. In an attempt to

resolve this issue a double marking scheme was introduced, whereby

student papers are marked separately by two internal examiners.

However the risk of the 'halo-effect' in student performance

remains. An additional safeguard is provided by the external

examiner who has the responsibility of moderating both the

questions set in the assessment procedures and the marking of the

internal examiners. The external examiner must be approved by the

National Board and is appointed for a period of three years. It is

the external examiner and an internal examiner (who may be a

lecturer in health visiting) who are responsible for assessing the

student in the oral examination.

The Fieldwork Teacher

The FWT is a registered health visitor with at least two years full

time health visiting experience who has in addition successfully

completed an approved Fieldwork Teachers course. The FVr has the
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dual responsibility of providing the student with appiopriate

fieldvork experience and assessing the student's competence in

practice. Although the amount of time the student spends in the

fieldwork placement varies slightly with individual isntitutions it

must correspond to one third of the course. In the case-study

college this equated to 45 days, which I would suggest has

implications for the effectiveness of the learning environment

created in the practicum by the FWT. It is also during this period

that the FWT is required to make both a formative and summative

assessment of the student's performance. The implications of these

issues in the assessment of competence in practice is explored in

Chapter 6.

However during this period there are other demands made on the FWT

which raise issues about the effectiveness of the practicum. Jarvis

and Gibson (1985:7)	 describe the FWT being required to be an

expert in two professions: both health visiting and teaching. This

necessitates the practitioner keeping up to date with new

developments in both areas of practice and in the limited time

available to the WI' this presents a professional challenge. In

addition, the FWT is professionally accountable to the clients in

her caseload, and when trying to balance the needs of the student

with those of her clients this may also result in a professional

challenge. Indeed the demand for the FWT to be both the teacher

and the assessor of the student may in itself cause conflict,

particularly in relation to the concept of role modelling and the

assessment process. The understanding of professional knowledge

and the interpretation of practice adopted by the FWT may also

influence the teaching and learning process. 	 This specifically

relates to the FWT's understanding and appreciation of the concept
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of professional artistry which in turn may have implications for

the validity of the assessment procedure.

The assessor of supervised practice

The period of supervised practice, as previously stated, generally

takes place in the student's seconding or sponsoring health

authority. Although it is the responsibility of nurse management

to obtain a suitable placement for the student during this period

it must be approved by the educational institution. However this

means that the assessor has the responsibility for both providing

the experience and assessing this component of the student's

training.	 Although as previously described the period of

supervised practice must be at least nine weeks in length, at the

time of the empirical work the period was actually ten weeks.

However, this once more provides a limited time in which the

assessor can determine a formative and summative assessment of the

students' competence in practice. For the student to benefit from

the formative assessment constant feed-back is necessary and

therefore the ENB requires the assessor to meet the student on a

regular basis. However as anecdotal evidence suggests the degree

of feed-back varies with individual situations. Lecturers in the

case-study College attempted to overcome this difficulty by

requiring the assessor to undertake a full written formative

assessment not later than the fourth week of supervised practice.

It was anticipated that this would facilitate the task of formally

identifying the strengths and weaknesses of the student. As in any

andragogic learning environment the student participates fully in

this two way process and any concerns of either the student or the

assessor are shared with the appropriate lecturer in health

visiting. An additional difficulty in supervised practice is the
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assessor's expectation of the student's performance. The student

may be adjusting to a different paradigm of practice from that

experienced during the practicum, and therefore demonstrating

poorly developed skills in certain aspects of practice. I would

suggest that in this situation particularly, it is inappropriate

merely for students to consolidate skills, and therefore the

assessor may need to become actively involved in providing

learning experiences for the student. However it is my experience

that some assessors do not appear to acknowledge this aspect of

their role which creates difficulties for both themselves and the

student (6).

Therefore although the assessors have responsibility for particular

areas of the practical component, I would suggest there is

considerable overlap in that responsibility which has implications

for the assessment process particularly where discrepancy exists in

the interpretation of professional knowledge and the adopted

paradigm of practice. This phenomenon which has further

implications for the validity of the assessment procedure.

Conclusions

I would argue that this review of the current assessment procedures

demonstrates clear criticisms of the assessment process which

particularly relate to the understanding of professional knowledge

and interpretation of practice. 	 This has implications for the

appraisal of professional competence amongst those practitioners

involved in the assessment process and raises questions about the

validity of the assessment procedure. I would suggest the evidence

demonstrates anomalies within both the theoretical and practical

component of the course. However I do not propose to explore those
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issues relating to the theoretical component in this study although

it is pertinent to note that despite more than a decade having

passed since the publication of the study by Fader (1976) no major

changes have occurred as yet in this component of health visiting

education.

For the purpose of this study, I propose to explore those issues

raised in assessing the practical component of the course and I

would argue that this review raises important issues which require

addressing in the assessment of competence in practice.	 A

fundamental issue concerns the understanding of professional

knowledge and the interpretation of practice. This in turn raises

questions about the relationship between the student and the

assessor and the validity of the procedure particularly where there

is a discrepancy between the interpretation of the student and the

assessor or indeed between individual assessors. I would argue

this is particularly pertinent when an appreciation of the concept

of professional artistry is not recognised or acknowledge by the

assessor in her understanding and interpretation of professional

knowledge. The review not only raises questions about the skill

and competence of the assessor, particularly when the literature

suggests that intuitive knowing in practice plays a significant

role in the process of assessment, but also about the design of the

process which explicitly highlights the selection of criteria for

the procedure.

Although the review raises questions about other issues pertinent

to the validity of the process (what is being assessed during

supervised practice, how do students relate theory and practice

and how do the assessors make professional judgements of their
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students' performance), I would argue that a major issue

highlighted in the review relates specifically to the lack of a

conceptual framework from which to inform practice and from which a

theoretical framework can be developed to determine the assessment

process. In addition the review demonstrates the lack of evidence

in the current procedures acknowledging the concept of the

"reflective practitioner". 	 Indeed I would suggest it is these

issues which have not only contributed to the growing crisis in

confidence in health visiting practice but also to the gap between

the reality of practice and the theory provided in the educational

institutions.	 It is therefore these particular issues and their

significance for the validity of the process of assessing

competence in practice which I propose to explore within this

study.
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(1) The Council for the Education and Training of Health
Visitors (CETHV) was established in 1962 following the
Health Visiting and Social Work (Training) Act with the
remit of promoting the training of health visitors,
approving the training courses set up for health
visitors, making arrangements for the conduct of
examinations and carrying out research into matters
relevant to the training of health visitors.

(2) The Health Visiting Joint Committee (HVJC) was set up
following the Nurses, Midwives and Health Visitors Act
and must be consulted by the National Boards and the
United Kingdom Central Council on all matters relating to
health visiting. It also maintains the responsibility by
delegation from the National Boards for approval of
Health Visitor Courses.

(3) The National Boards were established in 1983 folloving
the above Act and maintain particular responsibility for
the provision and approval of courses and the conduct of
examinations in nursing, midwifery and health visiting
education.

(4) This is a six day course, approved by the English
National Board, and designed to enable practitioners to
assess the students' competence in practice during the
period of supervised practice. However the course does
not demand that the competence of Assessors is assessed.

(5) The ENB define the workload of the health visitor as the
whole range of activities for which the health visitor
has a professional responsibility including the client
records actually held by the health visitor. The
caseload refers to the population for which the health
visitor has a designated responsibility. This is based
either on a General Practitioner's caseload or a
geographically defined catchment area.

(6) This evidence was obtained at the briefing meeting for
Assessors of Supervised Practice at the case-study
College, when particular individuals stated that they did
not perceive teaching as part of their role during
supervised practice.
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CHAPTER 3

Research Design and methodology

Following the review of the current methods used to assess

competence in practice in health visiting I have identified five

major issues which require addressing and each I would suggest is

equally significant in the process of assessment. These are:

i) doubt as to the validity of the assessment procedure as

identified for example by the discrepancy between student pass

rates and client satisfaction,

ii) the unsatisfactory nature of the processes involved in

designing the assessment procedure as seen in the difficulties

encountered by practitioners in achieving a consensus of criteria

for competence in practice,

iii) the difficulties created by the student-FWT relationship,

particularly that of being both assessor and teacher, as reported

in the literature available in health visiting and other similar

professional groups,

iv) insufficient emphasis on the student's ability to reflect

on and reflect in practice as evident in subsequent professional

self audit,

v) the difficulties created by the inadequate information

available to practitioners involved in the assessment process, as

seen in the lack of literature which offers any theoretically

based paradigms of assessment.

It is interesting that these issues have progressed some way from

those in my original study protocol in which I had previously

identified five questions for the basis of the investigation.

The majority of these questions related specifically to issues

about the validity and reliability of the criteria selected for
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the assessment procedures.	 However, as my literature review

progressed and I began to explore the procedures currently used

to assess competence in practice I acknowledged that before I

could consider the validity and reliability of specific criteria

a fundamental issue required addressing: the understanding of

professional knowledge and the interpretation of professional

practice.	 Indeed I would suggest that the analysis of health

visiting practice in Chapter 1 has established the conflicting

paradigm of practice demonstrated by competent practitioners as a

major cause for concern.

My study has therefore been designed to address an essential

issue in curriculum design: the relationship between the

interpretation of professional practice and the process of

assessing competence in practice in health visiting education.

The previous chapter has demonstrated the two distinct components

of assessment in the curriculum: theory and practice.	 As

previously stated my particular interest lies in the assessment

of competence in the practice component of the course and

specifically relates to the crisis in confidence in professional

education. The debate in Chapter 1 has attributed this crisis to

the discrepancy between the reality of the practice setting and

the theoretical input in student learning, created by an

epistemology of practice developed from a model of technical

rationality. In order to address these issues I have identified

the following objectives for my study:

i) to identify and analyse the current methods and procedures

used to assess competence in practice,

ii) to analyse the different paradigms of health visiting

practice,	 namely	 individual	 nondirective,	 collective
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nondirective, individual directive and collective directive

(Chapter 1: 28),

iii) to identify and analyse the interaction and relationships

between the processes and individuals involved in the assessment

procedures,

iv) to explore the student's perception of the discrepancies of

the 'reality' of the practice setting as against the ideal in the

college setting,

v) to identify and analyse the learning needs of the

individuals involved in carrying out the assessment process.

vi) to develop a theoretical framework for the process of

assessing competence in practice.

The framework for the research design in addition to meeting

these objectives must also consider the processes involved in

assessing competence in health visiting practice.

Although the discussion in Chapter 1 illustrates the different

paradigms of practice two essential factors emerge in the process

of health visiting: the client-practitioner relationship and the

client as the central focus of health visiting intervention. I

would argue that in order to meet the unique demands of each

practice setting the practitioner is required to not only

demonstrate an appreciation of the concept of professional

artistry but also the ability to reflect-in-action.	 An

appreciation of the concept of professional artistry enables the

practitioner to use her intuitive knowing in practice to make

sense of the practice setting and thereby make professional

judgements to inform and determine strategies of promotion and

prevention. However I would suggest a prerequisite in attaining
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this expertise is the ability to reflect-in-action. Schon (1987)

describes this ability as one in vhich the practitioner draws on

previous practice experience to use as a framework on which to

form hypotheses from similarities perceived in practice and then

testing these hypotheses by experimental action in the practice

setting. I would argue that it is implicit within this process

that the practitioner also draws on the principles of health

visiting (Chapter 1). These issues must therefore be addressed

in the assessment process and reflected in the criteria selected

for the assessment procedure.

Another fundamental question raised in the assessment process, is

the relationship and interaction of those individuals involved in

the assessment procedure. In Figure 3.1 I have tried to

demonstrate the interaction of the individuals involved in the

assessment of health visiting practice, thereby indicating the

complexity of the procedure.

The student, who is in the centre of the process in the practice

setting, is being assessed either formally or informally by

individuals in four different contexts. Although each individual

plays an additional role to that of the assessor, I would argue

the FWT (who plays the most significant role in the assessment

process) experiences the most demands on her practice. The FWT

in addition to her practitioner role is entirely responsible for

providing a reflective practicum. This not only involves the

selection and briefing of appropriate clients but also in

facilitating an epistemology of practice grounded in

reflection-in-action.
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The available literature relevant to the objectives identified

for the investigation, was another important consideration in the

design of my study. Because the literature specific to health

visiting education was very limited, my literature review related

predominantly to other professional groups, in particular

nursing, social work and teaching. These groups were specifically

selected because their categorisation as a minor profession

(Glaser 1974) equates to that of health visiting. I therefore

decided it was not possible to formulate a hypothesis as a

grounding for my research and instead selected a multi-stage

approach which included the use of a case-study. I anticipated

that this approach would provide me with the opportunity of an

indepth analysis of the phenomenon in one particular education

setting. It would also enable me to explore and analyse the

process of assessment from the different perspectives of those

individuals involved in the procedure and from the data obtained

generate patterns and relationships from which hypotheses could

be formulated for future research. However, a case-study also

allows the researcher to predict the future behaviour of

participants based on relationships or events previously

experienced and in this limited sense hypothesis testing can be

used within the course of the case-study. (Pout, Bungler 1987).

This framework therefore provided a further dimension to the

design.

Methodology

The methodology for the investigation involved a multi-stage

mixed research design as illustrated in Figure 3. 2.
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It involved the use of surveys and a case-study.The initial stage

which involved the use of a survey, was carried out not only to

set the process of assessment in the case-study in the wider

context of health visiting education, but also to examine the

different paradigms of practice and perceptions of the nature of

professional knowledge as these issues play a fundamental role in

the assessment of competence in practice. Despite the case-study

providing the focus for the next phase of the investigation, this

was divided into two further phases to reflect the distinct

stages of the assessment process: the intermediate and the final

stage (Chapter 2:52).	 Stage 2 explores the interaction and

relationship of the factors and individuals involved in assessing

the students' competence in the practicum and Stage 3 explores

the students' perception of the process of assessment in

supervised practice. Although these two stages are considered

separately in health visiting education one of the assessment

procedures used in the final stage of assessing competence in

practice is based on work completed in the intermediate stage and

therefore provides an essential link between stage 2 and 3 of the

research design.

I selected a combination of instruuients in order to generate data

of	 sufficient depth to explore the relationship between the

factors and variables in the process of assessing competence in

practice.	 These methods included the use of professional

documents and questionnaires and interviews which were applied to

students, FITs, lecturers and clients. The data obtained frog

the questionnaires and professional documents were used to

generate the focus for the interview schedules.	 My initial
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discussions with colleagues and the literature available on

assessment had demonstrated the complexity of the process and

this led me to select a semi-structured interviewing technique.

The structure of the interviewing procedure is particularly

important if a rich source of data is to be obtained.

Morton-Williams (1978) argues that two important principles must

also be considered: 	 the questions must be as open ended as

possible and the questioning technique should encourage

respondents to communicate their underlying attitudes, beliefs

and values. This second principle was particularly important in

designing the study as I needed to elicit these attributes from

the students, FWTs, clients and lecturers involved in the

assessment process.	 However I also had to acknowledge the

possibility that the form of the question might prompt the

informant to reveal certain attitudes rather than others in

either the questionnaire or the semi-structured interview

(Courtenary 1978:32).

Robertson and Boyle (1984:45) argue the need to base the

interview schedule on what they describe as 'a knowledge of

cultural patterns'. This Is important so that the information

obtained during the interview is based on ideas and concepts that

are shared by both the interviewer and the participant. During

my professional life I had experienced the acculturation process

in health visiting (Houle 1980:57) by practising as both a health

visitor and FWT. This provided the foundation for a common core

of knowledge and beliefs between the interviewer and the

participants.	 However, my position as a lecturer was more

ambiguous. Although it provided a basis for sharing concepts in

the interview situation, it may also have introduced a degree of
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bias into the data collection. Field and Morse (1985) state that

the depth of information obtained during an interview is

dependent upon the interviewer's skill in achieving both a

rapport and the trust of the participant. If the interviewer is

seen in a position of authority this may be difficult to achieve

and may limit the depth of information offered. Therefore the

problem of interviewer bias must be seriously considered (Wood

1978:100), and this issue viii be addressed in detail later in

the chapter.

Stage 1

The Postal Survey

The postal survey was designed to achieve two specific purposes:

to analyse the different paradigms of practice and to screen t)he

current methods used to assess competence in practice. Although

generalisations cannot be made from the findings of a case-study

I considered it important to establish the process of assessment

in the case-study in the context of health visiting education.

The screening of procedures would also enable an analysis of the

nature of professional knowledge as perceived by educationalists

which I vould suggest has implications for the interpretation of

professional practice. Before conducting the survey support and

approval were sought from the Professional Officer for Health

Visiting at the ENB.	 These were readily provided and

considerable interest in the study was expressed. A list was

also obtained of the institutions offering the health visitor

course in England, and the leaders of 36 courses were circulated

with an explanatory letter, a request for a copy of their current

assessment procedure and a short questionnaire (Appendix D).

Although I vas concerned that this approach might result in a by
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response rate, Brook (1978) argues that it is a false assumption

that there will be a low return rate from a postal survey. In

order to facilitate the maximum response a follow-up letter was

sent to colleges who had not responded to the first request. In

addition some colleges required a letter requesting the

forwarding of their assessment procedure as their original

response had included only the completed questionnaire.

The confidential questionnaire consisted of four open-ended

questions. The questions were designed to identify the

respondents' view about the current procedures used to assess

competence in practice and to identify any specific concerns

about the process of assessment. The space provided for the

response was restricted to one side of A4 paper as there is

evidence to suggest that too much space may inhibit respondents.

Open-ended questions vere used to allow the respondents to freely

express their opinions. This format also provides a rich source

of data from which verbatim excerpts provide a valuable insight

into the tone of the replies offered by respondents. The

questionnaire had been piloted with colleagues in an attempt to

minimise any ambiguity in the wording and to estimate the time

involved in completing the procedure. The colleagues selected to

pilot the questionnaire were chosen as they were unlikely to be

included in the later stages of the study. However this in fact

proved untrue as one colleague was finally included in the sample

of lecturers in the semi-structured interview in the case-study.

As this interview took place approximately fifteen months later I

did not feel any further bias was introduced into the situation.

The comments from the initial pilot study were incorporated into

the questionnaire and the data provided by the respondents
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generated the foci for the semi-structured interviews with the

FVTs and lecturers in the case-study.

Stage 2

The Case-Study

The college selected for the case-study is situated in Greater

London and due to its location relates to approximately twelve

health authorities. The college has approximately 10,000

students, the majority involved in further education. The health

visitor course at the time of the empirical work in 1984 was run

in the Department of Community Health and staffed by five full

time lecturers in health visiting. The course was well

established and had been running since 1967. It offers 42 post

registration places, however in reality the course usually has an

intake of approximately 34 students. The participants in the

case-study included the student group, lecturers, FWTs and

selected clients.

The Fieldwork Teachers

The FWTs, who provided the student health visitors with their

learning experience in the practicum during the study year

1984/85, were employed in nine different health authorities.

Some had worked with the college for several years, whereas for

others this was their first year. All the FWTs working with the

college that year were included within the sample for the first

phase of Stage 2 of the study and permission was obtained for

their participation from the appropriate Director of Nursing

Services (DNS) (Appendix E). All except one readily gave their

agreement. In this instance the health authority gave permission
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following further details of the study being submitted to their

Ethical Committee. It is interesting that this was the only

authority to implement this procedure before agreeing to their

staff being involved in a research study. The aims of the study

had been informally explained to the FWTs, whilst attending a

study day in college, and no concern had been expressed about

their involvement. Indeed most had expressed great interest in

the project. The cohort included 28 FVTs as, in common with

other courses, the student intake for the year 1984/85 had

dropped, demonstrating the general reduction in recruitment to

health visiting education (HVJC 1984). The questionnaire which

was confidential and coded, was designed to explore the major

issues in the assessment process identified earlier in the

chapter. The coding of respondents was necessary so that FWTs

could be identified for selection for the next phase of the study

using the data obtained in the questionnaire. The questionnaire

consisted of two parts: the first involved a professional

biography and the second considered issues in the assessment

procedure (Appendix F). A combination of closed and open ended

questions was therefore employed. The questionnaire was

prepiloted with a group of student FWTs who were currently

undertaking the first year of the FVT course. A discussion basis

was used to identify any questions which were ambiguous or

inappropriate. The questionnaire was amended using the comments

of the student group and then piloted with a group of 12 FWTs

working with another training Institution within the region. The

response rate from the pilot study was good, with the respondents

completing all sections of the questionnaire.	 No adverse

comments were received about either questionnaire design or the

format of the questions.	 There were no questions which the
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respondents considered they vere unable or unwilling to answer

and the questionnaire was therefore circulated to the FWT cohort.

This was conducted at the end of the student health visitors'

first term of fieldwork experience and followed the completion of

the intermediate assessment of competence in practice. An

explanatory letter (Appendix G) and stamped addressed envelope

were included in the circulation of the questionnaire. The

respondents were requested to complete and return the

questionnaire within a three week period.

The semi-structured interview

Gallego (1983:43) describes a case-study as responding

'opportunistically to whatever action is taking place' and

therefore the foci for the semi-structured interview emerged from

the primary analysis of the data in the questionnaire. However,

in order to achieve the objectives of the study, foci were also

generated from the data analysis of the initial postal survey and

the literature review. In the time available for the study it

was impossible to conduct an indepth interview with all the

respondents and therefore a sample of FWTs was selected. I

decided it was feasible to interview 50% of the respondents.

Field and Morse (1985:59) argue the importance of selecting

respondents who can contribute to the understanding and

development of theories in the topic being researched and

therefore a positive sampling method was selected (Bogden and

Bikien 1982:67). This would allow me to select FVTs who had

demonstrated specific characteristics and/or opinions in their

responses to the questionnaire. The sample would also provide a

variety of practice settings in which the process of assessment

is conducted. The criteria used for selection are given below:
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1. The number of years practising as an FWT -

Part II

1-2 years

3-4 years

5-6 years

more than 7 years

2. Whether the respondent had found the procedure stressful.

3. Whether the respondent had an innovative approach to health

visiting practice.

4. Whether I felt the respondents would be prepared to honestly

share their ideas and knowledge.

The first criterion was selected as my literature review

demonstrated that the assessment process becomes easier with

greater experience. This issue was also identified within the

questionnaire responses. The selection therefore ranged from

those who were completing the FWT course with their first

student, to those who had been practising as an FWT for more than

7 years. The second criterion was selected because my reading of

the literature demonstrated that the process created stress for

the assessor. The responses in the questionnaire had been very

divided on this issue and I considered it important to explore

this issue in greater depth. The third criterion was selected to

establish whether the FITs' interpretation of professional

practice had contributed to any discrepancy in the process of

assessment, particularly if they had adopted a confliciting

paradigm of practice to that of the student. Although the final

criterion is more appropriate to an opportunistic sampling

method, I decided it was important in facilitating the validity
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of this stage of the empirical work, as I would argue this group

of participants would be more willing to share their honest

feelings and beliefs about the assessment process. Using these

criteria 13 participants were selected. They were contacted

initially by letter, thus providing an informed consent to their

participation in the taped interview (Appendix H) (Field and

Morse 1985). Although this should include an opportunity for

those involved to ask further information about the interview

procedure my letter did not specifically provide this facility.

However this did not appear to affect the response of the

participants.

Following their agreement the interview schedule was arranged,

with the participants being offered a choice of venue: either in

the college or at their practice base. Following an agreement

with nurse managers the interviews all took place in work time,

therefore providing some consistency to the interview situation.

A tape recorder was used so that the information could be

accurately recorded without distracting either the participant or

the interviewer. It was stressed that the tapes were totally

confidential. A pilot interview was conducted to establish the

appropriate sequencing of the topics in the interview and to

minimise the risk of bias created by the influence of earlier

questions.

The final phase in this stage of the study was to link the data

obtained from the questionnaire to the data obtained from the

actual assessment procedure completed with the student. Both the

intermediate and the final assessment procedure were used for

this purpose (Appendix I). The procedures were identified by
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using the same coding as the questionnaire. The comparison of

this data would provide further understanding of the assessment

process and facilitate the formation of inductive theory.

The student health visitors

Before commencing this stage of the case-study permission for the

students' participation was sought from the college. Both the

Head of Faculty and Head of Department agreed to the health

visitor course becoming the subject of the case-study and to the

student group being asked if they wished to participate in the

research study.	 From available data the student cohort

demonstrated no significant differences in social structure to

other student intakes during previous academic years. (CETHV

1983).	 Although no generalisatlons can be made from the

observations of this group I considered it useful to place the

student cohort in the wider context of health visiting education.

The original intake of students for the study year 1984/85 was

29. However one student became pregnant and decided to withdraw

from the course at the end of the autumn term. Since she was not

involved in the assessment procedure and would not be completing

the course she was not included in the sample. 	 One other

student's fieldwork placement had broken down and therefore she

had not undertaken sufficient practice by the end of the autumn

term to be included in the student cohort. The questionnaire

circulated to the students was confidential and coded so that

the students could only be identified by the researcher. The

numerical coding for the student respondent corresponded to that

of their FWT, thus allowing the researcher to match student and

assessor. The questionnaire was divided into three parts: the

first consisted of a professional biography, the second explored
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the fieldwork experience provided for the student (which I had

identified within the literature as being significant in the

outcome of the assessment process) and the final part explored

the student's perception of the assessment process (Appendix J).

The questionnaire was prepiloted with a group of students in the

final stage of the health visitor course in the previous academic

year at the college. Once more a general discussion was used so

that any ambiguities in wording could be identified. Following

minor amendments to the questionnaire, ten further students were

selected for the pilot study. The response rate was good, all

questions were completed and no further ambiguities were

identified. The questionnaire was circulated to the student

cohort at the end of the first term following the intermediate

assessment procedure. The distribution occurred on the last day

of term to minimise the opportunity of students conferring

together about their responses. 	 An explanatory letter and

stamped addressed envelope were included in the circulation

(Appendix K).

The students were requested to complete and return it by the

first day of the spring term.

The semi-structured interview

The data obtained in the final section of the questionnaire, in

conjunction with the literature review, provided the foci for the

semi-structured interviews.	 For this phase of the study the

student sample had been predetermined by the participants

selected for the F'iT semi-structured interview. By implementing

this approach to sampling I would obtain data relating to the

process of assessment from two respondents who had experienced
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the same procedure but from a different perspective. I

considered this particularly important as I would suggest that

different perceptions of the nature of professional knowledge

vill influence the outcome of the assessment procedure. It is

interesting, however, that this method of sampling selected

participants who were representative of the total student group.

Their ages ranged from 23 to 44 and previous experience included

midwifery, the acute sector, community nursing and a variety of

other nursing experience. Their academic qualifications ranged

from one ordinary level pass in the General Certificate of

Education to an honours degree. The cohort included those with a

midwifery qualification as veil as those vho only had the

required obstetric experience. There was only one student from

an ethnic minority group, but once more this reflected the total

group as only 3 of the 28 students were from ethnic minority

groups. It is pertinent to note that had an opportunistic

sampling method been employed the same participants would have

been selected in several cases.

Following the selection of participants each individual was

contacted by letter, thereby obtaining informed consent to the

taped interview. Once consent was given the interview scheduled

was arranged. Once more all the cohort were interviewed in

college during the teaching day in order to achieve consistency

in the interview situation. A difficulty I had to acknowledge

was the possibility of interviewer bias because of my position as

lecturer to the health visitor course. However, the students

were assured of the confidentiality of material on the tape and

the participants appeared relaxed and very willing to discuss any

of the topics which were raised.
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The college lecturers

The semi-structured interview

The lecturing staff involved in assessing the student's

competence in practice, consisted of five women members who were

all qualified health visitor lecturers. The management structure

ranged from principal lecturer to lecturer II. The principal

lecturer had been in the department since the inception of the

course and one other member had been in post for 7 years. My

direct involvement, as a member of this team, had implications

for this stage of the methodology. Although participants were

assured of the confidentiality of the recorded material,

interviewer bias has to be considered once more, particularly

as the principal lecturer was my line manager and this issue is

discussed in more depth later in the chapter. The foci for the

semi-structured interview were generated from the data analysis

of the postal questionnaire circulated to course leaders and from

the data obtained from the FVTs. Informed consent was obtained

from the lecturers for the taped interview. Unfortunately it was

difficult to obtain interview consistency as one lecturer was on

maternity leave and was therefore interviewed at home, with both

her children present. It was difficult to arrange a convenient

time for the interview with the principal lecturer so this was

conducted some time after the others, thereby introducing a

further variable into the situation. Although another colleague

had only joined the lecturing staff a term before the interview

took place, she had been on teaching practice within the

department in the previous academic year and felt she understood

the issues involved in the assessment procedure and the course

structure sufficiently to be included in the interview. 	 The
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fourth member was in her second year of teaching experience.

Despite these difficulties I considered the interviews provided

the opportunity to obtain a rich source of data of the

educationalists' perceptions of the nature of professional

knowledge and the implications for assessing competence in

practice.

The clients

The semi-structured interview

During the initial analysis of the data from both the FWT and the

student respondents the importance of the clients' role in the

assessment process became very clear. This related specifically

to client feedback which provided many FWTs with an informal

method of assessing the student's competence in practice.

Research has demonstrated that clients articulate their level of

satisfaction with the health visiting intervention offered by a

practitioner (Foxman 1982, Draper 1983). 	 Although this

particularly related to the practitioner's interpersonal skills I

would argue that the intuitive knowing in practice which informs

professional judgement is influenced by the interpersonal skills

of the practitioner. In addition, in order to obtain sufficient

breadth to the case-study the clients must be considered in the

methodology as they play a fundamental role in the learning

experience provided for the student. Therefore the final phase

in this stage of the case-study was to interview clients who had

been involved in student training. Before selecting clients for

interview permission was sought once more from the DNS from the

relevant health authorities. Host readily agreed except for one

where permission was nov required from their Ethical Committee

as the research directly involved the participation of clients.
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An opportunistic sampling method was implemented to select the

clients for the semi-structured interview. Selected FWTs were

requested to approach three of their clients who had been

involved in student training. The FVTs were selected for their

perceived competence in health visiting practice and teaching

ability. Their practice environment was also considered in an

attempt to provide a sample of clients from a variety of social

and ethnic groups. In using these criteria I considered that the

participants would have a good understanding both of health

visiting practice and the students' role in relation to the FWT

and the service provision. By requesting the FIJT to select the

clients for interview I hoped to obtain a sample of clients who

were willing to articulate their opinions about their involvement

in student training.	 Following the initial selection of

participants by the FWT a letter was sent to individual clients

to obtain informed consent to the taped interview. 	 The

interviews were arranged at a time and location convenient to the

client. The foci for the semi-structured interview were

generated from the analysis of the data from the student and FWT

respondents and discussion with both colleagues and clients

particularly relating to the nature of professional knowledge.

The validity of the data needs careful consideration. Becker and

Ceer (1978) suggest that information given in a one to one

situation may vary from that in a group. Although this issue is

partially addressed within the interview schedule (Appendix L)

it is considered in more detail later in the chapter.

Stage 3

Chapter 2 demonstrates that the assessment of the students'

competence in practice is divided into two distinct parts. The
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final stage in the research design related to the second phase in

the process of assessment in supervised practice. The two phases

in the process are interlinked by the "health visiting study"

which although a major component of the final assessment

procedure is completed by the student during her time in the

practicum. I would suggest that this method of assessment raises

two specific issues: the extent to which the procedures are

perceived as an interrelated process and the validity of the

procedure as a method of assessing competence in practice. My

original study protocol did not consider supervised practice as a

stage within the process of assessing the student's competence in

practice. The boundaries of the case-study were therefore limited

by introducing this stage at a later phase and not exploring the

relevant issues with the assessors of supervised practice or the

clients allocated to the students during this time.

The "health visiting study", although as previously discussed is

an element in the theoretical assessment procedure, reflects the

health visiting intervention offered by the student to clients. I

would therefore argue it must be considered additionally as a

method of assessing the student's competence in practice.

However, a phenomenon which must be explored in the research

design is the tutorial help provided for the student in

completing the study. Although the student may receive tutorial

guidance from both a lecturer in health visiting and the YVT, the

degree of input will vary with individuals and institutions. I

would suggest this input may seriously question the validity of

the health visiting study as a method of assessing competence in

practice. However, in order to set the procedures used for the

health visiting studies in the case-study college in the context
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of health visiting education an initial survey was undertaken

with all course leaders in England.

The postal survey

All 36 institutions in England were circulated with an

explanatory letter requesting a copy of the current guidelines

available to the student for completing the "health visiting

study". It also included a short questionnaire using open ended

questions to establish the type and extent of tutorial help

offered to the student and to identify any concern generated by

the use of the health visiting study as a method of assessing

competence in practice (Appendix M). This letter was sent to

Institutions regardless of whether they had responded to the

original postal survey and indeed some Institutions responded to

the request although they had not responded to the original

request for a copy of their assessment procedures. In addition

to providing a framework in which to set the tutorial help

provided in the case-study college the data obtained provided a

source of concerns relating to the validity of the health

visiting study as a method of assessing competence in practice.

The case-study

An important focus for the semi-structured interviews with the

students, FWTs and the lecturers related to the use of the

"health visiting study" as an assessment procedure. Although the

focal point for this topic in the interview varied depending on

the participant, certain issues were important to the three

groups, in particular the stress created by the preparation of

the studies and the amount of tutorial help that individual

students expected or received from either the FWT or the
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lecturer. By using the same coding system to identify the

participants as Stage 2, it vas possible to compare the

perceptions of student and the FWT. The influence of the

interviewer on participant bias is particularly important in the

student group, as some of the participants were my tutorial

students and therefore commenting directly on the amount of help

they had received from the interviewer.

The final phase in this stage of the study was to review the

assessment process for the period of supervised practice. This

was conducted by circulating a confidential questionnaire to all

students who had successfully completed the course. The

questionnaire was divided into three parts: the first explored

the health visiting experience that had been offered to the

student, the second explored the assessment procedure experienced

by the student and the final part explored the student's

perceptions of the oral examination occurring at the end of

supervised practice. The health visiting practice experienced by

the student was particularly important as this has implications

for the understanding of professional knowledge and the

interpretation of practice which I would suggest may influence

the process of assessment. Once more the same coding system was

used thereby allowing any relationships in the data to be

identified and explored.

The validity of the research design

One of the great strengths in using a case-study approach has

also been described as a 'potential weakness'. The opportunity

for the researcher to gain in-depth knowledge of the thoughts,

feelings and actions of individuals involved in a specific
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situation may create such familiarity with the phenomenon under

examination that the objectivity of the researcher may be

particularly difficult (Polit, Hungler 1987). 	 Field and Morse

(1985) argue that the quality and depth of data in qualitative

research is dependent on the ability of the researcher. Although

I have used a combination of quantitative and qualitative methods

to gather data in the research design emphasis has been placed on

the use of semi-structured interviews which raises specific

issues which must be addressed when considering the validity of

the research design.

The validity of the research findings depend not only on the

ability of the researcher to objectively report the perceptions

of the participants in the study but also on the extent to which

the findings represent the reality of the situation being

studied. The depth of the data is dependent on the sensitivity,

informed value judgement, insight and knowledge of the

researcher. However these attributes in themselves can generate

issues which question the validity of the study. Because of my

position as a lecturer in the college used in the case-study it

was particularly important that I addressed these issues in the

research design by creating a disciplined framework to the study

to minimise factors which may influence the validity of the

study.

This was obtained by the progression in the study from the survey

to the questionnaires and interviews in the case-study. 	 The

survey allowed me to set the issues generated in the case-study

in the context of health visiting education. 	 In addition it

provided a method of verifying the data obtained from the
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lecturers during the interviews. This was also achieved by using

the actual assessment procedures completed by the FVTs. The

social context in which data is gathered is also an important

issue in the validity of the research design. Field and Morse

(1985) argue that informants will reveal information in one

context although not in another and information obtained in a one

to one situation should be verified in a group situation. This

was more difficult to achieve as I particularly wanted to explore

issues raised in the questionnaire in depth, which I would argue,

would not have been possible in a group situation. This issue

was raised with the interviewees vho stated that they did not

consider the interview situation had affected the type of

information they were prepared to reveal. However participants

in the interview stage were selected from similar settings which

also allowed verification of data.

The relationship between the researcher and the informants must

also be considered. Although my status as a lecturer could have

prevented me from obtaining certain information from the

respondents I considered my relationship with that particular

group of students and FWTs particularly open and trusting; an

observation I would suggest is reflected in the data. However,

this issue is important to acknowledge in the coding of the data.

Another important issue to consider is objectivity in reporting

of the data. To overcome any bias which might have been generated

by my position in the case-study college all the interviews were

taped thus providing an accurate record of the material obtained

from the interviev. This also enables the checking of data for

coding purposes.	 In addition the coding of the data may
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influence the validity.	 Although only using one interviewer

resolves the difficulty of researchers not agreeing on

definitions derived from the data for categorisation purposes,

it does require the categories to be clearly described and

related to the data. It was also very important that I remained

alert to the problem that my position as a lecturer could bias

the findings and these issues therefore had to be considered

continuously throughout the processing of the data.

It was therefore within the context of this framework that the

data analysis was undertaken to explore the relationship between

the interpretation of professional practice and the process of

assessing competence in practice in health visiting education.
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CHAPTER 4

Assessing competence in practice: A comparative study of

current procedures

The interpretation of professional knowledge has been

identified as a major influence in defining the practitioner's

understanding of competence in practice (Chapter 1). This may

relate specifically to concepts such as 'practice knowledge'

described by England (1986) or to the 'practice phenomena'

identified by Schon (1987), or indeed to the body of

professional knowledge acquired by the practitioner. However,

both England and Schon argue the inappropriateness of

developing an epistemology of practice based on a model of

technical rationality as this negates a fundamental component

of competent practice: the intuition and artistry involved in

making sense of the practice situation in informing and

determining professional judgements.	 The grounding of the

individual practitioner's interpretation of professional

knowledge leads not only to conflicting paradigms of practice

but also to discrepancies between the theory of health visiting

and the reality of the practice setting. 	 Although the

introduction of the practical component in health visiting

education in 1966 was designed to overcome some of these

concerns, I would suggest this did not resolve the fundamental

issue of the incongruity in practice between individual

practitioners nor the variation in standards in practice.

Indeed Wilkie (1979:29) argues that from the beginning the

statutory body recognised the 'peculiarly difficult' task of

not only identifying criteria for practice but trying to impose
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standards of practice on staff over which they had no control.

This phenomenon has continued with the statutory body never

attempting to introduce a standardised procedure to assess this

component of the course and the responsibility for assessing

fieldwork practice has remained with the educational

institution although this is not the situation with the period

of supervised practice (Chapter 2).

It is my belief that these phenomena, in particular the

interpretation of professional knowledge, have contributed to

the current crisis in confidence in health visiting practice

(Goodwin 1988). Therefore the primary aim of the comparative

study was to establish the interpretation of professional

knowledge and practice presented within the assessment

procedures. Hovever, it also provided the opportunity of

placing the process of assessing competence in practice in the

case-study college in the context of health visiting education.

Because of the major restructuring of the statutory body

responsible for health visiting education in 1983 (1), the

study was restricted to those educational institutions which

were included within the remit of the ENB, thereby minimising

any inconsistencies arising from the local policies of

individual Boards.

36 colleges were therefore circulated with a short

questionnaire and a request for a copy of their current

assessment procedure. 27 responded providing a 75% return rate

which I would suggest indicates the level of interest generated

by the issue of assessing competence in practice in health

visiting.	 However, it is interesting to note that one
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institution, although returning the questionnaire, refused to

forward their assessment procedure for inclusion in the study

as the member of staff stated she was currently involved in a

research project focussing on the assessment procedure. Indeed

Brook (1978:137) describes evidence which suggests that

non-respondents are more likely to feel they may be judged by

the response they make or feel inadequate in supplying the

information requested.	 Unfortunately although this was a

particularly pertinent observation for the study I was not able

to explore this issue in more depth. In those procedures which

were returned, the variation in structure was considerable;

ranging from a free written report using very general

guidelines indicating areas for consideration, to a very

structured questionnaire using rating scales. When comparing

the procedures at a macro level two were modelled on the

assessment procedure provided at the time by the ENB for the

period of supervised practice and two further procedures were

virtually identical in structure and content. 	 Although it

would be interesting to know if there was any specific reason

for this unique event, I would suggest it reflects the personal

contact between the teaching staff at the two institutions.

When comparing the procedures in detail the inconsistency in

both structure and content made it difficult to readily

identify categories which would provide a framework for the

comparison of the interpretation of professional knowledge and

the adopted paradigm of practice. 	 Therefore from material

debated on competence in professional practice presented in

Chapter 1 and my review of the literature on the process of

assessing competence in practice described in Chapter 2, I
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identified the following issues as a framework for the data

analysis;

the use of rating scales
the use of 'knowledge, skills and attitudes'
the use of a problem solving approach
the use of role analysis
the use of self assessment
the use of client assessment.

Each of these issues, which I would argue are equally

important, will be given detailed consideration. The data were

acquired from the previously described postal survey and

therefore the analysis is based on the assessment procedures

which were in use at the time of the empirical work: the

academic year 1984-85.

The use of rating scales

The use of rating scales raises a fundamental question in the

process of assessing competence in practice: the methods used

by the assessor when measuring the student's level of

attainment. This question is equally pertinent regardless of

the interpretation of professional knowledge and therefore

provided an appropriate foundation for the comparative study.

The particular issues in the use of rating scales relevant to

the current study were; the range of the rating scale and the

baseline established by the rater when judging the student's

performance.

TABLE 4.1.

4 point 5 point 6 point Total

No. using	 4	 9
	

4	 17

scales	 (23.5%)	 (53.0%)
	

(23.5%)	 (100%)	 63.0

No. not	 -	 -	 -	 10	 37.0

using scales

27	 100.0

The use of rating scales in the assessment procedures
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Table 4.1 demonstrates that the majority of colleges had used a

rating scale in their procedure and the majority of those

institutions, had implemented a five point scale. This is

particularly relevant when considering the rater's ability in

judging student performance as the correlation between rater

error and central tendency has been veil demonstrated (Klimoski

and London 1974). However, the possibility of leniency in

ratings must also be considered. Dobby (1981:156) in a study

of the procedures used to assess student district nurses found

that 6562 of the 7041 ratings analysed (representing 93Z of the

sample) fell into the top two ratings in the scale. I would

argue this substantiates the foregoing concern, particularly as

the same study by Dobby also demonstrated that external

assessors unknown to the student consistently rated the

students' performance on a lover scale point.

Casio and Valenzi (1977) demonstrated that despite rater

training, leniency and the 'halo effect' were still evident.

The conclusions offered by the authors in accounting for this

phenomenon related to the fact that the police officers were

seldom directly observed by the supervisors. A similar

situation occurs in district nursing where the 'halo effect'

has also been demonstrated (Dobby 1981) and this pattern

(whereby the assessors rarely carry out direct observation on

students) also occurs in health visiting.

In addition the extensive use of rating scales must raise the

question of the reliability of the raters' judgement of the

students' performance. Little documented evidence is available
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in health visiting however the difficulty of establishing

interrater reliability has been well demonstrated in other

professions (Boreham 1978, Bondy 1984). Squiers (1981) in his

study of psychiatric nursing demonstrated that of ten practice

criteria selected by teaching staff to assess the students'

competence in practice for	 only three were statistical

significant levels of inter-reliability demonstrated, namely;

attitude to patients, promptness and personal appearance.

However other criteria which included attitude to visitors,

practical ability, powers of observation, initiative and

interest shoved no correlation and indeed raters once again

demonstrated the tendency to rate toward the higher ratings.

In addition, I would suggest this evidence questions the

baseline for rating the student's performance. Indeed I would

suggest that the possibility that the assessors judge the

student against that of qualified practitioners or against

their own performance must be considered. Some of these issues

are equally pertinent to health visiting practice and I would

argue demonstrates the difficulty of implementing rating scales

in measuring student performance.

Indeed, I would argue that the literature demonstrates the

inappropriateness of the emphasis placed on the use of rating

scales in the process of assessing competence in health

visiting practice. 	 It is also interesting that my own

experience demonstrates the reluctance of assessors in being

involved in rater reliability studies. The justification used

to support this attitude was that it was unfair for students to

be assessed by unknown assessors. Hovever, I would suggest

that their concern may also relate to the interpretation of
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practice, particularly where conflicting paradigms of practice

have been adopted. In addition I would suggest this issue

raises another concern: the base line employed by the FVT on

which to judge the students' performance. If rating scales are

used the criteria for assessing the student must be clearly

understood by both the student and the assessor, with the base

line for the rating well established. However the criteria

selected for the base line may be influenced by not only the

interpretation of professional knowledge but also the paradigm

of practice adopted by the practitioner. Once again

demonstrating that the use of rating scales should be seriously

questioned as a mechanism for assessing competence in practice.

The 'use of knowledge, skills and attitudes'

The recognition of the need to develop a theoretical framework

for health visiting (CETHV 1977) prompted practitioners to

question the appropriateness of the current syllabus for health

visiting education and training. This led to the formation of

the Curriculum Development Group in 1979, who were given the

remit of defining and establishing "criteria for the nature of

the Health Visitor Course, to produce guidelines for the

development of curricula and thus formulate proposals for a

revised syllabus" (CETHV 1981:1). It is interesting that

although the group adopted an approach to curriculum design

which was based on the use of objectives, they acknowledged

that the processes experienced by the student in achieving the

objectives were equally important as vas "originality and

creativity in the practising health visitor" (CETHV 1981:1),

therefore once more highlighting the need for practitioners to

acknowledge both the art and science of practice. However in
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identifying the learning outcomes required by the student, the

group stipulated the knowledge, skills and attitudes which

would be required to underpin these outcomes, and therefore

attempted to identify a body of professional knowledge specific

to health visiting practice. I would suggest it is also

significant that the group acknowledged that these outcomes

could only be demonstrated in the practice setting. The

publication of the document generated considerable interest in

the concept of defining health visiting practice in terms of

knowledge, skills and attitudes. An initial analysis of the

procedures demonstrated that institutions had incorporated this

concept into their process of assessment thereby providing an

important focus for the comparative framework in identifying

the categories of professional knowledge and paradigms of

practice demonstrated in the assessment procedure.

The use of a 'skills' approach in the assessment procedure

The Curriculum group described eight major skills, which

although they acknowledged were not the prerogative of one

discipline or profession, were identified as major professional

skills when used in the context of health visiting practice.

These skills were; exploration, assessment, management,

communication, teaching, advising, counselling and evaluation.

By using this framework it was possible to identify

institutions using a skills approach to the interpretation of

professional practice.

Table 4.2. demonstrates that the majority of the respondents

had employed a skills approach in the process of assessing
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competence in practice.	 However, a proportion of the

respondents had used a skills approach in combination with a

prescribed paradigm of practice which I would suggest ilust add

to the confusion on the part of the practitioners involved as

to the interpretation of professional practice. 	 In those

procedures demonstrating a skills approach some institutions

had introduced specific subdivisions within the major skill

which made the categorisation of the skills more

TABLE 4.2.

number

No. using skills	 14

No. not using skills	 9

No. using combined approach
	

4

N
	

27

X of sample

52

33

15

100

The use of a skills approach in the assessment procedures

complex, and once more highlights the difficulty in identifying

the interpretation of professional practice.	 However,

particular skills were identified by the majority of the

respondents and these are demonstrated in table 4.3.

It is particularly significant that record keeping was

identified by 22 (81%) of the respondents, demonstrating this

practice issue was also identified by those respondents not

using a skills approach in the assessment process. This I

would suggest indicates the emphasis placed on child protection

thus reflecting the traditional paradigm of practice adopted by

the majority of institutions. It is also pertinent to note
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TABLE 4.3.

number

22

21

20

20

18

16

14

14

11

11

10

Z of sample

81

78

74

74

67

59

52

52

41

41

37

skill

record writing

assessment

health education

report writing

referral to other agencies

communication

ability to plan care

observation

organisation of work

evaluation of intervention

interviewing

N	 27

The number of respondents citing a particular skill as part of
the assessment procedure

that health education was identified as a specific skill by 20

(75%) of the cohort, however, previous evidence in Chapter 1

has illustrated that this is not given a similar priority in

practice thus demonstrating the gap between the theory of

health visiting and the reality of the practice setting. I

would argue it is significant that skills such as evaluation

and interviewing (fundamental to the concept of competence in

practice if this is grounded in an epistemology of practice

developed from practice issues), were not considered important

by a majority.

Specific skills such as communication were broken down by some

respondents into subcategories such as verbal, non-verbal and
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written. However, other respondents left them in very broad

categories which I would suggest allows discrepancy in

interpretation between the institution, the assessor and the

student. It is significant to note that during the analysis of

the procedures 41 different skills were identified vhich I

would argue demonstrates the difficulty in using a skills

approach in the assessment process. Interestingly, particular

skills such as 'referral to other agencies' appeared in the

category described as knowledge by some institutions. This I

would suggest raises the question of the possibility of

achieving a consensus of whether certain activities constitute

a skill or professional knowledge. Furthermore I would argue

it highlights the inappropriateness of attempting to define a

body of professional knowledge unique to health visiting

practice (England 1986).

But nevertheless, it was possible to identify within the

majority of the assessment procedures two of the major skills

classified by the curriculum development group: assessment and

teaching. However it is pertinent to note that evidence

suggests that practitioners do not consider teaching a major

component of practice. (Dunnell and Dobbs 1982).

Significantly the skill of evaluation (essential in the

appreciation of the concept of professional artistry) was only

identified by 11 (41%) of respondents demonstrating the lack of

emphasis on this particular practice issue. Indeed I would

argue that this evidence highlights a fundamental issue in the

relationship between the interpretation of professional

practice and the assessment process: the discrepancy between

the theory of health visiting and the reality of the practice
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set t ing.

The use of an 'attitudes' approach in the assessment procedure

During the curriculum group's discussion of the attitudes

appropriate for competence in practice, they specifically

identified the difference between the attitudes and attributes

of an individual. The group stated that the attributes

considered essential to competence in practice were; empathy,

flexibility, intuition, integrity and self-reliance. They

stated these qualities should be considered during the

selection of candidates as it was considered unlikely that an

individual could acquire them at this stage in her development

(CETHV 1981). It is interesting that similar attributes have

been identified as a prerequisite for the specialist

practitioner in health promotion (UKCC 1986). Furthermore I

would argue these attributes are fundamental to an appreciation

of the concept of professional artistry, particularly the use

of intuitive knowing in practice. 	 This evidence once more

highlights the importance of the selection procedure for health

visiting education (Chapter 2:46). The group identified 25

different factors in which the demonstration of a positive

attitude was considered essential in health visiting practice.

These included factors such as, the value of health, the worth

and rights of individuals, the creation of a learning

environment, the examination of one's own performance and the

need to be methodical. Although these examples demonstrate the

breadth of the definition provided by the curriculum group,

this interpretation was used as a framework in the data

analysis.	 This was undertaken by itemising the categories

within each procedure and identifying those which could be
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considered an assessment of the students' attitudes.

TABLE 4.4.

number
	

Z of sample

no. assessing attitudes
	

24
	

89

no. not assessing attitudes
	

3
	

11

N-
	

27
	

100

The number of respondents assessing attitudes within the
assessment procedure

Table 4.4. demonstrates that the majority of procedures

included a category or categories which specifically assessed

the attitudes of the student. I would argue it is significant

that 3 (11%) of the cohort did not consider this component of

the student's professional development. However it was

impossible to determine from the data whether this was because

it was considered unnecessary or the procedures too complex to

incorporate into an appropriate procedure. One respondent

actually commented that in her opinion 'one can only attempt to

measure such concrete things as technical skills in child

development'. This raises the question of the interpretation

of professional practice and suggests this institution has

specifically attempted to develop an epistemology of practice

based on a model of technical rationality. This once more

raises the issue of the difference between the interpretation

of professional practice perceived by educationalists and the

reality of the practice setting.

However the majority of the assessment procedures included

categories which assessed the attitudes of the students and

these are identified in table 5. Nevertheless the lack of
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7

4

4

consensus in identifying appropriate attitudes for competence

in practice is once again demonstrated. Indeed I would argue

that the identification of specific categories such as a 'good

working relationship' raises the question whether these items

TABLE 4.5.

number

24

10

9

Z of sample

78

37

33

26

15

15

attitude

good working relationships

adaptability

professionalism

respects confidentiality

seeks advice from colleagues

interested in health visiting

N - 27

The number of respondents who identified a particular attitude
as a category in the assessment procedure

should be included within the category of skills rather than

attitude. None of the procedures were more specific about the

required attitude for competence in practice than is

demonstrated in table 4.5. On first examining the data it

seemed a wide range of attitudes could be identified. However

on more careful consideration many of the attitudes originally

identified were more accurately described as personality traits

and therefore only actual attitudes are included in table 5.

Although I would argue that the personality of the student

influences their potential for an appreciation of the concept

of professional artistry and indeed influences the students'

teaching ability (Blackmon 1978) I would question the validity

of these categories for assessing competence in practice at

this stage in the student's professional development. It is
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interesting that the appearance of the student was also

included as a category in the procedure by almost a quarter of

the respondents. Although this is not directly related to

attitudes it was considered an indication of competence in

practice by some institutions. I would argue it is difficult

when considering the different practice settings, the different

ages and backgrounds of clients and the individual health

visitor to justify the inclusion of this factor as a criterion

in the assessment of competence in practice.

Therefore although the majority of the procedures included

criteria which specifically assess the attitudes of the

students the degree of emphasis varied considerably which

illustrates the prevailing confusion not only about the

understanding of professional knowledge but also the

interpretation of professional practice. In those procedures

where there was little or no attempt to assess the attitudes of

the student I would question the extent to which the

interpretation of professional practice encompasses an

appreciation of the concept of professional artistry and

'practice knowledge' described earlier in the chapter. Indeed I

would argue that the omission of the students' attitudes from

the process of assessing competence in practice, contributes to

the gap between the theory of health visiting and the practice

setting.

The use of 'knowledge' in the assessment procedure

The Curriculum development group identified 45 items of

knowledge which they described as the 'underpinning body of

knowledge for all learning outcomes' (CETHV 1981:21). This
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includes items such as; health economics, health visiting,

professionalisation, primary health care, theories relating to

behaviour and the schoolhealth service. The group point out

that the list was in no way intended to be exhaustive or

prescriptive.	 Hovever the discussion in Chapter 1 has

identified the	 inappropriateness of identifying a body of

professional knowledge as the grounding for an epistemology of

practice. Indeed the breadth and diverse nature of the items

of knowledge suggested by the group supports this observation.

This argument is substantiated further by Schrock (1982:187)

who suggests that the struggle to acquire a body of

professional knowledge unique to health visiting, in order to

obtain professional status, is of little benefit to the

development of the profession.	 She suggests that health

visitors should encourage clients to develop their own

knowledge base thereby enabling them to make informed health

choices.	 Sachs (1988: 48) argues that the theoretical

perspective of health visiting may be 'closer to that of other

educationalists then to that of nursing or social work',

providing further evidence to highlight the difficulty in

identifying a body of knowledge appropriate to a particular

interpretation of professional practice. However, since a body

of knowledge had been identified by this curriculum group as a

foundation for the learning outcomes (which they stated could

only be assessed in the practice setting), the identification

of specific areas of knowledge provides a further focus in the

framework for the data analysis.
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TABLE 4.6.

specific knowledge areas identified by
more than one respondent	 13

specific knowledge areas identified by
only one respondent	 19

N-
	

27

The number of specific areas of knowledge identified by more
than one respondent

Table 4.6. demonstrates that from the 32 items of knowledge

identified in the data only 13 were identified by more than one

respondent. Indeed 19 items of knowledge were included by only

one respondent and included items such as the 'recognition of a

verrucca' a 'knowledge of health topics', 'the availability of

clinics in the area' and a category simply stated as

'theoretical knowledge'. These items not only demonstrate a

very traditional prescriptive and individualistic approach to

the interpretation of professional knowledge but also

demonstrate the confused way in which particular institutions

interpret professional knowledge. In addition the

classification of items of knowledge identified by more than

one respondent demonstrated in table 4.7. highlights the lack

of consensus of an appropriate body of knowledge for health

vlsi t ing.
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TABLE 4.7

knowledge area	 number

agencies for referral	 9

appropriate health care advice	 8

immunisation procedure	 4

local health care policy 	 4

the role of the P.H.C.T.	 4

relevant health care legislation 4

appropriate client groups 	 3

case conference technique 	 2

knowledge of health visiting	 2

the work of the health visitor 	 2

the role of the health visitor 	 2

nurse management	 2

local physical	 2
& social environment

Z of sample

33

30

15

15

15

15

11

7

7

7

7

7

7

27

Specific areas of knowledge identified by more than one
respondent

It is significant that the most frequently cited item of

knowledge is also demonstrated within the skills of health

visiting, once more identifying the difficulty of using a

framework of knowledge, skills and attitudes to interpret

professional practice. I would also argue that these items of

knoviedge, neither inform professional practice nor contribute

to the development of an epistemology of practice even if

considered from a model of technical rationality. This

evidence not only demonstrates the lack of a theoretical

framework for health visiting practice but also highlights the

inappropriateness of this approach in assessing the learning
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outcomes classified by the Curriculum Development Group.

Therefore I would argue that the analysis identifies that the

majority of institutions have adopted a traditional paradigm of

practice grounded in infant and maternal health.	 This is

particularly demonstrated in the assessment of the skills of

health visiting.	 However I would also argue that the

comparative study highlights	 the inappropriateness of

implementing a knowledge, skills and attitude approach in the

interpretation of professional practice. 	 Specific practice

issues had been placed in different categories by individual

institutions and the difficulty of identifying a clear

definition in boundaries between the three categories has been

demonstrated.	 Indeed this raises the question of the

appropriateness of attempting to use this framework for the

interpretation of professional practice.

The interpretation of professional practice also highlights the

emphasis placed in the assessment process on the skills of

health visiting.	 Although this may reflect the assessors'

perception of the validity of these criteria, I would argue

that it also reflects the limited interpretation of

professional knowledge. The comparative study demonstrates the

emphasis placed on assessing traditional skills in practice

rather than the kind of knowing in practice which contributes

to an appreciation of the concept of professional artistry.

The data also demonstrate the discrepancy in the interpretation

of professional practice between the theory of health visiting

and the practice setting, particularly in relation to health

education. Indeed I would suggest these issues contribute to

the current crisis in health visiting practice and particularly
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to the clients' interpretation of practice.

However I would suggest another factor influencing the clients'

perception of health visiting relates to the way in which

individual practitioners implement their own interpretation of

professional practice. The use of a problem solving approach

in practice therefore provided a focal point in the data

analysis.

The use of a 'problem solving approach' in the assessment

process

The use of problem solving as an effective learning strategy in

professional education has been increasingly recognised (Houle

1980). Indeed its use in the process of assessing competence

in practice in nursing and medicine has been well documented

(Munro 1982, Boreham 1977, Crow 1980, Engel 1980). The

development of models of nursing has facilitated the

implementation of a problem solving approach to practice and

the nursing process has become an accepted framework in

implementing the models currently in use (Aggleton & Chalmers

1987)	 However in health visiting the concept of problem

solving and the use of the nursing process have been less

readily accepted (Marsden 1985). Some practitioners have

objected to the principle of problem solving as it implies a

problem centred approach to practice which conflicts with the

fundamental philosophy of health visiting founded on the value

of health and the perception of health needs. A comment

frequently encountered when discussing the nursing process

during the empirical stage of this study was 'it's nothing new

we have always worked like that; an observation substantiated
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by Clark (1982). Hendy (1983) argues that some practitioners

only see the process as a record keeping exercise and this

oversimplification leads to an inappropriate application.

Indeed Luker and Orr (1985) argue that there is evidence to

support both these statements and go on to describe their

interpretation of the nursing process as a decision-making and

problem solving activity which is not unique to nursing but

equally pertinent to social work and education.

However a fundamental criticism of the process is that it

negates two essential components of competence in practice:

problem setting and the imaginative or creative component of

practice.	 Schon (1987) argues the need for the competent

practitioner to develop skills in problem setting. He

describes the need for practitioners to name and frame practice

issues vhich will in turn influence the outcome of their

practice. In addition implicit in the concept of problem

solving is a model of technical rationality which suggests a

prescriptive predetermined course of events, thereby promoting

a restricted interpretation of competence in practice. Problem

solving therefore provided an additional framework for the data

analysis to determine the interpretation of practice presented

in the assessment procedures. The four stages of the nursing

process namely assessing, planning, implementing and evaluation

were used as criteria to identify this approach to professional

practice.

Table 4.8 demonstrates that the majority of the institutions

used some form of problem solving in the assessment process.

However once more it was difficult to readily identify
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no. implementing
the approach

TABLE 4.8

specific generalised total
skills	 approach
14	 8	 22

(64%)	 (36%)	 (100%)

z

81.5

no not implementing
	

5
	

18.5

	

27
	

100.0

The number of res dents implementing a problem solvin
to the assessment procedure

respondents using this approach, since a significant proportion

of the procedures were based on the major skills of health

visiting, and therefore assessment, planning and evaluation

were included as specific categories within the procedures.

Those institutions not implementing a skills approach had
included problem solving within some aspect of the assessment

procedure. The majority of this group related the concept to

home visiting and the assessment of this component of practice

was categorised using the four stages of the nursing process.

Although it was not possible to identify any attempt to assess

the students' ability to problem solve as a general principle

in health visiting practice, one institution had identified

problem solving as a general principle in their skills
approach. This was demonstrated within the category of

organisational skills: the ability to identify clients' needs,

assess priorities, implement and modify plans and evaluate

their york.
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One other college identified the nursing process as the basis

for a specific criterion in assessing the student's competence

in practice. However it is interesting that this was seen as a

descriptive procedure, rather than the student's ability to use

problem solving in practice. In addition it was only seen in

relation to home visiting and not a framework for practice

which could be applied throughout health visiting. Therefore

although the individual stages of problem solving had been

identified in the assessment procedure I would suggest this

does not necessarily assess the students' ability in problem

solving and decision making skills since in some situations

individual skills are being assessed in isolation. Indeed I

would argue that the findings demonstrate the limited use of a

problem solving approach to the interpretation of professional

practice within the assessment procedures.

However it is significant that recently considerable interest

has been generated in the concept of problem solving in

practice. Lahiff (1985) argues the need for changes in nurse

education to enable students to become skilled in problem

solving. The Competencies described in the Statutory

Instrument (1983 no. 873) for health visiting education and

training specifically identify the four stages of the nursing

process. Indeed some authors (Hendy 1983) argue that students

have already become independent decision makers and confident

in their ability by the end of the course. Although I would

argue that the interest and growing acceptance of problem

solving is an attempt in practice to overcome the crisis in

confidence in health visiting, this approach will not resolve

the situation unless practitioners and educationalists also
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address the issue of problem setting and the intuitive knowing

in practice which informs professional judgement.

Furthermore the data analysis demonstrates once more the gap

between the educationalists and the reality of practice.

Despite the move towards a problem solving approach to practice

this is not reflected in the assessment procedures. Although

this may demonstrate educationalists' genuine concern about

this approach to practice I would argue that in reality the

evidence identifies the traditional task orientated approach to

practice presented in the majority of the assessment

procedures. However it is interesting to note that inspite of

this degree of traditionalism Clark (1984a) argues that women

are	 still unable to describe the function of the health

visitor despite being recipients of the service. Despite this

evidence the use of role analysis recommended itself as another

focus for the comparative study.

The use of role analysis

Although the material presented in Chapter 1 discusses the

issues pertinent to the interpretation of professional practice

much of the research undertaken into health visiting has

focused on the role and function of the health visitor. Indeed

Clark (1981:7) in her review of research from 1961 to 1978

particularly stated that 'it is hoped that a summary of the

existing state of knowledge viii be useful as a "source book"

both for those who make policy decisions which affect the

health visiting service and also for those who wish to

undertake further research in this field'.	 This review

considers specific aspects of the health visitor's practice
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such as the pattern of home visits, work in clinics, work in

schools and health education with groups and administrative

work. This approach was reinforced at the time of the

empirical work by the assessment procedures provided by the ENB

for the period of supervised practice (Appendix A). Therefore

I would suggest that the role and function provide an important

focus in the analysis of the interpretation of professional

practice. In order to identify those procedures using this

approach to the assessment process the following definition of

role was used: "the set of expectations applied to the

incumbents of that particular status " (Morris 1971:397).

TABLE 4.9

number
	

z

no. using role analysis
	

12
	

44

health education
	

20
	

74.0

home visiting
	

11
	

41.0

Child Health Clinics
	

10
	

37.0

referral to other agencies
	

5
	

19.0

developmental screening
	

2
	

7.0

management of office routine
	

2
	

7.0

working with PHCT
	

2
	

7.0

N - 27

The use of a role analysis approach in the assessment process
arid the frequency of citing major tasks

Table 4.9 demonstrates the number of respondents in the cohort

using this approach in their assessment of competence in

practice and classifies the frequency of the citation of those

tasks identified in the role analysis It is significant that

health education was included by 20 (74%) of the cohort. This

situation occurred as institutions using a skills approach had
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specifically identified health education in practice. It is

also interesting to note that in analysing the job descriptions

of thirty three health authorities, group health education was

the only task identified by the total sample (NSC 1980).

However Dunnell and Dobbs (1982) identified that only 7X of

the practitioner's time was spent in group health education.

This not only demonstrates the conflicting interpretations of

practice amongst practitioners but also highlights once more

the discrepancy between the theory of health visiting and the

reality of practice.

Once more the analysis was difficult to undertake as frequently

the roles were described in relatively broad terms such as

organisation, management and home visiting. However the

emphasis placed on home visiting within this group is clearly

demonstrated. Indeed within this category some institutions

specifically identified the type of home visit which included

antenatal care, the new birth visit, children under 5, the

elderly, prevention of infection and contraception. Despite

the evidence demonstrating a traditional individual directive

paradigm of practice (Chapter 1) I would argue it is

significant that the practitioners' role in the Child Health

Clinic was not identified in a majority of the procedures.

This I would suggest highlights the conflicting interpretation

of professional practice even within this traditional paradigm

and therefore raises questions about the understanding of

professional knowledge.

Furthermore I would argue it is significant that a small

percentage of the cohort specifically identified the
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practitioners' role in developmental screening. A policy

document produced by the HVA (1985a) questions the validity of

educationalists engaging in the assessment of this component of

students' competence in practice and indeed more recent

research questions the validity of developmental screening

procedures (Hall 1989). It is also significant that an equally

small percentage of the cohort identified the practitioner's

role as a team member, which I suggest reflects the lack of

significance associated with this component of practice by

those involved in the assessment procedure, and therefore has

implications for the interpretation of professional practice.

I would argue that the analysis demonstrates the traditional

paradigm of practice interpreted by a significant proportion of

institutions which has serious implications in assessing the

students' competence in practice. I would suggest this

interpretation not only limits the assessment of competence to

prescribed tasks but also fails to address the concept of

professional artistry (fundamental to the competent

practitioner) thereby contributing to the current crisis in

confidence in health visiting practice. It also raises the

question of the discrepancy between the interpretation of

practice of those involved in student education and training.

The introduction of strictly prescribed practice roles within

the procedure has implications for both the FWT and the client;

particularly where client groups are specified. Anecdotal

evidence suggests that some FWTs use specific families

repeatedly for student training because of the learning

experience provided for the student. This particularly relates

to the elderly and disabled which must raise the question of
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the ethics of this practice. Consistent evidence from the

inquiries into child deaths illustrates the need to identify

the students' ability to organise and manage a caseload

(Sharman 1983) and I would argue these practice issues are not

explicitly within an assessment process grounded in role

analysis. In addition this approach particularly negates the

student's ability in self assessment which is essential if an

epistemology of practice grounded in reflection-in-action is to

determine the interpretation of professional practice. The use

of self assessment in the procedures therefore provided another

focus in the data analysis.

The use of self assessment

Houle (1980:258) describes the rapid growth of programmes in

the art of self assessment that has occurred in the United

States since the 1960s. However it is sigriiicant that a major

criticism of these programmes is that the emphasis remains

with a defined knowledge base rather than addressing the wider

issues which determine competence in practice. Furthermore he

suggests that the introduction of client management problems is

a relatively recent innovation in the programme. Schon (1987)

takes this argument a stage further and suggests that the

relationship between competence in practice and professional

knowledge should be turned upside down; by asking what can be

learnt from an analysis of the concept of professional artistry

and how this relates to an epistemology of practice grounded in

a model of technical rationality. It is also pertinent to note

that Houle (1980) describes many of the practitioners who

enroll on these programmes as innovative and motivated;
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professional qualities which I would suggest are essential to

an understanding and an appreciation of the concept of

professional artistry. Indeed I would argue that self

assessment is essential to the continued professional

development of the practitioner.

In health visiting self assessment is particularly important as

currently practitioners frequently work in professionally

isolated situations, with little opportunity available for peer

audit.	 The use of self assessment was therefore used as a

method of identifying the interpretation of professional

practice in the comparative study.

TABLE 4.10

specific general total 	 Z
skill	 skills

no. using
	

1	 13	 14
	

52
self assessment
	

(7%)	 (93%)	 (100%)

no. not using
	

13
	

48
self assessment

N-
	

27
	

100

The use of self-assessment in the assessment procedure

Table 4.10 demonstrates that only half of the respondents had

included self assessment within the assessment process and of

these one had specifically identified it as a skill in health

education. The remaining institutions included self assessment

within a variety of categories. In some instances this was in

the skill of evaluation and another included it in that of

management. However where a role analysis approach had been
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implemented it was identified in the category of home visiting,

which I would suggest once more illustrates the task orientated

traditional	 interpretation	 of	 professional	 practice

demonstrated in a significant proportion of the assessment

procedures.	 Although other institutions had included self

assessment within the personal qualities of the student (which

in some cases had been subdivided into self awareness and

professional attributes) I would argue it is significant that

the students' ability to undertake self assessment is not

specifically identified as a separate category within the

interpretation of professional practice.	 This finding

therefore raises the question of the extent to which the

concept of professional artistry is recognised in the paradigms

of practice presented in the assessment procedures. However it

is perhaps significant that I did not include a specific

question on the concept of self assessment in the original

postal survey thus indicating the change in emphasis on this

practice issue during the research process.

Another issue which was not included within the original postal

survey was that of client assessment which is particularly

pertinent considering the degree of client dissatisfaction with

the service.	 I would suggest this reflects the attitude

towards the role of consumer participation in the assessment

process.	 However, if educationalists are to address the

current crisis in confidence in professional practice I would

argue the issue of assessment by the client must be considered.

The use of client assessment therefore formed the final focus

in the comparative study.
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The use of client assessment

Anecdotal evidence suggests that an argument offered by FWTs

for not using clients in assessing the students' competence in

practice, is that many clients do not understand the role of

the health visitor and therefore their assessment of the

students' performance would be inappropriate. 	 Although the

findings of Clark (1984) support this argument, I would suggest

it is pertinent that research carried out into consumer

perceptions of health visiting demonstrates that clients can

articulate their dissatisfaction with the service. In a study

of 85 primiparous mothers Foxman et al (1982) demonstrated that

the majority of women had found health visiting intervention

helpful. However as in similar studies (Orr 1980, Field et al

1982) approximately 25X of the women were dissatisfied with the

service they had received. The main criticism identified was

the difficulty experienced by practitioners in effective and

appropriate communication (Foxman et al 1982). This I would

argue directly influences the practitioner's ability to manage

the unique practice setting and therefore highlights the

essential role of client participation in the assessment

process.

It was apparent from the survey reported in this chapter that

none of the assessment procedures had included the use of

client assessment, and undoubtedly raises questions about how

this essential component of competence in practice is assessed.

However it is pertinent to note that research has demonstrated

that FWTs use informal feedback from clients (Dean 1981). This

I would argue illustrates the conflict experienced by FITs in

the use of clients in the assessment process. Although this may
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reflect their dual responsibility as a practitioner and

teacher, I would argue this evidence illustrates once more the

discrepancy in theory and practice amongst individual assessors

involved in the assessment process. Indeed I would suggest it

also raises questions about the validity of the procedures

currently employed in assessing the students' competence in

practice.

Conclusions

The comparative study of the assessment procedures employed by

the educational institutions raises issues which are

fundamental to the process of assessing competence in practice.

The interpretation of professional knowledge (which has

implications for the interpretation of professional practice),

the concept of professional artistry and the discrepancy

between theory and the reality of the practice setting are

particularly pertinent. 	 The interpretation of professional

practice highlights a traditional individual directive paradigm

of practice with an emphasis on record keeping. This I would

argue reflects the current	 professional preoccupation vith

child protection rather than the fundamental philosophy of

health promotion. The interpretation of professional knowledge

demonstrated the difficulty of defining a body of knowledge

specific to health visiting, thereby supporting the arguments

proposed by England (1986) and Schon (1987). In addition, the

comparative study demonstrates the lack of a theoretical

framework to the assessment process and equally significantly a

conceptual framework for professional practice. This I would

suggest results in practice being described in the context of

tasks in relation to specific client groups. This approach
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negates the significance of the affective learning domain which

has particular relevance to the concept of professional

artistry.

Although the concept of professional artistry has been

increasingly recognised as an essential component of competence

in practice, it is interesting that the concept could not be

readily identified in the procedures in the comparative study.

Indeed I would argue it is significant that a small percentage

of the assessment procedures did not actually consider those

attitudes and attributes considered essential in the

development of an appreciation of the concept of professional

artistry. It is interesting that skills such as self

assessment, interviewing and evaluation could not be identified

in many of the assessment procedures. Indeed assessment

techniques which I would argue are particularly pertinent in

assessing an appreciation of the concept of professional

artistry, such as client assessment, were not addressed by any

of the procedures. Those assessment procedures incorporating a

problem solving approach to practice also raise questions as to

the extent to which the concept of professional artistry has

been considered within the assessment process. Schon (1987)

argues that the use of a problem solving approach encourages

practitioners to practice in a rigid prescriptive manner which

ignores those problems of real world practice which do not

present themselves in well formed structures. The comparative

study also demonstrated the discrepancy between theory and the

reality of the practice setting. An example of this phenomenon

is demonstrated in the practice issue of health education.

Considerable emphasis is placed on this issue by those involved
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in designing the assessment procedure, hovever evidence

suggests that this is not reflected in practice (Dunnell &

Dobbs 1982).

Therefore I vould argue that the comparative study demonstrates

the difficulty of achieving an interpretation of professional

practice which is common to educationalists, practitioners and

clients and indeed to individuals within these groups. I vould

suggest this can be attributed to the lack of a conceptual

framework for practice and in particular to the lack of a

theoretical framework to the process of assessment. Indeed, I

would argue that this evidence must raise doubt as to the

validity of the current procedures used to assess competence in

practice and in addition highlights the need to consider the

interpretation of professional practice of those individuals

involved in the assessment process, particularly their

understanding of professional knowledge.

(1) Following the Nurses, Midwives and Health Visitors Act
1979 the CETHV was dissolved and the functions of the
CETBV were absorbed by the National Boards.
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CHAPTER 5

The interpretation of professional knowledge: the implications for

assessing competence in practice

The difficulty in establishing a definition of competence in

practice which is equally acceptable to practitioners,

educationalists and indeed consumers of the service emerged as a

major finding in the comparative study of the assessment

procedures described in Chapter 4. I would suggest this raises

two particular issues which require addressing: the interpretation

of professional knowledge (and indeed professional practice) and

the validity of the procedure employed in assessing competence in

practice. These issues will be addressed sequentially from the

different perspectives of those involved in the process of

assessment. Since those in education are currently responsible

for implementing the procedures used to assess competence in

practice at the intermediate stage of the examination I will begin

by exploring their interpretation of professional knowledge and

their perception of the assessment procedure.

The process of assessment reflects the teaching team's

understanding of professional knowledge and the extent to which

professional requirements, such as those identified in the

Statutory Instrument (1983: No. 873) have been incorporated into

the interpretation of practice presented in the procedure. In

addition this interpretation of practice will reflect the extent

to which an appreciation of the concept of professional artistry

is considered a component of professional knowledge and

furthermore whether the concept of reflection-in-action provides a
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grounding for the epistemology of practice. The validity of the

assessment process viii be influenced by the design of the actual

procedure as veil as the assessor responsible for implementing the

process. The influence of the assessor may be demonstrated in the

provision of learning experiences, in performing the procedure or

indeed in the concept of role modelling which is discussed in

detail in Chapter 6.	 These issues therefore provided the

framework for the analysis of the postal survey completed by

lecturers in health visiting and a focal point in the

semi-structured interviews with the lecturers in the case-study.

A particularly useful source of data was provided by the

open-ended question asking respondents to identify any specific

areas of concern in the assessment of fieldwork practice.

The lecturers' perception of the nature of professional knowledge

One important theme to emerge from the question identified above

was the perceived difficulty experienced by practitioners in

defining health visiting practice. Concern was expresssed at the

limited perception of practice presented in the learning

experience offered to the students. When this issue was pursued

in the semi-structured interviews similar findings vere identifed.

The four participants expressed their concern about the learning

experience provided for the student. Significantly each lecturer

identified quite different factors namely; the setting in which

the fieldwork teachers were based, carrying out specific

developmental screening procedures, coping with emotional factors

such as anger, unhappiness and bereavement and experience of

working with groups in health education. One lecturer commented

"...I still think their teaching practice experience can be a bit

of a hassle and a last minute issue, fitted in at a time when
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they're absolutely up to their eyes with assignments and

revision...". This I would argue supports the evidence presented

by Dunnell and Dobbs (1982) demonstrating health education as a

minor component of practice, rather than a central core. A common

factor was the students' limited experience of working with

clients of different age groups: the elderly and the middle aged

were specifically identified.	 This was illustrated with the

comment "...I think it's a pity that they don't see the whole age

range - but it's not awfully easy to actually dig out an

elderly...and also I hate the ethics of fishing out an elderly who

is visited intensely for nine months and then dropped".	 In

addition I would suggest this demonstrates a traditional paradigm

of practice.	 It is interesting that although the lecturers

acknowledged the need for students to experience client groups of

different ages they continued to describe practice in terms of

task analysis and client groups, rather than the principles of

health visiting which I would argue demonstrates the lack of a

conceptual framework for practice. I would suggest it is also

significant this cohort identified different practice issues

within a traditional paradigm of practice, demonstrating the

different interpretations of professional knowledge even within

one paradigm.

The data obtained from the survey did however, demonstrate the

lecturers' perception of the significance of the interpersonal

skills of the student in the interpretation of practice. Although

acknowledged as an essential component of practice the difficulty

in assessing communication skills was identified by two lecturers

in the case study. One related this to the indirect assessment of

the student's practice undertaken by the FWT stating "...I think
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that's because the fieldwork teacher is not always present at the

in-depth business that the student does in the home and that is

the major part of their work...'. The other related it to the

level of practice demonstrated by the FWT saying, "...ve know

there are FVTs that we use, that we are forced to use, who don't

get on well with their ciients...hov on earth can they assess when

their own communication skills are poor...it takes a very big

person not to be jealous of someone who's obviously going to do

the job as well as you if not better'.

In addition the influence of the attitudes of the student was also

identified. This finding was associated with the issue of the

criteria on which to judge the student's practice, and

particularly related to the grey area such as "the student whose

attitude towards clients yas questionable". The students'

motivation and interest in health visiting was identified as a

concern by one lecturer. Indeed she considered it the FWTs'

responsibility to motivate the student. I would suggest these

data demonstrate that although a traditional paradigm of practice

is described, factors influencing the students' ability in

understanding and appreciating the concept of professional

artistry are encompassed within that interpretation of practice.

However I would argue that the significance of this component of

professional practice is not explicitly recognised nor understood

by many of the lecturers. This is illustrated by one respondent

who commented, "there are times when we all feel uneasy about a

student's practical competence but are unable to define the

problem sufficiently veil to legitimately fail the student'.

The concept of reflection-in-action although more complex, could
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not be identified as a specific category in the data. However,

the data generated from the question relating to concerns about

the assessment process demonstrated an indirect reference to this

concept in	 practice.	 This was highlighted by the cohort's

description of the inadequacy of the FWTs in recording their

observations of the students' performance, particularly in

writing. Although this may indicate concern about the level of

competence in committing judgements to paper, I would also argue

that it demonstrates an acknowledgement by the lecturers, of the

need for practitioners to reflect on practice; an essential stage

in the process of reflection-in-action. it is also significant

that one lecturer in the case-study commented ...perhaps we're

doing it the wrong way round, perhaps we should be looking at

caseload profiles and then hoiking out assessment schemes out of

that...'. I would suggest these observations acknowledge the need

to develop an epistemology of practice developed from the reality

of the practice setting (Schon 1987).

Therefore I would argue that the data not only demonstrate an

emphasis on a traditional paradigm of practice, but also that

although the significance of factors influencing the concept of

professional artistry is acknowledged, an understanding and

appreciation of this concept is not perceived as a fundamental

component of professional practice. Indeed the findings indicate

a restricted interpretation of professional practice which has

implications for assessing competence in practice, and in

particular for the design of the assessment process. It is these

factors which contribute to the disparity between the reality of

practice and the theoretical component of the course.
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Another essential issue in the process of assessing competence in

practice is the validity of the assessment procedure. Although

this issue is related to the interpretation of professional

practice I would suggest that there are additional factors which

require addressing, in particular the significance of role

modelling and the intuitive knowing in practice demonstrated by

the FVT.

The Lecturers' perception of the validity of the assessment

procedure

Although the data from the questionnaire did not explicitly

illuminate individual lecturers' perception of the nature of

professional knowledge, it is possible to establish specific

perceptions of the validity of the procedure in assessing the

students' competence in practice. Only 9 (36%) of the respondents

described the procedures as adequate and I would argue it is

significant that these respondents expressed serious reservations.

One stated 'at a somewhat superficial unscientific level I am

reasonably satisfied', another commented 'the present methods are

adequate given the complex nature of assessment'. This I would

suggest illustrates the conflict experienced by those involved in

designing the procedures. 8 (32%) respondents did not comment on

the degree of adequacy but made general statements such as: 'we

need a working party on this' and 'we need a variety of approaches

to illuminate the complexities and define what needs to be

measured'. Although some of these comments highlight the debate

amongst lecturers in health visitng about the nature of

professional knowledge, they also demonstrate the general concern

experienced by lecturers in the ability of the FVT to define

competence in practice, an issue which is discussed later in the
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chapter.

The lecturers' perception of the validity of the assessment

procedure was pursued further by exploring their plans to revise

the assessment procedures. In the data from the 15 (60Z)

respondents who planned to revise their procedures three main

themes could be identified: the need to constantly monitor the

assessment procedures, the increased responsibility of the FWT,

and the need to develop student self-assessment. The need to

constantly monitor the procedure was specifically related to the

changes in health visiting practice. Those who described the

increased responsibility of the FWT related this to the

introduction of the revised regulations for health visiting

education in 1982 (CETHV 1982). These required the report

submitted by the tutor at the intermediate examination to

incorporate the FWT's assessment of the students' performance in

practice. These respondents also related the need to reconsider

the criteria used in the procedure and the timing of the

submission of the assessment to the examination board, to this

increased responsibility. However none of the respondents

identified the criteria on which this revision would be based.

The final theme related to the introduction of student

self-assessment and this was described as an important development

within the procedure. This issue was explored further in the

case-study. Each of the lecturers identified self-assessment as

an important criterion and related it specifically to the

students' professional development. This is illustrated by the

comment '...yes because that to me is what health visiting is

about - personal growth and development...'. This feeling was

reinforced by another comment '...if a student can look back and
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see how they've developed it is an important part of their

maturation as a health visitor...'. One lecturer described the

process already occurring informally since some FWTs requested

that the student complete the assessment procedure prior to their

formal meeting in order to provide a basis for discussion.

However the lecturers also identified the difficulties experienced

by students in undertaking self-assessment. This related to

personality factors such as self-consciousness, the generation of

anxiety and the lack of awareness of the need for certain skills

in health visiting practice. One lecturer considered it difficult

for students to have an appropriate level of self-awareness.

Another lecturer considered that some students were already

competent in this skill and gave the illustration of one student's

description of her early health visiting practice saying '...she

said "yes I realise now I look back, I vent in there organising

her life as a midwife, I look back now and cringe when I think

about what I did on that visit...".

Of the 10 (40Z) respondents in the survey who had no plans to

revise their assessment procedures the major theme related to

recently having changed the procedure. This was illustrated by

the comment 'having recently revised the assessment forms it is

unlikely that any radical change viii be proposed, however

discussions at the end of the academic year have been planned for

all involved, therefore minor alterations may be made'. Another

described their procedure as having been changed from a

'complicated format to a more simple method based on the forms for

supervised practice'. (1) 	 Other lecturers related the lack of

plans for revision to the fact that FWTs had been involved in

designing the assessment procedure. I would suggest that it is
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significant that although the lecturers related the lack of need

for revision to the recent introduction of the procedures, they

did not identify any criteria on which the evaluation of the

procedure was based. Indeed the predominant method of evaluation

was described by the comment 'the subject is on an agenda of our

fieldwork teacher meetings each year'.

Although it is not possible to identify any correlation between

the lecturers' perception of the validity of the assessment

procedure and plans to revise procedures I would argue it is

significant that there vas less perceived need for change where

the FWTs had been involved in designing the procedure.

The extent to which external factors influenced the validity of

the assessment procedure was explored with the lecturers in the

case-study.	 The lecturers were asked if they considered the

appearance of students influenced the assessment process. This

was interpreted as the student's mode of dress and each identified

this issue in influencing the assessment procedure. This related

specifically to the concept of appropriate dress for client

groups. However, one lecturer demonstrated her own ambivalence

about the effects of dress on the assessor's perception of the

student's performance saying '...I feel very divided about that -

I think on balance I don't feel we should because I think that's

an invasion on their rights as a person to project themselves in

the way they want - and certainly in places where you get all the

middle class trendy mums in jeans and dungarees it actually adds

to the communication if you turn up in trousers - looking a bit

like them in a way - I think it's quite important to the client

not to the assessor...'.
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Dress was also related to the professional credibility of the

health visitor with the comment '...if they're trying to get

across a health education message or something and the person

isn't going to be receptive because of their appearance then it is

part of their competence as a health visitor - ...'. However, I

would argue that it is also possible to identify the prejudice

demonstrated by some lecturers in relation to the students' dress.

This was illustrated by the comment '...I feel that the profession

does not need people who look like jam in old wellies and I don't

think the wrinkled stocking and lace-up shoe does the professional

image any good - it shouldn't matter but it does...". Dress could

also be identified in influencing the lecturers' perception of the

professional status of health visiting with the comment '...some

health visiting clients might like you shuffling around in jeans

where some others might like you to be neatly attired, to look the

position...'. I would suggest these findings illustrate the

additional dimension of the interpretation of competence in

practice and the possibility of the prejudice of the assessor

entering the arena which has implications for the assessment

process in practice.

It is significant however that when more innovative approaches of

student assessment were introduced as a method of exploring the

adequacy of the assessment procedure, the lecturers in the

case-study were reluctant to implement these methods.	 This

particularly related to the issue of involving clients in the

process. Only two of the lecturers were enthusiastic about this

concept and this related to the honesty of the appraisal and the

amount of information that would be available. 	 This vas

illustrated by the comment '...I think very often perhaps clients

will be the best judge of students' performance particularly when
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they're visiting alone. Very often they may give a more honest

appraisal...'. Hovever the two who expressed doubts about client

involvement related this to the clients' lack of understanding of

health visiting practice and the inappropriateness of only using

client feedback. This was illustrated by the comment '...I'm all

for consumer involvement but I think there are other ways of

gauging students interaction with clients...reference to the

students, ringing up for her at the clinic or coming to her -

informal feedback...'. 	 I would suggest that it is significant

that this lecturer also questioned whether it was vise to

acknowledge the student status of the student to the client. I

would suggest this approach not only has serious implications for

the learning experience provided for the student, but also the

health visiting intervention offered to the client. 	 Indeed I

would argue that it is significant that the issue of client

assessment was not identified in the survey data and only

acknowledged with reluctance in the case-study. Furthermore it

demonstrates the apprehension experienced by some lecturers in the

involvement of consumers in the process of student assessment

despite this being one of the most valid methods of assessing the

competence of the student's understanding and appreciation of the

concept of professional artistry.

Therefore I would argue that the data demonstrate the concern

expressed by lecturers about the validity of the current

procedures in assessing competence in practice. This relates not

only to the interpretation of professional practice and the

implications for designing the assessment procedure but also to

those factors which may influence the assessors perception of

competence in practice. I would argue it is significant that a
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major theme to emerge from the evidence supporting the revision of

procedures, relates to changes in health visiting practice. This

suggests that professional knowledge is interpreted as task

orientated rather than based upon a conceptual model of health

visiting. The latter would provide consistency in the grounding

of practice, despite changes in client groups or change in

practice priorities. It is pertinent that student self-assessment

was recognised as an essential element of professional development

and thus should be reflected within the assessment procedure.

However, I would argue that although the lecturers' interpretation

of professional knowledge acknowledges the factors influencing the

students' ability to understand and appreciate the concept of

professional artistry they do not recognise this concept as a

fundamental component of competence in practice. The limited

involvement of FWTs in the preparation of the procedure also has

implications for the assessment process particularly where their

interpretation of professional practice differs from that of the

lecturers. Furthermore the data demonstrate that the respondents

perceived that the FWTs played a major role in influencing the

validity of the assessment procedures.

The lecturers' perception of the influence of the FWT on the

validity of the assessment procedure

A recurrent theme in the data obtained from the postal survey

identified the lecturers' concern about the competence of the FWT

in the process of student assessment and in particular the FVTs'

influence on the validity of the assessment procedure. This is

illustrated by the comment 'this is a difficult area - we are

dependent upon the fieldwork teacher's assessment which is

influenced by their (fieldwork teacher's) ability to clearly
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define both criteria for visiting and acceptable levels of

practice, some fieldwork teachers are good others are not'. This

issue was also demonstrated when the lecturers were asked to

select particular areas of concern in the assessment procedure.

Two issues identified related specifically to the FVT: the need to

improve the FWTs' skills in assessment and their ability to be

objective in carrying out the procedure. A similar finding

emerged from the case-study with each lecturer expressing their

concern about the current assessment procedures. This related to

the subjectivity of the process, lack of honesty in the assessors,

lack of consensus between the FWTs' verbal and written comments on

the student's performance, lack of contact between the FWT and the

lecturer and the outcome as a reflection of the FVTs' teaching

skills. I identified two specific issues which I would suggest

influence the validity of the assessment procedure: the FWT's

expertise in the process of assessment (in particular their

ability to remain objective during the procedure) and the FWTs'

interpretation of professional practice. Although the available

data made it impossible to identify the lecturers' perception of

the FWTs' interpretation of professional practice, the FYTs'

perception of this issue is explored in Chapter 6. The FVTs'

expertise in the assessment process therefore provided the focus

for the analysis of the lecturers' perception of the FVTs'

influence on the validity of the assessment procedure.

The process of student assessment has been described as being the

most complex and least popular element of fieldwork teaching

(Dean 1981, Chapman 1979). Indeed the lecturers' perceptions of

the YWTs' role in assessment support this finding. Only 10 (40%)

of the sample described the FWT as competent in the assessment
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process and within this group concern was expressed about the

confidence of the FVT in undertaking the procedure. This is

illustrated by the comment 'I think they feel competent in

assessing some skills, e.g., performing developmentmental

surveillance, group teaching but have difficulty in assessing

interpersonal skills, many also have difficulty in discussing

areas of weakness even when they do make an accurate assessment'.

A dominant theme in the data was the observation by lecturing

staff that the level of competence in assessment had increased in

those FWTs who had experienced the revised fieldwork teacher

training introduced in 1977. When this issue was explored in the

case-study all the lecturers perceived a difference in those FWTs

who had recently trained. This was linked to the opportunity

provided in the supervisory year for the FWTs to practice their

skills with the guidance from members of the lecturing team. Two

lecturers specifically identified a change in philosophy amongst

FWTs; a philosophy which supported the teaching and sharing of

ideas rather than the student learning a model of practice which

encompassed a specific body of knowledge. The lecturers also

identified a change in the expectations of the FWT as the revised

course placed a much greater emphasis on the skills of teaching

and assessing instead of updating professional practice. Indeed

the difference in expectations was related specifically to the

assessment procedure with the comment '...I do think there's a

place for fieldwork teaching refresher courses bringing them up to

date because I don't think old fieldwork teachers understand the

whole process of assessment because they just had to write a

line...'. A difference in attitude to the student was also

described and is illustrated by the comment '...the fieldwork

teachers that are trained recently are very much more on the ball
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and they do seem to be much more enthusiastic and much more

conscientious about the student and making sure the student is

carefully guided through the year - not to say some of other

fieldwork teachers aren't excellent but I do feel there's a gap

there. .

The lecturers' perception of the FWTs' training in the process of

assessment was explored further by discussing the use made of the

rating scales provided in the assessment procedure. The lecturers

were divided in their opinions about the use of rating scales as

an assessment technique and indeed one person expressed totally

negative feelings. However all Identified concerns about the

methods used to rate students' performance which were; the base

line implemented for judging the student's performance, the

variation in the number of times the student had practised a skill

before the formal assessment, the interpretation of the skill

requiring assessment and the actual methods used to make the

rating. This particular point was illustrated with the comment

'...but I think what worries me more about the criteria is how

much they're directly observing the students - how much they're

visiting with the students - that sort of thing - or how much

they're assessing the students purely on verbal feedback without

actually looking at their interaction skills on a first hand

basis...'.

The 7 (28%) respondents in the survey who described FWTs as

lacking competence in student assessment identified the following

factors suporting their concern; the lack of objectivity, lack of

sufficient details on the student's performance, different

paradigms of practice and a reflection of the FVT's teaching
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skills. It is interesting that the personality of the FliT was

identified as a significant factor in the validity of the

procedure and was considered wore influential than the degree of

expertise which had been obtained. A dominant theme identified

FliTs as being both confident and competent while assessing the

obviously competent student. However the issue of the borderline

student highlighted the lecturers' concern about the level of

competence demonstrated by the FliT. This is illustrated by the

comment '...very confident until they get a student health visitor

with problems - frequently have difficulty in identifying the

problem and verbalising it'. Although a similar pattern vas

presented in the case-study, each lecturer identified a different

area of concern in the assessment of the borderline student. One

lecturer specifically articulated the difference between a student

considered borderline in practice rather than the theoretical

component of the course saying '...I think you're on safer ground

than you are with college because if the fieldwork teacher thinks

she's borderline you've got good grounds not to pass the

assessment...'. It is significant however that this lecturer

considered it appropriate to involve the college in the assessment

procedure where a student's performance was assessed as borderline

which I would suggest demonstrates differing perceptions of the

competence of the FVT. I would argue that the issue of the

borderline student creates a dilemma in the assessment process

since it requires the FliT to critically analyse the students'

practice in order to identify elements of professional practice

which are unsatisfactory or omitted in the student's performance.

The concept of the obviously competent student therefore creates

an inherent problem in the process of assessment since it negates

the need for either practitioners or lecturers to reflect on those
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practice issues which must be demonstrated by the competent

practitioner.

The lecturers' perception of the FliTs' ability in committing their

judgement of the students' performance to paper was another issue

to emerge from the data. The concerns identified in relation to

the FliTs' written assessment were; insufficient detail on the

student's performance, overt contradiction between the verbal and

written report of the student's performance and loyalty to the

student. When these issues were explored further in the

case-study the dominant theme related to the difficulty

experienced by FWTs in making written comments which criticised

the student's performance. One lecturer demonstrated her feelings

by saying '...without a doubt - there's safety in saying it - once

you have put it down on paper you may have to defend it...'.

Another lecturer described similar feelings saying '...if you put

too much in writing you can get pulled up on that and I think

that's what fieldwork teachers feel, whereas if you make very

broad outlines or broad statements nobody can ever turn round and

criticise what you've put - that sounds like cowardice but that's

the way I feel about it and I think that's the way fieldwork

teachers feel...'. Another described her perception of the

difficulty experienced by FliTs saying '...I think they do when

pushed - I think it's extremely difficult for a fieldwork teacher

to say she's unhappy with the student's performance sufficiently

to either get the student seen in college or the student removed -

it happened to me and it was horrible - it's actually very

difficult to say this girl you don't feel is right for the job or

the job's right for her - and what you're basing on - is just a

gut feeling...'. This highlights the significance of intuition in
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the assessment process and this concept is discussed in more

detail later in the chapter.

When asked if they had experienced any difficulty in obtaining

enough information about the students' performance the lecturers

vere divided in their opinion. Two stated that this was not a

problem although neither was specific in their response. One said

'...you can often tell how well the student is doing by the way

which the fieldwork teacher speaks about the student - you can

usually tell when the fieldwork teacher thinks her student is

doing quite well...'. The other was concerned about assessing the

student once she '...cut the cord from the fieldwork teacher and

visits alone...'. The two lecturers who described difficulties in

obtaining sufficient information related this to the FVTs'

feelings about the students' performance. One stated that the FVT

could be very defensive when things were not going well and the

other related it to the FWT not having made up her own mind about

the student which created '...a degree of cover-up...'. Although

the data demonstrate the lecturer's perception of the difficulties

experienced by FWTs, I would argue that this phenomenon is

augmented by the current training offered to FVTs. Unless the

nature of professional knowledge has been explored in depth prior

to attending the course there is limited time available to

facilitate this process and develop the ability to make

professional judgements and communicate these appropriately to the

student.

A particular concern expressed in the survey data related to

lecturers' perceptions of the ability of the FWT to remain

objective during the assessment procedure. This I would suggest
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can be partly attributed to the concept of role modelling. The

influence of the FWT as a role model is demonstrated throughout

the data and can be identified in the responses to all questions

except that relating to plans to revise the assessment procedure.

One lecturer described the level of competence in the student as

reflecting the level of practice of both the FWT and the nurse

manager. Another described the student's performance as a

reflection of the F'WTs' teaching ability and another specifically

identified the difficulty of role modelling in the assessment

process. When this issue was explored in the case-study the

feelings generated by the concept were clearly demonstrated and

related to both negative and positive role models. One lecturer

described these feelings saying "...or else you get the opposite

reaction - my fieldwork teacher did this - I think that's

appalling - I'd never do that in my life and I think I tended to

go towards that pole (rather) than role modelling - (it was) very

much negative role modelling. I was absolutely adamant I would

not do what Mary Bloggs did and I tried very hard professionally

to stick to that..." Concern was also expressed about the level

of competence of practice demonstrated by some FWTs who were

perceived as a role model by the student. This was illustrated

with the comment "...there's one I've got in mind who I felt was

rather a lumpish fieldwork teacher ... turned out to be absolutely

brilliant with a student who said last week that she would never

have got through without her - I'm concerned that students will

mirror that fieldwork teacher...". Interestingly another lecturer

described the enthusiasm of the FVT as more influential on the

students than role modelling saying "...I do think if you've got

an enthusiastic fieldwork teacher you've got enthusiastic health

visiting...". However, Dotan et al (1986) argue that enthusiasm
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is one of the attributes in teachers which is responsible for them

being a role model to their students. Furthermore I voul suggest

that the enthusiasm demonstrated in practice is also pertinent to

the development of an appreciation of the concept of professional

artistry and therefore has implications for student learning and

the assessment process. It is also significant that the concept

of role modelling emerged vhen discussing other issues during the

semi-structured interviews. This particularly related to both the

FWTs' interpretation of the assessment criteria and the base line

used to judge the students' performance. This is illustrated by

the comment "...I think it's how they reflect the mirror of the

fieldwork teacher and I'm worried about this clone business - if

you don't appear to be exactly as your fieldwork teacher says you

should be what happens?...". Another said "...I think some of

them (the fieldwork teachers) are very conscious that they may

tell the reader much more about themselves than what it actually

says about the student...". I would argue that these issues

relate specifically to the paradigm of practice adopted by the

FWT, particularly where the FWT has adopted a traditional

approach, thereby limiting the interpretation of professional

practice. This in turn has implications for the assessment

process. The FWTs' perception of the influence of the role model

is explored in Chapter 6.

The subjectivity of the FWTs' assessment was identified as an

issue of concern in the survey data, particularly by those

respondents who questioned the level of competence demonstrated by

FVTs in the process of assessment. 	 Although the issue of

subjectivity may arise from the student-FIT relationship,, Chapman

(1979) demonstrated that a proportion of FITs identified "gut
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reaction" as a method of assessing the student's performance. The

issue of subjectivity was explored in the case-study by asking the

lecturers to describe their perception of the role of intuition in

the assessment process. All the lecturers identified intuition as

playing a significant role in the process. Its use was related to

assessing students' attitudes, to making an initial assessment of

the student, to providing a cue for identifying specific evidence

about the student's performance and creating bias in the

FWT'sjudgement. One lecturer specifically related the use of gut

reaction to assess the communication between the student and F'WT.

This was illustrated with the comment "...if the student gets on

with the fieldwork teacher then they automatically assume that the

student is going to be a good health visitor - I have had a

student health visitor who I really didn't see eye to eye with,

there was no way I felt that my judgement of her as a person

should cloud my judgement of her and I decided that she would be

an adequate health visitor - but she has since left and had a baby

so I was wondering if may be I was right...". It is interesting

that two lecturers related the issue of intuition equally to

health visiting practice. One commented "...although there is a

tremendous body of knowledge and there's a lot of conceptual

thought about health visiting there's an awful lot of intuition

that something is wrong with this or something needs doing here.".

Although the significance of intuition and the intuitive knowing

in practice which determines professional judgement has been

described in Chapter 1, it is pertinent that Beckman Bloomquest

(1985) argues equally for the value of intuitive thinking and

personal judgement in the process of student assessment.This

concept I vould argue has particular implications when judging the

performance of the borderline student. 	 Indeed it is the
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phenomenon of the borderline student which frequently initiates

the legitimate conflict amongst practitioners as to the definition

of competence in practice. It is interesting that this does not

occur in the obviously competent student and I vould suggest this

directly relates to the presence of an appreciation of the concept

of professional artistry in the student's performance.

Therefore although the lecturers identified subjectivity as an

area of concern influencing the validity of the assessment

procedure, I would argue the data demonstrate the need to

distinguish within the assessment process between subjectivity and

intuitive thinking, particularly as this concept plays a

significant role in the assessment of professional practice.

Conclusions

The findings demonstrate that the interpretation of professional

knowledge places the emphasis on a traditional paradigm of

practice, even while acknowledging those practice issues bound up

in an appreciation of the concept of professional artistry. This

traditional paradigm indicates a task orientated approach grounded

in specific client groups rather than a conceptually based

paradigm for health visiting practice. Therefore although the

lecturers articulated their concern about the restricted

interpretation of health visiting practice presented in the

learning experience during the practicum, I would argue that this

pattern is reinforced by the lecturers' interpretation of

practice, thereby questioning the extent to which the concept of

professional artistry is recognised as a fundamental requirement

for competence in practice.
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The lecturers' perception of the validity of the assessment

procedures also demonstrates the conflict created by the lack of a

theoretical framework for the assessment process. The need to

revise the procedures was specifically related to changes in

health visiting practice, once more demonstrating a traditional

paradigm of practice. Indeed I would suggest that the

interpretation of professional knowledge specifically contributes

towards the dilemma in their perception of the validity of the

assessment procedure and it is significant that where FWTs had

been involved in the design there was less perceived need to

revise the procedures. 	 Although the findings demonstrate the

importance attached to self-assessment by the student within the

procedure, it is significant that the benefit of client

participation in the process was not generally accepted. The

issue of the client's lack of understanding of health visiting

practice was particularly identified. Indeed I would argue that

these findings support the evidence attributing the crisis in

professional education to the discrepancy between the theoretical

interpretation of professional practice and the reality of the

practice setting. It also demonstrates the significance of the

concept of professional artistry in practice which is currently

not addressed in the assessment procedures.

Another significant finding is the lecturers' perception of the

influence of the FWT on the validity of the assessment procedure.

Two major themes were identified: the FWT's competence in the

process of assessment and the FVT's interpretation of professional

practice. The lecturers in articulating their concern about the

expertise of the FWT related this particularly to the objectivity,

personality and teaching skills of the FWT. Although the revised
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course in fieldwork teaching was described as broadening the

education and training of the FWT, it has not resolved the

difficulty of identifying criteria on which to judge the student's

performance, (particularly with the borderline student) nor has it

resolved the difficulty of committing that assessment to paper. I

would suggest this evidence demonstrates that the current course

not only does not facilitate the development of an epistemology of

practice grounded in reflection-in-action, but also does not

facilitate the use of the intuitive knowing in practice which is

essential in determining professional judgements. Furthermore I

would argue it has contributed to the current confusion

experienced by FWTs and lecturers in their understanding and use

of subjectivity and intuition in the assessment process. Indeed I

would argue these issues have implications for the interpretation

of professional practice demonstrated by the FlIT, particularly as

the data identify the influence of the FlIT as a role model. These

issues therefore provide the central focus in the analysis of the

FlIT's interpretation of professional knowledge and their adopted

paradigm of practice and the implications for the assessment of

competence in practice.

(1) The ENB provide a standardised assessment procedure for the
period of supervised practice. The form in use at the time of the
empirical work (1984-85) can be found in Appendix A.
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CHAPTER 6

The development of the practicum in health visiting: a vehicle for

the assessment of professional competence

Schon (1987) describes the practicum as the setting in which a

student learns a professional practice. The context in which this

experience is set, although resembling the practice world, is free

from the pressures, risks and distractions of practice reality.

This enables the student to learn through actual practice in a

protected environment under the guidance of a competent

practitioner. Schon suggests it is this setting which will enable

the student to attain an understanding and appreciation of the

professional artistry demonstrated by the competent practitioner;

a concept now considered a fundamental element of professional

practice. The extent to which the practicum achieves these

learning outcomes depends not only on the interdependent

relationship between the learning experience, the teacher and the

student but also on the relationship between the theoretical

component and the learning experienced in the practicum. The

practicum is therefore a central focus in the curriculum and

cannot be considered a 'second class' activity.

The learning experience provided by the practicum must represent

the essential features of practice. 	 However, learning may be

inhibited if either the practical constraints encountered resemble

too closely the reality of the practice situation or if too many

features of the real world practice are omitted. The teacher, who

is perceived in this context as the coach, plays a vital role in

the success of the practicum. The task of the coach is defined as
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'addressing the substantive problems of a design like task,

tailoring his moves to the student before him and building up a

relationship conducive to learning' (Schon 1987:167).	 The

interaction between the coach and the student and the dialogue

established between the two individuals are fundamental to the

learning outcomes.	 Where a successful practicum has been

established it not only provides the student with the opportunity

of engaging in her chosen practice in a supported environment but

also of rehearsing the skills of her practice under the guidance

of a competent practitioner, who has specific responsibility of

demonstrating, advising, questioning and criticising the student's

practice.

In health visiting education it is fieldwork practice which

fulfills the learning context of the practicum. 	 Fieldwork

practice provides the student with the opportunity of practising

health visiting in a protected environment under the guidance of

an experienced practitioner who has undertaken additional

training. This concept was introduced into health visiting

education in 1966, following a study by a special panel

established at the inaugural meeting of the Council for Training

of Health Visitors (CTHV) in 1962. Their particular brief was to

consider the fieldwork experience provided for student health

visitors following the recommendations of the Jameson Report (MOB

1956). The importance of practical training had been highlighted

in the report which suggested that the "whole course of training

Should be practical in approach ... the best form of training

would no doubt be attachment to services for experience". (MOB

1956: 134) It is significant in the development of fieldwork

practice that this recommendation implies an apprenticeship
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approach, thus exposing the student to the reality of practice and

patterns of work without necessarily allowing time for the

demanding task of instruction and education. However the report

also recognised that those health visitors providing this

experience for the student would need some form of training. The

initial scheme was a basic ten day course which was extended to

thirty days in 1967 (CETHV 1975) and it was not until 1968 that

the Council gave letters of recognition to Fieldwork Instructors

(1) who had satisfactorily completed the training.

The fundamental role of good fieldwork experience in student

training was continually acknowledged by the Council. It

maintained that the introduction of training for FWTs would

automatically improve the quality of fieldwork tuition (CETHV

1975). However by 1975 although it was agreed that the quality

of practical work had improved this did not compare to that

experienced in the theoretical component of the course. The

Council in maintaining a philosophy of the 'provision of good

fieldwork training' as the corner stone of all professional

training (CETHV 1975:3) recognised the need to reconsider the

training offered to FVrs. In 1976 a working group was established

by the Council with a broad remit to:

i) review the work of the FVT and the required education and

training to undertake this role,

ii) determine the Council's award for those individuals

successfully completing the courses,

iii) consider the resources required for the introduction of the

proposed courses in fieldwork teaching. (CETHV 1977a)
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The working group argued that it was unrealistic to implement

changes which would result in any major expenditure in a time of

financial constraint. The model of the six week theoretical

component was therefore maintained but an extra probationary year

was introduced. This provided the opportunity of introducing the

concept of supported teaching practice for the FWT. This was

referred to as part II of the FVT course. The supervision for the

FWT during this time would be the responsibility of the health

visiting lecturing staff at the Institution where the student

health visitor was registered. The level of performance

demonstrated by the FlIT was to be assessed by the lecturer in

health visiting and a nurse manager. The course content was based

on the perceived needs of the FWT and the revised curriculum was

introduced in 1977. At the same time the requirement for course

validation was introduced by the CETHV in an attempt to monitor

the standards of individual courses. It is this revised course

which provides the current training for FlITs.

In health visiting education the teacher's role in the practicum

is increased by the additional responsibility of assessing the

student's competence in practice. The description of the role of

the FlIT provided by the ENB specifies 'teaching the practical

aspects of health visiting demonstrating the required skills and

attitudes appropriate in a variety of social and family settings

and providing the opportunities for the health visitor student to

practice, develop and extend their health visiting skills. The

FlIT also assists in the assessment of the student's potential to

become a competent health visitor' (CETHV 1983a). It is

significant however that although the revised course provides the

successful FlIT with a certificate, acknowledging the value of
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fieldwork teaching (CETHV 1975B), the FWT's assessment of the

student's competence in practice is not considered on its own

merit at the Intermediate Examination Board but is incorporated

into the report provided by the lecturer in health visiting when

giving an overall assessment of the student's performance. This I

would argue makes it difficult for those involved in health

visiting education to have confidence in the professional

judgement of the FWT. This supports the finding in Chapter 5.

The approved syllabus for the FVT course describes the concept of

the FVT as a learning resource for the student by providing a role

model (CETHV 1982:16). This obviously has particular significance

for the level of professional competence demonstrated by the FWT.

Although professional knowledge is considered a fundamental

component of competent practice, Schon (1987:13) argues it is the

appreciation of professional artistry in the practitioner which

distinguishes the truly competent practitioner. This argument is

supported by England (1986) in his discussion on the concept of

intuition in social work where there are many similarities in

practice to health visiting. It is essential therefore that the

role model provided by the FWT demonstrates these vital elements

of professional practice. In addition to providing a role model

for the student the FYT must also continue in her practitioner

role, thus being accountable to the Health Authority, clients and

colleagues. Figure 6.1 demonstrates the interaction between these

roles which I would argue has intrinsic implications for the

student's learning in the practicum, particularly considering the

stress imposed on the FWT by her continuing role as a practitioner

(Dean 1985:95).
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The other component which must be considered in the practicum is

the learning experience provided for the student. However I vould

suggest that the FWT's continuing responsibility to her caseload

and in particular her workload, limits the amount of control she

can exercise over the provision of the learning experience.

Specific issues such as caseload size, the practice situation and

the type of health visiting intervention offered to the client

have implications for the practicum. However, the learning

experience will also be influenced by the FWT's interpretation of

health visiting practice. Chapter 1 describes some of the

different paradigms of practice adopted by practitioners and

indeed individual practitioners will develop different frames of

reference for situations experienced in the practice setting. A

particular example of this type of situation is the establishment

of Community Initiatives in health (Somerville 1985). The

opportunity for the student to experience different frames of

reference and practice issues in a supported environment will

obviously have implications in the process of assessing competence

in practice.

I would argue therefore that specific factors in the practicum

generate issues which are significant in the process of assessing

the student's competence in practice and thus provide a framework

for the analysis of the data acquired from the questionnaires, the

semi-structured interviews and the student assessment procedures

completed by the FYT. These issues are:
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i) The FWT's perception of the nature of professional knowledge

in relation to the assessment procedures;

ii) The practicum and the conflicting demands experienced by the

FVT;

iii) The paradigm of practice presented to the student;

iv) the learning opportunities provided for the student in the

practicum;

v) The influence of the student on the outcome of the

assessment process.

These issues will be explored sequentially to establish the extent

to which the existing practicum facilitates the interpretation of

professional practice and the process of assessing the student's

professional competence in practice.

The FWTs' perception of the nature of professional knowledge in

relation to the assessment procedure

As described in Chapter 2 the ENB require the FVI' to submit

written reports of the student's progress in the practice setting

and the final report must provide evidence of a satisfactory

level of competence to the Examination Board. Although the

practicuni constitutes approximately one third of part one of the

health visiting course, the FWT is the only professional to have

continual contact with the student during this time. 	 It is

perhaps this type of issue which has generated the interest in the
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process of assessing competence in the practicum demonstrated not

only by the initial survey of lecturers in health visiting in

England, (Chapter 4:108) but also by the FWTs in the case study

college. 24 of the 27 FWTs completed the questionnaire providing

a 89% return rate and all 13 FWTs selected for the semi-structured

interview agreed to take part. However, before exploring the FVTs'

opinions of the assessment procedures, the issue of their training

in fieldwork teaching requires addressing as the course having

changed both in structure and content during the last ten years,

may influence the FWTs' perception of the assessment procedure.

The FWTs: a profile of their professional experience and training

in fieldwork teaching

years since qualifying

number	 z

Part2	 8
	

33
1-3	 9
	

38
4-7	 3
	

13
8-11	 3
	

13
12+	 1
	

4

N	 24
	

100

TABLE 6.1

not required to complete part 2

number	 Z

0	 -
1	 4
3	 13
1	 4

5	 21

The Length of Time Qualified as a FWT

Table 6.1 demonstrates that 17 (71%) of the FWTs involved in the

case study had been qualified for less than three years. 8 (33%)

of the group were completing their FVT course. 	 Dean(1985)

comments that this group were excluded fro. the sample in her
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study as it was considered that their involvement might impose

needless pressure while becoming familiarised with their new role

(Dean 1985:35). I would argue that in the current study it would

have been inappropriate to exclude this group as they maintain

their responsibility for assessing the students' competence in

practice. The table also demonstrates that only 5 (21%) of the

sample were not required to undertake a probationary teaching

year, thus

indicating that the majority of the FVTs had been involved in a

similarly structured course. 	 However, there may have been

discrepancies in subject	 content as the courses had been

completed at several different Institutions.

If these figures are compared with Table 6.2 it is clear that

those completing Part II of the course did not experience any

greater uncertainty in the process of assessing competence

inpractice than other relatively inexperienced FVFs. Those FMTs

who considered their training inadequate or were undecided in

their response linked this to inexperience rather than lack of

expertise indicated by comments such as: "Hopefully by the end of

part 2 having had and assessed one Student and passed I will be

able to answer in the affirmative". A lack of experience was cited

equally by those FIJTs in the 1-3 year band vith any insecurity in

the role of assessor related directly to inexperience. Indeed

only one FWT stated that she needed more detail in assessing the

student objectively.

There was no connection in the data between FVTs feeling

inadequately trained and not having completed the revised FVT

course. However this may be explained by the fact that those five
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practitioners had participated in either updating courses for FITs

or professional courses which they considered enhanced their

skills in assessment. Hovever one respondent again directly

related expertise to experience stating " I can say yes now but on

reflection I don't know that I was when I trained as a FWT."

Although the majority of the sample stated they were adequately

trained, this was qualified in some instances by the statement

that they had not yet experienced a difficult student, rather than

expressing confidence about the nature of the professional

practice which they were assessing.

However, a discrepancy is apparent if these figures are compared

to those FITs who considered there had been sufficient input on

the topic of assessment in the FIT course. 8 (33%) stated there

had been insufficient coverage but only 4 (17%) felt inadequately

trained. This was greatest in the 1-3 year band and suggests that

the FITs either do not recognise their lack of expertise or

additional training is being acquired elsewhere. The predominant

theme demonstrated in the comments was the difficulty of covering

the topic from a 'theoretical perspective'. The comment that "so

many factors become apparent when the student FIT is carrying out

her first assessment" was echoed by other respondents. The need

for "ongoing discussion" was also cited. These reasons may

account for the dissatisfaction with the theoretical input on

assessment peaking in the 1-3 year band.

I would argue that the data suggests that experience plays a

significant part in the FITs' perception of their skill in the

assessment procedure. It is disturbing that the majority of FITs

did not consider that professional knowledge or interpretation of
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health visiting practice had any bearing on their ability in

carrying out the assessment process.	 It is particularly

significant that none of the respondents identified the intuitive

knowing in practice which informs and determines professional

judgement as an area of practice in which they felt inadequately

trained to assess. However the factors influencing the students'

ability to attain this concept are acknowledged repeatedly as an

important area of competent practice. 	 The emphasis placed on

experience rather than expertise suggests that the actual

procedure takes on a much greater significance in the process of

assessing the student's level of professional practice,

particularly in relation to fulfilling the demands made by changes

in health visiting practice and the requirements of the Statutory

Instrument (1983 no. 873).

The relationship between the nature of professional knowledge and

the assessment procedure: the F'WT's perception

At the time of the empirical work, the assessment procedure used

to assess the student's professional practice involved the FWT in

completing two virtually identical forms which constituted the

formative and suminative assessment of the student's professional

competence (Appendix I). The formative procedure was completed at

the end of the first term and the summative on completion of

fieldwork practice in the third term. The procedure was designed

by a working party of FVTs and the researcher and was introduced

as a pilot study during the academic year 1983-84. Following

revisions it was implemented for general use at the beginning of

the academic year in which the study was undertaken. However, it

has also been demonstrated that FVTs use informal methods when
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assessing the students competence in practice (Dean 1981:156).

The FWTs perception of the assessment procedure has therefore been

divided into two categories: formal procedures and informal

procedures.

The formal assessment procedure: the structured report

The aim of the college working group in providing the assessment

procedure was to design a structured form which would be

appropriate for the different paradigms of practice adopted by

FYTs. Indeed it has been acknowledged that it is both difficult

and inappropriate to draw up a finite list of health visiting

experience (CETHV 1975:3) as has been discussed in Chapter 1. The

college working group therefore decided the most appropriate

format to adopt was a skills approach based on the eight major

skills of health visiting defined by the Curriculum working group

(CETHV 1981). The second stage of the procedure was designed to

assess the interpersonal skills of the student and the third stage

allowed the FWT and the student to comment on any particular

strengths and weaknesses in the student's practice. The suminative

procedure in addition required the FWT to state whether the

student was competent to go onto supervised practice. Despite

concerns expressed in the literature review regarding 5 point

rating scales (Klimoski and London 1974) this was selected as the

most relevant for the assessment procedure. Once more, it is

significant that the procedures did not address the important but

more indeterminate spheres of professional practice such as the

appreciation of professional artistry.
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However the design of the formal assessment procedure generates

three specific issues which require addressing:

i) whether the procedure assesses the student's competence in

professional practice.

ii) whether the rating scales facilitated the process of

assessing the student's competence in practice.

iii) whether the rating scales reflected the level of student

performance in practice.

TABLE 6.3

number	 x

Structured form
	

19	 79

Free-written report	 4	 17

Undecided
	

1	 4

24	 100

The Fieldwork Teachers' preference for the type of assessment
procedure.

Table 6.3 demonstrates the F'WT's preference for a structured

assessment procedure. A fundamental issue to emerge from the data

analysis was the reluctance of many FWTs to take responsibility

for interpreting the nature of professional knowledge. This was

demonstrated by comments which acknowledged that the procedure

enabled them to identify the component of the student's practice

which required assessing. Other respondents developed the issue

further by specifically stating that they were concerned their

interpretation of professional knowledge would omit areas of

practice considered important by other practitioners. 	 It is

significant that some respondents demonstrated a feeling of relief
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that the responsibility for the interpretation of professional

knowledge had been clearly placed with the college. Indeed I

would argue that it is an area of professional concern that the

majority of the FWTs perceived the assessment procedure as a

method of identifying the nature of professional knowledge. It is

also significant that the majority of the cohort perceived

professional practice only in terms of skills, ignoring practice

issues such as an appreciation of professional artistry.	 The

restricted interpretation of professional knowledge was

demonstrated further when the FliT's were asked to identify any

particularly difficult areas of the assessment procedure.

Although 8 (33%) of the respondents were unable to identify any

specific areas 2 (8%) related this once more to their limited

experience of student assessment. This finding is supported by

comments such as " I have only the experience so far with one

student - I didn't find it difficult assessing her". However the

majority were able to identify features, and the dominant theme

related to the assessment of the interpersonal skills of the

student.	 Four specific categories were identified:	 self

awareness, perception, sensitivity and the ability to relate to

clients. The issue of subjectivity was particularly identified

and this was indicated by comments such as "it is more difficult

to put one's finger on personal qualities and their implications".

The ability to assess the student-client relationship was also

cited as a difficult area to assess especially when the student

was home visiting. Although Dean (1985) states that FliTs assess

the interpersonal skills while visiting clients with the student,

other research (Clark 1984, Kratz 1975) has shown that the

presence of a third person in the interview alters the
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relationship between the client and the student. This may be more

significant when the third person is well known to the client as

in the case of the FWT. However I would argue it is significant

that although the FWTs specifically identified factors which

directly influence the students ability to develop an appreciation

of professional artistry, these factors could not be identified in

the FVTs' interpretation of professional knowledge.

Some members of the college teaching staff had been hesitant about

the introduction of a formal structured procedure, suggesting it

would impose extra work on FVTs who were already expressing

difficulty in accommodating their professional commitments. The

semi- structured interviews were therefore used to explore this

concept by asking the interviewees if they had found the procedure

a tiresome task to complete. This word was chosen specifically as

it could be interpreted in several ways such as irritating,

laborious, boring or tedious. 	 Only 3 of the 13 participants

described the task as tiresome. However in each case it was

acknowledged that the process was a useful method of assessing the

student's competence in practice. The value of the procedure was

identified by the other interviewees. One FWT stated " I found it

really useful- we both found it valuable to actually set an

afternoon aside to go through something- I mean you tend to do it

all the time anyway to go through performance and evaluate but to

actually sit down and have quite a structured way of doing it was

very useful". It is comments such as this which demonstrate the

way in which the FWTs used the procedure to facilitate the

dialogue about the nature of professional knowledge. However, I

would argue the data also suggests that the FWTs experienced

difficulty in initiating this type of dialogue which is essential
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in an effective practicum. The feelings experienced by the FVTs

in completing the procedure was an important phenomenon to emerge

from the data. They expressed surprise at the difficulty they had

encountered despite being experienced FVTs. This was partly

attributed to the complexity of the process, however they also

expressed other concerns such as feelings of inadequacy and

anxiety in how they assessed the student's performance and

committed that judgement to paper. Some FIJTs particularly related

their concern to the amount of time the student spent in the

practicum which influenced the time available for their

assessment. One FWT stated that she considered the expectations

of many assessors too high and commented that the student remained

very inexperienced by the end of the academic year. I would

suggest this statement represents a fundamental concern in the

process of assessment, the confusion demonstrated by FWTs in

distinguishing between lack of competence and lack of experience.

Indeed I would argue this demonstrates once more the lack of an

effective dialogue between the student and FWT.

An additional finding in the data demonstrated the different

techniques employed by FWTs in actually completing the procedure.

These ranged from the negotiated to the imposed. Although those

FWTs who described themselves as negotiating the completion of the

procedure appeared to be facilitating the development of skills in

self-assessment the actual amount of negotiation varied with

individuals. One PJT stated she had negotiated over the student's

point on the rating scale but had kept the comments the same.

Another example is provided by the FIT who commented " I usually

ask the student to assess herself - what they would put and then I

say what I think and they do agree with it ...... I can't remember
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anything ye disagreed about" which suggests that in reality very

little negotiation actually takes place between the assessor and

the student.	 Significantly no distinction was made between the

procedures used to complete the first and final assessment despite

a specific policy of formative and suminative assessment.

Therefore although the assessment procedure facilitates the

initiation of a dialogue between the FVT and the student I would

suggest in reality few FWTs use this opportunity to debate

practice issues and situations. Indeed I would argue that the

data suggest that many of the students experience a practice

setting resembling the technical training associated with an

apprenticeship	 model	 of	 training	 rather	 than	 the

reflection-in-action which is necessary to enable the student to

develop as a competent practitioner.

The data clearly demonstrate that, although the majority of the

FWTs found the structured procedure useful, it fosters the

restricted interpretation of professional knowledge described in

Chapter 1. In addition the structured form also required the FWT

to rate the student's performance on a scale of 1-5 ranging from

excellent to poor. It is implicit within the use of rating scales

that the FVT is responsible for measuring the level of the

student's performance in specific areas of practice. However the

previous discussion has identified the difficulty of assessing

those important elements of practice, such as the intuitive

knowing in practice involved in determining	 professional

judgement and I would suggest the application of rating scales

adds to this dilemma. It was therefore important to explore the

FWT's perception of the use of rating scales in relation to their

understanding of professional knowledge and the implications for
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assessing the student's competence in practice. In this context

two further issues in the design of the formal assessment

procedure require addressing:

i) the use of rating scales in facilitating the process of

assessing the student's competence in practice;

ii) the use of rating scales in reflecting the level of student

performance in practice.

The use of rating scales in facilitating the process of assessing

competence in practice

Although the use of rating scales as a method of assessment has

previously been discussed (chapter 4:110), as the technique had

been implemented in the assessment procedure it was therefore

important to explore the FWTs perception of the use of rating

scales in relation to the nature of professional knowledge. 	 It

is interesting that the only disadvantage identified in the

structured assessment 	 form vas that some FWTs considered it

limiting as a method of assessing student performance and this

concept was related specifically to the use of the " grading

system". This was demonstrated by the comment "1 don't find the

box format allows enough individuality of approach - it is

difficult to shov subtleties in progress or difficulties".

However when the topic of rating scales was raised during the

interviews several positive characteristics were identified. The

predominant theme related to facilitating the task of the

assessor.	 This related both to the procedure and identifying

aspects of the student's practice. The ability to think more in

depth about the assessment was also identified. 	 Respondents
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stated "it was much more clear cut - you could pick out instead of

being in between and a bit vaffley" and "you've got to have some

form of guideline you don't know what you're measuring otherwise".

However it is significant that these observations had also been

cited as advantages of the structured assessment form and I would

argue that the data demonstrate that the FVTs have not

discriminated between the use of the structured form and the use

of rating scales. It also suggests that the ratings were not

implemented against specific criteria on which to judge

performance but only provided a general basis for the assessment.

Indeed Bondy (1984:25) suggests that the contribution of rating

scales to student assessment depends not only on "the specificity

of the behaviours evaluated but also on the clarity with which

each graduation in a series of scale points is defined". I would

argue therefore that the rating scales are merely being used as an

aide-memoire in the process of assessing the student's competence

in practice.

The disadvantages identified by the FWTs in using rating scales

related to the limitations of the technique. The use of the

middle rating was particularly highlighted. The FWTs described

themselves using this rating because the student's performance

"had not been proved either vay" or "because I find it very

difficult to go to the other - the poor side". The subjectivity of

just putting a mark without qualifying it " was also identified.

Although some FWTs expressed concern that the students did not

always fit the categories provided by the rating scale, they did

not provide any specific reasons for these observations. In

addition I would suggest that some FWTs identified areas of

professional practice within the student's performance which were
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not reflected in the rating scales. Although the data provides

evidence to demonstrate that some FWTs perceived the rating scales

facilitating their task in assessment process, I would argue this

does not relate to the nature of professional practice but to the

technical processes involved in the procedure. Indeed some FliTs

specifically stated that the rating scales made them think more

clearly about the processes involved in the procedure. Other FVTs

specifically identified the use of rating scales limiting their

assessment of the student's competence in practice, particularly I

would suggest in the more indeterminate zones of practice (which

however are essential for the competent practitioner).

The use of rating scales as a reflection of level of student's
performance in practice

TABLE 6.4
Ratings	 1	 2	 3	 4	 5	 N/A

Observation
	

4
	

32
	

20
	

0
	

0
	

0
Communication
	

7
	

53
	

58
	

8
	

0
	

14
Assessment
	

2
	

10
	

35
	

3
	

0
	

6
Management
	

1
	

21
	

31
	

4
	

0
	

27
Advising
	

6
	

25
	

49
	

3
	

0
	

1
Teaching
	

2
	

6
	

1
	

1
	

0
	

46
Evaluation
	

5
	

34
	

39
	

5
	

0
	

1
Perception
	

4
	

34
	

17
	

1
	

0
	

0
Sensitivity
	

6
	

34
	

41
	

2
	

0
	

1
Self-Awareness
	

3
	

26
	

23
	

2
	

0
	

2
Professionalism
	

5
	

19
	

4
	

0
	

0
	

0

FORMATIVE ASSESSMENT
Ratings
	

2
	

3	 4	 5	 N/A

Observation
	

12
	

41
	

3
	

0
	

0
	

0
Communication
	

43
	

74
	

22
	

0
	

0
	

0
Assessment
	

10
	

40
	

6
	

0
	

0
	

0
Management
	

19
	

42
	

18
	

0
	

0
	

2
Advising
	

19
	

53
	

9
	

0
	

0
	

0
Teaching
	

18
	

26
	

8
	

0
	

0
	

2
Evaluation
	

19
	

44
	

17
	

0
	

0
	

1
Perception
	

18
	

33
	

4
	

0
	

0
	

1
Sensitivity
	

30
	

37
	

16
	

0
	

0
	

1
Self-Awareness
	

17
	

30
	

9
	

0
	

0
	

0
Professionalism
	

18
	

9
	

1
	

0
	

0
	

0

SUMMATIVE ASSESSMENT

The allocation of student ratings in the formative and summative
assessment procedure
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Table 6.4 demonstrates the allocation of ratings in both the

formative and suinmative assessment procedure. It is interesting

that Category 5 had not been used throughout the entire procedure.

However Squiers (1981:166) demonstrated that nurse supervisors

openly expressed their fear of being asked to account for low

ratings by senior colleagues or tutors. Others saw a b y rating

as a failure on their behalf. Although category 4 was not used in

the summative assessment, its use in the formative assessment

predominantly demonstrated a lack of experience in the skill

rather than the level of performance. This vas indicated by

comments such as "she has not had much experience in using other

agencies yet" and " the ability to use other agencies

appropriately will improve with experience and opportunity next

term". However the nonapplicable category had been well used,

despite evidence in the study by Squiers (1981) demonstrating that

nurse supervisors considered the use of this category as 'failure'

to provide the student with an adequate training. Nonetheless it

is pertinent to note that the only skill which was considered

appropriate for assessment by all FVTs was that of observation.

This may be explained by the fact that it is expected that this

skill viii have been acquired during previous training. However,

it is disturbing that skills which pertain particularly to health

visiting practice such as communication and teaching were

considered inappropriate criteria in the formative assessment by

some Wi's. Indeed I would suggest the omission from the formative

assessment procedure reflects some FWTs limited understanding of

the nature of professional knowledge.
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TABLE 6.5

A - FORMATIVE	 B - SUMMATIVE

Ratings	 1	 2	 3	 4	 5	 N/A

Total A	 45	 294	 318	 29	 0	 98

Total B	 223	 429	 113	 0	 0	 7

A comparison of total ratings allocated in the assessment
procedure

Table 6.5 demonstrates the shift in emphasis in the allocation of

ratings in the two assessment procedures. A greater use of the

middle rating was made in the formative assessment, once again

indicating the association with lack of experience rather than

ability. In the summative assessment the majority of the ratings

were allocated to the two highest categories. This corresponds to

raters performance in other research studies (Dobby 1981, Squier

1981). However it is interesting that one particular student was

rated 3 for every category throughout the two procedures. Schon

(1987: 168) suggests that this may reflect the rater and her

ability to encourage a reflective dialogue with the student rather

than the ability of the student. It is perhaps significant that

this particular FWT also did not return the questionnaire. Hedges

(1978) suggests that the nonrespondent provides a valuable source

of data to the researcher.

The allocation of a rating to a category which clearly allowed

room for improvement emerged as a predominant theme in the data.

This is supported by comments such as "I used the middle column

knowing I've got to leave lee way for them to go up", "it's a
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temptation to use that middle of the road - they've got to improve

everyone can't be excellent in the first term as there is no room

for improvement". A further disturbing fact was that 2 FWTs rated

performance that they specifically stated they had not observed

the student practise. This once again demonstrates the lack of

dialogue between the student and FWT and raises serious questions

about the extent to which the practicum provides the student with

an effective learning environment.

Inconsistency in the ranking of the students' performance was

demonstrated by a significant proportion of the FWT cohort. 7

(29%) of the FWTs rated certain categories of the students'

performance lower in the summative than in the formative

assessment. In all but one case this was only through 1 rating

point. However one FWT had lowered the student's ratings in 11

different categories without making any comment. This phenomenon

occurred predominantly within the skills of assessment,

communication and evaluation, all essential components of health

visiting practice.	 Squier(l981) demonstrated a similar pattern

and offered the explanation that raters become more critical as

they became more experienced in using rating scales. The data

obtained during the semi-structured interviews suggests that this

shift in ratings may be accounted for by the baseline established

for rating the students' performance. When the FWTs were asked to

identify the baseline they had employed their answers included:

never having thought about the concept, openly admitting they did

not know, using their own practice and using the individual

student's practice. This confusion is perhaps further illustrated

within the actual assessment procedure.	 Only one FVT made a

statement describing her criteria for establishing the student's
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baseline. Others used words such as "enjoyed" to describe the

student's performance in certain skills. The inconsistency

amongst raters was clearly illustrated by one respondent who

commented "well that's what's so ridiculous we're all rating it

against totally different things".

The inconsistency in the ranking of performance is supported

further by the comments included on the student assessment form.

The importance attached to the use of comments in the procedure

has previously been highlighted. However it is interesting that 6

(25%) of the FWTs did not make any written comment on the

students' performance during the formative assessment. One

respondent in this group made no comment on the student's health

visiting skills in either assessment procedure. I would argue

that this is a disturbing phenomenon as there is evidence to

suggest the rating does not reflect the level of performance.

This is particularly illustrated in the summative assessment in

the category 'organising and running a Child Health Clinic' (CRC),

another essential component of a traditional paradigm of practice.

11 (46%) of the FWTs rated the students' practice in the middle

category. However 7 of these respondents related this to a lack of

opportunity rather than the students' skill. A further

illustration of the inconsistency in ranking is provided by one

FWT's comment on the summative procedure, which indicated that the

student had experienced difficulties in the past in being

non-judgeinental towards clients. However there was no indication

of this in the ratings on the formative assessment. This

observation is particularly disturbing as this issue relates

directly to the factors influencing the student's ability to

develop an appreciation of professional artistry.
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The data demonstrate that the FVTs used the rating scales to

indicate areas of practice where students lacked experience rather

than ability in performing practice skills. This is particularly

demonstrated in the use of the middle rating in the formative

assessment procedure. The FVTs also used the rating scales to

allow 'room for improvement' in the student's performance rather

than to identify particular strengths and weaknesses in the

student's practice. The inconsistency in the rating of

performance was demonstrated. In particular this relates to the

lack of concensus amongst the FWTs in selecting an appropriate

baseline on which to judge the student's performance. However the

most significant finding in the use of rating scales relates to

the interpretation of professional practice demonstrated by the

FVT.	 The data demonstrate that many FWTs considered specific

practice skills identified in the assessment procedure

inappropriate to the formative assessment process. However these

skills, which include communication and teaching, are essential

components of competent practice. I would argue therefore that

although the use of rating scales did not reflect the student's

level of performance, it does reflect the perception of

professional practice of a proportion of the FVT cohort. I would

suggest this finding seriously questions the effectiveness of the

practicum and has implications for the assessment process.

Indeed the findings in the data not only demonstrate the

difficulty experienced by a significant proportion of the cohort

in defining the nature of professional knowledge, but also the

restricted interpretation of professional practice portrayed in

the procedure.	 It is significant however that the assessment
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procedure also identified those areas of professional knowledge

which were extremely difficult to assess but considered essential

for the competent practitioner. The interpersonal skills of the

student: self-awareness, perception, sensitivity and the ability

to relate to clients, (factors influencing the appreciation of

professional artistry) were included within this interpretation of

professional knowledge. In addition the intuitive knowing in

practice which is considered essential to competent practice was

not addressed in the assessment procedure and I would suggest it

is significant that none of the FVTs commented on its omission; a

phenomenon once more demonstrating a limited interpretation of

professional knowledge.

The FWTs' perception of the informal methods used to assess the

students' competence in practice

Despite the structured assessment procedure providing a grounding

for the FYTs in the interpretation of professional practice, I

would suggest it did not facilitate their task of observing the

students' skills in the practice setting, nor the particularly

difficult task of assessing those qualities and skills such as

empathy, counselling and listening. A similar difficulty has been

identified by Dean(1981), who described six methods employed by

FWTs in attempting to overcome this problem, including: the use of

students' reports, (both verbal and written) of visits to the

study families, the use of self evaluation by the student, reports

by families and student participation in case discussion. The

reports from families were described as an "undercover" method.

In the present study these classifications were considered as a

basis for analysing the data to establish the FVTs perception of
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the informal methods used to assess the student's competence in

practice and the following categories were identified:

1) student self assessment

2) feedback from colleagues

3) feedback from clients/families.

Student
self-assessment

Feedback from
colleagues

Feedback from
clients

N - 24

TABLE 6.6

useful	 not useful	 undecided
z	 x	 z

20	 83	 2	 8	 2	 8

21	 88	 2
	

8	 1
	

4

18	 75	 5
	

21	 1
	

4

Informal methods used by the FWTs in the process of assessment

Table 6.6 demonstrates that 20 (83%) of the respondents considered

self-assessment a useful informal method of assessment. Those who

disagreed described the concept as too threatening as it made the

student "feel hopeless in already stressful situation". It is

interesting that these statements suggest that the process is a

negative experience for the student and perhaps question the FWTs'

perception of the process of self-assessment. Of those undecided

one related it to personality stating "it takes a fair amount of

maturity (not necessarily age wise) to be completely candid about

oneself". The other considered the concept a useful informal

procedure but was unsure about it as a formal procedure. Jarvis

and Gibson(1985:88) describe the skill of self-assessment as a
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fundamental component of good practice. This finding is supported

by Schon (1987) who suggests it is central to the concept of

reflection-in-action. Indeed I would argue that for the student

to develop as a competent practitioner, it is essential for the

FWT to analyse her own practice and enter into a dialogue grounded

in reciprocal reflection-in-action. However if the FWT feels

threatened by the process of self-assessment (as is suggested by

the findings of the data) the student will be disadvantaged in

understanding this important concept in professional practice.

Those who described the concept as useful related this to the

value of the procedure for the student, FWT and practitioner,

particularly in assessing self- awareness and professional growth.

One FWT described "knowing oneself as the most important part of

health visiting work". Self-assessment was also seen as

stimulating further discussion, by providing a central focus to

the FVT-student dialogue. An additional finding in the data

identified self-assessment as a method of removing any hidden

agenda from the formal assessment process.

The questionnaire asked the FWTs whether they took into account

any comments made by their colleagues when assessing the student's

performance.	 Although Table 6.6 demonstrates that 21 (88%) of

respondents considered feedback from colleagues, it was not

possible to establish from the analysis whether they considered

this process useful in the assessment process. The analysis did

however demonstrate that colleagues' comments were used to

substantiate or negate the FWT's own feelings about the student's

performance. This particularly related to concerns such as the

absence of professional development, irritation with the student

and an overintensity in the student's reaction to clients. It
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is interesting	 that	 considerable value was placed on

informationobtained from this source. Objectivity was also

described as an advantage of this informal method of assessment.

This related to the FVTs' concern that bias may exist in the

assessment process as the students were 'their students'. 	 In

addition colleagues were also used to extend the assessment

process. Significantly, this frequently involved providing

experience in Child Health Clinics where the colleague would then

assess the student's competence in practice. Home visiting was

included in the scheme, with one FWT stating "as I like my

students to go out with other health visitor colleagues and school

nurses it is usual to have their comments on my student's

behaviour". I would argue that this method supports Dean's (1981)

description of undercover assessment and is unethical unless the

student has been informed that the process of assessment involves

other professional workers. It also questions once more the

extent to which the student-FWT dialogue is used vithin the

assessment procedure.

None of the respondents identified any difficulties in using

colleagues comments. There was no comment on colleagues' lack of

skill in the domain of assessment as was expressed when discussing

clients' comments.	 Although FWTs stated that they used these

comments to substantiate or negate their feelings about the

student's level of performance, only 11 (46%) agreed It would be

useful to have their assessment validated by another FVT. I would

argue that this discrepancy in findings can be explained in terms

of role theory, as the conflict between the roles of teacher and

assessor must enter the arena. This concept is discussed in more

depth in the discussion on the conflicting demands created by the
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practicum. (see p. 198 below).

When asked if clients' comments were considered in the assessment

procedure 18 (75%) of the respondents stated that they were. 5

(21%) did not include these comments and the reasons stated

included the fact that clients were not qualified or trained to

assess the student's competence in practice. Others stated that

the views of clients might be subjective or biased. These

feelings were summarised by a FWT stating " sometimes advice that

is good' is not always what the client wants to hear. Equally

clients should not judge students - they're not trained it's

unfair to the health visitor student". I would argue that this

finding is very disturbing in view of the recent developments in

practice which specifically identify the importance of client

participation in the provision of health visiting intervention and

provides further evidence highlighting the FWTs' interpretation of

professional practice. It is also significant that although the

issue of subjectivity emerged as a dominant theme in the analysis

of client involvement in the assessment process, only one FWT

raised it when discussing professional involvement in the process.

Those FITs using client comments considered them a useful method

of informal assessment. This particularly related to assessing

the students' competence in practice when home visiting alone and

to the issue of consumer satisfaction. The client was described

as being "at the receiving end of the teacher - learner process".

The independent view that clients offered vas also valued. One

FIT stated that she used clients' comments "because practical

competence is to me also measured by client satisfaction- this is

vital". The comments were considered a reflection of the student -
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client relationship and were interpreted as an indication of the

student's performance once qualified. When pursuing these issues

with the interviewees the spontaneity of the clients' comments was

highlighted. This often negated the need for FVTs to specifically

request feedback from the clients. However although the comments

were described as useful, the caution associated with their use

was clearly identified. This is illustrated with the comment " I

would take these into consideration providing they appeared to be

made in a fairly unbiased fashion and that I considered the

comment valid - after all the client is the consumer". I would

suggest this finding once more highlights the conflict experienced

by FWTs In fulfilling the role of teacher, assessor and

practitioner simultaneously.

I would argue that the findings demonstrate that the FITs use

informal methods of assessment to supplement the formal assessment

procedure.	 However the use of colleagues has particular

implications if practitioners are not familiar with the purpose of

the practicum, or conflicting paradigms of practice have been

adopted. Indeed using colleagues in this way may create conflict

for the student if these issues are not fully explored in the

student-FWT dialogue. The findings also demonstrate the limited

capacity of the formal methods in assessing the wider issues

encompassed in the interpretation of professional knowledge and I

would suggest FWTs overcome this difficulty by using client

feedback, particularly when assessing elements of professional

knowledge, such as intuitive knowing in practice and the ability

to manage the unique practice setting. However the data clearly

demonstrate the ambivalence experienced by FITs in using

information acquired in this way. I believe this phenomenon is
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created because they not only fail to recognise that much of this

process occurs intuitively but also because the client's previous

experience of health visiting intervention has been that offered

by the FVT. Furthermore the student may demonstrate levels of

professional competence, particularly in her understanding and

appreciation of the concept of professional artistry, which have

not been attained by the FWT. Indeed I would argue that the

relationship between the three roles experienced by the FWT: the

teacher, practitioner and assessor, creates a professional dilemma

and is an issue which requires addressing when exploring the

effectiveness of the practicum. The conflicting demands of the

practicum therefore provided the focus for the following analysis

of the data.

The Practicum and the conflicting demands experienced by the FWT

The practicum demands that the FWT demonstrates appropriate skills

and attitudes in health visiting practice, provides a learning

resource for the student and takes responsibility for assessing

the student's competence in practice. 	 Hardy (1978:82) suggests

that role conflict occurs when "existing role expectations are

contradictory or mutually exclusive". I would suggest that the

role expectations of a facilitator, role model and assessor are

not necessarily compatible and may indeed be contradictory. In

addition the FWT is required to undertake the three roles

simultaneously, itself predisposing to role conflict. An important

focus for the data analysis was therefore to establish whether the

FWTs experienced conflict in their role.

However, as a previous study by Chapman (1979) had identified
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assessing the student as the most unpopular role of fieldwork

teaching, the primary task was to establish whether the current

FWT cohort reflected this finding. Five specific issues in the

questionnaire provided the data to explore this hypothesis:

1) whether the FVT had requested to do the FWTs course,

demonstrating motivation for the role,

2) whether the FWT considered it her responsibility to assess the

student's competence in practice therefore demonstrating a

commitment to the role of assessor,

3) whether the FVT felt adequately trained to undertake the role

of assessor,

4) whether the assessment procedure was a stressful experience for

the FWT,

5) whether the FVT considered it useful to have her assessment of

the student's competence validated by another FWT.

Table 6.7 identifies the responses for each of the respondents in

these five areas. I would argue that the FVT who is confident in

the role of assessor would be positive about her assessment being

validated, have requested to do the FWT course, consider it her

responsibility to assess the student (a process for which she felt

adequately trained), and not experience any overt stress during
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TABLE 6.7

assessment request adequately	 responsible	 stressful
validated course trained 	 for assessment

18	 -	 +	 +	 +
21	 -	 +	 +	 +	 -
6	 -	 -	 +	 +	 -

11	 -	 -	 +	 +	 -
19	 -	 +	 +	 +	 -
16	 +	 -	 -	 +	 +
1	 +	 +	 +	 -

25	 -	 +	 +	 +	 +
5	 +	 +	 +	 +	 -

24	 -	 +	 +	 +	 -
17	 -	 +	 -	 +	 -
28	 +	 +	 +	 +	 -
13	 -	 +	 +	 +	 -
10	 +	 +	 +	 +	 -
8	 +	 +	 +	 +	 -

27	 +	 +	 +	 +	 +
3	 +	 -	 +	 +	 -
9	 +	 +	 +	 +	 +
2	 -	 -	 +	 -
4	 +	 +	 -	 +	 -

14	 +	 +	 +	 +	 -
12	 -	 +	 +	 +
26	 ?	 +	 +	 +	 -
23	 +	 -	 -	 +	 +

The factors determining the Field Work Teacher's perception of her
role as an Assessor.

the procedure. This would be represented by the following pattern

in the above table: + + + + -. Table 6.7 demonstrates that only 5

of the respondents generated this pattern. It is interesting that

of those respondents generating a pattern of - + + + - from the

data obtained from the questionnaires, only 1 remained negative

about the issue of her assessment being substantiated by the time

of the semi-structured interviews. I would argue that the data

demonstrate that a significant proportion of the cohort

experienced ambivalence in the role of assessor vhich has

implications for the process employed in the assessment procedure.
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Although none of the respondents denied their responsibility in

assessment, two considered it a shared commitment with the

lecturing staff.	 It is significant that these respondents

explicitly expressed their difficulty in being both assessor and

teacher. The majority of the FVTs attributed their feelings of

responsibility for student assessment to their constant contact

with the students' experience in the practicum.	 Additional

reasons were identified as having more time for one to one

teaching, a knowledge of the caseload and being 'on hand' to

discuss the practical experience. 	 The respondents also

demonstrated their confusion between the role of assessor and

teacher by describing their role in assessment as inevitable since

they were responsible for providing the learning experiences for

the student.

The FVTs also described themselves as being the only person able

to undertake the process of assessment because they were able to

observe the students' practice and 	 interaction with client

groups. The reality of the practice setting was also identified

as important to the assessment process and clearly relates to the

concept of the practicum. Other respondents although accepting

responsibility stated the assessment should be made in conjunction

with another person. Those identified included lecturing staff,

FVTs and colleagues.	 It is interesting that clients were not

identified as an appropriate group to fulfil this function despite

previously acknowledging that clients' comments played a

significant role in the informal assessment process. 	 I would

suggest this relates to the conflicting demands of the role of

practitioner, teacher and assessor.
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The issue of responsibility was pursued further by asking the

FWTs if they had failed a student due to incompetent practice. 10

(42%) of the respondents stated that this question was not

applicable.	 It is significant that within this group vere not

only the FWTs completing the FVT course but also those FVTs who

considered their experience too limited despite having had at

least 2 students. Other respondents stated that they had been

very fortunate in the allocation of the student. One FWT stated

that she had failed a student but the college had taken little

notice of her concerns or observations, and the student had passed

the intermediate examination at the end of the academic year. It

is perhaps significant that the student left health visiting after

practising for only nine months. Another suggested that the

student would require an extended period of supervised practice,

which I would suggest demonstrates the FWT's reluctance in taking

responsibility for failing the student. This may account for the

increasing numbers of students referred in supervised practice

which have risen from 1.4% in 1982/83 to 2.4% in 1984/85 (Thwaites

1986). I would suggest these findings demonstrate that although

the FWTs accept the responsibility of assessing competence in

practice the conflicitng demands of the practicum are clearly

illustrated. However when asked specifically if they experienced

any conflict in simultaneously acting as teacher and assessor 15

(63%) of the cohort had not experienced any difficulties.

Nevertheless their comments demonstrated a tone of inevitability

rather than a positive commitment. However, the personal

responsibility taken by the WI' for the student's performance was

acknowledged, with one FVT saying she "would only have herself to

blame if there were any glaring omissions or misunderstandings".

Another specifically described the assessment as an evaluation of
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her teaching. Significantly, neither identified this as causing a

dilemma in their role, although these issues relate specifically

to the provision of learning experiences in the practicum and the

quality of the student-FWT dialogue.

Where difficulties were experienced the dominant theme related to

the student-FWT relationship. The difficulty of making

criticisms, the influence of the relationship on the actual

assessment procedure, the difficulty of becoming a friend to the

student and feeling deflated if the student's performance did not

come up to expectations were all identified as issues causing

concern.	 The student-FWT relationship and anxiety that the

student should be seen to do veil vere identified as factors which

influence the objectivity of the assessment process.	 A very

pertinent observation (made by one FWT) summarised the dilemma for

the FWTs saying in a vay the FWT is having to assess and be

critical of her own performance". Indeed I would argue that the

student-FWT relationship and the concept of the role model are

significant factors in the conflicting demands experienced by the

FWT and were therefore selected as foci for the semi-structured

interviews.

Role modelling and the student-FWT relationship: the implications

for assessing competence in practice

The relationship with the student is fundamental to the learning

environment created in the practicuin (Schon 1987) and directly

relates to the needs of the adult learner (Jarvis & Gibson

1985:45). Dingvall(1977) demonstrated the high levels of stress

experienced by students during the course. The analysis of the
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data supports these issues. When discussing with the interviewees

whether they were prepared to say more about the student's

performance than commit to paper, the F'WTs clearly demonstrated

their anxiety about damaging the self esteem of the student. This

was related to hurting a student already feeling vulnerable,

affecting both examination and career prospects and being

destructive to the student. Feelings of loyalty were also

identified as reasons for not committing comments to paper and

related to the fact that the written report was perceived as final

and therefore judgementa]. comments may influence the students'

progress. This finding must seriously question the extent to

which some FWTs are prepared to include concerns about the

student's level of competence in the formal assessment procedure.

The supportive role of the FWT was expressed, for example by

feelings of protection towards the student. Offering criticism

was an area which was noted as particularly difficult.	 An

important role of the FWT was described as building up the

confidence of the student and criticism was perceived as a

characteristic which could easily become destructive. However,

the role of criticism in the analysis of the student's performance

is essential in achieving the aims of the practicum.	 This

observation once more questions the effectiveness of the

practicum.	 The tendency to make allowances in the performances

of those students "having a rough time of it .....in either their

own personal life or at college " was imcluded in this supportive

role. The counselling role was identified with one FWT stating

that "with this student I have been more of a counsellor than

anything else ....such a lot of personal things which have made it

much more difficult". Hunkins (1985) demonstrated the counselling
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needs of students and stated that FWTs were ranked second out of

eight as the most important person to provide this support.

Johnson (1976:117) argues that it is usually the teacher "who sets

the tone of the educational relationship". The analysis clearly

demonstrates the importance that the FVTS place on their

supportive role which I would argue may not only impede the

experience of the practicum but also the process of assessment.

The concept of role modelling has been given considerable emphasis

by the ENB. Kemper (1968:33) describes the essential quality of

the role model as that of displaying techniques and possessing

skills which the "actor lacks (or thinks he lacks ) and from whom,

by observation and comparison with his own performance the actor

can learn". Although this concept has been identified as creating

possible conflict in judging student performance the implications

of role modelling are considerable in both the analysis of

practice and in the understanding and appreciation of the concept

of professional artistry. The concept therefore was pursued

further during the semi-structured interviews. My observation

during the interviews was that this vas the only question to raise

an immediate spontaneous answer whether positive or negative. The

predominant theme was that the FWTs considered that they fulfilled

this role. However the issue of inevitability once more was

raised illustrated by comments such as " I just don't see how you

can not be really". It is significant that they identified this

as affecting their practitioner role. The need to be more

prepared and thorough was described but the dominant theme was

that it made them more aware of their practice and question their

own performance. One stated that "I can see this with my first

student - seeing things being put into practice - she's rushing
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around never writing anything down".

Others stated emphatically that they hoped they were not. This

again related to their perception of their practitioner role

illustrated by statements such as "I'm not convinced the way I do

it is best". It is significant that one FVT actually described

the concept as 'frightening' and another refused to answer the

question saying 'Oh, God I don't know - what a question - I don't

want to answer that' and would not be drawn further on the issue.

Although the predominant theme related to the need for the

student to be herself and decide her own practice methods, I would

suggest that the data demonstrate that some FWTs were disturbed by

the concept of role modelling. Implicit in this concept is the

acknowledgment that the student's performance is a reflection of

the FWT's practice. The feelings generated by this phenomenon are

illustrated by the comment: 'I hear her saying things I've said

virtually word perfect and I think my God that could be me saying

that...'. Although the student-FWT dialogue may be enhanced by

positive role modelling it may also generate issues which question

both the level of the FWT's competence and her understanding and

perception of professional knowledge. I would argue therefore

that role modelling has serious implications for the process of

reflection-in-action and the effectiveness of the practicum.

The level of student performance: the implications for the FWT

The final focus used to explore the conflicting demands of the

practicum was the extent to which the FVT perceived the student's

level of performance as a reflection of her teaching skill. The

initial data used to explore this topic was obtained from the

issue in the questionnaire which examined whether completing the
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assessment procedure was stressful to the FVT. Although 7 (29%) of

the cohort described the procedure as stressful, the dominant

theme identified in causing stress was the student-FIJT

relationship. This particularly related to the intimacy of the

relationship. There was no evidence that the stress was a result

of concern about their teaching ability. However when this issue

was pursued with the interviewees by asking whether it would worry

them to fail a student, the majority expressed their concern and

related this directly to their teaching skill. This is

illustrated by comments such as "Yes- I would feel I had failed

too - ". A similar finding was identified in the data generated

from the discussions on their assessment of the student's

performance being substantiated by another FWT. This was

illustrated by a FWT saying " If the student was found not up to

the mark in so many areas by another FWT I would feel I had failed

to a certain amount because I hadn't picked it up or guided her'.

In addition the data demonstrate the anxiety that was associated

with the responsibility of failing a student. A very experienced

FWT stated that she "wouldn't want to fail anyone just on my say

so". The student-F'WT relationship contributed to this anxiety.

One FWT described the student as 'having so much at stake - her

livelihood and all she's put into it and her family'. The issues

identified in the situation of the borderline student also

highlight the responsibility of the FWT. They described

themselves working hard in those areas where the student needed

more practice and one FVT actually described herself as being very

tempted to get the student to the correct 'side' of the rating

scale. The student-YWT relationship was identified as

particularly important in the context of the borderline student

although the FWTs considered it unfair to actually push the
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student through. However, I would argue that the findings

demonstrate that the FVTs perceive some correlation between the

level of the student's performance and their teaching ability.

This once more demonstrates the conflicting demands of the

practicum, in particular the professional dilemma which is a

consequence of the responsibility of providing the learning

experience and assessing the student's competence in practice.

I would suggest the findings demonstrate the interdependence of

the three roles of the FWT. Although some FWTs explicitly

acknowledged the difficulty of being both teacher and assessor the

majority of the cohort demonstrated the confusion between these

two roles. The continued responsibility for a caseload determines

a constant practitioner role. The FVT has to make decisions about

her commitment to the student and her commitment to the caseload

for which she is accountable. She has to decide how much time she

can offer to the student. O'Shea and Parsons(1979) demonstrated

that the availability of the teacher in the clinical setting was

seen by students as the most important facilitative behaviour of

teachers. The FVT must decide how she differentiates between her

role as a counsellor and that of a facilitator and how she can

distinguish between her teaching and assessing roles.

Meisenhelder (1982) describes the emotional struggle experienced

by clinical teachers in nurse education and a similar pattern is

presented in fieldwork teaching. However the FIT has the

additional responsibility of assessing the student's level of

competence in practice and the ethical responsibility for

maintaining professional standards and protecting the welfare of

clients.
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In addition the FVT is required to act as role model for the

student. Lum (1978:142) suggests that the role model functions as

a comparison reference group and is therefore fundamental in the

professional socialisation process, providing the student with a

framework for practice. Dotan et al (1986:55) describe a daunting

list of attributes required in a role model and demonstrate that

the personality of the role model is more important than the

circumstances of the interaction. Rauen(1974) demonstrated the

importance students placed on the clinical skills of the role

model. While Smith (1977:42) describes the impediment to learning

which results from conflict between the behaviour of the role

model and their verbal instructions.	 The role model has

particular implications for the student's appreciation of

professional artistry in competent practice. 	 However, in the

current assessment procedure in health visiting the role model

takes the major responsibility for assessing the student's

performance.

Schon (1987) describes the attainment of an appreciation of

professional artistry as a fundamental aim of the experience

provided for the student in the practicum.	 The previous

discussion demonstrates the conflicting demands made on the FWT

who is responsible for the provision of the practicum. The extent

to which the student attains the aim depends on the skills of the

FWT, not only in demonstrating and providing learning experiences

for the student but also in their ability to reflect-in-action and

to facilitate this process in the student. The dialogue between

the student and FVT plays an essential role in this process and

the importance of the student-FWT relationship in establishing

this dialogue has been clearly demonstrated. However, the FWT
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must also, using appropriate criteria, assess the level of

competence achieved by the student. These issues demonstrate the

critical role the FWT plays in achieving an effective practicum

and particularly highlights the importance of her understanding

and interpretation of professional knowledge. It is this

understanding of professional practice which influences the

paradigm of practice presented to the student and therefore has

implications for the process of assessment. It is the

interpretation of professional knowledge and the evolving

paradigms of practice which provide the focus in the following

section.

The FVT's	 interpretation of professional knowledge and the

paradigm of practice presented to the student

Since the concept of role modelling has been established as a

fundamental component in the learning environment provided for the

student, the interpretation of professional knowledge and the

consequential paradigm of practice presented by the FWT has

implications for the student's education and training and in turn

the assessment of competence in practice. The frames of practice

selected by the FWT therefore directly influence the practice of

the student. Interestingly the question relating specifically to

the FWT's interpretation of practice in the questionnaire had been

interpreted in different ways by the FWT cohort, thus invalidating

the comments for the purpose of data analysis. Unfortunately,

this phenomenon had not been identified in either the pre-pilot or

pilot questionnaire.	 However, in the following question which

addressed the subject of other criteria used to assess

professional practice, specific practice issues could be

identified. The importance of record keeping was identified and
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significantly this importance was reflected in data obtained from

other sources in the questionnaire and interviews. I would

suggest that this demonstrates the increasing emphasis placed on

identifying and preventing the incidence of child abuse and thus

provides an important focus in frame setting in practice. It is

interesting that the other practice issues which were identified

by more than one respondent related to the wider issues

encompassed in professional knowledge and included attributes such

as tact, discretion, sensitivity and the student's perception of

the needs of clients. However, once more the concept of intuition

was not specifically identified and perhaps supports the

observation by Schon (1987 : 13) that terms such as intuition

"serve not to open up inquiry but to close it off. They are held

as 'junk categories' attaching names to phenomena that elude

conventional strategies of exploration".	 In order to obtain

sufficient detail on the interpretation of practice	 it was

necessary to sift through the data to identify those areas of

practice consistently identified. Chapman (1979) in her portrait

of the role of the typical FWT identified the important features

of practice as: working with children under 5, engendering

relationships, listening, communicating and assessment of family

needs and regular routine home visiting to families and children.

Significantly, those health visiting skills identified by more

than one practitioner in the interviewee cohort were: 	 home

visiting, the formation of relationships, communication and record

keeping.	 The importance of Child Health Clinics was also

identified from the stress placed by the FWTs on providing and

assessing this experience. This presents a similar pattern to

Chapman's study.	 This supports the view presented by the

Community Nursing Review (DHSS 1986) that practitioners remain
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trapped in a traditional approach to practice despite the

publication of documents such as Project 2000 (UKCC 1986) whIch

identifies the health visitor's responsibility in health promotion

to all age groups. It also suggests that FWTs assume a restricted

interpretation of professional knowledge which has implications

for the adopted paradigm of practice and therefore, the students

learning in the practicum.

The data provided by the discussion with the interviewees on the

students' ability to handle a crisis in a family allocated to

their workload was also used. In defining a crisis various

factors were identified, however only non accidental injury was

cited by more than one FWT. It is significant that several FWTs

cited the clients' perception of a crisis as the only method of

defining a crisis situation and this was identified as anything

which was having a disturbing effect on the family or client. One

FVF described it as "...hov the family see it - if they think it's

a crisis it's one - it could be 101 things..". This suggests a

client centred approach to practice which influences the paradigm

of practice presented to the student.

It was possible in the student assessment forms to identify

features of practice which FWTs did not judge appropriate for the

intermediate assessment procedure, thus suggesting those features

were not considered essential in practice and therefore once more

indicative of the adopted paradigm of practice. 15 (63%) of the

cohort placed one to one teaching in this category, which suggests

health education is not considered an important feature of

practice. This is substantiated by Dunnell and Dobbs (1982:57)

who found only 7Z of the health visitors' time was described as
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health education.	 Once more this has implications for the

interpretation of practice presented to the student.

The issue of keeping up to date with professional developments was

also used to analyse important features of practice. 	 The

interviewees were asked directly if they experienced difficulty in

updating their professional knowledge. The majority acknowledged

this as a major problem and related it directly to time

constraints.	 Indeed, the student was often identified as a

method	 of keeping the FVT up to date, which has serious

implications for the effectiveness of the practicum, in particular

the FWT-student dialogue. However, it was also possible to

identify a theme demonstrating a reluctance in accepting new ideas

in practice stating that they were often ideas for ideas sake.

This was demonstrated specifically with the implementation of the

health visiting process. The issue of the health visiting process

was introduced as a method of establishing whether the FWTs were

keeping up to date with current ideas in practice. Although

only 3 (12X) of the respondents had actually implemented the

process, the comments made by the cohort were illuminating in

their interpretation of the process. The process was described as

task based, providing a tool for planning, structuring, analysing,

recording and evaluating home visits.	 It was considered time

wasting and deficient in identifying clients' perception of their

health needs.

However it is significant that the Statutory Instrument No. 873

(1983 : 13) specifically requires health visitors to be competent

in	 '(a)	 co-ordination of skills in health assessment,

identification of need, planning implementation and evaluation of
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health education and care'.	 This once more highlights the

discrepancy between the theory of practice and the reality of the

practice setting.	 It is pertinent to note that a further 3 (12%)

considered they were already "doing the process". This was

illustrated by the comment " neither is it a new tool - in a

modified form it is something I have always done and the way I

have always worked". This feeling was substantiated by another

FWT stating "we all do use the process". These comments support

the argument presented by Clark(1985) that practitioners have

misinterpreted the health visiting process in not perceiving the

process as a method of developing a conceptual framework for

practice.	 Indeed	 the role ambiguity experienced by health

visitors is attributed to the lack of a single conceptual

framework. This is illustrated by one FYT's comment "I don't

think people ever know what health visiting is about until they've

been doing it for a while". However I would argue that it is

interesting that despite the criticisms identified in the use of

the process highlighted in Chapter 4, the only FWTs confident in

their methods used to assess the students' competence in assessing

the health needs of clients were those who had effectively

implemented a process approach to practice.

I would argue the data not only demonstrate the traditional

paradigm of practice presented to the student in the practicum but

also the implications of this interpretation of practice for

student learning.	 Indeed the interpretation of professional

knowledge will control the extent to which the student experiences

a traditional or more innovative paradigm of practice.	 Schon

(1987) argues that the effective practicum must reflect the

professional knowledge explored in the college setting and the
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experiences provided in the practicum must provide a central focus

for debate and discussion in the college setting. I would argue

that the data seriously question the effectiveness of the

practicum and indeed vhether a practicum is actually offered in

student learning. It must also question the process of assessing

the students' competence In practice since the interpretation of

professional knowledge is limited to that required for an

individual directive paradigm of practice. However, I would

suggest that the paradigm of practice experienced by the student

is also influenced by the learning opportunities provided by the

caseload of the FlIT and the practice policies of individual Health

Authorities.

The learning opportunities provided for the student in the

practicum

The FlIT is responsible for providing the learning experience for

the student in the practicum and although it is possible for the

FlIT to provide alternative experience in health visiting, the

majority of	 the learning opportunities will be based on the

actual caseload of the FlIT. The variation in the practice

settings provided for students has been recognised by the ENB in

the production of guidelines for managers, FlITs and lecturers.

When discussing the provision of learning opportunities the

guidelines state that

"the FlIT must cover a broad range of health visiting practice,

provide opportunities for work in a variety of settings and

encourage community participation in health education and care"

(ENB 1986:3).	 However the caseload of the individual FlIT may

restrict these learning opportunities which in turn has
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implications for the assessment process. It is therefore

important to explore the extent to vhich the FVT's caseload

fosters learning opportunities for the student.

The ENB describe the caseload as 'the population for which the

health visitor has a designated responsibility' (END 1986:3).

However the data demonstrate that the majority of FVTs describe

their workload rather than caseload. Indeed only two of the 24

FWTs referred to their caseload in terms of population size. In

one instance this was to state that the population size was

actually unknown and the other stated she was working with a G.P.

practice population of 10,000. It is interesting to note that

this compares with an average H.V. population ratio of 1:5056

demonstrated in a study carried out in 1979 (Barrell-Davis and

William 1984: 9) which is in turn significantly higher than the

ratio of 1:4300 recommended by the Jameson Report (NOH 1956) and

the DHSS in 1972 of 1:3000 population. Goodwin (1988) argues that

a caseload of 1:2000 would be much more realistic. Although it is

impossible to compare the findings in detail with national

statistics, Table 6.8 demonstrates the range of workload size.

TABLE 6.8

Children under 5	 FVT	 Number of Families	 FWT

201-160	 3	 100-160	 3

261-320	 2	 161-220	 6

321-380	 5	 221-280	 3

381-440	 0	 281-340	 2

441-500	 1	 341-400	 2

	

11	 16

N 24 (3 F'WTs described their caseload using both
classifications)

The Distribution of FWT Caseload/Workload size
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Those in the higher bands obviously have implications for the

effectiveness of the practicum. Schon (1987:37) describes the

practicum as relatively free from pressures and distractions.

However, I would suggest that the high vorkloads create

considerable pressure and distraction for the FWT. Consequently

the conflicting demands upon her time and demand for professional

accountability severely limit the opportunity and the quality of

the dialogue with the student.

When the cohort was asked to identify client groups within the

caseload the concentration on the under five age group was marked.

Only 4 (17X) identified the elderly as a client group. However

when specifically asked if they considered their workload gave an

adequate representation of health visiting practice only 8 (33%)

described it as nonrepresentative. Although the majority related

this to the lack of elderly clients, factors such as the lack of

school work, a bias towards a particular social group and the lack

of non-crisis health visiting intervention were also identified.

It is significant that within • the group who considered their

practice as representative, only one described herself as working

with the general population. These findings indicate that the

FWTs concentrate their health visiting practice on families with

young children and this finding is supported by other research

which demonstrates that only 12% of the health visitors' time with

clients is spent with those over 65 (Dunnell and Dobbs 1982:45).

I would suggest that the data demonstrate not only a traditional

paradigm of practice but also that a significant proportion of the
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Frequency

17
11
10
9
5
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

cohort acknowledge the limitations in the learning opportunities

provided by their workload.

Another factor influencing the learning opportunities provided for

the student is the practice situation of the FWT. This may be

either in a C.P. attachment or on a geographical basis. Within

the FVT cohort these figures were 50% and 42% respectively. The

percentage of the sample working on a geographical basis is

relatively high compared with other studies which demonstrated

figures of 10% and 13% (Dunnell and Dobbs 1982: 11; Draper et al

1983:21).Although G.P. attachment has in the past been cited as a

method of facilitating the work of the Primary Health Care Team

(Hicks, 1976), this has been disputed by recent reports (DHSS

1986). Table 6.9 illustrates the different interpretations of

this concept by FWTs which has implications for the learning

opportunity provided for the student.

TABLE 6.9

Professional groups

HV
School Nurse
District Nurse
GP
CPN
Clinic Nurse
Midwife
Speech Therapist
PP Nurse
Social Worker
Opthalmologist
Child Guidance
Auxiliary

The frequen
	 which particular professional groups were cited

by the Fiel
	

Teachers as members of the Primary Health Care

Team. (PHCT

In addition it is significant that only 7 of the cohort were

based in a practice situation which included more than 3 members
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of the PHCT. Thomas et al (1985) argue that being based with

other professionals does not necessarily facilitate good inter-

professional relationships, however the lack of contact with other

professionals in the practice setting must limit the learning

opportunities available to the student to develop their skills in

teamwork and I would suggest has implications for the quality of

the student-FWT dialogue.

The lack of Child Health Clinics, the opportunity of working with

different cultural groups and the inadequate representation of

certain socio-economic groups were also identified as practice

issues which influenced the learning opportunities of the

workload. Dunnell and Dobbs (1982:45) demonstrated that 26% of

the health visitors' time with clients vas located in Child Health

Clinics. However 6 (25%) of the student group were considered to

have insufficient experience in running a Child Health Clinic to

assess this skill in the final assessment procedure. The issue of

providing the student with appropriate learning opportunities was

explored further with the interviewees. When asked if they were

able to provide alternative approaches to health visiting

practice, significantly several of the FWTs required clarification

of this concept. However the predominant theme in the analysis

demonstrated the use made of colleagues in providing alternative

approaches to practice. 	 The experiences included within this

concept were working in a geographical placement, working in a

G.P. attachment, using the health visiting process, working with

different socio-economic groups, working with specialist health

visitors and working with colleagues with a different approach to

practice.	 One FWT in an attempt to summarise her reason for

selecting an alternative experience for the student said 	 ...she
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did have a day in a different part of the health district-more the

type of area she'll be working with-totally different types of

families. It's so cosy here really - somehow we don't quite know

how the other half of the world is.."

I would argue that the data demonstrate the influence of the

caseload and in particular of the workload on the learning

opportunities provided for the student. Indeed traditional

practice priorities can be clearly identified. However it is

significant that even within this practice setting the FWTs

demonstrate the difficulty of providing satisfactory learning

experiences and their reliance on colleagues to supplement student

learning. This has implications not only for the quality of the

practicum and the dialogue between the student and the

teacher-practitioner (particularly where the practitioner has

received no additional training in working with students) but

also for the process of assessing the students' competence in

practice. It also questions the extent to which the guidelines

provided by the ENB are appropriate to practice and I would

suggest demonstrates the discrepancy between the reality of the

practice setting and the stated requirements for appropriate

learning opportunities for the student. Hovever Schon (1987:296)

argues that the learning opportunity for the student is also

affected by the student's ability and willingness to step into the

practicum. I would suggest this is in part influenced by the

personality of the student, an issue which has also been

identified as influencing the process of assessment (Bradley 1984,

Rushton & Murray 1985). This issue was therefore explored with

the FWT cohort.
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The influence of the personal attributes of the student on the

outcome of the assessment of competence in practice

The health visitor's ability to form effective relationships with

clients is fundamental to professional practice. Robinson (1983)

argues that caring about clients is an essential component of

competent practice and Clark(1985) describes the nature of the

professional-client interaction as the core of health visiting.

Recent developments in health visiting demonstrate the current

emphasis on practitioners of working in partnership with clients

(DHSS 1986:61, HVA 1985:15, De'ath 1986:1). I would suggest that

the practitioner's aptitude in forming effective working

relationships is an essential factor in influencing the

appreciation of professional artistry in health visiting and thus

crucial for competence in practice. Although the student will need

to develop skills to promote effective relationships with clients

and colleagues, the personal attributes of the individual will

also influence this process. Consequently the personal attributes

of the student are pertinent to their professional development and

indeed must be considered within the process of assessing

competence in practice. However studies have also demonstrated

that personal attributes affect the assessment of an individual's

performance (Rushton & Murray 1985,Bradley 1984). Therefore

because of the influence of the student's personality on both the

learning experience and the assessment process, I considered the

FVTs' perception of the effect of the student's personality on

their assessment of the student's competence to practice an

important focus for the data analysis.

The influence of the personality of the student in the process of
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assessment was demonstrated in the questionnaire responses. When

asked directly if the personality of the student influenced their

assessment of the student's performance 19 (79%) of the sample

replied positively. The predominant theme of the inevitability of

this occurrence was identified by the use of terms such as 'bound

to' and 'surely'. Some FWTs identified the direct link between

personality and the procedure, by describing the implicit role of

personality in the majority of the criteria in the structured

assessment procedure. The interaction between personality,

practice and assessment was also identified. An illustration is

provided by the comment " I think it's bound to be influenced by

personality just as personality affects practice". One FWT

explored this concept further; '...however objective one aims to

be, the fact that health visiting competence hinges on the ability

to inter-relate with others at a satisfactory meaningful level

must mean that a student's personality and behaviour have some

degree of influence on such an assessment". Although the FWTs

considered this influence inevitable concern about this phenomenon

could be identified. The concern related to their feeling of

lack of professionalism, of being judgemental and the issue of a

personality clash. I would suggest these feelings demonstrate the

ambivalence experienced by FWTs in accepting the fundamental role

of personality in competent practice and is an issue which

requires addressing in depth.

Huiholland (1973) described the characteristics of the 'good'

health visitor and although she acknowledged the importance of

knowledge and experience, the main emphasis was placed on the

practitioner's personality.	 In this study 22 (92%) of the FVT

cohort considered that personality influenced the student's
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competence in practice.	 England (1986:40) presents a similar

phenomenon in social work and argues it is impossible to make a

'division between the actor and his knowledge - (that) the

knowledge is realised only by the worker'.

TABLE 6.10

Trait
	

Ranking

Sense of humour
	

1

Enthusiasm
	

2

Ability to form relationships 	 2

Adaptablility	 3

Open-mindedness
	

3

Empathy
	

3

Significant Personality Traits in Student Health Visitors

Table 6.10 demonstrates 6 of the most important traits identified

by the FVTs and ranks them in order of frequency. Similar

characteristics were identified in Muiholland's study. Only one

FWT stated that personality did not affect the level of

competence.	 she considered "...it was possible for all

personality types to function well as health visitors so long as

they remained objective".	 However the importance attached by

clients to the personality of the practitioner is yell documented

(Orr 1980, Robinson 1982, Hennessy 1985). Indeed I would suggest

that the extent to which the student develops an understanding and

appreciation of the intuitive knowing in practice which informs
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professional judgement in determining practice strategies, is

directly influenced by personality factors.

Furthermore the effect of the student's personality on the process

of assessment was identified in the data obtained from the semi-

structured interviews. Not only was personality cited as a major

cause for the difficulty in defining criteria for competence in

practice, but it was also cited as influencing the objectivity of

the assessor. Personality traits such as rigid and strong personal

views, a clash of personality (which included the FS.JT not liking

the student) and irritating mannerisms were identified as factors

directly influencing objectivity. The FWTs acknowledged that the

student's personality influenced whether they over or under

estimated the student's performance.	 They also identified the

difficulty of personality obscuring the actual 	 level of

knowledge.	 It is interesting that this concern particularly

related to those students described as having an " ideal health

visiting personality". The FWTs also identified personality

traits as a factor influencing the student's ability to assess

their own level of performance when working with clients. Traits

such as detachment, confidence, caution, nervousness and

sensitivity were identified and linked directly to the student's

level of competence in practice.

The influence of other personal attributes on the process of

assessment was revealed in the data. Although the FWTs did not

consider their objectivity was influenced by the gender of the

student, the prejudice towards male health visitors was clearly

identified.	 This related particularly to a dislike of the

presumed sexual orientation of the individual. Other prejudices
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were also demonstrated with one FVT stating that she would feel

more at ease with a male health visitor than a female Vest Indian

health visitor. None of the interviewees had experienced

working with a male student, but the evidence suggests that in

some instances the processes in the assessment procedure would be

influenced adversely. Certainly sex bias has been demonstrated

in the assessment of students' written work (Bradley 1984). Some

FVTs considered that the ethnic background of the student may

influence the outcome of the assessment of the student's

competence. In some instances this vas related to the difficulty

of selecting clients for the student's workload. One PVT

described her feelings as being very cautious "...I mean that

sounds awful - as to whom I'd send that person into - I just

wouldn't want them to be hurt and I know in some instances they

could be. I know I have some clients I definitely wouldn't send

that person to...". Other FWTs stated that they honestly could

not say how it would affect the objectivity of the process until

they had experienced the situation. Of those FVTs in the

interview sample only one was black and only one was working with

a black student. This FWT did not consider the objectivity of the

process had been influenced by the student's ethnic background.

However the student's overt 	 unhappiness in the fieldwork

placement had created difficulties for the F'WT. Indeed she

considered that the student had expressed her feelings of

unhappiness by being very defensive. Although the FWI' stated she

could " sort out her (the student's) practice and her (the

student's) defensiveness- I know she's improved quite a lot but

it's coloured my attitude". I would suggest this demonstrates the

prejudices which can exist where the quality of the dialogue

between the WI' and student is poor.	 This obviously has
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implications for the student's learning opportunities and

consequently the process of assessing competence in practice.

The age of the student was not considered a significant factor in

affecting the objectivity of the assessment process, although some

interviewees stated that their lack of experience working with

different age groups made it difficult for them to answer.

However the older student was identified as a cause for concern to

some of the group, although one FWT stated that she was pleased

she had worked with a mature student as she felt younger students

tended to be more critical and she felt "safer" with an older

student.

I would suggest this once again raises the issue of the quality of

the student-FWT dialogue and questions the extent to which some

FWTs feel confident in reflecting on their practice. However,

there was no correlation between the age of the FWT and the

feelings they expressed about the age of the student. Although

the socio-economic background of the student was not considered

significant to the objectivity of the assessment process, the

political views and appearance of the student were identified as

influential factors. One FWT found "it difficult to deal with

somebody in the jeans brigade". Another FWT stated " with all

these things it really depends how it affects them as a

person....if that affected their personality and then their health

visiting practice I suppose that would make a difference in some

sort of way".

I would argue that the data demonstrate the importance of the

student's personality in the assessment process in two specific
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contexts: the role of personality in competent practice and the

effect of personality in influencing the assessment procedure.

All but one of the FWTs acknoviedged that personality influenced

the competence of the practitioner,	 which contributed to the

difficulty of understanding and interpreting professional

knowledge. However the student's personality was also identified

in influencing the objectivity of the assessment process,

particularly those students with the 'ideal health visiting' type.

It is significant that the FVTs expressed greater concern about

the level of the student's knowledge than satisfaction that the

student demonstrated the potential for an appreciation of

professional artistry. I would suggest this supports the argument

proposed earlier in the chapter that professionals negate those

areas of practice perceived as 'junk categories'. The findings

also demonstrate the prejudices identified in some FVTs, not only

against relatively minor issues such as mode of dress but also

against major issues such as race and gender. Indeed I would

argue that there are serious implications for the practicum

offered to the student, not only in the provision of learning

opportunities but also in the student-FWT dialogue. Where the

dialogue is hindered by a poor student-FWT relationship this may

result in a learning bind which may not only affect the student's

ability to grasp concepts of practice but also influence the

process of assessment.	 Therefore, I would argue that the

personality not only of the student but also of the FVT needs to

be given consideration if an effective practicum is to be

developed.

Conclusions

The FWT has the responsibility for the provision of the practicum
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in health visiting education and I would argue that the data

demonstrate three specific factors which not only influence the

effectiveness of the learning environment but also the process of

assessing the student's competence in practice. The first is the

FVT's understanding of the nature of professional knowledge and

the implications for professional competence; the second is the

actual experience provided for the student in the practicum and

the third is the influence of the individual FWT on the quality of

the student-FWT dialogue.

The FWT's interpretation of professional knowledge is illustrated

in the range of professional expertise constituting health

visiting practice. However, in exploring the different frameworks

from which professional practice is defined, the influence of the

personality of the practitioner, particularly in establishing

effective client-practitioner relationships is also identified.

Indeed the fundamental role of those factors influencing the

practitioner's understanding and appreciation of professional

artistry has been clearly identified in competent practice (Schon

1987, England 1986). Although the assessment procedure provided

the FVTs with defined boundaries on which to base their assessment

of the student's skills in practice, it does not facilitate the

assessment of those areas of professional practice included within

the concept of professional artistry. The dependence placed by

Fvrs on informal methods of assessing the student's competence to

practice reinforces this finding. In addition the assessment

procedure does not facilitate the crucial processes required by

FWT in judging the level of performance demonstrated by the

student, nor indeed in identifying the processes involved in

reflection-in-practice, particularly critical in the assessment of
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competence in practice. I would argue that it is significant that

concern about these issues cannot be identified within the data

which demonstrates the restricted interpretation of the nature of

professional knowledge by a significant proportions of the FVT

cohort.

This finding is reflected in the experience provided for the

student in the practicum. The data illustrate the traditional

paradigm of practice demonstrated by the majority of FVTs. The

interpretation of practice frequently does not reflect the

philosophy of a proactive approach to health promotion advocated

in practice policy documents nor indeed the competencies required

by the Statutory Instrument. This has implications for competence

in practice, particularly vhen taking into account the fact that

a significant proportion of the PWT interview cohort perceived

themselves as a role model for the student and therefore a

critical influence on the process of professional socialisation.

It questions the extent to which the practicum gives the students

opportunity to reflect on and practice different interpretations

of practice. In addition it questions whether the student's

learning in the practicum runs in parallel with that in the

theoretical component. Vhere discrepancy exists this seriously

questions the effectiveness of the practicum, both in the

provision of learning in professional practice and in assessing

the student's competence in practice.

The influence of the individual YWT in the practicum is the third

specific factor identified in the data. Schon (1987) describes a

particular task of the coach as building a relationship conducive

to learning. I would argue the student-FWT relationship presents
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a central focus to the data. The FVT's perception of the quality

of the student-FVT dialogue is influenced by the student-FVT

relationship and this is particularly pertinent to the student

developing the ability to reflect-in-action. However, the

significance of the FWT-student relationship is equally identified

vithin the assessment process. This I would argue has implications

in the assessment of competence in practice particularly since the

data demonstrate that a significant proportion of the FWTs

experienced conflict in synthesising the roles of teacher,

assessor and practitioner. I would argue in addition this raises

the question of the extent to which the assessment procedure

facilitates the FWT in assessing practice in which she has

actively coached the student.

Schon (1987) argues that although the practicum is designed to

enable the student to learn a professional practice, the

individual interpretation of the practicum is influenced by the

practitioner's view of the kinds of knowing essential to

professional competence.	 I would argue that the practicum

perceived by the majority of the FWTs demonstrates an approach of

technical training, therefore adopting an apprenticeship model,

rather than one which enables the student to learn the forms of

inquiry by which practitioners adapt their professional knowledge

to each unique practice setting. It is significant that despite

the FWTs recognising the importance of an appreciation of

professional artistry in practice, this concept is negated in the

process of assessment and illustrates the contradictory

relationship between the nature of professional knowledge and the

process of assessment. 	 I would suggest these issues have

implications for the student's interpretation of professional
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knowledge and consequently the assessment of her competence in

practice and therefore require addressing in the student cohort.

(1) Following the introduction of fieldwork experience the
practitioners responsible for this component of the students'
training were called Fieldwork Instructors. Hovever the name
was changed to Fieldwork Teacher in 1972 in an attempt to
emphasise the educative role of the practitioner. (CETHV
1975b)
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CHAPTER 7

The Practicum: the student's interpretation of professional

practice and the implications for assessing professional

competence.

The health visitor student enters the practicum as a

qualified practitioner with an extensive range of

professional and personal experience. However, during her

time in the practicum, the student viii not only be exposed

to an array of new concepts and professional knowledge, but

also to a new range of professional practices. Indeed the

curriculum has been generally criticised by the profession

for being overfull and subjecting students to intense

learning over a relatively short period of time (NSC 1980).

Although the acquisition of new knowledge and previous

experience viii influence the student's interpretation of

professional knowledge, Schon (1987) argues that there are

three specific factors which are equally significant in

influencing the student's understanding and interpretation of

professional practice: the process of sociaiisation, the

influence of the practicum and the predisposition of the

individual student.

The process of sociaiisation has been described as the

initiation of the student "into the traditions of a community

of practitioners and the practice world they inhabit" (Schon

1987 : 36).	 It is within this practice world that the

language,	 conventions,	 appreciative	 systems	 and

patterns-in-knowing,	 deveioped	 and	 perpetuated	 by
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practitioners, provide the foundation for the socialisation

of the student. Indeed it is within this process that

students acquire the set of values and understanding to make

sense of practice situations and determine the features of

appropriate professional practice. In health visiting

education although the student will come into contact with

different practitioners, it is implicit within the current

framework of education and training, that the FWT plays a

major role in the student's process of socialisation.

However it is significant that While (1981) describes a

number of students' criticisms of their FWT and argues the

need to provide students with a greater choice in role

models. A similar finding is presented by Bergstrand (1985)

who argues that the practitioners working with the student at

the time of qualification are equally influential in the

student's socialisation process. Dingwall (1977) argues that

the predominant concern of the students while in training is

"getting through" the course and in particular the written

assessment procedures.	 This I would suggest calls into

question the extent to which the students are overtly aware

of the socialisation process. This has far reaching

implications as regards the understanding of professional

knowledge and in particular the interpretation of

professional practice.

The previous two chapters have highlighted the factors

influencing the assessors understanding and interpretation of

professional practice. The fundamental effect of this

interpretation upon the learning experiences provided in the

practicum has also been identified. It is therefore equally
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pertinent to analyse the influence of the practicum on the

students' understanding of professional knowledge and

interpretation of professional practice. Indeed it is the

practicum which provides the student with the opportunity of

exploring the kinds of knowing which are appropriate to

professional practice. However, Turner (1982 : 282) argues

that the evidence from a very small pilot study of five

health visitors, demonstrated that "veil over half of these

particular health visitors' skills and knowledge in dealing

with basic routine health visiting topics was acquired on the

job and not during health visitor training". Although Schon

(1987) argues that the practicum must include the essential

features of practice and represent the reality of the

practice world, the discussion in Chapter 1 demonstrates the

inappropriateness of adopting such a task-based approach to

the interpretation of professional knowledge (as was

suggested by those practitioners in the survey described

above). Indeed I would argue that evidence such as this,

highlights the vital role the practicum plays in facilitating

the student's ability to develop an epistemology of practice

grounded in reflection-in-action.

However the students' ability to achieve an understanding and

interpretation of professional practice which is appropriate

to the individual practice setting will depend not only on

factors identified above but also on the style of coaching

offered by the FVT, and in particular in the quality of the

student-FVT dialogue. Indeed I would argue that the quality

of the dialogue is dependent on the style of coaching offered

to the student. In an effective practicuin it is essential
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that the coach (in this case the FVT) resists the temptation

to tell the student how to solve the problem or which

practice strategy to adopt. Instead it requires a variety of

solutions or strategies to be offered to the student so that

she has the opportunity to freely choose the strategy or

develop nev strategies appropriate to the practice setting.

In addition the effectiveness of the practicii viii be

influenced by the opportunity for the student to learn by

doing, the interaction with her peer group and the process of

"background learning". These factors highlight the need for

the theoretical component and the practicum to develop in

tandem, rather than as two distinct entities.

Nevertheless, the understanding and interpretation of

professional knowledge viii also be influenced by the

individual student. Schon (1987) argues that a student on

entering the practicum is presented, often implicitly, with

specific tasks to achieve if the learning experience is to be

effective. These tasks require the student not only to

recognise competence in practice, but also to appreciate her

own development in relation to the conipetences in practice

she wants to acquire and how this can be achieved. In

addition she must recognise the implicit items of the

practice: "that a practice exists, (is) worth learning,

learnable by her and represented in its essential features in

the practicum" (Schon 1987 : 38). However the student must

also be prepared to commit herself to 'stepping into' the

practicum if she is going to benefit completely from the

learning experience.	 Schon (1987 : 166) argues that this

commitment creates feelings of loss including: loss of
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control, competence and confidence. This in turn creates

feelings of vulnerability vhich may be demonstrated in the

student by overt defensiveness. The difficulties experienced

by students in adapting to the student environment in health

visiting has been well described (Robertson 1982, Everett

1981, Dingvall 1977). For many students this is their first

experience of education outside the highly constrained

environment of school or a school of nursing. The feeling of

loss may be particularly exacerbated by the process whereby

the practitioner once more assumes student status despite

paradoxically being required to resume the practitioner role

in the learning experience.	 It is the presence of these

phenomena in the practice situation which once more

illustrates the importance of the student's interaction with

those factors influencing the effectiveness of the practicum.

This interaction is demonstrated in Figure 7.1.

I would suggest these factors play an essential role in the

student's understanding of professional knowledge and

interpretation of professional practice which in turn will

affect the students' perception of the process of assessing

their professional competence in practice.	 These factors

raise issues which provide a framework for the data analysis

acquired from the student assessment procedures, the

questionnaires and the semi-structured interviews completed

by the student cohort. These are:

i) the students' interpretation of professional knowledge in

relation to the process of assessment,

ii) the students' perception of the conflicting demands of the

practicum,
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iii) the conflicting paradigms of practice presented in the

practicum,

iv) the students' perception of the effectiveness of the

practicum,

v) the influence of the FWT on the process of assessing

competence in practice. These issues viii be considered

sequentially to explore the students' interpretation of the

professional practice presented in the practicum and the

implications for assessing competence in practice.

1) The students' interpretation of professional knowledge in

relation to the assessment process

The interest demonstrated by the FVTs and lecturers in the

understanding and interpretation of professional knowledge

and the assessment process was reflected in the student

cohort. 26 of the 27 students involved in the study returned

the confidential questionnaire (Appendix J) providing a 96%

response rate. Of the 13 students selected for the

semi-structured interview, only one student did not wish to

participate. Although I felt unable to pursue her refusal

because of my dual role of lecturer and researcher, I feel it

is significant that this student was the only representative

from an ethnic minority group and had experienced

considerable difficulties in her fieldwork placement.These

factors may have influenced her perception of the assessment

process and provided a valuable source of data.

Although the students are presented with a prescribed
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analysis of professional practice in the formal assessment

procedures, the influence of the student's ovn understanding

of professional knowledge or that of the FWT cannot be

ignored when considering the student's interpretation of

professional practice. Indeed, Schon (1987) describes the

influence of the coach and in particular the student-coach

dialogue in the student's understanding of professional

practice. Therefore the initial stage in the data analysis

was to explore the students' perception of their relationship

with their FWT. The phenomenon of the FWTs' dual role of

assessor and teacher was used to explore this relationship.

However 19 (73X) of the cohort described their relationship

as unaffected by this issue and in some instances the

student did not actually perceive the FWT as an assessor.

This is illustrated by the comment:

"I don't think of my FWT as an assessor...we have a good

relationship and I find her easy to talk to and ask for help.

I trust her and I'm sure she is fair minded. I know she is

concerned that I should do well and qualify and that she will

give me as much guidance as she can". Another student

although confirming this feeling, described the FWT as having

an incentive in providing help to the students, as poor

quality work would be seen as a direct reflection of her

teaching skills. However the predominant theme related to

the quality of the relationship which was described as being

"good, sensible, friendly and understanding". Indeed the

significance of the effect of the personality of both the

student and FiJT on the relationship was identified and this

issue is explored in depth later in the Chapter. It is
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interesting that only one student identified the possibility

of difficulties arising if the FWT and student experienced a

personality clash.

The importance the students placed on this relationship was

marked. It is also pertinent to note that despite one

student continually feeling that her work was being assessed,

she did not consider this had affected the relationship with

the FWT. I would suggest this relates directly to the

respect this student expressed for the professional practice

of her FWT. Jarvis and Gibson (1985 : 15) argue that "the

authority of the teacher practitioner resides entirely in the

recognition of her professionalism". However, of those 7

(26%) students who stated that their relationship had been

affected, the influence on the student's behaviour is

demonstrated. An example is given by the student who

described her reluctance in admitting to her FWT any weakness

in her performance. This I would suggest not only reflects

the quality of the student-FVT dialogue but also has

implications for the students' interpretation of professional

knowledge as self-assessment is essential in the process of

reflection-in-action.

The significance of the FWT-student relationship could also

be identified when exploring with the students, whether the

assessment process had been a stressful experience. The

predominant theme of those 19 (73%) respondents who had not

found the process stressful, related to the fact that the

procedure held no surprises for them. This had been achieved

by the continuous assessment of their progress so that they
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considered they would be aware of any comments which would be

made about their performance. Feelings such as fairness and

honesty emerged. However one student described feelings of

embarrassment rather than stress. This was attributed to the

fact that the process was completed jointly with the FWT and

she appeared hesitant in her comments. This once more

reflects the importance of the quality of the dialogue and in

particular the ability of the FWT to reflect on practice.

However, the significance of the student-FVT relationship was

equally apparent with those respondents who had experienced

the process as stressful.Orie student stated that "it would

totally destroy the teaching value and relationship if my FWT

vere to criticise my ability...", thereby demonstrating the

conflict experienced by students in receiving criticism from

their FWT. I would argue that it is also significant that

vhen the issue of stress was pursued with the interviewees,

the only student who consistently described feelings of

stress during the assessment process related this to the

hidden agenda of the process. She was concerned that the FWT

would find some aspect of her practice unacceptable which she

had previously been unable to share with the student.

However, it is significant that 3 (25Z) students were overtly

critical of their F'WT for failing to offer constructive

criticism. This observation is particularly pertinent as

this is an area of fieldwork teaching in which participants

in the FWT cohort admitted they experienced specific

difficulty (Chapter 6 :203).

Therefore I would argue that the data demonstrate the

importance that students place on the FWT-student
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relationship, which in turn raises questions about the

implications of that relationship for the interpretation of

professional practice.However the students overt criticism of

the FWTs' ability to offer constructive criticism, calls into

question the extent to which the FWT effectively fulfils her

role in the practicum. I would argue the data also

demonstrate the importance of the quality of the FVT-student

dialogue, again a fundamental issue in exploring the

interpretation of professional practice. If the

relationship, or indeed the quality of the dialogue is poor,

the student will be exposed to a learning experience which

resembles that of technical training in the practice setting,

as described in Chapter 6. This I would suggests inhibits

the student's ability to develop expertise in those practice

issues essential to the development of an appreciation of

professional artistry.	 This in turn restricts	 the

interpretation of professional knowledge which has

implications not only for the interpretation of practice but

also for the assessment process.

The students' perception of the assessment process

Having established the significance of the student-FVT

relationship the next stage of the analysis was to establish

the students' perception of the assessment process in

relation to their interpretation of professional knowledge.

It is interesting that although Dingwall (1977) describes the

stress experienced by students in negotiating their written

assignments, a different pattern emerged in the student

cohort. The assessment process was predominantly identified

as a method of diagnosing their strengths and weaknesses in
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professional practice so that opportunities for improving

practice could be provided. It was also described as a means

of providing the student with general encouragement. 	 The

process was also identified specifically as a diagnostic tool

for the college lecturers, so that any special help or

omission in the learning experience could be identified.

However, 7 (27%) of the cohort did describe the purpose as

assessing their competence in practice. 	 This was expressed

both in terms of the level of practice and the qualities

required by the practitioner. One student described it "as

seeing if one is capable of actually 'doing' the job".

Another was more specific in her description of the process

and identified four specific categories: "to examine my

personality and relationships, to see whether I am adjusting

veil to my new role, to see whether I am suitable for the job

as a health visitor, to evaluate my progress". 	 It is

significant that this student included her personality and

the concept of relationship, both practice issues which

contribute specifically to the development of an appreciation

of professional artistry.

Another important issue to emerge was the students'

perception of the value attributed to the procedure. One

student described it "...as valueless unless the student is

below standard".	 The lecturing staff were considered

"uninterested in the process unless the student received a

poor assessment".	 The students' perception of the value

attributed to the process was explored further by asking in

the semi-structured interviews if they had found the

experience tiresome. This word was once more specifically
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selected (Chapter 6:I). 6 (50%) of the cohort stated that

although it was not tiresome they had not found it

particularly helpful either. The procedure was described as

an inevitable part of the course. The procedure was also not

considered particularly important although this was

acknowledged that this was an inappropriate reaction. One

described her feelings saying "...this was half an hour which

to us was at the end of the day when we would rather have

liked to have got off home...it's not the way to approach

that sort of assessment".	 Table 7.1 demonstrates the

interviewees' perception of the time taken to complete the

assessment process.

Table 7.1

Students	 Time in	 minutes

28	 15

14	 not asked

10	 20

16	 10

8 (RN)	 whole afternoon

18 (RN)	 60

3(RM)	 60

23	 45

21 (RM)	 not asked

25	 40

12 (RN)	 30

19 (RN)	 150

- FVT perceived as role model by the student

udents' perception of the time taken by their FVT in comj leting the formal
ocess of assessing competence in practice.
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I would argue that it is significant that a correlation could be

identified between the stduents' perception of the usefulness of the

process and the time taken to complete the procedure. I would argue

this demonstrates the students' perception of the quality of the

student-FWT dialogue, particularly as those students identifying

their FVT as a role model generally perceived the procedure taking

significantly longer.

Nonetheless the data revealed that the majority of the student cohort

described the process as useful, with the dominant theme being one of

providing a framework for exploring practice. This evidence suggests

that the stduents identified a relationship betwen the assessment

process and the interpretation of professional practice. However 10

(38Z) stated specifically they had not experienced the process as

useful. This experience related to three specific issues: they

already knew their strengths and weaknesses in practice, it did not

reflect a true picture of their ability in practice and had their

performance been inadequate this would have previously been

identified by the FVT. The interviews provided the opportunity of

exploring this issue in greater depth with students who were almost

at the end of their course. 3 of the 12 had maintained their

negative feelings about the procedure. The ineffective criticism by

the FVT once more emerged, illustrated by the comment "...it's nice

to have a nice assessment...I don't know whether it is meaningful...

it's the things that are bad about you which are meaningful". This

is illustrated further by the observation that the FWTs were too kind

and were not always honest enough in their assessment, thereby

supporting the findings presented in Chapter 5.	 Another student

ascribed the lack of value of the procedure to the need for students
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to undertake self-assessment. Indeed, the methods used by the FVr in

the completion of the assessment procedure directly related to

whether the student had found the experience useful. It is

interesting that those students who had been jointly involved in the

process were much more positive in their comments. Their involvement

ranged from completing the form independently and then comparing

results to actually completing it together. Those students who had

carried out self-assessment expressed their surprise that their

perception of their performance was similar to that of the FVT, an

issue which is discussed in greater depth later in the chapter. The

student who was unable to discuss her assessment with her FWT related

this specifically to the effect of personality stating "it's because

of the personality of my FWT - she's got such preconceptions, she's

not open enough to new ideas...". These findings in addition to

identifying the difference in perception of the assessment process

between the student and the FWT cohort, once more highlight the

importance of the student-FVT dialogue. The findings also raise the

question as to the extent to vhich the dialogue currently facilitates

the understanding and interpretation of professional knowledge. I

would suggest that this not only has serious implications for the

student's interpretation of professional practice but also for the

process of assessing competence in practice.

The relationship between the assessment process and the

interpretation of professional knowledge is also illustrated when the

students were asked if they considered any modifications were

required in the assessment procedure. Although 7 (27Z) considered

themselves too inexperienced in the use of the procedure to comment,

other respondents raised the issue of the ambiguity in the criteria
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selected for assessing professional competence. It is particularly

significant that some students considered the criteria inappropriate

for certain fieldwork placements, despite the fact that a skills

approach to health visiting practice had been adopted in the design

of the procedure. I would suggest this not only reflects the task

orientated approach to the interpretation of professional practice

adopted by some students but also the limited interpretation of

professional knowledge, particularly in relation to an understanding

of the concept of professional artistry.

The interpretation of professional knowledge could also be identified

during the student interviews, when they were asked to describe the

methods used by their FWT when assessing their ability to assess the

health visiting needs of clients. Discussion with the FVT, the use

of client records, listening to interview technique and the use of

client feedback were the methods which the students identified. It

is interesting that the health visiting process was identified as an

important method of improving the effectiveness of this aspect of

practice. Indeed the students described the process as a method of

considering the principles involved in health visiting intervention,

rather than the task orientated approach which occurred when only

discussing the advice that had been offered. However I would suggest

it is pertinent to note that the students did not perceive the use of

a problem solving approach to practice as restricting the

interpretation of professional knowledge.

Another significant feature to emerge was the home visiting pattern

experienced by the student. One student had been visiting clients

alone for the majority of the course and quite rightly expressed her

concern at the lack of FlIT involvement. Undoubtedly findings such as
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these raise questions about the effectivness of the practicum

provided for the student. However others found it difficult visiting

with their FWT as they considered this changed their relationship

with the client. I would argue that this issue not only raises the

question as to	 the extent to which students are given the

opportunity to develop the ability to reflect-in-action (an essential

requirement for the competent practitioner), 	 but also once more

identifies the issue of the quality of the student-FVT dialogue.

Indeed I would argue that regular contact with the student in the

practice setting is essential if the FWT is to assess an

interpretation of professional knowledge which encompasses these

practice issues essential to an appreciation of professional

artistry. These observatons are supported by one student, who when

expressing her dilemma about the extent to which FVTs relied on

student feedback in the assessment process, said "I can't see how

else she could do it but I suppose I could say one thing and do

another but one's got no way of knowing that - other than being with

me all the time or getting feedback from clients I don't really see

how she can be sure (what) I'm putting into practice". However this

observation raises another issue in the relationship between the

interpretation of professional knowledge and the assessment process:

the use of self-assessment. Self-assessment forms an essential stage

in the process of reflection-in-action and therefore the student's

perception of the use of self-assessment provided a further focus to

the data analysis.

However only 7 (27Z) of the respondents stated that they would find

self-assessment a useful method of assessing competence in practice

and they particularly related its use to their own self awareness.

They considered they knew their own inadequacies but required help
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and guidance to improve them. It is significant however that the

issue of home visiting alone was identified as a particularly

important reason for introducing the concept of self assessment.

Indeed they considered this would be an "honest and fair appraisal".

Shepherd and Hammond (1984:83) demonstrated that medical students

could significantly rate their own interviewing technique in the area

of specific interpersonal skills. As previously discussed three

respondents in the present study had actually experienced the process

during the formative assessment and two had described it as a very

useful experience. It is significant that one of these respondents

stated that she had considered the process too complex until she had

actually experienced self-assessment. Indeed she described the

ratings of her own performance correlating with those of her FWT 99%

of the time. This differs from the findings of Wheeler and Knoop

(1982) who demonstrated that student-teachers over rate their own

performance.	 Although other students within the student cohort

identified the need for individuals to be self critical and objective

to undertake self-assessment,	 concern about the emotional damage

produced by self-assessment was also identified. However only 5

(19%) of the respondents did not consider the process useful and this

was related to the effect of personality; either the student not

being truthful, or too modest or embarrassed to make the process

feasible. It is interesting that those students who did not consider

self-assessment a useful procedure related this to factors which I

would argue influence the process of self-assessment rather than the

principle of the procedure. Indeed the confusion experienced by the

stduents about the process is illustrated in the comment from a

student, who despite actually participating in the process, commented

"it would be extremely difficult as I don't think a student is the

best person to do a self-assessment". Their understanding of the
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process was therefore pursued in the semi-structured interviews.

The data revealed that some students related the procedure

specifically to evaluating the health visiting intervention they had

offered to a client rather than an appraisal of their own

performance. This is illustrated by one student's comment "I think

it's difficult because you've got to look at the way you're

practising and your records and I haven't got all that sorted out yet

- probably if you asked me in a year's time I'd have more ideas".

However all agreed that self-assessment was important for their

professional development. The effect of personality was identified

as a significant factor in influencing the student's ability and

willingness to participate in the process. One student described

this as "...if you're writing on a form that you know is going to be

seen by someone who is potentially examining you - you're not going

to write something that is blatantly terrible or I wouldn't..."

Other students specifically used the term personality and others

identified traits such as confidence and honesty. However the

students continued to identify the complexity of the task. Indeed

the need for help and training required to undertake the process was

articulated and they related this specifically to the need for

objectivity and self-criticism for the process to be effective. It

is interesting that in the student assessment forms only one student

had attempted any form of self-assessment of her strengths and

weaknesses. However in the questionnaire this student had considered

herself too modest and embarrassed to participate in the process.

Although this illustrates once more the confusion experienced by the

students as regards the process of self-assessment, I would argue

that the findings demonstrate that the students perceive the process

of self-assessment as an integral part of professional practice, and
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essential to their professional development.

Therefore I would argue that the findings demonstrate that the

student's understanding of professional knowledge is not only

dependent on their individual interpretation of the concept but also

on the assessment process and the interpretation promoted by the FWT.

The findings also demonstrate the importance students attach to their

relationship with the FWT and in particular to the quality of the

student-FVT dialogue. Although the quality of the relationship is

affected by both the FWT's personality and her level of professional

practice, it is interesting that students place considerable emphasis

for the success of the relationship on the ability of the FWT to

offer constructive criticism in an appropriate manner. This supports

the theory of the practicum provided by Schon (1987), and indeed

highlights the need for the FliT to demonstrate the ability to travel

the ladder of reflection with the student so that reciprocal

reflection-in-action may be achieved. Although the assessment

procedure was predominantly seen as a diagnostic tool I would slbggest

it is significant that those students who described it as a method of

assessing their professional competence included practice issues

which specifically contribute to an appreciation of the concept of

professional artistry. However I would also suggest it is

significant that some students in part considered their performance a

direct reflection of the teaching skills of the FliT, despite their

negative comments about the expertise of the FliT in completing the

procedure.

Although the findings highlighted the emphasis placed by some

students on a task orientated interpretation of professional

practice, the importance attached to issues such as self-assessment
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illustrates the wider interpretation of professional knowledge

identified by a proportion of the student cohort.

Nonetheless although the data highlight the student-FVT dialogue and

the interpretation of professional knowledge demonstrated by the FWT

as influential in the students' interpretation of professional

practice, which implicitly has implications for the process of

professional socialisation, I would argue that this process will also

be affected by the students' willingness and commitment to enter into

the experience of the practicum, particularly in relation to assuming

a student role. The conflicting demands this creates for the student

provides the focus for the following analysis of data.

1)

	

	 The students' perception of the conflicting demands of the practicum

It is implicit that the practice the student experiences during the

practicum encompasses the traditions and practice world of the

practitioner. However students entering the practicum in health

visiting, generally have not only achieved a wide range of personal

and professional experience but also established their own

professional role. This I would suggest not only exacerbates the

feelings of loss and vulnerability described by Schon (1987) but also

creates conflicting demands for the student. The students, the

majority of whom have come directly from a clinical nurse background,

are expected within the year to adjust to working in the community,

predominantly in clients' homes and adjust from a well defined role

to a more nebulous role. They are also required to not only adjust

from working in an established hierarchy to working with considerable

professional freedom but also to adjust from a practical to a

facilitating role.	 The students may also have to adapt their

personal roles.

	

	 Everett (1981) describes the experience of coming
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to terms with being treated as an adult while having student status.

While (1981) describes the pressures and stress experienced by

students during the course and their high expectations of the college

experience. The majority of students in health visiting are married

women (ENB 1985 :xx), which may impose additional stress upon

individuals in adjusting to new demands and changes in their family

life. Yogev (1982:169) argues that although women do not always

recognise the demands of combining a professional role with that of a

partner and a mother, these pressures have serious implications for

the family as well as career development. Indeed all the student

cohort were female and 8 (31Z) had dependent children. The student

is also required to adopt two new reference groups while undertaking

the course: the student group and the new professional group. Lum

(1978) argues that this socialisation process in itself may generate

stress for some individuals. I would suggest these factors create

conflicting demands for the student while in the practicum and this

issue needed to be taken into account in the framework for data

analysis.

As previously described Schon (1987) argues that the extent to which

the student benefits from the practicum is influenced by the

student's willingness and ability to "step into the practicum".

However I would suggest this process is influenced by the students'

professional background and their perception of the new reference

group, both in terms of interpretation of professional knowledge and

the individual FWT.
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Table 7.2

years	 n	 Z

	

2-4	 10	 38

	

5-7	 8	 31

	

8-10	 1	 4

	

11-13	 2	 8

	

14-18	 0	 0

	

19-23	 5	 19

N	 26	 100

The number of years since qualifying as an RGN

Table 7.2 demonstrates the amount of post initial registration

experience obtained by the cohort before commencing the course. 10

(38%) had four or less years experience, demonstrating that the time

spent practising as a qualified practitioner was relatively limited,

which I would suggest may have implications for the perception of

their professional role. Indeed 18 (69%) had been qualified for less

than seven years, suggesting that the student cohort had less

practitioner experience than the norm for health visitor students

(McClymott 1980:41). This may reflect the location of the case-study

college. Being situated in Greater London, it has a high proportion

of students seconded or sponsored from inner city health authorities,

which generally have a predominantly young mobile staff. However of

the remaining 8 (31%) a significant proportion of the respondents had

had a break in their career while child rearing. This may also have

influenced the extent to which they had established a professional

role prior to the course. Indeed these factors may have lessened the

feeling of loss and vulnerability experienced by the student during

the practicum, thereby allowing them to adapt to the practicum more

readily.
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The students' perception of the new reference group may also be

influenced by their professional experience prior to starting the

course.

Table 7.3

Occupation
	

n
	

z

unemployed
	

0
	

0

school/clinic nurse
	

4
	

15

district nurse
	

1
	

4

domiciliary midwife
	

1
	

4

hospital midwife
	

8
	

31

sister/staff nurse (H)
	

8
	

31

family planning nurse
	

2
	

8

other
	

2
	

8

N	 26	 100

Occupation prior to starting in the Health Visitor Course

Table 7.3 demonstrates that 16 (62%) of the cohort had no previous

experience of working in the community. This compares with 391 (37%)

of the 1057 health visitors in a study carried out by Dunnell and

Dobbs (1982: 9). Although the lack of community experience prevents

individual students entering the course with preconceived ideas of

the interpretation of professional practice I would suggest it may

influence the extent to which the students adapt to a practicum

grounded in a community setting. Table 7.4 demonstrates that the

majority of the student cohort had a midwifery qualification.
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Table 7.4

qualification	 n	 z

RN	 16	 62

obstetrics	 11	 42

RSCN	 2	 8

DN	 1	 4

FP Cert	 3	 12

other relevant	 2	 8

NOTE: some respondents had more than 1 additional qualification

Nursing qualifications obtained in addition to RGN prior to starting
the Health Visitor Course

Although this may reflect the unwillingness of some Health

Authorities to select for training those students who need to

complete an obstetric training (HVJC 1984:4) I would suggest this

also indicates the students' traditional interpretation of

professional practice based in an arena of maternal and infant

health.

However I would argue that the interpretation of professional

practice may also create conflicting demands for the student during

their experience in the practicum. The discrepancy between the

interpretations of professional practice made by lecturers in health

visiting and those made by practitioners has been highlighted in the

data analysis; a finding which is substantiated by other authors.

(HV editorial 1981). McClymott (1980) describes students having to

adapt their interpretation of practice on qualification and While

(1981:152) describes the relationship between the theory and practice
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as "an ever present problem". This issue was therefore identified as

an important focus for the semi-structured interviews. It is

interesting that although the interviews took place in the final

stages of the course, none of the students considered the content of

the theoretical component inappropriate. My position as a lecturer

may have influenced their responses, however the students appeared

definite and confident during the interviews. However the

predominant theme in the analysis was the existence of some

incongruity between theory and fieldwork. It is significant that the

students related this specifically to the area in which the FWT

practised, rather than the FWT's individual interpretation of

professional practice. Hunkins (1985) argues that not being able to

practice that taught in theory is a source of anxiety for the

students. Although one student described her frustration at the bias

towards crisis work in the practicum and her pleasure at the

consistency between theory and practice in her alternative fieldwork

placement, (1) student anxiety could not be identified in the data.

However, students considered it inevitable that the theoretical

component taught the ideal and considered this appropriate, stating

that it was the only way of learning what could be attained in

practice. One student demonstrated a degree of anger towards the

lecturers' interpretation of practice, which related to her

perceptions of their limited understanding of the influence of

alternative factors on the clients' behaviour. The students also

identified the issue of "the health visitor as a family visitor" as

an area of confusion. The elderly and adolescents were client groups

where inconsistency between theory and practice was specifically

identified. However I would argue this finding demonstrates once

more that the interpretation of professional practice is task

orientated in both theory and practice and demonstrates the lack of a
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conceptual framework for health visiting practice. I would also

argue that it is significant that some students articulated their

desire to practice differently from that of their FWT, which has

particular implications for the student-FVT dialogue and establishing

an effecive practicum where conflicting demands are experienced by

the student.

Role modelling:	 the influence on conflicting demands in the

practicum

I would argue this finding has implications for the interpretation of

professional practice, particularly in relation to the issue of role

modelling. The significance of this phenomenon has been demonstrated

in Chapter 6 and this issue therefore provided a further focus in the

student data analysis. It is interesting that the response to this

question during the interviews once more prompted an immediate

spontaneous comment, whether positive or negative. Only 6 of the 12

interviewees perceived their FWT as a role model. This related

explicitly to the standard of health visiting practice demonstrated

by the F'IJT. This is illustrated by one student's comments "...yes I

mean the thing is I think she is very good - it's difficult when you

haven't had the experience but to me she just appears to be very good

in a lot of ways and so I will probably always think of her as my

little sort of role health visitor or whatever..." Although one

student acknowledged that she would never achieve the standard of

practice demonstrated by her FWT, this did not deter her from using

the FWT as a role model. The influence of good health visiting

practice was also illustrated in the comments completed by the

students in the summative assessment procedure. Expressions such as

"ideal example" and "observing the very high standards" were an

indication of the role model provided by the FWT. The personality of
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the FWT was also identified as an important issue. The FWT who was

described as enthusiastic, knoviedgeable and Interested was

unquestioningly a role model to the student. Dotan et al (1986:57)

argue the importance of the personal attributes of role models.

However it is significant that 2 students who stated that their FVT

had not been a role model, also related this to the personality of

the FVT. One student, although not criticising the FVT's standard of

practice, said "...not particularly as we're such different

personalities - she tends to be rather specific in her advice and I

try to be a bit broader...". I would argue it is significant that

the students identified domains of practice which explicitly

influence the concept of professional artistry in practice when

identifying the FWT as a role model. As previously described other

students cited health visiting practice as the reason for not

considering the FWT as a role model. This ranged from the student

who did not respect the FWT's practice to those who described the FVT

as too formal. Jarvis and Gibson (1985:15) describe the teacher

practitioner as having no professional authority for the student who

does not recognise the professionalism in the practice that she

witnesses. This is substantiated by the student's comment "...it's

respect for her practice that to me is all important...". Another

student describes her FWT as a negative role model also related this

to standards of practice. The conflicting demands of the practicum

were further demonstrated in the students' interpretation of

professional practice. The students expressed their feelings of

confusion when experiencing conflicting paradigms of practice. One

student described her feelings saying "...the GP attached (HV) - who

has a totally different approach - it was quite a shock at first - I

thought this is very strange...". Indeed another student felt she

would have difficulty in identifying health visiting if she did not
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agree with the FWT's practice. The conflict in practice was

demonstrated by another student who commented "...I know what she

perceived as needs are not what I see as needs and there is a bit of

conflict there - I've given up trying to resolve that conflict - I

just think when I'm out on my own I'll do things differently...".

This issue was identified by other students who were concerned that

their comments would be seen as criticism of the FWT's practice.

However I would argue that this finding highlights once more the

significance of the FWT-student dialogue.

The influence of the role model could also be identified when

analysing the data relating to extra fieldwork practice. The data

revealed the relationship between those students who considered extra

fieldwork practice useful and those who considered their FWT a role

model. Other students who stated they would like extra fieldwork in

an alternative area all identified some criticism of their FVT's

practice during the interview. This I would suggest demonstrates the

conflicting demands created by the different interpretation of

professional practice in the practicum. The above findings also

demonstrate the significance attached by the student to the role

model provided by the FWT. Rushton and Murray (1985:362) cite the

study by Cohen (1981) which from written examination results

indicated that highly rated teachers tend to encourage higher levels

of student learning. It would be interesting to examine whether a

similar pattern existed in fieldwork teaching where it is obvious

that some FYTs are rated much more highly than their colleagues. But

I would argue that a major finding relates to the inconsistency in

the perception of role modelling on the part of the student and FWT.

It is significant that only 4 of the 12 pairs of students and FVTs
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agreed in their perception of whether the FVT was a role model to the

student. Indeed some FWTs who stated that they considered this an

inappropriate role to play, were identified by the student sample as

a role model. This evidence suggests that the students base their

professional practice on that of the FWT. This I would argue has

implications for the assessment of competence in practice,

particularly where the FWT does not recognise that she is a role

model for the student.

The Student's Status: Implications in creating conflicting demands

in the practicum

In addition to the conflicting demands created in the practicum by

the process of socialisation into a new reference group, the students

must also adapt to the added demands created by their student status.

The age group of the student cohort ranged from 24 to 41, with some

students having a long interval since their last experience of formal

education.
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n z

3
13
10

12
50
38

7
2
3

27
8

12

Table 7.5

qualifications

No. of 0-levels (or equivalent)

1-3
4-6
7-9

No. of CSEs

1-3
4-6
7-9

No. of A-levels

1
	

5
	

19
2
	

4
	

15
3
	

1
	

4

degree	 1	 4

diploma in nursing	 1	 4

The academic qualifications of the students

Table 7.5 demonstrates the wide range of academic experience with 10

(38%) of the respondents having obtained one or more Advanced level

passes in the General Certificate of Education and 3 (12%) three or

less Ordinary passes. Hack (1983) argues that high achievers in the

formal written examinations tended to be the younger students with

'A' Levels but found that age and conservatism were the most

effective precourse predictors of post course achievement in the

field (Hack 1986:245). Table 7.5 also demonstrates that only one

respondent had a degree and therefore had any experience of higher

education. As the majority of students had no experience of studying

past the '0' Level stage I would suggest this had implications for
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their ability to cope vith the written work and adjust to the student

role. Although the written assignments have been identified as a

major cause of stress in the course (Dingwall 1977, Hunkins 1985),

other factors have been identified including aspects of fieldwork

practice. Dean (1985:93) describes the uncertainty of role as a

major stress factor, but also identifies fieldwork practice where she

describes the student facing "the dual demands of academic and

experiential content - a situation which appears to inhibit her full

enjoyment of the fieldwork placement". (Dean 1985:95). The students'

dilemma about their status during fieldwork (whether student or

practitioner) emerged as a dominant theme in the data. Two specific

areas of the questionnaire were used to generate data about their

perception of their role as a student: whether the students were

prepared to make written comments on their assessment and whether

they consider it fairer if another FVT assessed their fieldwork

practice.	 These were used particularly to identify whether the

students felt confident in their student role.

25 (96Z) of the student cohort stated they would be prepared to

comment on their assessment. However it is interesting that only 4

of the 26 respondents had made relevant comments on either of the

assessment forms. The term fair was used to describe their

assessment by all 4 respondents and this was the dominant theme in

the comments in the questionnaire. The effect of personality was

identified as the major theme in influencing whether the students had

made written comments on the F'WTs' assessment of their competence in

practice. This was presented in both a positive and negative form,

some respondents stating they felt able to comment because they had a

good relationship with the F%IT, others because they had not

experienced any clash of personality with their FWT. However several
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students demonstrated their reluctance by stating that they would

find this difficult to do particularly if disagreeing with the

assessment. One student said she would "...shudder to criticise

knowing there are still 2 more terms to go and I'm very much at the

mercy of how hard and conscientious the FWT is prepared to be on my

behalf...".	 The importance that the students placed on their

relationship with the FWT was clearly demonstrated.

When asked if the assessment would be fairer if completed by another

FVT only 4 (15%) of the respondents agreed. This was again related

to the effect of personality, specifically to the Issue of a

personality clash and the degree of impartiality whici would be

obtained in an independent assessment. Amongst those students vho

did not agree that it would be fairer, the dominant theme identified

the need for the FWT to get to know the student's practice before a

fair assessment could be made. It is interesting that several

students expressed concern about the suggestion and felt it would be

impossible to organise. Concern was also expressed that it would not

present a true reflection of the students' skills. It is significant

that one student stated "...this vould make it much more like an

exam...". Indeed I would argue that this evidence substantiates the

earlier findings vich demonstrated that the majority of students did

not perceive the assessment process as an examination. When the

issue was explored further with the interviewees, some students had

changed their opinion, indicating their uncertainty about the

suggestion. The advantages were once more identified as resolving

any issues in conflict in personality or lack of impartiality.

However, the advantage of providing a different perspective the

student's performance was identified and this concept had not arisen

in the earlier questionnaire. This may suggest that some students
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were becoming more confident in their student role.

However, I would argue that the analysis generally demonstrates the

insecurity experienced within the student role. Although 18 (69%) of

the student cohort agreed that the FWTs' personality influenced the

assessment procedure, when asked if they considered it fairer for

another FWT to make the assessment, only 4 (15%) agreed. Therefore

12 (46%) of the respondents acknowledged the influence of personality

in the procedure but did not wish to have the impartiality of an

unknown assessor. Comments made by this group included: feeling

threatened, lack of confidence in the FWT's practice, conflicting

ideas in practice and feeling of confusion. An observation made by

one student demonstrated the conflicting demands of the practicum

(and insecurity in her student status) by stating that "...you will

have been taught your health visiting skills based on the method in

which your FWT works - it may be completely different to that of

another FWT which may cause her to be critical of your

competence...".	 It is interesting that from my own personal

observations these students had also demonstrated insecurity in their

student status in college. This included being very defensive,

failing to present seminar papers and overt anxiety about the marks

awarded for written assignments.

I would suggest another factor influencing the perception of their

student status relates to their feelings about the transition from

practitioner to student. While (1981) observed that all the students

in her study had been affected by the experience of undertaking the

health visitor course. In the present study two students

specifically identified the distress they had experienced in

adjusting to the change in status.	 The transition from nurse to
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health visitor student was described as painful and initially

difficult.	 Indeed the data obtained from one student consistently

demonstrated her difficulty in adapting to her new status. This

issue was therefore explored during the semi-structured interviews by

asking the interviewees if they considered they had changed while on

the course. 4 of the 12 stated that they had definitely changed.

This was related to personality traits they had identified within

themselves which included being judgmental, dogmatic and self

critical. It is interesting that these personality factors

particularly influence the intuitive knowing in practice by which

practitioners make sense of an individual practice setting to inform

professional judgment to determine strategies in practice. However,

further analysis demonstrated that all but one student actually

described changes that had occurred during the year. The majority of

the experiences related to the way they thought about issues and of

being much more aware as an individual. 	 One described it as

"...knowing a bit more about who I am...". Indeed one student

demonstrated clearly the problems of transition with the comment

"...sometimes I catch myself saying things but make a joke of it -

bits of psychology - but turn it into a joke." Another stated that

she was "...beginning to feel less confident and competent nov than I

ever did". It is significant that both these students were in the

group identified as being insecure in their student role.

Practitioner versus student: 	 the conflicting demands of the

practicum

However the demands of a practicum are such that the health visitor

student is not only required to adapt to the student role but also

rehearse her newly acquired practice in a supported setting. I would
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argue this confusion in role expectations is a major cause of the

conflicting demands of the practicum. One student described her

feelings saying "...you really need to know what health visiting is

all about - I can't see how you can do this by the end of the first

term". Another student expressed concern that she was doing

insufficient visits to clients and another felt overwhelmed by the

amount of information she was expected to absorb both at college and

in her fieldwork practice. 	 The students not only identified the

difficulty of being introduced once more as a student but also the

feeling of offering a second class service to the client.	 The

particular difficulty in managing a joint visit with the FWT was

described. Some students found their role in this situation

threatening and one described herself as always feeling a "...bit

awkward with two of us trooping into a home".

It is significant that when the students were asked which areas of

fieldwork practice they found particularly difficult, the conflicting

demands of the practicum can be identified and are demonstrated in

Table 7.6. Their perceived lack of skill in advising parents is an

illustration of the conflicting demands experienced by the students.

They considered that they should have a much greater knowledge base

from the beginning of the course and wanted more information on

specific topics such as nappy rash, weaning, crying babies and toilet

training. I would argue this suggests that the students were

attempting to fulfil a practitioner role rather than a student role.

However it also identified a traditional interpretation of

professional practice grounded in maternal and child health. Indeed

I would argue that the data identifies once more the lack of a

conceptual framework for health visiting. This is illustrated by a
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Category

client contact

Table 7.6

home visiting

role expectations

1IV practice

FJT contact

Practice issue

lack of confidence
forming relationships
lack of elderly clients

first client contact
doing nothing practical
visiting alone

sufficient visits to clients
overwhelmed vith information
changing role
offering a second class

service
being introduced as a

student
joining in FWT and client

discussion

listening
aims & objectives
administration
evaluation
advising parents
child health clinics
planning priorities

physical space
time for discussion

travelling

Areas of difficulty identified in Fieldwork Practice

student's comment when asked what she hoped for in fieldwork

practice: "...what to do...lots of little but important bits of

information that can only be learnt from someone experienced in

health visiting". Nevertheless, it is significant that students also

identified those areas of practice which could be categorised within

the more indeterminate zones of professional knowledge. 	 Issues

specifically identified were establishing relationships with new
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clients and knocking on unknown doors not knowing what was on the

other side. Indeed I would argue this clearly demonstrates an

acknowledgment of the significance of the concept of professional

artistry in the interpretation of professional practice.

The conflicting demands of the practicum could also be identified in

the student's response to the suggestion that the course should

contain more fieldwork. The dominant theme identified was the need

to spend more time with the FWT as this would provide greater

opportunities for learning. However the learning was related to

experience and observation of the FWT managing different practice

situations, rather than the student-FWT dialogue. 	 Indeed	 one

student stated that she was used to learning by observation and could

gain significantly from this experience. Other students described

feelings of concern about the lack of continuity offered to clients,

the frustration of not being able to visit clients as often as they

required and not being able to meet the needs of the clients.

Nonetheless students also expressed their apprehension about the

practitioner role and their lack of self-confidence during fieldwork

was acknowledged. Significantly one student described herself as

needing rather than wanting more fieldwork experience stating "...may

be because I can cope with theory better than practice - it's taken

me an awful long time to get to grips with what I'm supposed to be

doing". This I would argue highlights once more the gap experienced

in professional education between theory and practice. However

others related their feelings of uncertainty in the practicum not to

a lack of self-confidence but of feeling awkward and being an

encumbrance to the FWT. Indeed I would suggest that the conflicting

demands experienced by many students is summarised by the comment

"...it's very difficult to change from somebody in position of
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responsibility and then converting that to being a student. You're a

student and then you're in a position of responsibility as far as

your clients are concerned - you don't know where you're at all the

time...".

Although an implicit role of the practicum is to allow the student to

rehearse her practice, I would argue these findings highlight the

conflict this has for individuals vithin the student cohort,

prarticularly in adjusting to different reference groups. Although a

significant number of the student cohort had limited professional

experience, I would argue they nevertheless demonstrated feelings of

loss and vulnerability in the practicum which influenced their

adaptation to the new reference group, particularly the student

group. Indeed I would suggest the students perceived the two

reference groups as conflicting rather than complementing one

another, which also created conflicting demands in the practicum.

Although I would argue that the majority of the students more readily

adopted the culture and practice of the professional reference group,

this in itself generated conflicting demands for the student as they

felt limited in the extent to which they could fulfil this role.

However, I would argue that where the student's interpretation of

professional knowledge and practice differed significantly from that

of the FWT additional conflict could be identified. Indeed I would

argue that it is significant this finding particularly related to

those practice issues which influenced the understanding and

appreciation of the concept of professional artistry. The

interpretation of practice and in particular the paradigm of practice

presented to the student in the practicum therefore provided an

additional focus in the analysis of the data.
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Iii) The conflicting paradigms of practice presented in the practicum

Although the data has clearly demonstrated the influence of the FWT

in the students' interpretation of professional practice, I vould

argue that the students' interpretation of practice is also

significant to their perception of the process of assessing

competence in practice. However, since the students had not been

asked in either the questionnaire or the semi-structured interview to

discuss their interpretation of professional practice, it was

necessary to sift the data to identify specific practice issues to

demonstrate their individual interpretations. The survey question,

relating to the criteria the students would use to assess competence

in practice, identified practice issues which were considered

significant by the students. The following criteria were identified

by more than one respondent:

client satisfaction,

realistic priorities of clients' needs,

communication,

personal relationships.

I would argue it is significant that these practice issues not only

specifically relate to an appreciation of the concept of professional

artistry but also require a client centred approach to practice.

Indeed it is significant that this approach to practice was not

apparent in the criteria provided by the FYT cohort. The students'

interpretation of a client centred approach to practice was explored

further with the interviewees. The frustration experienced by the

students when their perception of client need differed from that of

the FWT could be identified. This was illustrated by a student

describing her feelings when she considered that a particular client

was exhibiting signs of depression which was disputed by her FVT. It
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is significant that this not only supports the finding described by

Henessey (1985) of the lack of health visiting awareness in

identifying and caring for women with postnatal depression, but I

would argue also demonstrates that some students have a much wider

interpretation of professional knowledge than their FWT which has

implications when assessing competence in practice.

However, there was also consistency in the practice issues identified

by the students and the FWTs. The importance of personal

relationships was identified and this particularly related to getting

to know the client/clients well.	 One student described health

visiting as "...all to do with relationships and how you interact

with people".	 I would suggest this once more highlights the

significance associated with an appreciation of professional artistry

in the interpretation of professional knowledge. The students'

perception of the importance of the Child Health Clinic in

professional practice was identified by their concern at their lack

of experience in this field. This was particularly identified when

discussing whether they needed extra fieldwork practice. Indeed one

student described her feelings saying "...I think that clinic

experience is vital because I used to hate clinics - I'm still not

very keen but I feel less threatened than I did...". It Is

interesting that the students also considered the skills of health

visiting more important than a theoretical approach to practice. The

students linked their request for more theory in the course not to

the need for a conceptual framework for practice but to specific

skills such as advice giving. One student stated that "...there have

been times when I wished that I had known a great deal more. I

wonder whether the theory is given at the right time, and whether

more of the basic problems such as feeding and sleeping problems
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should be given earlier...". The issues on which they required more

knowledge were those associated with a traditional interpretation of

professional practice and included topics such as toilet training,

crying babies, infant care and nappy rash. It is significant that

only 4 (15%) of the students identified any relevance in any of the

theoretical concepts included within the syllabus although

interestingly some respondents considered that the relevance would

become more apparent as they became more experienced in fieldwork

practice. Indeed I would argue therefore that the findings

demonstrate that the majority of the student cohort did not perceive

the need for a conceptual framework for practice within the

interpretation of professional knowledge. Although this finding

correlates with that demonstrated by the FWT cohort, I would argue

this has serious implications not only in facilitating the

development of a reflective practitioner but also in assessing

competence in practice.

The data demonstrate that the majority of the students'

interpretation of professional practice reflects a traditional

paradigm grounded in maternal and child health and therefore

correlates with that presented by the FVT cohort. However, although

the students' interpretation of professional knowledge encompasses

the concept of professional artistry, I would suggest that they do

not acknowledge its significance to competence in practice which once

more correlates with the data obtained from the FWT. However I would

argue that conflict occurs where the student has adopted the

non-directive individual paradigm of practice described in Chapter 1.

This implicitly acknowledges a client centred approach to practice

which directly conflicts with the philosophy adopted in the

directive-individual paradigm demonstrated by many of the FVT cohort.
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This fundamental difference in practice suggests conflicting

paradigms of practice, which not only has implications for the

assessment of competence in practice but also for the effectiveness

of the practicum.

iv)	 The students' perception of the effectiveness of the practicum

The effectiveness of the practicuin is not only influenced by the

student's ability and willingness to step into the learning situation

but also by the learning experience which is provided for the

student.	 Schon (1987) argues that the experience must reflect

practice reality. However the FWT when providing the student's

experience must not only acknowledge her own interpretation of

professional practice but also the demands of the caseload. The

student's placement in the practicum is currently decided on by the

lecturers in health visiting and generally two criteria are employed:

the travelling time from home to the practicum and the Health

Authority (HA) seconding the student. Due to the location of the

case-study college the student's placement may be either inner city

or suburban. During the study year twelve HAs had seconded students

to the course and of these five could be described as inner city

authorities. Indeed Jarman (1983) demonstrated that four of these

HAs were ranked within the top fifteen of the most underprivileged in

a study of forty seven. 10 (37%) of the student sample were placed

within these HAs for their fieldwork experience, which may have

implications for the interpretation of professional practice. Only

one HA at this time required the students they had seconded to be

placed with F'WTs working within the HA. Due to travelling

difficulties three other students vere also placed in the seconding

HA for their fieldwork placement. This resulted in 6 (23%) of the

students practising in the same HA for fieldwork and supervised
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practice. Another 7 (27%) students did their fieldwork in a similar

HA to that seconding them for the course. However this left 13 (50%)

of the student respondents being placed in a learning environment

where the interpretation of practice may not only be influenced by

the FWT's understanding of professional knowledge but also by the

demands of the caseload. This has implications particularly where a

task-orientated approach to practice is implemented. This may result

in students having to significantly adapt their interpretation of

practice once qualified (McClymott 1980). I would suggest these

factors must be considered when exploring the student's perception of

the effectiveness of the practicum.

The number of clients allocated to the student by the FWT range from

9 to 15 with only 9 (35%) of the respondents receiving 13, the number

recommended by the College.

Table 7.7 classifies the client groups provided within the student

workload and demonstrates that all students were allocated clients in

the under 5 age group. 24 (92%) had been allocated ante-natal

clients although it is interesting that only 14 (56%) of this group

recognised prospective fathers as a client group in their own right.

The allocation clearly establishes the traditional paradigm of

practice presented to the student. The table demonstrates that the

majority of students considered they had experience with clients from

an ethnic minority, but only 13 (50%) had experience of working with

the elderly. It is significant that only 1 (4%) student considered

that she had any contact with community groups which substantiates
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Table 7.7

Group	 no. of students

ante-natal women	 24

ante-natal men	 10

0-12 months	 25

13 months - 5 years	 25

6-16 years	 10

child with disability	 12

single parent family	 19

adult with disability	 5

ethnic minority	 20

community groups	 1

mentally ill	 0

elderly	 13

NOTE:	 One student failed to complete this question in the
questionnaire

Client groups identified in the students' workload

the work by Drennan (1985) describing the lack of health visiting

involvement in community initiatives. This highlights the lack of

practitioners adopting a collective paradigm of practice described in

Chapter 1.

The students were also asked whether they had any opportunity of

working with other members of the Primary Health Care Team (PHCT).

This was used both to establish their perception of the PHCT and as a

method of comparing the learning opportunities created to develop

skills in teamwork (which is considered fundamental to practice

[Stat. Instrument 1983]). 11 (42%) of the respondents did not

consider they had worked with any other health professional during
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this first term of experience. One student, who was placed in a GP

attachment, stated that she had had very little contact vith the GP

and the situation had not changed by the end of the course. Another

student explained the lack of contact by describing her FWT as saying

"...that College told her I was not to gad about too much".

Table 7.8

professional group	 number

GP	 7

CMO	 7

HV	 7

school nurse	 5

district midwife	 3

clinic nurse	 3

FP nurse	 2

speech therapist	 2

specialist liv	 2

community physio	 1

CPN	 1

community dietician	 1

social worker	 1

district nurse	 1

Professionals identified by students as members of the PHCT
ranked in frequency of citation

Table 7.8 demonstrates those professionals included within the

students' perception of the PHCT and identified the number of times

that the individual profession was cited by the student. It is

interesting that Clinical Medical Officers (CMOs) and GPs are cited

equally as members of the PHCT, although many GPs dispute the
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contribution that the CMO has to offer primary health care (RCCP

1983). It is significant that only one student had the opportunity

of working with a district nurse, thus supporting the findings of the

Community Nursing Review (1986), which highlighted the lack of

contact between health visitors and district nurses. When the issue

of the PHCT was explored further by asking the students which other

professionals they had come into contact with during fieldwork

practice all but three of the respondents identified no other health

or allied professional. This I would argue once more demonstrates

the traditional paradigm of practice adopted by FWTs.

The practicum must also represent the reality of practice and the

students' perception of this phenomenon was explored by asking how

their workload compared to that allocated to their peer group. 18

(69%) of the respondents described similarities in practice.

Significantly this was related to the practice setting in which they

were placed not to the interpretation of professional practice.

However, the students did identify the elderly as a client group

omitted from their workload. Those students who did not consider

their workloads similar identified factors such as: the lack of

breadth of their fieldwork experience, the lack of contact with

clients from an ethnic minority or disadvantaged groups and the

routine inclusion of the elderly. When asked if they considered the

selection of clients appropriate, their response was related once

more to the practice setting of the FWT rather the interpretation of

practice. This was illustrated by comments such as "...fair choice

of types of client limited by fieldwork area..." and "...an

appropriate selection from my area as they represent common needs and

situations...". The client groups identified by students as being

under-represented included the elderly, antenatal clients and ethnic
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minority groups. Some students felt able to correct the omission of

certain client groups from their workload by negotiating specific

learning experiences with their FVT.	 I would argue that it is

significant that the students interpreted their workload using a

task-orientated client group approach to practice which has

implications for their interpretation of the reality of the learning

experience and thus the effectiveness of the practicum.

Their perception of the reality of the learning experience provided

in the practicum was pursued by discussing with the interviewees

whether they had any concerns about the appropriateness of fieldwork

experience. Half of the group stated this was not a problem they had

experienced. This was related both to the practice setting and to

the quality of the learning experience, once more demonstrating the

importance of the FWT-student dialogue. Those who were concerned

identified the factors such as: the combination of social groups,

the lack of any crisis work and the lack of elderly clients. The

FWT's practice was also identified with one student saying "...areas

like health education are taboo...some areas I feel a little bit

lacking - but they're her priorities - it's not her it's the way the

job goes".	 It is interesting that although this student had

identified both the interpretation of professional practice and the

practice setting as issues which had influenced the learning

experience, she did not acknowledge the fundamental role played by

the individual FVT in the effectiveness of the practicum. Another

student identified the important role played by the FWT in the

effectiveness of the practicum, by acknowledging that she could not

identify the learning experience she had missed and therefore would

be unable to rectify the situation. 	 This I would suggest has

implications for the student's interpretation of professional
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practice.

It is significant that there was considerable difference in the

students' and FWTs' perception of the reality of the practicum which

I would argue demonstrates once more the different interpretations of

professional practice. Some FWTs' opinions directly contradicted

those of the student particularly in relation to the inclusion of

elderly clients in the workload. Other FWTs disagreed with the

students' perception of the lack of reality in the practice setting.

In one situation the FWT's concern was the high concentration of

social class 4 and 5 and the lack of non crisis work, whereas the

student was concerned about the lack of elderly clients. Another FWT

expressed her concern about the high level of social need and once

more the student's concern related to the lack of elderly clients. I

would argue that it is significant that the omissions were related

specifically to client groups, once more illustrating the task

orientated client group approach to the interpretation of

professional knowledge. 	 This has implications not only for the

effectiveness of the practicum but also for the assessment of

competence in practice. However, I would suggest that the other

important issue to emerge from the data once more is the influence of

the FWT in the interpretation of professional practice which in turn

has implications for the assessment process. This issue therefore

provided the final focus in the analysis of the data.

v) The influence of the FWT on the process of the assessment of

competence in practice

The influence of the FWT on the effectiveness of the practicuin has

previously been described. This relates not only to the FWT's

interpretation of professional practice but also to the quality of
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the student-FVT dialogue vhich initially will be influenced not only

by the FVT's ability to reflect-in-practice but also by the

personality of the F'WT. Schon (1987:168) argues that a student's

failure to grasp a practice issue may say more about the failure of

the FVT to "negotiate the ladder of reflection" than the student's

inadequacy. Indeed I would suggest these issues will also influence

the process of assessing competence in practice, particularly as the

personal attributes of the FWT have been highlighted as influencing

the student's perception of the FWT as a role model. When the

possible influence of personality on the process of assessment was

explored with the students in the questionnaire only 5 (19%) of the

student cohort agreed with the suggestion. The predominant theme

related to the inevitability of the situation. However some of the

students identified specific personality traits in their FWT which

they considered influenced the process and these included

embarrassment, committing judgements to paper, an authoritarian

approach and the "type of person who doesn't like to sit beside you."

The student-FWT relationship was also identified, particularly in

relation to a personality clash between the two individuals. One

student described her feelings saying "...the relationship between

the student and FWT would colour her views as to the competence of

the student - also the FWT's personality, values and attitudes do

influence her views of the student". However 8 (31%) of the sample

did not consider the personality of their FWT affected the assessment

of the student's performance, although they recognised the

possibility of this situation arising amongst FWTs. The predominant

factor amongst these students was the professionalism of their FWT in

preventing this phenomenon occurring. One student was quite emphatic

that although she and her FV had different personalities and ethnic

origins this had not affected the FWT's assessment of her skills in
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health visiting. Indeed I would suggest this illustrates the high

expectations some students have of their FWT. However I would argue

that it is significant that although 13 (50%) of the cohort

recognised the influence of personality on the assessment procedure,

they were not happy with the proposal that another FVT should assess

their competence in practice. This I would suggest highlights their

acknowledgement of conflicting interpretations of professional

practice and the perceived implications for the assessment process.

The influence of personality was explored further by asking the

interviewees if they considered their FVT was objective about their

performance. The majority of the students considered that their FWT

was objective in her assessment of their performance. However the

data demonstrate the personality of both the student and the FWT

being significant in the objectivity of the process of assessment.

This is illustrated by one student's observation saying "...but I

don't think even if she had a bad relationship it would come into it

- but that's personality on her part - really people do differ...".

However two students were emphatic that their FWT experienced

difficulty in being objective. In both instances this was related to

the FWTs' interpretation of professional practice thus establishing

set criteria for appropriate practice. Although one student

acknowledged she was uncertain whether her FWT could be objective she

considered that objectivity must be "....highly coloured..." because

the FWT-student relationship was so good.

However when the issue was pursued further with this group of

students by asking them to identify factors which they considered

influence objectivity, the personality of the FWT was the dominant

theme in the data. One student identified the trait of prejudice and
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linked this specifically to racial issues; however the majority of

the students did not consider the ethnic background of the FWT was

significant to the assessment process.	 Difference of opinion on

fundamental issues such as contraception, breast feeding and religion

was also identified and highlights the influence of values in the

process which is particularly relevant to the wider practice issues

which influence the interpretation of professional knowledge. It is

interesting that the gender of the FWT was not considered significant

by the student group and there was no evidence of the prejudice

towards male health visitors as demonstrated by the FWT cohort. The

age of the FWT was also not considered a hindrance to objectivity,

although the students identified a similar problem to one noted by

the FlIT sample:	 the difficulties which may arise when an older

student with considerable life experience is placed with a young FWT.

Although the dominant factor identified in influencing the

objectivity of the FlIT in the process of assessment was the

personality of the FlIT, students identified other personal attributes

which they considered affected the objectivity of the process. These

were: feeling threatened, feeling inferior, lacking in confidence and

an over zealous approach. Indeed I would suggest these traits play a

significant role in the quality of the student-FlIT dialogue,

particularly in influencing whether the dialogue attains the ideal of

reciprocal reflection-in-action.	 Indeed I would argue that in

addition to the interpretation of professional practice the quality

of the FlIT-student dialogue influences the process of assessing

competence in practice. This demonstrates once more the fundamental

role played by the FlIT in the effectiveness of the practicum.
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Conclusions

I would argue that the findings demonstrate the limited learning

experiences provided in the practicum for many of the students. This

has implications not only for the students' interpretation of

professional practice but also the assessment of competence in

practice. The data also illustrate that the majority of the student

cohort interpreted professional practice in a traditional way

demonstrating a paradigm of practice grounded in maternal and child

health.

Although the concept of professional artistry could be identified by

certain practice issues, such as the influence of role modelling, I

would suggest this was not acknowledged as a fundamental component of

competence in practice. I would argue that this evidence reflects

the lack of a conceptual framework for practice, particularly in

providing a foundation for the student-FWT dialogue. Indeed I would

suggest that the majority of the dialogue arises from a

task-orientated client group approach to practice which has

implications for effectiveness of the practicum and in turn the

process of assessment.

However, while exploring the students' perception of the role model

not only was the significance of the FliT-student relationship

highlighted but also the fact that some students recognised that

their interpretation of professional practice differed significantly

to that of their FliT. 	 This not only generated conflict in the

practice offered to the clients, but also questions the quality of

the student-FliT dialogue and must question the validity of the

assessment process. It also raises the issue of the status of the
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student during her experience in the practicum. The data clearly

demonstrate the conflict generated for students in adapting to their

new reference groups. I would argue the students more readily adapt

to the professional reference group and actively fulfil a

practitioner role for the client throughout much of their time in the

practicum. This must once again question the role of the FWT-student

dialogue and certainly questions the ability of the FWT to facilitate

the student's development as a reflective practitioner. In addition

it must raise questions about the FWT's role in the assessment

process. Indeed it is interesting that a significant proportion of

the student cohort did not perceive their FWT as an assessor of their

competence in professional practice. However, I would suggest that

the ambivalence of the students in fulfilling this practitioner role

is demonstrated in their attitude towards the suggestion that an

independent FlIT should have responsibility for assessing their

competence In practice. Despite the students recognising that issues

such as the personality of the FlIT, the teacher-assessor

relationship, the influence of the role model and the teaching

ability of the FlIT may influence the assessment process, half the

cohort expressed their reluctance in having an independent FlIT

involved in the procedure. 	 I would argue this demonstrates in

addition to the students uncertainty in their interpretation of

professional	 practice,	 their	 apprehension	 about	 receiving

professional criticism of their practice. These issues have

particular implications for the process of assessing their competence

in practice.

However, despite the clearly acknowledged role of the FlIT in the

interpretation of professional practice and the effectiveness of the

practicuin, the students also acknowledged the role that clients play
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in the provision of the experience of the practicum. It is

interesting that although some of the students acknoviedged they vere

threatened by the involvement of clients in the assessment process

they also recognised client satisfaction as an important issue in the

assessment of their competence in practice. This was particularly

related to what they described as the reality of the practice

presented by them to clients. It is also significant that the

majority of the students were not concerned about the client's

ability to interpret professional practice. Indeed I would suggest

this reflects the students' acknowledgement of the importance of an

understanding and appreciation of the concept of professional

artistry in the competent practitioner, despite not specifically

articulating it as a fundamental component of practice. The client's

interpretation of professional practice and their perception of their

role in the practicum therefore provided the focus for the next stage

in the analysis of the data.

(1) As part of the course the ENB require the students to complete a
week of fieldwork practice in another placement which
demonstrates an alternative interpretation of health visiting
practice.
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CHAPTER 8

"There are things that happen in real families that wouldn't crop up

in books": the clients' perception of their role in the practicum

The previous discussion has identified the practicum as a setting

designed for the specific task of enabling the student to learn a

professional practice. Within the practicum in health visiting the

student takes on practice situations under the close supervision of

the FWT. The direct participation of clients in student learning and

indeed in the informal if not the formal process of assessing

competence in practice (Dean 1981) is therefore implicit within the

practicum. Although this experience provides the student with the

opportunity of learning the reality of professional values, roles and

boundaries within a protected environment, it introduces an

additional dimension into the context of health visiting education:

the clients' previous experiences and expectations of health visiting

practice. This phenomenon I would suggest raises specific issues in

relation to the effectiveness of the practicum; in particular the

clients' interpretation of professional practice and their perception

of their participation in the students' learning environment.

The data used to explore these issues were obtained from

semi-structured interviews with clients, about their perception of

the competence in practice of student health visitors. The clients

lived in four Health Authorities representing both inner city and

suburban environments. 33 clients were approached by 11 FWTs and all

agreed to be interviewed. However it is interesting that of this

original cohort 9 did not respond to my follow up letter arranging a
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time for the interview to take place (Appendix N). I did not pursue

the non- respondents as I interpreted this response as an indication

that they had changed their minds about participating in the study.

However, as with the non-respondents in the FIJT, lecturer and student

cohorts I acknowledge that these respondents may have provided a

valuable source of data for the study. All the clients were women,

although during two interviews their partners were present and

participated in part with the interview. 2 (8X) of the respondents

were black and interestingly were the only single parents in the

cohort. Although I had not commented to the FWTs on the type of

client group for selection, I would suggest it is significant that

all the clients had young children. This I would argue once more

reflects a traditional paradigm of practice grounded in maternal and

child health. Table 8.1 demonstrates the spread of social class

within the cohort using an occupational classification (OPCS 1980).

Although an opportunistic method of sampling was used it is

interesting that this spread generally reflects the national trend of

the social class of families with young children (OPCS 1985).

TABLE 8.1

I
	

II	 IIIN	 hIM	 IV	 V
	

unemployed N

1
	

3	 6	 6	 4
	

3	 24

4
	

13	 25	 25	 17
	

4	 13	 %101

Note: percentages have been rounded up to whole figures therefore do
not equal 100%

The Classification of social class of the client cohort by
occupation of the main income earner.
Although 12 (50%) of the cohort were classified within social class

3 this had not influenced the use of the preventive health services.

This study reflects that of Mayall and Grossmith (1985) and is in

contrast to other surveys demonstrating a higher up-take of services
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for individuals classified as social class 1 and 2. Although a

choice of venue was offered for the semi-structured interviews all

the women chose to be interviewed at home. When exploring the

reason for this choice the predominant theme to emerge was one of

feeling more relaxed and at ease in their own home surroundings.

One mother commented that it was harder for the interviewer to walk

into her home, thus giving the advantage to the client. All the

participants were willing to have the interview taped although one

woman during the discussion acknowledged that "the tape-recorder

puts you off slightly". However, nobody appeared overtly anxious

about the use of the tape-recorder.

The women were also asked if they felt they would have answered any

questions differently if they had been interviewed with a group of

parents. I considered it important to include this question to

establish whether they considered their responses had been inhibited

by the one to one relationship with the interviewer (Pout & Hungler

1987). Only 2 (8%) participants stated that they would have

answered some questions differently. One said that she would find

the negative things much harder to say and the other stated that she

would think more about the answers before she spoke as "...you don't

want to say something that somebody is going to think a stupid

comment...". I would suggest, however, that it is significant these

were the only women who had made any negative comments about the

student's performance. It was perhaps more significant that it was

the same student in both instances. Another woman commented that she

may have felt more relaxed with other women present, although this

observation was related specifically to the use of the

tape-recorder. However she vent on to state that "...you can talk

at more length when it's one to one...". Another 2 (8%) women were
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undecided and related this to the fact that although they would not

have answered the questions differently, friends would have offered

totally different answers to some of the questions. 	 However 19

(79%) of the sample stated that a group interview would not have

made any difference to their answers. The predominant theme to

emerge was one of feeling free to say what they wanted to. Although

some related this to their personality, giving examples such as

out-spokenness and the ability to speak their minds, others simply

did not feel inhibited by the interview situation. However 4 (17%)

women specifically related their answers to their experience of good

health visiting practice with one client saying "No because I think

she's good". Another was less emphatic but commented "Perhaps it's

because I've had a good health visitor". I would argue that these

findings demonstrate that clients' not only construct their own

interpretation of professional practice but are also willing to

comment on their perception of standards of practice. This I would

suggest has implications for the process of assessing competence in

practice.

However, a significant finding to emerge in the initial analysis of

the data was the spontaneous recognition amongst the cohort, that

other clients had very different opinions of the effectiveness of

health visiting practice.	 Several respondents commented that

although they would not have answered differently, a group interview

vould provide evidence of the differing opinions on many of the

issues raised.	 One client identified the advantages of this

phenomenon commenting "...I would have perhaps have thought of more

to say because when there are more people there - they give other

ideas and perhaps thoughts that you might miss...they seem to spur

you on more...". Although the clients were specifically commenting
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on their perception of the effectiveness of health visiting

practice, (which in part I would argue is influenced by the

individual practitioner) I would suggest that their perception is

also influenced by their expectations of health visiting practice.

The clients' interpretation of professional practice therefore

provided a fundamental focus for the data analysis.

The clients' interpretation of professional practice

Within the current framework of health visiting, a client's

interpretation of professional practice will be mainly the

consequence of direct contact with an individual practitioner.

However recent studies (Mayall & Grossmith 1985, Moss et al 1986,

Field et al 1982, Draper et al 1983) have demonstrated the diverse

patterns of practice amongst health visitors and indeed Watson

(1986) has highlighted the mismatch between clients and

practitioners in their perception of effective practice. One

particular issue which illustrates this phenomenon is the

client-practitioner relationship. Although some studies (Orr 1980,

Robinson 1982, Lowe 1985, Hennessey 1985) have clearly identified

the importance of the client-practitioner relationship in

influencing the client's perception of health visiting practice,

other research demonstrates that individual practitioners seem

unaware of the importance of this relationship, in determining the

effectiveness of practice. Indeed Field et al (1982:301) described

the stereotyped views of health visitors held by clients as "young,

childless and ignorant, or old, childless and out of date".

Although perhaps an extreme example other studies have highlighted

similar findings (Love 1985). However I would suggest that this

evidence also highlights the significance of the concept of

professional artistry in determining the effectiveness of practice.
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Indeed I would argue that it is not merely the personal attributes

of the practitioner which dictate the clients' perception of the

effectiveness of the intervention, but the intuitive knowing in

practice by which practitioners make sense of the practice setting

to inform professional judgement and determine strategies in

practice. However an essential process in exploring this hypothesis

is to analyse the clients' interpretation of professional practice

and therefore this issue provided the initial focus in the data

analysis.

As research (Clark 1984a) has demonstrated the difficulty

experienced by clients in identifying the role of the health

visitor, the participants in this present study were asked to

describe any aspects of health visiting practice which they had

experienced as either particularly helpful or unhelpful. It was

interesting that when the participants were asked specifically to

identify any health visiting intervention which they considered

particularly helpful, only one client was unable to offer an

example. She commented "...not really, because they don't have to

tell me a lot because usually I know it you know...". However later

in the interview she described quite explicitly the help provided in

acquiring and completing an application form for day care provision.

I would argue this statement supports the evidence demonstrating

that some clients perceive health visiting as being child-focused,

which highlights the traditional paradigm of practice desceribed in

Chapter 1. However those aspects of practice identified as being

particularly helpful could be classified within four practice

issues:	 advising, providing information, client advocacy and

offering support. Client advocacy has been defined in this context

as a practitioner representing (as if they were her own) the
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interests of a person who has major needs which are unmet and likely

to remain unmet without special intervention (Hannan 1988). It is

significant to note that giving advice was cited by a greater number

of clients as a negative experience. I would suggest this relates

directly to the understanding and appreciation of the concept of

professional artistry displayed by the practitioner.

However those parents who found advice giving useful related it to

specific problems such as sleep difficulties. The clients could be

categorised into two groups: those who wanted to be told what to do

and those who wanted to know the advice but then would make their

own decision about managing the situation. The importance of the

advice being down to earth and practical was clearly identified.

Another important role was that of providing information which

related both to specific topics and general child care. One woman

commented "...with your first baby you're so worried you don't know

anything". The role of client advocate was clearly demonstrated and

linked to housing and financial needs, as well as to the

hospitalisation of children. One mother described her experience at

a hospital appointment in "a room full of top nobs" and said she

felt "...comfortable that she (the health visitor) was there by my

side if I should fumble along".	 However, the main role was

described as giving support. This could be categorised as

listening, acting as a "sound board" and responding to the expressed

needs of the client. Indeed I would argue it is significant, that

research has demonstrated the art of listening as a competence which

many practitioners find particularly difficult in practice

situations; not only by initiating topics but also by controlling

the conversation (Seffi 1985).	 Acting as a sounding board was

related to enabling decisions about issues such as immunisation and
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solving personal problems. Others described the importance of the

practitioner responding to expressed needs. One client commented

"She came when I screamed for her...or I don't think Lisa would have

lived for six months ...".	 Another described it as "...asking

someone to come and visit - no matter how trivial she's not going to

think you're making a fuss about nothing...". Giving support was

considered particularly important by the clients and this was

described in terms of "just knowing there was somebody at the end of

the phone; nice to know someone's taking an interest and always

being there...vithout pushing herself on us". Indeed the importance

and value attached to the role of listener is demonstrated

throughout the data, therefore playing an significant role in the

clients' interpretation of practice.

The negative experiences identified by the respondents also

demonstrated the clients' perception of health visiting practice.

The role of advising was once again cited, but in this instance

specifically to the issue of conflicting and inappropriate advice.

Conflicting advice was particularly related to infant feeding and

inappropriate advice was highlighted as a source of distress and

anger by several mothers. One described her feelings as "...having

my own ideas and sometimes I sit in here and think 'yes but I'm not

going to do that'". It is significant that two clients made similar

observations about the performance of one particular student in

relation to the giving of inappropriate advice, an observation

which I would argue directly relates to the concept of professional

artistry.	 Another said "...if their advice had been contrary to

what I believed I wouldn't take it...you have to draw the line with

the health visitor". This argument is supported by De'Ath (1984)

who argues the importance of health professionals making joint
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decisions with parents if health care is to be truly effective.

However, it is interesting they also described their reluctance in

sharing their disagreement about the advice with the practitioner

and this I would argue relates particularly to the attitudes and

personal attributes of the practitioner. I would suggest it is

significant that clients were able to recognise incompetence in

professional practice in the advice they were offered. One woman

described her friend's experience with "...a very young one (health

visitor) that didn't know one end of the baby from the other".

Another expressed anger at the health visitor giving advice based on

personal experience with her own children.

Other negative examples of practice particularly illustrated the

central role played by the Child Health clinic. The predominant

theme related to the time the clients waited to see health

professionals. Nicoll (1983) argues that many clinic attendances are

unnecessary which creates the excessive waiting time for clients.

The premises were also identified as being unsuitable: either too

cold or too small. One mother particularly described the lack of

privacy saying "...I only go to get him weighed - I don't really use

it for anything else because there's always people listening".

Concern was also expressed about the competence of the individuals

working in the clinics, with the example being given of "...two very

elderly ladies who weigh the babies and you have to check it because

they usually write it down wrong". I would argue that this evidence

substantiates the earlier finding of an interpretation of practice

grounded in maternal and child health.

Child protection, particularly in relation to identifying and

monitoring children at risk of child abuse, provided a further focus
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to the data analysis. Dingvall (1982:340) argues that one of the

strengths of health visiting practice is the "non-authoritarian

style of dealing with clients". Despite current concern that

students receive inadequate training in working with families at

risk of abusing their children (Sharman 1985, BrenttL.B. 1986,

Greenwich:L.B. 1987), my original schedule for the semi-structured

interviews did not address this issue (Appendix L). I was concerned

that clients would find this topic too intrusive. However I would

suggest it is significant that during one of the early interviews

the topic emerged spontaneously during the discussion, with the

client commenting "I think health visitors are the first ones who

would know - with my husband being a policeman I do know about it

and there is far more than people realise". She went on to describe

very candidly her experiences and feelings having attended the local

casualty department with her son who had delayed concussion

following a fall. Following this interview I acknowledged that not

only were clients prepared to discuss this issue, but it may also

influence their perception of health visiting practice. I therefore

included the topic in the later interviews although unfortunately it

was not discussed during the first three interviews.

It is interesting that individually the clients did not perceive the

practitioner in a child protection role. However this observation

was qualified by many of the clients demonstrating that they

considered it part of health visiting practice. This is illustrated

by comments such as "No I've never felt that but I'm sure they do -

I think it's a credit to them that I don't feel as if they are doing

it". Others felt it was appropriate that the standard of child care

was monitored by the practitioner and one client commented "No,
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sometimes I think they should come round more often - they don't

know what I'm doing to my kids". Others stated that they might feel

differently if they had something to hide. Another client actually

stated that her relatives said the reason for her frequent contact

with the health visitor was related to the practitioner's concern

about the standard of child care. However she vent on to say

"that's not the way I look at it...I really do think she's more

concerned about me than the baby...". However 3 (14X) of the 21

respondents described feelings of being monitored. An example is

given by one saying "Yes, sometimes - it's probably just the

questions they ask. You might think they're a bit personal but you

ansver them anyway". Another commented that the feeling disappeared

when she "knew what health visitors were". Interestingly, one

client said "Well I can't really say a lot - I've always seen my

health visitor when I have needed to...so I'll abstain from

answering that". Unfortunately I did not feel it was appropriate to

pursue this comment. Despite this comment I would argue that the

evidence demonstrates an interpretation of practice which

specifically identifies child protection as a practice issue. It

additionally highlights the clients' perception of the practitioner

as an individual in authority, which supports the argument suggested

by Dingwall (1982) that health visiting is a method of case finding

for the State.

Indeed a particularly significant phenomenon to emerge from the data

was that although the majority of the cohort had not personally

experienced feelings of 'social policing' (Dingvall 1982) they

spontaneously described individuals (both friends and relatives) who

did. One client described her sister's feelings saying "but then I

think the health visitors are checking up on her". This evidence
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must also raise the question of whether the phenomenon actually

reflects the true feelings of the clients on this issue by

projecting their feelings onto a third person. 	 However I would

argue that the appreciation of the concept of professional artistry

demonstrated by the practitioner directly influences the clients'

perception of this practice issue.

The clients' perception of their partner's role in the interaction

with the practitioner also demonstrated their interpretation of

professional practice.	 When clients were asked if they had

discussed the suggestion of having a student working with the family

with their partner, before agreeing to be involved in student

training, the predominant theme was one of irrelevance. 	 Their

responses included: not being interested, not having anything to do

with them, always being at work and not considered part of his role.

This is illustrated with the comment "You tell them in the evening

but they're not involved...I don't think mine worries one little

bit". Another stated "Really it's nothing to do with him because

it's me that's seeing her". I would suggest that the two fathers

who were present during the interviews were there because of their

pattern of employment rather than specifically wanting to

participate in the study. 	 Although they both made some

contribution, with one becoming increasingly involved towards the

end of the interview, their main interest remained with the

television programme. The client's perception of the status of the

health visitor in relation to the medical profession also

demonstrated a traditional paradigm of practice. The health visitor

was described as being consulted when issues about the child's

health were considered too trivial to consult the General

Practitioner (G.P.). This finding is illustrated by the comment "It
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vas nice to phone her - whereas I would have dashed up to the

surgery which would have been a total waste of their time and mine".

Another client commented "You can't call the doctor for every least

little thing". Interestingly, one woman actually expressed her

anger that doctors and health visitors did not work closer together

and went on to describe the dismissive attitude of her G.P. towards

the health visitor stating "the health visitor should be treated

better and not like they're some silly woman who tells mothers to

take their babies to the doctor Just for some little

thing...probably if they all worked better together there would not

be so many hassles over child abuse and that sort of thing".

However it was not possible to identify practice issues which

clients considered the specific responsibility of the health visitor

rather than the doctor.

Therefore although the selection of the client cohort biased the

interpretation of practice to that of a traditional paradigm

grounded in maternal and child health, with a particular focus on

child health, I would argue that the data also reveal a task

orientated interpretation of practice. Indeed clients particularly

identified practice issues such as sleep and feeding problems. It

is interesting that child protection was clearly identified within

their interpretation of practice and considered a legitimate role

for the practitioner. However, I would argue that it is significant

that even vithin this traditional individual directive paradigm of

practice, the data reveal the implications of not only the intuitive

knowing in practice but also the personal attributes and attitudes

of the practitioner on the outcome of practice strategies. Indeed I

would argue that these two issues: the intuitive knowing in practice

which informs and determines professional Judgement and the personal
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attributes and attitudes of the practitioner must be considered when

exploring the clients' perception of competence in practice. The

clients' interpretation of the significance of the personal

attributes and attitudes of the student therefore provides another

framework for the data analysis.

The significance of personal attributes and attitudes to competence

in practice: the clients' perspective

The argument presented by Schon (1987) suggests that it is the

processes employed by practitioners in their understanding of

knowing-in-action, tacit knowing and intuition when making

professional judgments which in part determines competent from

incompetent practice. However I would argue that within the context

of health visiting, this process is also influenced by the attitudes

and personal attributes of the practitioner. Although the interview

schedule did not include a specific question relating to the

personal attributes and attitudes of the practitioner, the initial

analysis of the data highlighted the significance of these issues in

the clients' perception of professional practice.

Indeed I would suggest it is significant that several different

topic areas generated comments which related specifically to the

attitudes of the practitioner and the implications for effective

practice. The clients' negative experiences in health visiting

practice particularly identified attitudes which were considered

inappropriate. These were specifically related to experiences in

the Child Health Clinics, and identified as: interfering, nosey,

uncaring, knowing it all and patronising. Interestingly, however,

once more they were not directed towards the health visitor
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currently working with the client. One woman described a previous

health visitor as "a bit of a tyrant, a big woman and just to see

her thumping up the path used to petrify me, I was frightened to say

anything...it seemed everything I was doing she used to pick holes

in". It is interesting that appropriate attitudes could also be

identified in two other main topic areas: discussing the difference

in practice between the FVT and the student, and discussing factors

which influenced whether they liked the health visitor. This issue

was identified when clients spontaneously described feelings of

liking or warmth towards their health visitor. Table 8.2

demonstrates those personal attributes described as important by

more than one client and ranks them in order of the frequency that

each was cited by the clients.

TABLE 8.2

Personal attribute

Easy to talk to

friendly manner

good listener

cares about children

caring attitude

approachability

down to earth

easy to get on with

makes people feel comfortable

cheerful

kind

N - 24

frequency

12

7

7

5

4

3

3

3

2

2

2

te clients' perception of those personal attributes appropriate for
ie effective practitioner ranked in order of frequency.
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I would suggest it is significant that 12 (50%) of the cohort

identified	 personal attributes which directly influence the

client-practitioner relationship, thereby highlighting the

significance of this issue in their interpretation of professional

practice. Although a total of 27 different personal attributes were

identified within the data, 15 of these were only mentioned by one

participant. Although this demonstrates the range of attributes

which may influence the processes employed in competent practice,

one client clearly described her perception of appropriate

professional attributes as: "likes children, likes people, quite

patient because all mums ask silly questions and don't need to be

snapped at in reply, likes babies - generally friendly - quite

outgoing and extrovert without being nosey - they've got to have

their heads screwed on...knov what they're doing and know what

they're watching out for". It is interesting that although

adaptability was not identified specifically as a personal

attribute, the data clearly demonstrate the clients' recognition and

demand for advice and practice to be appropriate to the Individual

setting. This finding once more highlights the importance of the

intuitive knowing in practice by which practitioners make sense of

the individual practice setting to determine professional

judgements, in the clients' interpretation of professional practice.

I would suggest it is significant that the data analysis

demonstrated the correlation between the clients' perception of the

quality of the health visiting intervention and their feelings for

the practitioner. 10 (42%) of the cohort described explicitly their

feelings of liking the practitioner. Indeed it is interesting that

one student was described as being "too nice at the moment" since
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she appeared to care too much about her clients. Both the women

interviewed who knew the student made similar comments. It is also

pertinent to note that they hoped she would not change when she was

qualified, with the demands of a full caseload. Therefore the

importance of liking the practitioner for their work to be effective

was identified. This specifically related to "not bothering" if a

client did not relate to the practitioner as a person. This

finding was supported with comments such as "Yes, I wouldn't bother

going to see them or listen to them or anything if I didn't like

them as a person" and "...if you think they're an old dragon you

don't bother do you?" Interestingly another woman commented "...if

they don't like the health visitor they tend to think she's no good

at her job". However other clients expressed their concern that a

client could like the practitioner "although she had nothing to

offer as a health visitor". Indeed I would argue that this

evidence, despite demonstrating the correlation between the

perception of practice and the feelings for the practitioner,

identifies not only the complex issue of the client-practitioner

relationship, but also that clients recognise the importance of

identifying competence in practice.

Within the context of the personal attributes of the practitioner

another important theme to emerge was the issue of the practitioner

being a parent herself. Although once again not asked directly the

issue arose in several topic areas. This particularly related to:

negative experiences of practice, giving advice and the difference

in practice between the FlIT and the student. 12 (50%) of the women

initiated the topic and of these only 2 did not consider parenthood

an advantage. Although one actually stated it a disadvantage saying

"...she has had too many children as far as I'm concerned", the
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other said it did not matter "as they (the health visitors) had done

their training". Those women describing it as an important issue

particularly related it to the empathy demonstrated by the

practitioner. This is illustrated by the comment "...if you've been

up all night with him...they don't really know what you're talking

about because they've never done it". In addition they wanted the

health visitors to use their own experience in child rearing to

resolve particular problems they were experiencing with their

children.	 This evidence presents a similar pattern to that

identified by Field et al (1982) who demonstrated that many women in

their study believed health visitors should be parents themselves.

Although this evidence once more reflects the importance of the

personal attributes of the individual practitioner, I would suggest

it also demonstrates the gap between theory and the reality of

practice as practitioners are drawing on their own experience to

supplement professional knowledge. However I would argue that the

clients' perception of the use made by the practitioner of her

personal experiences may also reflect the practitioner's ability to

demonstrate an appreciation of the concept of professional artistry.

The age and ethnic background of the practitioner were the final

issues to emerge from the data, highlighting the influence of

attitudes and personal attributes to practice. Since none of the

vomen had had any contact with a male practitioner, the influence of

gender was not addressed within the data. It is interesting that

some clients perceived the age of the practitioner influencing the

quality of practice; in particular the older practitioner was

identified as not keeping up to date with current ideas in practice.

The younger practitioner was perceived as being easier to relate to

and easier to talk to, which in part was ascribed to a modern
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approach to life generally. However some clients presented an

opposing view and this is illustrated by the comment "...well I know

one that didn't like them because she had a very young one that

didn't know one end of a baby from the other.. .it's very hard being

young". Although the data demonstrate the clients' perception of

the effect of the practitioner's age on the quality of practice, the

interview schedule did not include a specific question relating to

this issue. Therefore the data was obtained from several topics, in

particular exploring the differences in practice between the student

and FWT.

Once more the clients were not asked specifically whether they

considered the ethnic background of the practitioner influenced

their perception of professional practice. Despite all of the

clients included in the study being visited by white health

visitors, two of the 11 students involved were black. Although I

could not identify any theme within the data which related

specifically to the ethnic background of either the student or the

practitioner, it is significant that 2 (8%) of the clients

identified difficulties in communicating with the professionals.

One commented "...the only thing I don't like about it down there

(the child health clinic) is the doctor - being not of our race I

don't understand what she is saying". The other, when describing

the relationship with a student said"...I couldn't understand her

accent - but she was everso nice". This student, although white,

had a strong regional accent. Indeed I would suggest that both these

examples support the findings of previous studies recognising the

importance attached by clients to the communication skills of the

professionals. However, it was not possible to make any further

observations from the available data.
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Therefore I would argue the data demonstrate that although the

majority of the client cohort exhibited an interpretation of

professional practice grounded in a traditional paradigm, focussed

on child health, the significance of not only the attitudes and

personal attributes of the practitioner but also the concept of

professional artistry is demonstrated within the context of that

paradigm. The client, an essential component of the practicum,

plays a fundamental role in the learning experience provided for the

student. Therefore I would suggest that the effectiveness of the

practicum will not only be influenced by the client's interpretation

of professional practice but also by their perception of their role

in the learning environment. This issue provided a further focus to

the data analysis.

The Clients' perception of their role in the practicum

The practicum provides the student with the opportunity of

rehearsing her practice under the close supervision of the FWT, who

has the responsibility for guiding, criticising, analysing,

reviewing and consequently coaching the student's practice.

However, within this context the client is receiving care from both

the FWT and the student. Indeed Smith (1977) describes the dual

responsibility of the teacher and student in providing care for

clients in the community; an issue which is particularly pertinent

in health visiting where the majority of current practice occurs in

a one to one situation in the client's home. This phenomenon

results in the client receiving direct health visiting intervention

from two practitioners simultaneously and research has clearly

demonstrated the stress generated in clients when conflicting advice

and care is offered (Downey 1987 & Bedford 1988). This situation
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raises two specific issues when exploring the clients' perception of

their role in the practicum: the relationship between the student,

FWT and the client and their perception of the students' status

during the learning experience.

The discussion in Chapter 6 has demonstrated the significance of the

relationship between the FVr and the student in the effectiveness of

the practicum. Indeed I would argue that the significance of the

quality of this relationship extends to the client as she is not

only directly influenced by the practice of both the student and

the FWT but also has an individual relationship with both

individuals. The processes involved in this interaction are

illustrated in Figure 8.1.

Therefore the client's perception of the relationship between the

student and the FWT provided an important focus for the analysis.

The issue of the FWT and the student visiting the client together

generated the majority of the data. The predominant theme to emerge

was that the FWT and the student worked together as a team. This is

illustrated by one client's actual comment "...they seem to work

quite well together - they're like a team". Another described how a

student told her that she would tell the FWT all that had gone on

during the visit on her return to the office, particularly if she

had offered any advice so that the FVT could contact the client if

necessary. Others described their enjoyment of their experience of

the joint visiting from the student and the FWT. The clients'

perception of the strength of the relationship between the FVT and

student was illustrated by two women who articulated their concern

about assessing a student if their opinion was different from that

of the FVT. One commented "...as she gets to like somebody then
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she's not going to take kindly if you take a different opinion".

This issue is discussed in greater depth later in the chapter. The

quality of the relationship was also identified by the client's

perception of the level of support given by the FWT to the student

during the visit. One client observed that "...it seems as if Gemma

said her piece and then she was vaiting for Mrs Vhite to say that

she was right or wrong". Indeed another described the student as

finding her FWT "a great help". I would argue it is significant

that two clients identified the influence of role modelling in the

relationship and one described her feelings saying "...a bit

embarrassing if the fieldwork teacher asks you how you felt seeing

as they worked so closely together - it would be harder to give my

honest opinion".	 However the data also demonstrated that some

clients identified the difficulties in the student-FVT relationship.

The apparent lack of co-operation was illustrated by one client who

commented "...I felt a bit sorry for Jenny sometimes...I felt that

perhaps Mrs Lawrence wasn't as helpful as she might have been". I

would argue that it is significant that the clients were able to

identify the quality of the student-FWT relationship, particularly

as in some cases this was described in terms of the personal

attributes and attitudes of the student and practitioner. However,

I would suggest the quality of the student-FWT relationship also

requires addressing in relation to its effect on the individual

client, particularly as this may have implications for the client's

perception of her role in the practicum.

The data used to explore this issue was generated by asking clients

to identify the similarities and differences in the methods of

practice used by the student and the FWT. 14 (58%) of the cohort
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stated that they both worked in a very similar way. The expressions

used to describe the similarities included: down to earth, very easy

going, cared about what we thought, same ideas and friendly feel. I

would argue it is significant that all the factors related to the

personal attributes and attitudes of the practitioner, once again

highlighting the importance the clients attach to these practice

issues. Although 7 (29%) identified differences in practice, in

two instances this was related to the age of the student who was

much younger than her FVT. However in both cases they qualified

their comments with examples: one stated the student was a better

listener, the other that the student was easier to talk to. However

once again the other factors related to personal attributes and

attitudes of the practitioner. These included: shoving a greater

interest in the family, being very authoritarian in giving advice,

lacking in confidence and never having enough time for the client.

It is significant that the clients again identified the concept of

role modelling with the comment "...very similar - June's way has

rubbed off on Jean (the student) probably - very similar people or

seem to bet. Interestingly another commented "...if they train them

to be like themselves people like us aren't going to like them".

Two other vomen felt unable to make a comparison because their

contact with either the student or the FYT had been too limited. It

is interesting that the practice issues identified in the

similarities and differences in the practice of the FVT and the

student, all related to the personal attributes and attitudes of the

practitioner.

Indeed I would argue this finding demonstrates the significance of

these factors in the client's interpretation of practice. 	 In

addition I would suggest that these practice issues also play a
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significant role in influencing the practitioner's understanding and

appreciation of the concept of professional artistry. It is also

significant that of the four couples of FWTs and stt dents,

identified by clients as demonstrating conflicting approaches to

practice, the individual student in each case had expressed concern

about the quality of her relationship with the FWT. This I would

suggest demonstrates that the quality of the student-practitioner

relationship has implications for the role of the client in the

practicum. It must also raise questions about the standard of care

offered to the client, particularly in terms of conflicting

practice.

A particular issue for those clients receiving conflicting

approaches in practice must relate to whom the client perceives as

the principal care giver. This is particularly pertinent to the

clients' perception of their role in the practicum, since a

fundamental aim of the practicum is to enable the student to

rehearse her practice under the supervision of a skilled

practitioner. The clients' perception of the students' status

during their time in the practicum was therefore used to explore

this issue. Although all the clients in the study sample had been

informed of the student status of the individual, only 3 (23Z) of

the participants expressed any concern about a student working with

the family. In two instances this related specifically to the level

of knowledge of the student, and was illustrated by the comment "It

crossed my mind but then Mary reassured me and said that if there

was anything she didn't know she would always check". In the third

case the client directly related her concern to her relationship

with the FWT saying"...I was a bit worried at first because I did

like Linda...I thought she was going to be mine all the time and I
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didn't vant to lose contact vith Linda". However the predominant

theme to emerge vas their willingness to be involved with the

student, particularly as they recognised that the FWT would maintain

contact with the family. This is illustrated by one client saying

"No, because Janice made it clear that if there was anything still

worrying me that nobody would be offended if I decided to ring

Janice and check with her". 4 (17%) of the clients specifically

stated that they considered it an advantage and this was related

particularly to the frequency of their contact with the

practitioners. An example is given by a client who said "No, I

probably thought I was gaining...She was round much more often and

had more time". Others acknowledged that their acceptance of the

situation related to the students' previous experience, particularly

as they knew they were registered nurses with midwifery experience.

However others simply felt that the students must get their

experience somewhere. Indeed one client commented "No, it didn't

worry me because I feel sorry for them...Whatever type of job -

you've got to learn and you feel a bit nervous".

It is pertinent to note that although all the clients had been asked

if they agreed to the student visiting, in some instances the

request was made with the student present. One client described her

experience saying "They came round when I was pregnant and she asked

if I minded if a student health visitor visited me and I said no".

However, I would suggest, that it is very difficult for the client

to refuse to participate when the student is present, particularly

when the health visitor is seen in a position of authority. This

concept therefore provided another important focus for the analysis

of the clients' perception of their role in the practicum. Only one

client expressed any hesitation about families being used in student
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training.	 She related this specifically to the age of her child

commenting "No, but if she had been quite tiny then obviously I

would have preferred to have had Mrs Brown - I was quite happy - I

mean they've got to learn somehow". This feeling was expressed by

the majority of women. Several commented it was the only way the

student could possibly learn and practical experience was considered

particularly important in jobs such as health visiting. One woman

said "Like any trade, they've got to get experience or they don't

get good at the job...there are things that happen in real families

that wouldn't crop up in books". Another described her feelings

saying "How are they going to get their experience if they don't -

how is anyone going to learn anything if they haven't got something

practical to work on - no as long as there's back-up and the actual

health visitor". The importance of the support of the FlIT was cited

by several participants and I would argue demonstrates once more the

significance of the student-FVT relationship. 	 One client

specifically expressed her pleasure at having been selected by the

FlIT saying "I feel pretty good Janice had chosen to put Sarah with

us out of all the families that she has - I'm sure she wouldn't have

put her here if she didn't think we would be interested". It is

significant that these data demonstrate the clients' recognition of

the gap between theory and practice which exists in professional

education.	 I would argue also that the data demonstrate the

clients' recognition that students need to relate theory and

practice continuously if they are to develop the ability to

reflect-in-action which is essential for the competent practitioner.

In addition, the data demonstrated that the participants considered

involving clients in student learning an advantage to the client.

This was particularly related to the need for the students to have

experience working with families prior to qualification, to offer an
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alternative perspective of the students' performance and to provide

an insight into the lives of different families. Indeed I could not

identify any negative findings in the data, vhich I would argue

demonstrates that the clients perceive themselves fulfilling a

significant role in practicum in providing the reality of the

practice setting.

Student or Practitioner: the clients' perception of the students'

role in the practicum

However I would suggest it is equally significant to explore the

clients' perception of the students' role in the practicum. The way

the clients referred to the students and the FWTs, provided a focus

for analysing the client's perception of the student's status during

the practicum. It is interesting that although all the clients

referred to the students by their first name, the majority of FWTs

were referred to by their surnames. The predominant theme related

to the status of the practitioner in particular that of authority.

One client described her feelings saying "I don't feel I should call

her Doreen. I don't know, I suppose that, that is - I'm a bit funny

about authority". Another explained "I was brought up that people

at hospitals, school teachers, were Mr and Mrs". Indeed, another

client felt it kept the relationship on "a professional level". It

is perhaps significant that both these PVTs were amongst the group

who had been identified as practising differently from their

students. Another FWT within this group referred to her clients by

their surname although they referred to her by her first name. This

I would suggest is another method of the professional controlling

the client-health visitor relationship. Those clients who used the

practitioner's first names attributed it to their relationship with

the individual and this is demonstrated by such comments as "Janice
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is as much a personal friend as a health visitor which is nice if

you have problems which need confiding". Interestingly only one

client considered it irrelevant what she actually called the health

visitor. Although these data relate specifically to the clients'

perception of their relationship with the student, I would argue

they also highlight once again the importance ascribed to the

personal attributes and attitudes of the practitioner.

The data generated from the issue of whether the clients had

experienced any difficulties during the student's contact with the

family, was also used to explore the client's perception of the

student's status during the practicum. Indeed none of the clients

had experienced any difficulties related directly to the student

visiting the family and several were very positive about the

experience. However three main issues were identified: one client

commented on the age of the student saying "I was just surprised

that she was older - when you think of a student you think of

someone young", another stated "No, the only thing I found awkward

was when Janice came with Sarah...I felt 'who should I be talking

to?' I wasn't clear who was watching who". The final issue was

identified by a client saying "No, sometimes I thought perhaps I was

asking her too many questions - putting too much strain on her".

Other clients clearly demonstrated their perception of the

practitioner role fulfilled by the student. 3 (13%) clients

identified the similarity in the role of the FJT and the student.

One commented "I saw her as a health visitor...I never thought of

her as not trained- she seemed so experienced that I sort of thought

she was able to help me really". The predominant theme was that the

students were helpful and able to offer advice. This is illustrated

by one client's comment "I don't feel that she couldn't answer
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anything I asked her - she's doing her job - I don't feel 'you're no

good Pat' I would ask Anne (the FWT) the same questions". Another

actually preferred the student stating that "She's a lot easier to

talk to - she puts you first, you know what I mean". Other clients

identified factors which demonstrated the student status: lack of

confidence, just watching a child's progress and creating anxiety in

the student by asking too many questions. However, it is

significant that others specifically saw the student in a learning

situation. This was illustrated with the comment"...with a second

child it was a waste of time from my point of view - I wouldn't say

she wasn't learning anything but I didn't find it helpful". Another

example was provided by the comment "I think a lot of people who

Brenda goes to and visits are fairly lonely and bored and enjoy it".

Indeed several women described their interest in the student's

course and what they were doing.

The clients' perception of the students' status during the practicum

was explored further, using data from the discussion on the clients'

expectation of the students' level of knowledge. It is interesting

to note that there was a correlation between those women who placed

the student in the practitioner role and satisfaction with the

advice they were offered. One woman said "She gave me all the

things about the injections telling me what might happen and what to

look for - she gave me all the stuff". Whereas a client's comments

about a student who was merely perceived in a learning situation was

"She's a little bit 'you must do this, you must do that' which I

found - the issues I remember were vitamin drops and safety at home

- how I was going to move everything and I wasn't going to do it".

However, I would suggest that several clients recognised the

student's role in the practicum by acknowledging their admiration
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and trust in those students who were prepared to admit the gaps in

their level of knowledge. One client commented "She said that if

there was anything she didn't know she would always check - so she

never pretended she knew something she didn't - she always said 'I'm

sorry I don't know that but I'll look into it' - she was very good

like that". Another actually described it as "...like driving a

car, you don't really start until you've passed your test - it's a

matter of experience", clearly demonstrating her understanding of

the aim of the practicum.

However the students' status in the practicum was less obvious when

the clients were asked how they would have managed the hypothetical

situation of being unhappy about their participation in the

practicum. Indeed it is significant that the predominant theme was

one of uncertainty. This was described by words such as 'probably,

suppose, awkward' and 'think'. However the difficulty that many

women would have experienced in sharing their feelings with the FVT

was striking. One woman said "I think I would have got in touch

with Janice - I wouldn't have been able to say to the student - I

did think at the beginning 'what would I do if we didn't get on',

may be it's a good thing to let people know if they don't get on

with the student, they can let their health visitor know". Another

said "It probably would have taken a week or two to think about it

because I'm one of these people who would think 'perhaps you're

being silly - perhaps you got off on the wrong foot'". I would

argue it is significant that 5 (21Z) of the clients felt they would

allow the situation to continue. One demonstrated confusion by

saying "I think I would have gone and said - I probably would have

waited until the thing had finished - I don't know - I might have

gone to Mrs Lawrence and said 'well I don't really like her' ".
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However, several women said they would have contacted the FVT,

clearly demonstrating they would not have found it difficult to

complain about the student. One woman described her feelings saying

"I would have rung Deborah (the FWT) - difficult but she vould have

had to have been quite horrible - quite bad - as I thought I was

helping Deborah out I would have rung her up and asked for some

else". Some of the women commented that although they felt able to

inform the FVr, other women might not and this was a cause of

concern.

The discussion about the client's contact with the FWT and any

change they had perceived in this during their participation in the

practicum, provided the final issue to explore the client's

perception of the student's status in the practicum. Although the

predominant theme was that they had not experienced any change in

their contact, several women related this to their perception of the

service. One commented "No, because once you've had a baby and she

knows everything is basically alright it's left to you to go down to

the clinic". Others stated that they felt they still had access to

the FWT and continued to phone her and go to the Child Health Clinic

specifically for advice. However, it was not possible to determine

from the data whether this was due to lack of confidence in the

student or because the student was unavailable. Those who had

perceived a change described it only in terms of less contact; not

as changing their relationship. One woman said "Jenny seems to have

taken over a bit of the load from Mrs Lawrence - she's there if I

really need her...oh yes, I've phoned on a couple of occasions".

Although they acknowledged they had less contact, this had not

created any anxiety as the FWT was available if required. It is

interesting that 3 (13%) described themselves as "gaining" from the
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students' involvement. One described her feelings saying "Yes I

have seen her (the FWT) less - it hasn't worried me, I've still been

able to get the help I've wanted - in fact I saw her (the student) a

lot more often that I did Leslie - so I didn't miss out, I got

extra".

Therefore although the data demonstrate a consensus amongst the

client cohort about their role in the practicuin, I would argue it is

significant that their perception of the students' role differed

substantially. Some quite clearly perceived the students' role as

that intended in the concept of the practicum: the students

rehearsing their practice in a protected environment under the close

supervision of an experienced practitioner. Although others

perceived the student as a practitioner with similar skills to that

of a FWT ( and therefore made complex demands of the students'

practice), others identified the student purely in a learning

situation. Indeed they did not perceive the student offering

effective health visiting intervention. This evidence highlights

the range of the clients' perception of the students' status in the

practicum, which I would suggest not only has implications for their

participation in the learning processes in the practicum, but more

significantly in the process of assessing competence in practice.

Assessing competence in practice: the client's perspective

Clients have been involved in the training of student health

visitors since the introduction of the revised syllabus in 1966.

However their involvement in the process of assessing competence in

practice has been limited to an informal level. Indeed the earlier

discussion in Chapter 6 has highlighted the dilemma experienced by

Frrs in acknowledging the client's assessment of the student's
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performance.	 Pollock (1983) demonstrated that patients' views of

the nursing care of students in general nurse education were of

considerable value, particularly when assessing the affective domain

of their nursing skills. She also demonstrated that the patients in

the study were very willing to participate in the assessment

procedure.	 However I would argue it is significant that both

learners and the teachers expressed some doubts about the patients

involvement in the process because of their patient status.

Although the clients participating in the practicum in health

visiting are not sick, they have a variety of health needs which may

influence their ability and willingness to participate in the

assessment process. It is also significant to note the perceptions

of some students of the different client groups involved in the

practicum. This is illustrated by one student who commented "There

are quite a lot of difficult families out there in the community.

Not just the odd one...there are some people who will never listen

or just don't want to". Indeed I would suggest this type of comment

not only reflects the student's interpretation of practice but also

highlights the significance of the intuitive knowing in practice

demonstrated by practitioners in making professional judgements to

competence in practice.

However I would also argue that the initial findings in the data

analysis not only demonstrate the significant role that clients play

in providing the reality of the practice setting but also in

identifying the personal attributes and attitudes of the

practitioner. Therefore I would suggest that the clients have a

significant role to play in the process of assessing the student's

competence in practice.	 This issue therefore provided the final

focus for the data analysis.
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I vould argue it is significant that the majority of women felt able

to give an opinion about their perception of the students'

competence in practice. As identified above this particularly

related to the reality of the practice setting and the personal

attributes and attitudes of the individual student. An example is

given by one client saying "I'd say yes - I would have liked to have

been involved because June's (the FWT) opinion might have been

different to mine...the family might have had a different experience

vith the student". As previously identified Watson (1986)

demonstrated that clients' perceptions of effective health visiting

intervention do not always reflect the views of the practitioner.

The importance of the personal attributes and attitudes of the

practitioner in health visiting was once more identified. Several

women identified the personal attributes of the students when

stating their willingness to be involved in the process. This is

illustrated by the comment "They've got to be a certain type of

person to do these jobs - it's one of those jobs you have got to

have a feeling for - I didn't have that problem at all because she

was so good - she was a natural". However other women expressed

some reluctance in their ability to make that judgement. It is

interesting that some women felt that this was because they were not

qualified to offer an opinion. Indeed one commented "Well I'm not

qualified really to make that - but I would think she'd make an

excellent heath visitor". Another related it to the amount of

experience the parent had had of the health visiting service saying,

"It's an easy question for me - we've had 3 children and 5 different

health visitors. But perhaps someone that hasn't had as many babies

might not be able to ansver it - after all what is a good health

visitor?". Indeed 3 (13%) of the client cohort actually stated that
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they would find it difficult to give an opinion on the student's

competence in practice. Although one related this specifically to

the responsibility of making that sort of decision, another related

it directly to her opinion of the student's practice saying "I think

we probably could contribute - it would be more difficult if we felt

the student wasn't very good - you don't like to put someone down

when they're training". Therefore I would argue that the findings

demonstrate that the client's willingness to participate in the

process is not only influenced by the client-student relationship

but also by the client's perception of the student's personal

attributes and attitudes. I would suggest this particularly relates

to the sensitivity and adaptability demonstrated by the student.

Indeed it is significant that when clients were asked to identify

the reasons for describing the student as an effective practitioner,

the majority of factors related to the personal attributes and

attitudes of the student rather than their skills and practice.

These are identified in Table 8.3.

This demonstrates the importance clients attach to the personal

attributes and attitudes when deciding their opinion of the

student's competence in practice. It is interesting that although

negative factors were actually expressed by one client, she

acknowledged the positive attributes of the student. The negative
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TABLE 8.3.

Personality Factors

friendly manner

interested in the family

get on easily

listens

'a natural health visitor'

understanding

easy to talk to

time for parents

sympathetic

caring

acknowledges thoughts of parents

kind

nice

Practice Factors

asking appropriate questions

answering questions

giving the right information

giving suggestions

'knows what she's doing'

tries to do things for you

persuasive

sense of humour

The factors identified by client cohort in describing whether the
student is perceived as an effective practitioner.

factors specifically related to the skills of the student in the

affective domain, demonstrating a similar pattern to the findings in

the study undertaken by Pollock (1983). Indeed some clients

actually identified aspects of the student's practice which required

improving or modifying. These were: communication, caring too much,

inexperience and using their own experiences of motherhood. It is

interesting that in some instances inexperience was related to the

lack. of having children rather than the students' level of

knowledge.	 However this directly contradicts the feelings of
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another client vhich I would suggest highlights once more the

significance of the intuitive knowing in practice of the

practitioner in determining strategies in practice.

Clients were also asked directly if they considered it too difficult

to be involved in the assessment process. Although the majority did

not consider it too difficult for them to give an opinion, it was

possible to identify specific themes revealed by the data: the

problem of subjectivity, the importance of the clients' opinion and

the importance of their opinion only being part of the assessment

procedure. It is interesting that the issue of subjectivity in

assessing the student was recognised. This was illustrated by one

client commenting "I think she'd have to ask questions around it

rather than say - because that's - simply yes or no and it may

depend on what mood you're in". However several women were emphatic

that professionals did not attach enough importance to the opinions

of consumers. Nonetheless the predominant theme amongst those

clients who considered the process too difficult related to their

perceived lack of knowledge of the criteria which required

assessing. One woman said "...because I don't know what qualities

the authorities are looking for - you can ask how we see Jenny on

our side of things - how we find her as a person - but job-vise I

wouldn't really know". The difficulty of participating in the

process when they did not like the student was also identified.

Indeed another client expressed her concern about how she would feel

having to say the student was no good when she thought "...their job

is hanging on it". This once more highlights the significance of the

student-client relationship. I would suggest that it is significant

that on further analysis there was a correlation between those women

who were anxious about participating in the process and their
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perception of the students' role in the practicum. Indeed it is

significant that only one of these clients had identified the

student fulfilling an appropriate role in the practicum. The others

had described the student as merely fulfilling a learning role. I

would suggest this once more highlights the importance of the role

of the FWT in coaching the student in the practicum.

Having identified that the majority of the clients were willing to

participate in the assessment process the next stage in the analysis

was to establish the clients' perception of the most appropriate

method to carry out the process. The clients were asked directly

how they would like to be involved in the procedure, with two

alternatives being suggested in the interview schedule: an

interview with the FVT or completing a questionnaire which would be

returned to the college. It is interesting that the clients were

very divided in their opinions about the most appropriate method. 8

(33%) stated that they considered an interview or talking to the FiJT

would be the most appropriate. The reasons given were: a dislike of

completing forms, concern that general impressions could not be

expressed on paper, the ability to express themselves more

effectively verbally and to enable more information to be obtained

about the students' performance. Indeed one client said "I'd prefer

to be asked questions - things that you wouldn't think to put down

on the questionnaire, one thing could lead to another". I would

suggest it is significant that these clients also raised the issue

of the information being confidential. However 9 (38%) stated that

they would rather complete a questionnaire. The predominant theme

to emerge was that they felt it would be easier. This related

specifically to the issue of their relationship with both the

student and the FWT. The clients were particularly concerned that
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they would find it difficult to share their feelings about the

student with the FWT. This is illustrated by the comment "...the

questionnaire would be better - if you're face to face then you're

not going to say what you really feel - Deborah had them working

with her. You're not going to say 'I don't think much of her'".

However one client commented "It's only if you really like your

health visitor you're going to tell her the truth - perhaps both

ways should be offered and choose which would be best for you".

Indeed, 5 (21Z) actually stated that they did not mind or did not

know and these feelings are illustrated by one comment "I don't know

really - see, what to me is right isn't necessarily right for

someone else - so long as it's clear it's just how I feel, it

wouldn't worry me either way". It is interesting that 3 (13Z)

actually offered the alternative of an independent person

undertaking the task of interviewing the clients and saw the

researcher as being the ideal person to fulfil this role. This

role was illustrated with a comment such as "I think a meeting like

this would be a good idea - with you - whereas with Janice I might

be just giving her an opinion because I talk to her as a friend".

The difficulty was particularly related once more to giving an

honest opinion of a student's performance and it was considered much

easier with someone unknown to the client. Therefore although the

clients expressed their willingness and interest in participating in

the assessment process their hesitation in selecting the appropriate

method was clearly identified.

Indeed I would argue that the data demonstrate that although the

clients are willing and able to participate in the process of

assessing the students' competence in practice, the appropriate

method to use in undertaking this task is difficult to establish. I
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vould suggest this relates not only to the student-client-FWT

relationship but also to the clients' perception of the role the

student has performed in the practicuin which indeed is in part

dependent on the coaching of the FWT.

Conclusions

I would argue that the data demonstrate the significant role played

by the client in the	 student's learning experience in the

practicum. However, the effectiveness of that role is influenced

not only by the clients' interpretation of professional practice but

also by those issues inherent to the practicum: the student-client

relationship,	 the FVT-client	 relationship,	 the student-FlIT

relationship and the quality of the coaching provided by the FVT.

It is significant that the clients specifically identified an

important aspect of their role in providing the reality of the

practice setting.A recurrent theme throughout the data identifies

the significance of	 the personal attributes and attitudes

considered appropriate to the competent practitioner and highlights

the influence of these issues in the outcome of health visiting

intervention. The clients clearly articulated how these practice

issues influenced not only the processes involved in the students'

practice but also their interpretation of professional practice, the

students' role in the practicum and their assessment of the

students' practice. Indeed I would argue that it is significant

that the clients also demonstrated their ability to differentiate

between the student who was merely liked and the student who was

perceived as competent in practice. In addition I would argue that

the data demonstrate the significance in the clients' interpretation

of professional practice of the intuitive knowing in practice by

which practitioners make sense of the individual practice setting to
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inform professional judgements. However I would suggest that

personal attributes and attitudes play a fundamental role in

influencing the practioner's understanding and appreciation of the

concept of professional atistry.

Although the data demonstrate the willingness and ability of clients

to participate in the practicum, the factors impeding their

participation are also highlighted. I would argue that the

relationship between the individuals participating in the practicum

is central to this issue. The relationship betveen the student and

FWT will influence the quality of coaching that is provided. This in

turn will influence the students' ability to undertake a

practitioner role, which may influence the student's relationship

with the client. The client-FVT relationship provides a further

dimension in influencing the effectiveness of the practicum and I

would suggest highlights the significance of role modelling in the

practicum. However, once more I would argue that central to these

issues are the personal attributes and attitudes of the student and

practitioner. Indeed I would argue that these are significant in

influencing whether the client is willing to participate in the

process of assessing the students' competence in practice. Although

there are difficulties in clients participating in this process, I

would argue that the data demonstrate that clients have a clear

understanding of the personal attributes, attitudes and

interpersonal skills necessary in the competent practitioner. Their

perception of effective health visiting includes practice issues,

which are particularly difficult for the FV to assess and relate

specifically to the affective domain of the students' performance.

Therefore I would argue that the clients' ability to articulate the

factors which they consider important indicators of competence in
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professional practice fulfil an important component in the

assessment process. This I would suggest reflects the fundamental

role that clients play in the practicum, both in student learning

and assessment.	 In addition I would suggest that their role

contributes to the students' perception of their transition from the

practicum to practice during the period of supervised practice.
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CHAPTER 9

The transition from practicum to practice: the implications for the

interpretation of professional practice and the assessment of

competence in practice

The transition from practicum to practice requires the student to

adjust to the reality of her practice vorid, including the pressures,

risks and distractions found in the individual practice settings

(Schon 1987). Supervised practice was introduced during the revision

of the health visitor course in 1965 to allow the student to make a

gradual transition from the practicum to practice. Indeed this

period is described as enabling the student "to consolidate knowledge

and practical skills learned during the academic year in a working

situation" (CETHV 1982). However, I would suggest it is significant

that this description does not address either implicitly or

explicitly the intuitive knowing in practice by which practitioners

make sense of the practice setting to inform and determine

professional judgements. This is in contrast to the findings cited

earlier, demonstrating the concern experienced by individuals within

the client cohort that the student's practice would change once

qualified. The emphasis on an epistemology of practice grounded in a

model of technical rationality, rather than that of

reflection-in-action, raises the issue once more of not only the

interpretation of professional practice demonstrated by the student

during this period, but also that of the practitioner responsible for

her supervision. This in turn has implications not only for the

methods used during this period to assess the student's competence,

in practice but also the validity of those procedures as perceived by

those individuals involved in the process.
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The procedures used to assess this final stage in the student's

education and training include both a theoretical and practical

component.	 The theoretical component has been included in this

present study as it is based on the student's perception of the

health visiting intervention offered to client groups during the

practicum.	 The practical component involves an assessment of the

student's competence in practice during supervised practice and an

oral examination at the end of this period of practice.	 These

procedures, which have been previously described in detail in Chapter

2, have implications for the students' interpretation of professional

practice during this transitional stage of the student's course.

Although an essential component of the process used to assess

competence in practice, I would suggest it is significant that I

omitted these procedures from my original study protocol. I would

argue that this highlights a phenomenon experienced by many

practitioners: the perception of the course as two distinct phases

rather than a continuum of professional development. Indeed I would

suggest this has implications for the student's interpretation of

professional practice in the period of supervised practice. This

issue therefore provided an important focus in the confidential

questionnaire circulated to the student cohort on completion of the

course (Appendix P). At the time of the empirical work (in 1984),

evidence suggested that the three procedures, namely, the period of

supervised practice, the health visiting studies and the oral

examination, were assessed independently; a situation which I would

argue has implications for the extent to which practitioners perceive

the procedures as a valid method of assessing competence in practice.

This is particularly pertinent when students have passed the health

visiting studies but failed the oral examination.	 These issues
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therefore also provided a framework for the analysis of the data

obtained from the confidential questionnaire, the postal survey and

the semi-structured interviews with students, FWTs and lecturers in

the case study college. However as there are three specific

procedures involved in this stage of assessing competence in practice

each will be considered in turn in relation to these issues.

Supervised practice provides the initial focus as this is a

fundamental component of this stage of the students' training.

The period of supervised practice

This period of training was introduced in 1966 and extended the

course from nine to twelve months. During this period of practice,

which must be a minimum of nine weeks, it is recommended that

students are given the opportunity to extend and practice their

skills in a working situation "allowing sufficient independence yet

offering support and advice" (CETHV 1982:33). However I would argue

that the guidelines provided for the size of workload and the type of

health visiting experience available to the student during this time,

once more highlight the emphasis on a model of technical rationality.

Although the students' placement for supervised practice is arranged

by the seconding or sponsoring Health Authority, the educational

institution retains the responsibility for ensuring that the

placement is appropriate. However if this placement offers the

student a significantly different practice environment to that

experienced in the practicum, I would argue this raises the question

as to the extent to which this period may be considered one of

transition. This raises three specific issues which were addressed

within the confidential questionnaire circulated to the students:

- to what extent was the student provided with the opportunity of

extending the practice issues developed in the practicum?
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- to what extent was the student given professional independence

during this period of transition?

- what was the student's perception of the validity of the procedures

used to assess competence in practice during this stage of training?

21 out of 27 students returned the completed questionnaire giving a

response rate of 78%. This compared with a response rate of 96% for

the initial questionnaire completed during the course. However it is

interesting that one student completed the final questionnaire who

had not responded to the initial request. One respondent was not

currently practising in health visiting as she had married and moved

to a new area where there were no vacant health visiting posts. 14

(67X) of the respondents, once qualified, remained in the placements

allocated to them during supervised practice: the traditional

practice in health visiting education. However, of those students

who had changed posts on qualification, the following reasons were

cited: "difficult journey, lack of vacant posts, maternity leave and

bureaucratic incompetence". Indeed I would suggest it is significant

that only one of these students had actually requested a change in

position. Although an equal number of students were practising in

either a G.P. attachment or a geographical placement, a significant

proportion of these students had changed their practice setting from

that experienced in the practicum. Indeed I would suggest that this

situation influences the extent to which the student is able to

consolidate and develop the interpretation of practice experienced

during the practicum. 	 This issue therefore provided the initial

focus for the data analysis.
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The period of transition: the students' perception of their

opportunity to extend the interpretation of practice developed in the

practicum

The difference in the interpretation of professional practice amongst

individual practitioners and indeed amongst practitioners and clients

has been highlighted throughout the data. The influence of the FWT

on the students' interpretation of professional practice has also

been demonstrated in Chapter 7. I would suggest both these factors

are significant vhen exploring the students' perception of the

opportunity to extend the interpretation of professional practice

developed in the practicum. When the students were asked to identify

similarities and differences in the practice setting between the

practicum and the period of supervised practice, the majority of

students identified differences in practice. One student described

the two experiences as "totally different" and cited the social class

of the clients, unemployment rates, the ratio of clients from an

ethnic minority group and housing conditions as the reason for this

observation. Table 9.1 demonstrates the frequency by which

differences in health visiting practice were cited by the student

cohort.
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TABLE 9.1

Practice Differences

The Socio-econoinic group of clients 	 10

Work with the elderly	 6

Clients from an ethnic minority group	 5

Crisis work
	

4

Unemployment rates in client groups	 4

Rousing of client groups	 3

Travelling Families	 2

N 21

The Students' perception of the differences in health visiting
practice between the practicum and Supervised Practice

Although the students' perception of the influence of the

socio-economic status of the clients is clearly demonstrated,

particularly by the student who commented "at first I felt how can I

speak about health if housing and finance are their main worries", I

would argue it is significant that the practice differences are once

more grounded in tasks and client groups. This I would argue

demonstrates the lack of emphasis on the significance of an

appreciation of professional artistry in competence in practice.

Indeed I would also argue that the data reveal the emphasis on an

epistemology of practice grounded in a model of technical

rationality. This finding is illustrated by the comment "I felt I

had had no grounding in approaching and dealing with people who

perhaps didn't want to see a health visitor". Therefore although the

data demonstrate the students' perceptions of differences rather than

similarities in the two practice settings, I would argue that the

interpretation of practice remains grounded in a traditional paradigm

of maternal and child health. However, it is significant that in
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neither practice setting is the student provided with the opportunity

or expereince of developing the ability to reflect-in-action.

When the issue of the students' perception of the practicum as a

means of preparing them for practice was explored in more depth, 12

(57%) of the students expressed negative feelings. The predominant

theme related to specific practice issues, in particular giving

advice to clients. One student described the practicum as "being

insufficient for me to come across and know the answers and advice

that mothers needed to questions on bringing up children which I

became inundated with once I vas out full-time - my colleagues gave

me tips on advice to give out". Another described herself feeling

"stunned" by the amount of detailed information clients requested.

The Child Health Clinic was also identified as an area of

insufficient experience and this issue occurs as a recurring theme

throughout the data. I would argue it is significant, that both the

giving of advice and the experience of Child Health clinics, were

identified by clients as practice issues, which were particularly

dependent on the practitioner's ability to use her intuitive knowing-

in-practice to inform and determine professional judgements. It is

significant that other practice issues which involve the use of

intuitive knowing-in-practice such as assessing priorities in the

workload, and home visiting were identified as being particularly

stressful for the students during this time. Although much of the

stress of newly qualified practitioners is related to child abuse

(Dauncey 1986, Appleby 1987), only 2 (10%) of the student cohort

cited this issue. I would suggest that this phenomenon is explained

by the fact that the majority of the students were not actually

working with families where the children were known to be at risk.

This once more raises the question of the extent to which supervised
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practice can be described as a period of transition, particularly as

3 (14%) of the students stated that families or clients who had been

identified as having either an overt social or medical problem had

been removed from their vorkload.

It is also pertinent to note that the students actually articulated

their concern about the adequacy of their experience in the practicum

in preparing them for supervised practice. One student commented

"Fieldwork practice gave me only a flavour of health visiting - this

is not a criticism of fieldwork practice - it was all that was

possible in the time available". This feeling of inadequacy in

preparation was also demonstrated by the students' dependence on

health visiting colleagues. 17 (81%) described their colleagues as

an extremely useful source of knowledge and practice advice. One

student expressed her feelings stating that colleagues were

"extremely useful in not only supervised practice but also the first

6 months afterwards - mainly in getting their advice as to how to

deal with the practical problems that mothers were asking me for help

with - if I couldn't answer problems I met during the day my

colleagues game me tips so I could return to the client with

constructive help". These findings demonstrate the students'

perception of an epistemology of practice grounded in a model of

technical rationality which has serious implications for not only the

interpretation of professional practice but also assessing competence

in practice.

It is significant that in the student group expressing positive

feelings about their experience in the practicum, the influence of

the individual FVT was once more highlighted. One student described

her feelings saying she was "well prepared during fieldwork practice
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due to an excellent FVT". Another vent on to identify the areas

where the preparation by the FWT had been particularly helpful:

undertaking a Child Health Clinic on her own, contacts she should

make with other services, keeping up to date in changes in practice

and policies in the area and discussing families in depth. However,

it is interesting that another student, despite a positive experience

in the practicum stated that it was not until the "student health

visitor is undergoing supervised practice that she is exposed to the

full responsibility of the role of the health visitor". This finding

raises questions once more about the effectiveness of the practicum,

particularly in relation to the FWT's ability to not only reflect in

practice but also to reflect-in-action. Other comments demonstrated

the ambivalence of the students' feelings. Although they

acknowledged that the practicum had provided a good foundation for

practice, students expressed reservations about the value of the

experience in an environment which differed considerably to that of

supervised practice. A student commented "I'm not sure of the value

of experience given in an inner city area when one ends up in

surburbia and vice versa". It is significant that this theme was

also demonstrated by those students who considered their experience

in the practicum negative. I would argue that these data highlight

the significance of using a conceptual framework for practice, in

addition to basing the curriculum on an epistemology of practice

grounded in reflection-in-action in order to prepare the student to

meet the demands of the individual practice setting. Implicit within

this framework is the need for the student to develop an

understanding and appreciation of the concept of professional

artistry.

Indeed, I would also argue the data raise questions as to the extent
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to which supervised practice acts as a period of transition for the

student. This relates not only to the interpretation of professional

practice but also the use made of supervised practice by the student

and undoubtedly some supervisors; with some individuals clearly

favouring the model of the practicum rather than a period of

transition from student to practitioner.	 Indeed I would question

whether it is possible to achieve this transition within this time

span and there is little evidence to justify the selection of the

current period of nine weeks.	 Vilkie (1979:25) argues that the

difficulties in designing the revised syllabus, related directly to

the concern that the course would be "unattractive to candidates who

had already spent not less than four years in professional training".

Indeed financial constraints governed the decision to implement the

current period of supervised practice, rather than the learning needs

of the student. It is significant that my concern about the length

of supervised practice, and the need to introduce a probationary year

of practice, is shared by other members of the profession (NSC 1980;

DHSS 1986).

The Extent to which students were given professional independence

during this period of transition.

Another important focus in the questionnaire related to the students'

perception of their role during supervised practice. Previous data

demonstrate that during the practicum, individuals in both the

student and client cohort, perceived the student in a practitioner

role.	 Indeed, as previously described the aim of the practicum

requires the student to undertake this role under the close

supervision of the FVT. However, during supervised practice the

student-supervisor relationship is different to that of the

student-FVT; with the emphasis on assessment and support rather than
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coaching. Although the ENB describe supervised practice as a period

of professional development, I would suggest that many students

perceive themselves primarily as a practitioner from the beginning of

this period which has implications for the process of assessing

competence in practice.	 Therefore the students were asked to

describe their perception of the degree of professional independence

apportioned to them during supervised practice.	 Only 3 (14Z)

described any perceived restrictions in their independence. 	 2 of

these students had had the families with identified "problems"

removed from their workloads. 	 It is pertinent to note that one

student interpreted professional responsibility in terms of families

with acknowledged problems. She described herself having "as much as

I wanted (professional responsibility) but obviously my caseload had

been picked for non-problemmatic families' and there were few

decisions to be taken". The other student was given her eventual

workload with 'problem cases' removed. These were cited as a 'family

with alcoholic parents, a family with two handicapped children, a

one-parent family with an ESN mother'. She described her

dissatisfaction with this situation, stating "I wish these had

remained and guidance given on their management rather than being

thrown in at the deep end". This evidence demonstrates once more the

lack of an understanding and appreciation of professional artistry in

the interpretation of professional practice by the supervisor during

this period. The other student described herself as having complete

independence, except for case conferences where there was full

supervision.

However, the majority of the students described themselves as having

professional independence during this time. Practice issues cited as

examples were: running Child Health Clinics, home visiting,
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organisation of workload, speaking at case conferences and

developmental screening procedures following in-service training.

However, it is significant that several of these issues were cited by

the students when describing areas of practice in which they felt

ill-prepared.	 They are also issues in which the intuitive knowing-

in-practice of the practitioner in determining professional

judgements is particularly significant. Interestingly, only 2 (lOX)

expressed any concern about their amount of independence.	 One

student described feelings of anxiety stating "I felt I was given

independence too soon - many days I found myself alone in the office

- this seemed to occur when I desperately needed to seek advice".

The other described herself as "being basically left to do as she

pleased". Her concern related specifically to standards of practice.

This is illustrated by the comment "I felt that if I had a weakness

in any situation I can either avoid the issue or deal with the

situation but I wouldn't know if I'd done the best thing. I felt I

had to draw upon many skills that I had learnt prior to fieldwork".

Nonetheless the predominant theme identified the range of

professional independence given to the students. It varied from the

student who described herself as having a great deal of professional

independence commenting "one month into supervised practice my only

health visitor colleague had two weeks annual leave and I covered

both caseloads in this period", to the student who had experienced

families with perceived problems being withdrawn from her workload.

I would argue that these data not only demonstrate the variation in

the practitioner role of the student during this period, but also the

significance of developing an epistemology of practice from the

reality of practice of which the concept of professional artistry is

a fundamental descriptor.

It is interesting that although many students perceived their role as
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primarily that of a practitioner, it is possible in the data to

identify the methods used by the assessor in controlling the degree

of independence in the student's practice. 2 (10%) were specifically

requested to introduce themselves to clients as students throughout

this time. One student demonstrated the conflict she experience with

this situation by stating "we were not allowed to call ourselves

health visitors till the qualifying date. I got round this by saying

I would be the family's health visitor - because I felt the student

status may interfere with the future relationship with the client".

The other student, although her assessor had insisted she introduced

herself as a student, did not experience the same conflict.	 She

described her practice setting "as being allowed to act entirely

independently wherever I was happy to do so...I was treated as a

professional throughout". The students were also supervised during

the Child Health Clinic sessions. 7 (33%) of the cohort described

themselves being supervised, although once more there was

considerable variation in the students' perception of this

experience.	 One student described her assessor "sitting in on a

clinic", whereas another stated "I did clinics with the proviso that

a trained person was on the premises though no one listened to the

advice I gave". However, I would suggest it is significant that only

one student cited direct observation of her practice when commenting

on professional independence. This student commented "I felt I was

given quite a lot...I did not experience someone breathing down my

neck at every move. I conducted my home visits on my own naturally

and only had my assessor listening to me during two clinics" 	 The

implication within this comment is that it would be inappropriate for

the assessor to visit with the student. However, I would argue that

the lack of direct observation is equally significant in the process

of assessing competence in practice during supervised practice as it
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is during the practicum.	 The data demonstrate that although the

students primarily perceive their role as a practitioner throughout

this period of training, their interpretation of professional

practice remains grounded in a traditional paradigm of maternal and

child health. However the data also demonstrate features which can be

summed up within the concept of professional artistry. Indeed I would

argue that not only the interpretation of practice but also the

students' interpretation of their role during this time as primarily

a practitioner, has implications for their preception of the validity

of the process used to assess their competence in practice during

this stage of the course.

The students' perception of the validity of the methods used to

assess their competence in practice

The assessment process must be completed by a practitioner who has

undertaken a course for Assessors of Supervised Practice which has

been approved by the ENB (Chapter 2:67). Those applicants wishing to

participate in the course must either be a nurse manager with a

health visiting qualification or have at least three years experience

as a practising health visitor. The ENB require the course to last a

minimum of 5 days . In the case-study college the course included a

sixth day in which to evaluate the processes experienced in the

period of supervised practice and a similar pattern is reflected in

many other institutions. Although the course participants are not

formally assessed, they are awarded a Letter of Attendance by the

ENB.	 However, I would suggest this phenomenon raises a fundamental

issue in the process of assessing competence in practice: the lack

of procedures to assess the competence of the assessor. This issue

must raise questions about the validity of the assessment process.

The ENB define three functions for the assessor: a teacher, assessor
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and counsellor (CETHV 1982). However at the time of the empirical

work the majority of assessors vere also the students' line manager

thereby introducing a fourth role for the assessor. I would argue

that for many assessors this may introduce a conflict in roles,

particularly where there is a conflict in the interpretation of

professional practice.	 This may also influence the students'

perception of the assessment process.	 These issues therefore

generated three specific foci in the data analysis:

- the students' perception of the time devoted by the assessor to the

process of assessment,

- the students' perception of the purpose of the assessment

procedure,

- the students' perception of the validity of the assessment

procedure.

It states in the guidelines provided by the ENB that the student

should meet regularly with her assessor. The data analysis

demonstrated that this happened with the majority of the student

cohort. The 1 (5%) student who had not experienced this practice

commented that she would have found the exercise useful as it would

have helped her "to completely understand what she (the assessor) was

looking for". 17 (81%) met with their assessor on a weekly basis.

The students' perception of the duration of the meeting ranged from

15 minutes to 2 hours. However, there was no correlation between the

length of the meeting and vhether the students described the

experience as useful. Indeed only 2 (10%) actually described the

meetings as useless, and in one instance the meeting was described as

lasting 2 hours. One of these students related the judgement of

"useless" to the fact that she shared an office with her assessor and

therefore could talk to her at any time. However, the other quite
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specifically stated that the meeting did not meet her expectations.

She commented "I felt I needed 'every day' queries answered and that

far-reaching questions about the 1974 reorganisation and where I felt

I was heading in the long term was inappropriate". Therefore, I

would argue that although the findings demonstrated the mismatch in

perception of the purpose of the meetings, the predominant theme

related once more to the range of the students' experiences.

Certainly some students received very little input throughout the

period of supervised practice. This finding not only questions the

assumption that the assessor is acting in the role of teacher or

counsellor but also raises the question as to the extent to which the

assessor has the ability to assess the student's professional

development.

When analysing the students' perception of the purpose of the

student-assessor meeting 30 different criteria were identified.

Table 9.2 demonstrates the frequency of those criteria cited by more

than 3 of the students.
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TABLE 9.2

Criteria stated for purpose
of the meeting

For the student to discuss specific
queries to health visiting practice 	 8

To inform the student of DHA policies 	 5

To provide the student with support
and guidance	 5

To offer the student constructive advice 	 4

To discuss the management of the caseload 	 4

To monitor the students' progress 	 3

N - 21

The frequency of the criteria identified for the student-assessor
meetings cited by more than 3 of the student cohort.

I would argue that it is significant that the criteria relating

specifically to assessing the student's competence in practice were

less frequently cited. Indeed although the criteria could be clearly

classified into four categories: teaching/facilitating, supporting

managing and assessing, the greatest proportion of the criteria were

identified in the first category. However, one student commented

that her assessor "was eager to guide, though made a point very

strongly that she was not there to teach". It is interesting that

this student was the only one to acknowledge that she found the

meetings stressful. Only 3 (14%) of the students stated that the

meetings had not met their expectations. In two cases this related

specifically to practice issues. One student commented "I had many

missing records and angry clients and I felt that my assessor could

have been more practically helpful during this time". I would

suggest this finding highlights once more the significance of

developing	 an	 epistemology	 of	 practice	 grounded	 in

reflection-in-action.	 However,	 the	 predominant	 theme
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demonstrated by those who had experienced the meetings as useful,

related to the support and understanding of the assessor.	 One

student commented "I found these meetings very useful, they increased

my confidence, gave me moral as veil as practical support and allowed

me to develop my professional skills". I vould argue these data not

only demonstrate the different perceptions that individual students

have of the purpose of the student-assessor meetings but also the

variation in their perception of the role of the assessor. The

majority of students considered the assessing role of the assessor

secondary to that of teaching and supporting . Indeed I suggest this

finding demonstrates that some students perceive this time as a

continuation of the practicum rather than a period of transition

which has implications for the students' perception of the validity

of the assessment procedure.

Although the majority of the students described the assessment of

supervised practice as a fair assessment of their health visiting

skills, 8 (38%) expressed some concern about the procedure. It is

significant that 5 of these students related this specifically to the

lack of direct observation of their health visiting practice. One

described her assessment as "very fair except for one comment which

intimated that I was rather brusque and outspoken - I felt this was

more an interpretation of hov others see us...this was not based on

client contact but on colleagues". This once more highlights the

significance of client participation in the process of assessment,

particularly in relation to the attitudes and personal attributes of

the student. Another student particularly articulated her concern at

the lack of direct observation stating "I felt it was a reasonably

fair assessment of my health visiting skills but do not really see

how you can be thoroughly assessed without your assessor accompanying
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the student on visits". It is interesting that both the students who

described the assessor-student meetings as useless were in this

category. Indeed one actually stated "my assessor only came out with

me on one visit and I feel this was insufficient to assess my health

visiting skills". Two other students related their concern to the

lack of time in supervised practice. One commented "I felt 3 months

was too short a time for anyone to assess me fairly - at the end of 3

months I was just beginning to feel confident in my surroundings".

The final student related her concern to the criteria on which the

assessment was based commenting "I was told that all students were

given the best grade unless they were really bad, however, I though

the comments were pertinent and said much more of reality" (1). I

would argue it is significant that these concerns directly reflect

those identified in the process of assessment in the practicum.

The students' perception of the assessment process identifies issues

which must raise questions about the validity of the assessment

procedures. However I would suggest other issues also effect the

validity of the procedures.	 These issues include not only the

interpretation of professional practice demonstrated by the assessor

but also the management responsibility of the assessor, particularly

if the student's performance is questionable. It is also significant

that currently there is no requirement to assess the competence of

the assessor, either in her role as an assessor or a practitioner.

Indeed, I would suggest that the discrepancies in the students'

perception of their experience during the assessment process reflects

this problem.

The range of the interpretation of the students' role in the practice
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setting during this period of transition is also highlighted. Indeed

I vould argue this finding must raise questions about the criteria

employed by the assessor in judging the student's professional

practice. It also raises the question of the extent to which the

traditional paradigm of practice demonstrated in this period of

transition is a result of the students' experience in the practicum

or the demands of the assessor the supervised practice. The health

visiting studies, prepared during the practicum but assessed at the

end of supervised practice, provided the opportunity to explore this

issue.

The Health Visiting Studies: the interpretation of professional

practice and the implications for assessing competence in practice

The health visiting studies, another component in the final process

of assessing competence in practice, were introduced in 1966

following the revision of the syllabus. This procedure consists

normally of a study of two families or clients vith whom the student

has been working during the practicum. It also includes a study of

the neighbourhood in which the families or clients live, taking into

consideration both sociological and epidemiological factors and the

implications for the health of the community.	 Although this

procedure is considered an integrated piece of work, I would suggest

that many students perceive the health visiting studies and the

neighbourhood study as two separate assignments. Therefore for the

purpose of my research I have explored the procedure as two distinct

units and as the health visiting study has the most significance for

the interpretation of professional practice this viii be considered

first.

The ENB states that the health visiting study should demonstrate the
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student's ability to:

"- extract information from relevant records,

- apply the information in determining priorities for work with the

family,

- apply theory to practice in the development of health visiting

skills,

- assess and if appropriate modify the health visiting plan,

- clarify the health visitor's role with the clients. It is expected

that the studies should also demonstrate the student's developing

professional competence and an awareness of self development in the

health visiting role". (CETHV 1982:32). Concern has been expressed

by those involved in health visiting education (including external

examiners), as to the extent to which the studies achieve the aims

described above. Particular issues relate to the role of the FVT and

the health visitor lecturer in the preparation of the study and the

terminology used to describe the studies (HVATG 1982). The studies,

in addition to health visiting studies, are referred to

indiscriminately as case studies, fieldwork studies and family

studies.	 This I would suggest demonstrates the absence of a

coherent interpretation of professional practice. Indeed Fitton

(1983) describes a case study as monitoring the events in a client's

life without anticipating care or intervention which negates a

fundamental aim of the studies. The collation of comments of

external examiners suggested that "the proper terminology might help

to focus attention on health visiting intervention " (Smith 1986:3).

This report also identified the failure of students to relate theory

and practice. Indeed a phenomenon which I would argue may not only

be attributed to the reluctance amongst practitioners to develop and

use a conceptual framework for practice, but also to the difference

between the theory of health visiting and the reality of the practice
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setting. This I would argue is a fundamental issue in the current

use of the health visitng studies as a method of assessing the

students' interpretation of professional practice. These concerns

therefore raise questions about specific issues in the use of the

studies in the assessment process in particular the extent to which

the studies demonstrate the students' interpretation of professional

practice and the role played by the FWT and lecturer in health

visiting in the preparation of the studies. These issues viii be

explored using data acquired from three sources namely: the student

cohort using the semi-structured interviews and the post course

questionnaire, the FVT cohort using the semi-structured interviews

and lecturers in health visiting using both the postal survey and the

semi-structured interviews in the case study.

The extent to which the health visiting studies demonstrate the

students' interpretation of professional practice

The students in the case study college are required to present two

families or clients with whom they have worked during the practicum.

Although this period of time extends during the academic year the ENB

do not make any stipulation about the length of time that the student

must have had contact with the clients. However the ENB do state

that the studies should demonstrate "the student's developing

professional competence and an awareness of self-development in the

health visiting role, both in relation to the community and in the

family context" (CETHV 1982:32). The studies should also demonstrate

the student's ability in five specific areas of practice which have

been identified earlier in the chapter (p. 350) However, I would

suggest it is significant that the identification of these areas

reflects a restricted rather than extended definition of professional

practice, particularly as neither the concept of reflection-in-action
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nor professional artistry is addressed either explicitly of

implicitly.	 Indeed as previously identified the crisis in

confidence in professional education has been specifically related to

discrepancies in the interpretation of professional practice between

educationalists and the reality of the practice setting (Schon 1987).

Therefore these issues have implications not only for the

interpretation of professional practice demonstrated by the student

in the health visiting study but also for the validity of the study

in the assessment process. When exploring the extent to which the

studies demonstrate the interpretation of practice (and therefore

implicitly the validity of the procedure) it is necessary to consider

the perception of both the student and the assessor. The assessor

in this context includes both the FWT and the lecturer in health

visiting. The data were acquired from the postal survey and the

semi-structured interviews in the case-study college.

The students were asked to describe their perception of the validity

of the health visiting studies as a method of assessment, at two

stages during the empirical work. The first stage was during the

semi-structured interviews which occurred while the students were in

the process of completing the studies (and therefore were actually

involved in the practicum). The second stage occurred shortly after

the students had successfully completed the course and involved the

use of a confidential postal questionnaire (Appendix 	 P).	 By

exploring the students' perception at two different stages in their

training, it provided the opportunity of identifying any changes

which may have occurred in their interpretation of professional

practice. However, unfortunately the first stage only included those

students who had been selected to participate in the semi-structured

interviews whereas the second stage included the total student
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cohort.

In the first stage the students were asked specifically if they

considered the health visiting studies a useful method of assessing

their health visiting skills. 10 (83%) of the students responded

positively and 8 of these students identified the studies

specifically as a method of assessing their self development in

health visiting practice; although some students expressed the

findings in negative terms. This is illustrated by one student who

commented "I think it demonstrates most of what you've done wrong -

well my second study I wonder if I should put it in at all...I keep

being encouraged that I should but I'm not a 100% convinced at this

time...I might come round to the idea that I'm doing some good there

by that time".	 Others quite specifically stated they used the

studies to identify the gaps in their practice. One student

described this by saying "There are things that I've felt while I've

been writing - well I should have...you think why did I say that

there and it is true it does come out...I loved doing them". The

data also demonstrate the students use the studies to evaluate their

health visiting role with the family. This is illustrated by a

student's comment "Once you've got it down on paper and you have to

think what have I done for this family you're able to say oh yes, I

think that was quite good or no that wasn't too good". I would argue

that it is significant that in the evaluation of the studies, the

practice issues the students identified are particularly relevant to

the understanding and appreciation of the concept of professional

artistry. This is illustrated by one student writing:

"When I first met this family, I thought I might have

difficulty forming an empathetic relationship with them...
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I vas surprised and pleased to find we vere able to

exchange ideas. Some of the suggestions made by me were

never put into practice, but nevertheless I felt the

family were receptive and benefited from the support

given"

Other students were less specific but identified skills such as

communication and observation, which are factors directly influencing

the student's ability to use her intuitive knowing in practice to

inform professional judgements.

However other students although describing the studies as useful were

much more negative in their comments. This is illustrated by one

student saying "I think they are (useful) - as you have a written

account of what you've done...you've had to take the trouble to find

out what you should of done because otherwise you'll get

clobbered...I think perhaps it's the gaps...the things you should

have asked and didn't". It is interesting that this student,

although from a negative perspective, is articulating the need to

reflect on practice thus demonstrating an extended interpretation of

practice. The 2 (17Z) students who were negative about the use of

the studies in the assessment process, related this specifically to

the preparation of the studies. One stated she had found the studies

"so boring to write"; the other described her feelings saying

"because the two families - I don't think I've done anything with

them - except give basic advice which I've given to all the other

families - I don't think I've learnt any more by writing it up".

Although I would suggest that these students are describing the

learning process involved in the studies, rather than their validity

as an assessment procedure, it is interesting that this confusion is
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reflected throughout the data. However I would also argue that this

statement demonstrates the student's difficulty in identifying the

relationship between theory and practice which once more reflects the

lack of a conceptual framework in the interpretation of professional

practice.

When the total student cohort was asked to comment on their

perception of the validity of the health visiting studies on

completion of the course their response was more ambivalent.

Although 10 (48%) still described the studies as a useful method of

assessment, the students were less specific in identifying reasons.

Factors such as self-evaluation and learning more by omission than

inclusion were defined by individual students but the majority did

not give specific reasons. However 3 (14%) students highlighted the

fact that although the studies were useful, it was possible that

students did not always describe the health visiting intervention

offered to clients accurately. Indeed one student commented "They

are a useful method although it must be said most are fact

interspersed with a little fiction". Another illustrated this point

stating "I think some people were very good at writing down what the

examiner wishes to see - (it) does not illustrate a practical health

visiting skill but a vriting skill". I would suggest it is

significant that this was also the predominant factor identified by

those 7 (33%) students vho responded negatively. They articulated

their concern that although certain skills were described in the

studies, they were not necessarily carried out in the work with the

client. It is interesting that the issue of only demonstrating the

skills used with 2 particular families was also identified. Those

students who were undecided described the studies as useful learning

tools but were uncertain about the assessment process. 	 This is
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illustrated by one student commenting "...very difficult to answer,

I did feel they served a purpose but the fairly intensive visiting

students make to their families seems a very false situation -

however I did think I learnt from my studies although I'm not sure

they were useful for assessing my health visiting skills". Although

there is limited data available relating to changes in the students'

perception of the interpretation of professional practice from the

practicum to practice, I vould argue it is significant that the data

demonstrate the relevance attributed to the skills of the

practitioner in the interpretation of practice. This task orientated

client group approach to practice is also highlighted by the students

questioning the validity of the studies as they only assessed their

skills with two particular clients. I would argue that although this

generally demonstrates a restricted interpretation of practice, it is

significant that individuals within the cohort identified practice

issues which specifically demonstrated a much vider interpretation of

practice. Within these practice issues I would argue that the

concept of professional artistry can be identified. However specific

findings in the data, in particular the accuracy of the material,

must raise questions about the validity of the health visiting study

as a method of assessing competence in practice, as indeed must the

role played by the FWT and lecturer in health visiting in the

preparation of the studies.

The Health Visiting Study: its validity as a method of assessing

competence in practice

The earlier discussion, identifying the involvement of the FYI' and

the lecturer in health visiting in the preparation of the health

visiting study, raises an important issue which requires addressing
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in exploring the validity of the study as a method of assessing the

student's competence in practice. The FWT is responsible for

selecting the clients who make up the student's workload and it is

from this selection that the student chooses the clients to present

in the health visiting studies. Therefore the FWT is directly

involved in the initial stage of the health visiting study. However,

I would suggest that further involvement of the preparation of the

study is dependent not only on the FVT's interpretation of practice

but also the student's perception of the standard of practice

demonstrated by the FWT.

It is interesting that 6 (50%) of the student cohort in the

semi-structured interviews had not requested any help from their FWT

in writing their studies. Although in two instances the FWT had not

initiated an offer of help, the four remaining students had actually

not requested any help. The dominant theme related to the standard

practice demonstrated by the FWT which included both high and low

standards. One student commented "Oh, she wanted to - she wanted to

be very involved in fact she's quite upset she's not going to get the

chance to see mine in rough...but when we've talked about my families

her ideas haven't been mine...certainly on visiting them there were

(conflicting ideas)". This I would suggest highlights the influence

of conflicting interpretation of practice on the effectiveness of the

practicum. Another student demonstrated the anxiety caused by the

high standards of practice in the FWT saying "I know it was mean to

Joan but I just thought I couldn't do (it)... because she's so good

and if she picked up something it was too late a stage (for me) to

want to know about it". The predominant themes to emerge from those

5 (42%) students who acknowledged the help they had received from

their FWT, related to the selection of families and the correction of
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the studies. One student described the FWT's input as "-veil just

guidance really - if maybe I've written something which she feels is

in the wrong place...I've just got her to look over them anyway - to

see if there is anything I've done wrong in them". Another

specifically described her FWT "correcting things" which she had

thought were inaccurate. However another student expressed her

ambivalence saying "I do feel able to ask her...the trouble is

whenever I do ask her something like that she goes overboard about

it...I'm not sure she knows quite what we're supposed to be

writing...". However, the influence of the FTJT's practice in

governing whether the student requests help in the preparation of the

studies is illustrated in Table 9.3.
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Yes

No

No

No

Yes

No

Ambivalent

Yes

No

Yes

No

Yes

ception of their FWT as a
reDaration of their health

TABLE 9.3

Student	 FWT perceived as
	

Request for help with
a role model
	

health visiting studies

	

28B	 Ambivalent

	

14B	 No

	

lOB	 No

	

16B	 Ambivalent

	

8B	 Yes

	

38	 Ambivalent

	

23B	 No

	

21B	 Yes

	

25B	 No

	

12B	 Yes

	

19B	 Yes

	

18B	 Yes

The Relationship betveen the students'
role model and requesting help with U
visiting studies.
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I would argue it is significant that there is a correlation between

those students perceiving their FWT as a role model and requesting

help with the preparation of the health visiting studies I would

argue this finding demonstrates the influence of the FWT in the

preparation of the study which I would suggest has implications for

the validity of the assessment procedure.

All the student cohort agreed that the tutor (a lecturer in health

visiting) should be involved in the preparation of the studies. The

predominant theme related to the need for the students to receive

reassurance and guidance, particularly as the preparation of the

study was perceived as a learning experience. One student described

her feelings saying "I'd never be able to do them if I didn't get

that help - no you're not doing the work for us - you're just opening

up avenues and explaining things". Another student's observation

particularly related to the validity of the assessment process. She

identified the students' interpretations of the different

requirements for the studies made by individual tutors commenting

"I've asked for help - I've found it very conflicting having dealt

with two people ... students quote what one tutor said and that

caused a lot of conflict". However 3 (25X) of the students expressed

concern about the help that was offered by the tutor. The issues

identified related particularly to the students' perception of the

author of the work as well as the possibility of the work being

fictitious. One student described her feelings saying "I think the

whole thing of studies is a bit of a farce - you could spend all the

time doing it again - taking it back to your own tutor getting it

better and better - by that time it's not yours is it?" Another

commented "...I read one family study done on a family I had met and
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I thought it was a different family...you do get encouraged to miss

out bits that are going to be complicated in your viva..." Indeed

this evidence must raise questions about the extent to which the

interpretation of practice in the study, reflects the reality of the

practice setting. One student expressed her conflict about the

amount of help some students received saying "I think I feel faintly

annoyed that a lot of people get a lot of help..." I would argue

that the data demonstrate the phenomenon of 'cue-seeking' identified

in Chapter 2, which has implications not only for the interpretation

of professional practice presented in the study but also for the

assessment process.

When the FWT cohort were asked to describe their perception of their

involvement in the preparation of the studies in the semi-structured

interviews, only 3 (25%) gave an unqualified positive response. One

related her involvement to personal satisfaction stating that it made

the experience of working with a student more interesting. However

another explicitly related her involvement to her concern about the

student's ability to successfully complete the studies saying, "I

felt with Linda, because this is going to be a difficult area for

her, she would need more guidance than other students...because she's

been able to demonstrate her knowledge gained to me then I feel I

must say look you haven't written this...'. This I would argue

explicitly demonstrates the influence of the FWT not only in the

interpretation of practice but also in the assessment procedure.

Another 5 (45%) qualified their response with the word "only",

stating specifically that they left it to the student to initiate the

request for help. Indeed one FVT commented "...only when I've been

asked - I do feel it should be their own vork...I did resent with one

student having to correct it almost like an essay because I do feel
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it should be their own work". However, in others the reservations

related to the type of help offered to the student. The FVTs' role

in the selection of clients presented in the studies emerged as the

predominant theme. One FWT described her involvement saying "in

selection - because I didn't agree with her initial selection and we

discussed it and she eventually changed her mind...". Another

objected to the student's selection because "...she (the student)

wanted to choose the family she got on with best...I felt she should

have families which used very different skills...". However this

evidence raises the question of whether the student had extended her

interpretation of professional practice to include an understanding

and appreciation of the concept of professional artistry which had

been misinterpreted or indeed unrecognised by the FVT. Although 4

(33%) of the cohort had not been involved, only 1 ascribed this to

the fact that she had not been prepared to help saying "I don't

really feel my knowledge is up to it...actually I feel the student

knows more about the families than we do because how can you do that

amount of visiting?" This evidence has serious implications for the

effectiveness of the practicum, particularly in relation to the FWT's

ability to develop an epistemology of practice grounded in

reflection-in-action.

I would argue therefore that individual FWTs have very different

perceptions of their role in the preparation of the studies. Indeed

I would suggest it is significant that 2 FWTs had a totally different

perception of their involvement to that of the student. This is

particularly pertinent if the student's competence in practice is

doubtful and must raise the question of whether the assessment

procedure reflects the student's ability, or a significant

contribution from the FVT or lecturer. 	 However I would suggest
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another significant finding in the analysis identified the concern

expressed by the FWTs, that the students' study would reflect the

F%lTs' competence in practice. 5 (45%) of the FWT cohort identified

factors which specifically related to this issue which is illustrated

by one FWT's comment "I usually read through - I don't think I'd like

there to be any inaccuracies concerning myself particularly". I

would argue this finding is particularly significant where there is

conflict in the interpretation of practice between the FVT and the

student.

The discrepancy in the FWTs' contribution in the preparation of the

studies was also a predominant theme in the data obtained in the

postal survey circulated to lecturers in health visiting. Only 2

(11%) lecturers described the FWT as having minimal involvement.

Although in one instance this was related to the lack of motivation

in the FWT, in the other it specifically related to the requirement

of the institution. The lecturer commented "this institution

specifically state that FWTs can't be involved in the writing of

studies...they should be prepared to discuss with their students

situations as and when they arise". The remaining 16 (88%)

identified some FWT involvement which could be classified into five

categories of intervention:

monitoring, both the student's performance and the accuracy of

content,

the selection of clients from the students' work load,

reading the studies,

correcting the completed studies,

providing a learning experience for the students.
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The factors which influenced the extent of FVT involvement were

identified as; the commitment of the individual FWT, the FWT-student

relationship and the student initiating a request for help. Although

the lecturers acknowledged the help given by FVTs, the predominant

theme related to the studies being seen as the students' own work.

However one lecturer described her feelings stating "rather than

feeling it's not the student's own work - I worry sometimes they

haven't got enough help in working on their studies and also that the

interaction between the FWT and the student isn't recorded in the

studies, because a lot of the decision making process and the

learning goes on or should go on, in discussion between the FWT and

the student".	 This highlights the significance that some lecturers

attach to the interpretation of professional practice demonstrated in

the study. Indeed I would argue that this finding also demonstrates

the expectation that this interpretation is implicitly grounded in

reflection-in-action.	 However the obvious discrepancy in the

lecturers' expectation in the degree of involvement by the FVT in the

preparation of the student's studies, must raise the question of the

validity of the study in the assessment process. Indeed it must also

question the extent to which the individual lecturers' interpretation

of professional practice effects the validity of the procedure.

It is interesting that similar discrepancies were demonstrated when

exploring the tutors' perception of their own involvement in the

preparation of the studies. 	 The tutorial help ranged from

"fortnightly tutorial discussion on previously read material" to an

arrangement of "as and when appropriate", with the student having the

responsibility for seeking help in preparing the studies. However,

in some institutions tutorials were described "more or less

compulsory early in the course". This I would suggest raises the
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additional issue of the extent to which the lecturers acknowledge the

particular needs of adult learners. The format of the tutorial help

also varied considerably. Interestingly, 4 (22%) of the tutor cohort

stated that the study which had been discussed in tutorials was

considered specifically a learning experience and therefore could not

be submitted for assessment purposes. flovever, another tutor's

description of her role in the preparation of the studies could be

interpreted as one of correcting the student's work. This is

illustrated by the comment "individually I ask the student what she

thinks she has done with the clients and tell her whether this is

clearly stated in the study". It is significant that the discrepancy

in tutorial help was also identified from the data obtained from the

lecturers in the case-study college, which highlights the rarge of

help and expectations presented in one institution. Indeed one tutor

described her feelings commenting "veil I'm in a fix here because the

student runs round between the FWT, anyone else who is available in

the field, the tutor who runs the health visiting study group, the

tutor who runs the applied health visiting group, so she runs from

one to the other...they get so many inputs that I have to say to some

of my students - well make up your mind whose advice you're going to

take and stick to it". Therefore I would argue that the data not

only demonstrate the significance of the interpretation of

professional practice in the presentation of the material in the

study, but also the discrepancy in the type and amount of tutorial

help which is offered to students. Both these issues must raise

questions about the validity of the study in assessing the students'

competence in practice.

Although the data obtained from the postal survey demonstrated that 9
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(50X) of the lecturer cohort considered the health visiting studies a

valid method of assessing the students' practice, it is significant

that once more the emphasis on a task orientated approach to practice

was demonstrated. However it is pertinent to note that of those 8

(44%) respondents who expressed concern about the use of the studies,

the predominant theme related to the extent to which the assessment

process was biased towards the student's academic ability. This is

illustrated by the comment "(the studies) do show an ability to give

continuity of care, planning, appropriate referrals - all of this is

influenced by the student's ability to express herself through the

written work which limits their value". Nonetheless, other

reservations included the support provided by the FVT, the degree to

which the study was a true reflection of practice and the

difficulties created by the subjectivity of the students'

self-evaluation of health visiting intervention. Indeed it is

interesting that only 1 (6%) respondent was negative in her comment

describing the study as an "excellent teaching tool but limited in

its scope for assessment".

The reservations identified in the general comments about the health

visiting studies, occurred once more when the cohort was asked

specifically to state any concerns they had in using the studies as

an assessment tool. Although 12 different factors were identified as

causing concern, those cited by more than one respondent were:

the studies should not stand alone as a procedure,

whose work was being assessed - the YJT's the student's or the

lecturer's?

how much the student has adapted the study in the writing up.

the influence of the student's academic ability.

I would argue it is significant that these findings not only reflect
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those of the student and FWT, but also that these issues directly

influence	 the extent to which the health visiting studies are a

valid method of assessing the students' competence in practice.

Therefore although the findings demonstrate explicit concern amongst

a significant proportion of the respondents about the validity of the

health visiting study, I would argue that the findings obtained from

the other respondents are equally significant. Indeed these findings

clearly identify the emphasis placed on an epistemology of practice

grounded in a model of technical rationality by respondents in each

of the cohorts. This once more highlights the lack of significance

associated with the understanding and appreciation of professional

artistry in attaining competence in practice. It is also pertinent

to note that despite some evidence to suggest that the health

visiting studies demonstrate a degree of validity as a method of

assessing competence in practice in relation to the demands of the

ENB, this emphasis on a traditional epistemology of practice raises

serious doubts as to their validity as a method of assessing

competence in practice.	 Indeed I would argue these findings

contribute to the crisis in health visiting education, particularly

in relation to the difference between the theory of health visiting

and the reality of the practice setting. It is also significant to

note that only 1 of the 32 respondents in the assessor cohort made

any reference to the client's perception of the health visiting

intervention offered by the student during this period of time,

despite the studies being supposedly centred in the reality of the

practice setting.

As previously discussed the neighbourhood study forms an integrated

piece of work with the health visiting study.	 Therefore the
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significance of this piece of work to the interpretation of

professional practice and also assessing competence in practice also

requires addressing.

The Neighbourhood Study

The ENB describes the purpose of the neighbourhood study as

demonstrating "the needs and the health visiting priorities,

including the stimulation of self-help and support groups, in the

area studied" (CETHV 1982:31). It should also include an analysis of

the sociological and epidemiological factors within the defined area

thus providing the social context for those families presented within

the health visiting studies. Criticisms have been made of the use of

the neighbourhood study as a means of assessing the students'

competence in health visiting (Hunt 1982; HVATG 1982). 	 Issues

surrounding the use of the neighbourhood study have also been debated

at the annual meetings of external examiners in health visiting

(Smith 1985). These issues particularly included: the presentation

and use of statistical data, the use of a caseload profile and the

effect of District Health Authority policies on practice.

Unfortunately, within this present study the FWTs and the lecturers

were not asked to comment specifically on the neighbourhood study.

However 2 (15%) FWTs raised the issue spontaneously in the

semi-structured interviews. Therefore the responses of the lecturers

and the majority of the FWTs refers only to the health visiting

studies.	 Nonetheless, I would suggest this in itself is a

significant phenomenon (as previously discussed): the ENB guidelines

describe the Neighbourhood Study and health visiting studies as an

integrated assignment.	 Indeed it is interesting that of those

students involved in the semi-structured interviews 4 (33%)

introduced the topic of the neighbourhood study and did not identify
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any distinction in the studies.

However, in order to clarify the distinction between the two studies

the final questionnaire circulated to the students included an

explicit question on the neighbourhood study. 	 The students were

requested to describe their perception of the usefulness of the study

as a means of assessing their health visiting skills. The data

obtained were used to analyse their interpretation of practice. Once

more the students were divided in their response, with 6 (29%)

responding positively. The predominant theme related to the need to

assess the student's ability to identify factors within the

neighbourhood, which affected the health status of an individual or

the community. The study was also identified as a means of assessing

the student's ability to search for information. However 10 (48%) of

the students, although acknowledging the use of the study, expressed

some reservations. The predominant theme related to the fact that

the study was considered of more use to the student personally than

as an assessment tool. This was illustrated by one student's comment

"Although not really enjoyable to write, it does alloy the student

health visitor to assess differences in areas - I think that the

student learns more from them than the tutors learn about the

student". Another described it as "useful in helping me to develop

an awareness of the area and information sources". Other concerns

identified by the students included the possibility of students

"rehashing those that had gone before", the amount of time "wasted"

as the students would not be working in that area once qualified and

the amount of tutorial help provided. It is interesting however,

that the concerns expressed by 2 students directly demonstrated their

interpretation of professional practice. The study was described as

useful because it meant "that one learns how to research an area to
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find resources" and because "it shoved how one collated and used

data". However both these students (who were academically able)

failed to correlate these concepts with the search for health needs

previously identified as a fundamental principle in health visiting

(CETHV 1977). I would suggest this evidence once more highlights the

need for a conceptual framework in practice.

The 5 (24%) students who were negative in their response, identified

similar factors to those students who had demonstrated their

ambivalence to the study. The issues of wasting time, using

information from previous studies and being more appropriate as a

method of assessment in supervised practice were identified. It is

interesting that these students related their comments to the use of

the study to them personally, rather than as an assessment tool as

was requested in the questionnaire. The one student who attempted

to comment on the validity of the neighbourhood study as a method of

assessment remarked "It would seem that neighbourhood studies are

sometimes handed on from year to year therefore I feel it's possible

to present an impressive study without any real development of health

visiting skills taking place". I would suggest this evidence

highlights the difficulty in identifying the students' interpretation

of professional practice as presented in the study.

Vhen the students were asked to identify methods of improving the

validity of the neighbourhood study as a method of assessment a

similar pattern was seen. The majority of the responses related to

factors which affected them personally such as the study being

undertaken during supervised practice, although it is interesting

that 12 (57%) of the cohort failed to respond to this particular

question. Two issues which were identified however, vere the use of
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a caseload profile and the in-depth study of a particular aspect of

the defined neighbourhood. 	 It is significant that Hunt (1982b)

describes the use of a caseload profile as a method of evaluating

health visiting practice. Indeed one student described her feelings

about the study commenting "The health visitor does have a

responsibility to find out the rates (morbidity/mortality) for her

area and the neighbourhood study did make each student do this -

however vhether they're aware of each rate in their own area nov is

highly unlikely - therefore I don't honestly feel the study is

related to practice but becomes a piece of work that must be handed

in". Nonetheless I would suggest these data once more demonstrate

the difficulty of using the study to identify the students'

interpretation of practice.

Therefore I would argue that the data demonstrate not only the

difficulty of using the neighbourhood study as a method of

interpreting professional practice but also of assessing competence

in practice. It is interesting that some students articulated their

doubt about the validity of the procedure. This particularly related

to information and help being acquired from different sources which

once more was perceived as influencing the authenticity of the

material presented. As data are not available from either the FWT or

lecturer cohort it is impossible to identify any recurring themes as

in the health visiting studies.	 Despite this situation I would

suggest that the use of the neighbourhood study in identifying the

students' interpretation of professional practice presents similar

concerns to those of the health visiting studies. This therefore is

an issue which requires addressing in much greater depth.
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The Oral Examination

The oral examination was used as a method of assessing the students'

competence in practice prior to introduction of the revised syllabus

in 1966. Although the method of assessment was retained following

the implementation of the present course, the basis for the oral was

changed. Batley (1979) describes the earlier format of the oral as

one which used hypothetical situations to demonstrate the student's

ability to apply theoretical knowledge to a practical situation. The

current Regulations clearly state that the health visiting studies

provide the basis for the oral examination. However at the time of

the empirical work it was possible for a student to be referred in

the oral examination despite achieving a pass grade in the health

visiting studies. This anomaly has been recognised by examiners and

raises questions about the validity of this procedure in assessing

the students' competence in practice. Those involved in health

visiting education have also questioned whether the oral examination

should stand as a procedure in its own right rather than as a

confirmatory process (Smith 1986).(2) 	 Indeed Ray (1986:3) questions

both the validity and the purpose of the oral examination stating:

"There seems to be little agreed protocol about the type and nature

of the questions to be asked. Examiners, both experienced and

inexperienced, can fall into the easy trap of trying to teach the

student or to use this viva time as a chance to air their pet

hobby-horse or theme". She goes on to discuss the subjective nature

of the oral procedure, citing both the personality and the verbal

fluency of the student as factors which affect the validity of the

procedure. However it is significant that when National Standing

Conference was provided with the opportunity of amending the

requirement for an oral examination in the revised Regulations, those
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present voted to maintain the status quo without recommending any

further research into the subject (Strehlov 1987).	 Within this

present study I have only considered the students' perception of the

oral examination and the data were obtained from the confidential

questionnaire circulated on completion of the course.

The responses obtained from the questionnaire could be divided into

two main categories:	 the purpose of the oral and whether it was

useful in assessing competence in practice.
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TABLE 9.4

The purpose of the oral examination

Expand on material in the health visiting studies 10

Clear up any queries from the written paper	 4

Knowledge of health visiting practice 	 3

Safe to Practice
	

3

To demonstrate the student's ability to
communicate	 2

To demonstrate student's ability to cope with
a stressful situation	 2

To reappraise the health visiting skills since
their completion prior to supervised practice 	 2

To show an understanding of the work in the	 2
health visiting studies

To demonstrate the development of health visiting
skills since completion of the health visiting
studies

The College's final chance to reject the student	 1

To assess whether the student's personality and
manner are appropriate	 1

To discuss the ways of assessing clients and
their needs	 1

To assess the student's attitude to health
visiting

N - 21

The Student's perception of the purpose of the oral examination

(*Some students gave more than one reason)

Table 9.4 demonstrates the range of items cited by the students when

describing their perception of the purpose of the oral examination. I

would suggest these data support not only the concern expressed by

Ray (1986) about the type of questions actually asked by examiners,

but also raise questions about the extent to which the oral

examination is used to identify the students' interpretation of
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professional practice. Indeed although 15 (17%) had identified the

health visiting studies as a focus for the oral, only 10 (48%)

explicitly described the purpose to discuss the health visiting

intervention demonstrated in the studies. It is interesting that the

majority of the students had identified at least two purposes for the

oral examination.	 Within this group 6 (29%) had included their

competence to practice, with one student specifically describing the

oral as "the College's final chance to reject you". This I would

suggest demonstrates that some students perceive the oral as an

examination which can be passed or failed in its own right.

In analysing whether the students perceived the oral as fulfilling

the purposes they had described, their responses could be divided

into four categories: positive, qualified, negative and uncertain.

Only 8 (38X) gave a positive response and I would suggest it is

significant that only three of this group had cited discussion of the

health visiting studies as a purpose of the oral. Of those 5 (25%)

students qualifying their response, one identified concern that no

reference had been made to the written examinations and another that

the decision about the student had been made prior to the oral. The

predominant theme of those 5 (24%) students expressing a negative

response related to the time of the oral. 	 The issues of the

examiners not having adequate time and too much material were both

identified. Indeed one student described her feelings saying "I was

panicked by the slow pace and conversational examining and did not

feel able to be conversational in return - also I did not realise I

could argue for or against things I or the examiner had said - I felt

very stilted and confused by it". I would argue this finding once

more raises questions about the validity of the oral as a method of

assessing not only the students' interpretation of practice, but also
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their competence in practice.

It is significant that one student expressed her concerns stating

"only the client is going to know how good your skills are in the

practical situation". This once more highlights the importance of

the reality of the practice setting. The predominant theme of those

7 (33%) students who considered the oral useful, related to the fact

that the outcome was not dependent on their academic ability. One

student described the oral as "very useful - it gives one a chance to

prove one's skills especially if written work is not your forte".

Interestingly another identified its use for the borderline student

commenting "If you're borderline on certain points then to talk these

over sometimes helps - some people can express themselves better

verbally than in writing". However I would argue that although the

oral examination may provide a useful additional means of assessing

the students' interpretation of practice when their competence is in

doubt, the previous discussion demonstrates that the questioning

technique of the examiners needs careful consideration.

When the students were asked if they had experienced the oral as a

stressful situation 8 (38%) of the cohort answered positively. The

predominant theme related to the uncertainty of the procedure. The

students used phrases such as: "working out what the examiners wanted

to know, not sure what they were getting at, a casual chat, almost

like an interview" to describe their feelings about the procedure.

The personality of the examiner was identified as the predominant

theme by the 12 (57%) students who did not consider the procedure

stressful. The examiners were described as both "relaxed and

friendly" and "charming". The students also identified the format of
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the oral, describing it as more of a discussion than direct

questioning.	 However, it was also possible to identify factors

relating to the examiners and the procedure which I would suggest,

have particular relevance for the validity of the procedure if the

student's competence in practice is in doubt. Factors such as the

examiners being very tired, the noise from outside the examination

room making questions indistinct and the variation in time allocated

to individual students are examples which demonstrate the subjective

nature of the oral examination.	 Indeed I would suggest these

findings must raise questions about the validity of the procedure

particularly	 when assessing the competence in practice of the

borderline student.

Therefore although the oral has been identified as a means of

examining the students' competence in practice (using the material

presented in the health visiting studies), I would suggest that the

oral is not primarily perceived by the student as a method of

assessing their interpretation of professional practice, nor more

significantly as a method of identifying any change in their

interpretation of practice in the transition from practicum to the

practice world. However it is significant that the data clearly

demonstrate issues questioning the validity of the procedure, in

particular the subjectivity of the process. 	 Factors such as the

personality of the examiner, the time allocated to the procedure for

individual students, the physical environment and the method and

complexity of questioning emerged from the data. 	 Although I

acknowledge the data only represent the students' perception of the

process, these findings support those concerns expressed in the

literature and I would suggest raise questions about the validity of

the oral as a method of assessing the students' competence in
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practice.

Conclusions

The ENB consider the period of supervised practice one of transition

vhich allows students, through their professional development, to

adapt to the demands of the reality of the practice setting. Hovever

the findings demonstrate throughout this period, an interpretation

of practice grounded in a model of technical rationality. This once

more not only negates the fundamental role of the intuitive

knowing-in-practice which informs and determines professional

judgenient but also the ability to reflect-in-action: both fundamental

to meeting the demands of the reality of the practice setting. In

addition the findings raise questions about the extent to which the

period can be considered one of transition. This not only relates to

the length of time but also to the fact that some students from the

outset, experience practice situations which demand competence in

practice equal to that of the qualified practitioner. However others

continued to practice throughout the period in a protected

environment which reflected the practicum, thereby questioning the

opportunities provided for the student to extend their professional

development.	 It is particularly significant that the findings

demonstrate the different expectations of the assessors and the

students and indeed highlight the practitioner role undertaken by

some students throughout this period: findings which have

implications for the validity of the assessment process.

The data demonstrate that the students'	 interpretation of

professional practice throughout this period remains grounded in a

traditional paradigm of maternal and child health and indeed
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continues to reflect the difference betveen the theory of health

visiting and the reality of the practice setting. However I would

argue that it is significant that those practice issues in which the

students considered themselves poorly prepared, are issues which are

particularly dependent on	 the	 intuitive knowing-in-practice

demonstrated by the practitioner in the determining of professional

judgements.	 This I would suggest demonstrates an implicit

acknowledment of the significance of the concept of professional

artistry in competent practice. 	 Indeed I would suggest it is

significant that the students identified this as an area of

deficiency within their professional preparation in both the

practicum and supervised practice. In addition I would suggest that

this interpretation of practice grounded in a paradigm reflecting a

task orientated, client specific approach to practice demonstrates

the students' inability to employ a conceptual framework in the

interpretation of practice.	 Once more these findings have

implications for the process of assessing competence in practice.

Therefore the findings not only raise questions about the students'

interpretation of professional practice during this period, but also

about the validity of the procedures used to assess this

interpretation. The use of work prepared during the practicum with

an input from both the FWT and lecturer must raise questions about

the authenticity of the students' interpretation of practice

presented in the material. Indeed I would suggest this phenomenon

raises particular questions about the role of the assessor, in

material which is used directly as a means of assessing the students'

competence in practice. The findings raise further questions about

the role of the assessor generally during this period of transition.

Not only is there no requirement for this individual to demonstrate
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her competence as an assessor or practitioner, but for the majority

of students this individual will also be their manager. This I would

suggest may have significant implications in the interpretation of

professional practice presented by the student during this time. In

addition the findings highlight the subjectivity in the processes

involved in the oral examination and in particular question its

validity in assessing the students' development in professional

practice. Indeed I would argue that the data not only raise serious

questions about the validity of these procedures as a means of

assessing the students' competence in practice but also as a means of

assessing the students' interpretation of professional practice.

(1) At the time of the empirical work the ENB procedures for
assessing competence in practice during supervised practice used
a system of both rating scales and comments. (Appendix A)

(2) The revised regulations currently in use require that the oral,
the health visiting and neighbourhood studies and the report
from supervised practie are considered as a single component.
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Chapter 10

Assessing an art form: a new approach to the assessment of competence

in health visiting practice

The need for change

The crisis in confidence in health visiting has not only occurred in

those individuals on the periphery of practice, whose criticisms

could be challenged legitimately from within the profession, but also

more significantly in the consumers of the service and indeed

practitioners themselves. Goodwin (1988:2) describes the demands of

current practice leading to "a routinized, mechanistic and even

mindless, checklist ticking approach to health visiting with the only

measurable products being a head count of individuals visited or

seen". She goes on to identify practitioners "trapped in a narrow

and restrictive straight jacket of health visiting practice",

highlighting the inappropriateness and inhibiting nature of the

traditional approach to practice; a criticism also identified in the

recent review of the community nursing services (DHSS 1986).

Although current issues in the profession, such as the recent child

death inquiries, the intzoduction of Griffiths style management, and

the implementation of the Korner Report (1982), have highlighted the

crisis in confidence and the need to reconsider professional

practice, the phenomenon is not new to the profession. As previously

discussed, Robinson (1985: 69) describes a mood of "self doubt within

the maternal and child health services" apparent over a decade ago.

This I would suggest has in part contributed, to an emphasis vithin
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the profession, of defining the appropriate skills and professional

knowledge for practice rather than questioning the validity of

conceptual origins of health visiting strategies. Indeed I would

suggest that the medical model of child health surveillance - based

on the theory that the repeated application of screening tests and

checks is the most appropriate method of detecting abnormalities in a

child's development (despite the lack of conclusive empirical

evidence, (Hall 1989)) which is practised by many health visitors,

substantiates this view. This preoccupation in defining appropriate

skills and knowledge has contributed to a conflict in basic beliefs

within the philosophy of health visiting: a belief that the concepts

of health visiting can be operationalised, measured and quantified

and therefore made scientific, versus a belief that the concepts are

unique and particular to each individual situation and therefore

implicitly associated with the artistry of practice. 	 It is the

polarisation of the interpretation of practice which I believe has

contributed to the current crisis in the profession.

However I believe that another major factor contributing to this

phenomenon in health visiting is the gap between the theory of health

visiting and the reality of the practice setting.	 Indeed an

interpretation of practice which continues to advocate a traditional

paradiga grounded in maternal and child health must raise questions

about the conceptual origins of health visiting strategies,

particularly as health data demonstrate that the most significant

threats to public health are currently coronary heart disease,

cancer, alcohol and drug misuse, and increasingly HIV infection.

Undoubtedly these changing health issues highlight the need to

develop an epistemology of practice grounded in the reality of the

practice	 setting	 and	 developed	 from	 the	 process	 of
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reflection-in-action. This concept has been identified by Schon

(1983), who argues that practitioners have the ability to reflect on

their intuitive knowing whilst in the midst of practice and therefore

by using protocols of actual performance in practice it is possible

to construct and test models of knowing in practice. The processes

involved in this approach to an epistemology of practice, enable the

practitioner to not only adapt her practice to the changing needs of

the professional context but also to continually appraise

performance in practice; processes which are fundamental for the

development of a reflective practitioner.

It is within this framework that an understanding and appreciation of

the concept of professional artistry emerges as an essential process

in determining competence in professional practice. The

knowing-in-practice by which practitioners handle the value conflict,

uniqueness, and complex situations in the practice setting and the

intuition used to make sense of that practice situation in making

professional judgements, is fundamental to the development of an

epistemology of practice which reflects the changing context of

professional practice. This concept is supported in health visiting

by Robinson (1987:22) who, as previously described in Chapter 1,

argues that the uncertainty in practice has resulted from

practitioners displaying an over sophistication in the search for a

theoretical base, whilst demonstrating a reluctance to acknowledge

the importance in practice of characteristics described as

"non-judgemental, emphathetic and relating on a moment to moment

basis.	 Indeed, as I have demonstrated earlier, Robinson (1982)

specifically argues the need for practitioners to perceive practice

as both an art and a science. 	 She relates this concept to the

paradigms of health visiting she describes as relationship-centred
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and problem-orientated. 	 She goes on to argue that these are not

mutually exclusive but must be considered simultaneously when

examining health visiting practice. However although an appreciation

of the concept of professional artistry is fundamental to the process

of professional judgement, I would argue it is the most complex

element within professional practice and as such contributes to the

phenomenon of the inconsistency between the theory of health visiting

and the reality of the practice setting.

The concept of professional artistry: the implications for

determining competence in practice

Indeed, it is the discrepancy between the real world of practice and

that of professional knowledge which has contributed to the crisis in

professional practice and has necessitated the redefining of

competence in practice. 	 The traditional model of technical

rationality, based on a process of instrumental problem solving,

using and applying scientific theory and techniques, negates the

concept of professional artistry. This allows professionals to

attempt to fit practice situations into professional knowledge by

either ignoring issues which do not correspond to defined categories

or trying to force the situation to conform to available techniques.

This approach to an epistemology of practice is no longer acceptable

in a professional world where clients are put at risk and

incompetence in practice is apparent. This is why I would argue

consistently that the evidence demonstrates the need to develop an

epistemology of practice vhich acknowledges the fundamental role

played by the concept of professional artistry in determining

competence in practice. However the evidence also demonstrates that

this issue is negated by those in health visiting education who

continue to employ a process of assessing competence in practice
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grounded in a model of technical rationality.

Within the current context of health visiting the epistemology of

practice is directly influenced by that implicit in the procedures

used to assess competence in practice. This highlights the

significance of the interpretation of professional knowledge by the

assessors, in particular the lecturers in health visiting who play a

major role in designing the assessment process. Indeed, although the

lecturers identified the restricted learning experience of the

practicum as a factor influencing the validity of the assessment

process, I would argue it is significant that their interpretation of

practice was also grounded in a traditional paradigm. This

highlights a task orientated approach directed at specific client

groups rather than one grounded in the principles of health visiting

or the political dimension thereby indicating a

conceptually-originated paradigm of practice. However, even within

this traditional paradigm the conflict experienced by lecturers in

their understanding of a particular theory of the nature of

professional practice is demonstrated. Although the data highlight

practice issues grounded in a model of technical rationality, the

significance of an appreciation of the concept of professional

artistry is clearly identified. The lecturers repeatedly identified

practice issues such as the use of interpersonal skills, self

awareness and intuitive knowledge in making professional judgements.

In addition the importance of the student's ability to cope with

emotional factors such as anger, unhappiness and bereavement were

particularly identified.	 Despite the evidence illustrating the

importance attached to an appreciation of the concept of

professional artistry, it is significant that this concept is not

considered a legitimate criterion for questioning the student's
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competence in practice and therefore failing the student.

The lecturers' perception of the use made specifically of intuition

in the assessment process, also highlights the conflict experienced

in the interpretation of competent professional practice. Despite

the yell documented arguments demonstrating the role of intuition in

forming professional judgements (England 1986, Schon 1987), the

lecturers' identified particular concern in the FVTs' use of

intuition in assessing the students' competence in practice.

Although this particularly related to the possible confusion between

intuition and subjectivity, I would argue it highlights the prejudice

demonstrated by practitioners in the use of intuition in professional

practice.	 This supports the evidence presented by Schon (1987)

vhich suggests that, within a taxonomy of practice components,

practitioners dismiss intuition as a junk category'. However, it is

pertinent that the significance of the use of intuition was

acknowledged in assessing the students' attitudes and ability to

communicate; issues implicit in the process of making professional

judgements and therefore competence in practice. Therefore although

the data demonstrate the significance of the concept of professional

artistry in the interpretation of practice, this is not acknowledged

in the assessment process. Indeed greater substance is attached to

the required knowledge and skills which once more demonstrates an

epistemology of practice developed from a traditional grounding in

technical rationality. It is evidence such as this which contributes

to the gap between the theory of health visiting and the reality of

practice.

The FWT, although constrained by the epistemology of practice

implicit in the procedure, not only has the primary responsibility
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for assessing the students' competence in practice, but also as the

evidence highlights, plays a significant role in the student's

interpretation of professional practice. Therefore it is significant

that the data demonstrate an interpretation which not only highlights

a traditional paradigm grounded in maternal and child health (with

little acknowledgment of proactive health promotion), but also an

emphasis on technical training using an apprenticeship model. The

adoption of this approach inhibits the student from exploring and

developing the forms of inquiry which enable the practitioner to

adapt their professional knowledge to the unique demands of the

practice setting. It is also significant that despite the FWTs

recognising the importance of the concept professional artistry in

practice, this was once more negated in the assessment process.

Therefore although the FWTs' theory of the nature of professional

practice reflected that of the lecturers in health visiting (a

phenomenon which I would attribute to the emphasis currently given in

the assessment process to the theoretical component of the course),

I would argue once more that the FWT's interpretation has particular

significance for the student. This relates specifically to the

concept of role modelling and suggests that unless the conceptual

origins of health visiting strategies are addressed, practitioners

will continue to develop an epistemology of practice divorced from

the reality of the practice setting.

The significance of developing an epistemology of practice grounded

in the reality of practice vas also apparent in the evidence obtained

from the client cohort. Although the clients acknowledged the role

of professional knowlede in the form of advice and information

giving, the predominant theme in their interpretation of practice

identified the giving of support in the form of listening, acting as
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a 'sounding-board' and responding to the expressed needs of the

client. Indeed the importance and value attached to listening by the

practitioner is demonstrated throughout the data. However, the

significance of the attitudes and attributes of the practitioner in

influencing the effectiveness of the practice outcome was also

clearly identified. However, I would argue it is significant that

although clients spontaneously described feelings of liking or warmth

towards the practitioner, the clients acknowledged that this alone

did not constitute competence in practice, thereby demonstrating the

fundamental role of the intuitive knowing in practice by which the

practitioner handles the practice situation. The evidence also

demonstrates that the majority of clients did not attach greater

significance to the science of practice. This therefore undoubtedly

indicates that the interpretation of practice must simultaneously

consider the paradigms of art and science if the criteria for

competence in practice demanded by the clients are to be met.

Although the client cohort described a traditional paradigm of health

visiting grounded predominantly in child health, reflecting that of

the FWTs and the lecturers in health visiting, the data demonstrate

the	 inconsistency between	 the	 clients'	 and	 practitoners'

interpretation of practice. This specifically related to the

clients' demand for the practitioner to give equal consideration to

the art and science of practice. It is also significant that despite

client participation in the learning experience provided in the

practicum, health visiting education has not resolved the dilemma of

the gap between the reality of the practice setting and the theory of

health visiting. Although I would argue this in part can be

attributed to the preoccupation of practitioners in developing an

epistemology of practice grounded in a model of technical
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rationality, it can also be attributed to the reluctance amongst

those involved in professional education to question the conceptual

origins of health visiting strategies. This phenonemon has

implications not only for the validity of the current assessment

process, but also for the current crisis in confidence in health

visiting practice.

A theoretical framework for assessing competence in practice

Therefore the evidence not only demonstrates the necessity to

re-examine the validity and conceptual origins of strategies in

health visiting but also questions the nature of professional

knowledge. Although the data demonstrate a preoccupation with the

desire to establish an appropriate scientific foundation to practice,

the significance of the concept of professional artistry in making

professional judgements in the individual practice setting is also

clearly identified.	 Consequently competence in practice must be

equally ascribed to the concept of professional artistry as well as

to the knowledge and skills required in practice. However, I would

argue that the current crisis in the profession can be attributed to

attempts by practitioners to legitimise the professional status of

health visiting by grounding practice in a model of technical

rationality, as much as their failure in appreciating the essential

role of professional artistry in practice. This has led some

practitioners to not only negate the art of practice but also to

adopt routinised and mechanistic approaches to practice thereby

reinforcing a model of technical rationality. It is these phenomena

vhich have contributed to the current conflicting paradigms of
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practice and undoubtedly highlight the fundamental need for a

theoretical framework for assessing competence in practice. 	 A

process which I would suggest would contribute to resolving the

current dilemma in health visiting practice.

The theoretical framework for the assessment process in addition to

drawing on a particular epistemology of practice, must reflect the

conceptual origins of health visiting strategies. Therefore I would

argue that the process must consider the grounding of practice and in

order to address this issue I have attempted to construct a

conceptual framework for practice from the principles of health

visiting: the search for health needs, the stimulation of an

awareness of health, influencing policies affecting health and the

facilitation of health enhancing activities (CETHV 1977) and the

paradigms of practice outlined in Chapter 1.

The outcome illustrated in Figure 10.1, identifies the client as the

central focus in the health visiting strategy. This specifically

relates to the need to overcome a fundamental criticism of practice:

the tendency of professionals to define the health needs of clients

using their own criteria instead of those of the client. Indeed by

focussing on the client within the context of the community this does

not restrict the framework to an individual or collective paradigm

but is central to the formation of strategies in either setting.

The practitioner-client relationship, fundamental to effective

practice outcomes, must incorporate the concept of partnership in

order to determine strategies in practice appropriate to the clients'
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A conceptual franework for health visiting practice
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perceptions of their health needs. Choice and advocacy, in addition

to playing an essential role in this process, also indicate the

political dimensions of practice in which I would suggest they assume

an equally significant role. However the political dimensions of

practice is specifically acknowledged in the concept of promotion and

prevention. Promotion, interpreted within the context of the World

Health Organisation's definition (WHO 1986) empowers and enables

individuals to gain control over their own health, thereby

facilitating them in taking responsibility for their own health

status. These issues implicitly require practitioners to influence

health policies at a local and national level, as well as

participating in health education programmes. Prevention, at either

a primary, secondary or tertiary level equally involves political

action in addition to health education.

However it is the knowing-in-practice, by which practitioners make

sense of the practice setting and , thereby make professional

judgements to inform and determine the strategies of promotion and

prevention (facilitating change in the health behaviour and status of

the client) which constitutes the concept of professional artistry.

Implicit within this concept is the intuitive understanding of

practitioners in making that professional judgement. In the context

of my framework the concept of professional artistry is represented

by the dotted line. This not only demonstrates the fundamental role

of this concept in professional practice, but also indicates the need

for the recognition of intuitive knowledge as a legitimate element of

professional practice.	 This is why I have been led to argue that

the grounding of practice strategies within this framework removes

the emphasis from a task orientated scientific approach developed to
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legitimise practice, to the beliefs and values underpinning practice,

thereby facilitating practitioners in the development of an

epistemology of practice generated by practice reality.

However the theoretical framework informing the assessment of

competence in practice must also address the implications of a

particular theory of the nature of professional practice.

Undoubtedly the discussion has identified specific concerns about the

use of a model of technical rationality in health visiting practice.

Although partly attributed to the inherent circumstances of a

professional group assigned to the category of a minor professional

(thereby implicitly indicating ambiguous boundaries without a clearly

defined context of practice making it impossible to develop a

scientific body of knowledge), I would argue a more significant cause

may be attributed to the moulding of practice situations to

professional knowledge by either ignoring issues not corresponding to

defined categories or attempting to force situations to conform to

available techniques. Practitioners responding in this way not only

contribute to the gap between theory and practice, but also ignore

and	 negate	 a	 fundamental	 component	 of	 practice:	 the

client-practitioner interaction and (of course as we have seen) the

intuitive knowing-in-practice which informs and determines that

interaction.	 Indeed this is why I have been led to argue that this

particular approach to an epistemology of practice is inappropriate

and an epistemology of practice which reflects the reality of

practice and developments within professional practice, as in the

case of reflection-in-action, should be adopted to inform the

theoretical framework.

However a fundamental issue must be addressed when adopting this
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particular theory of the nature of professional practice: the

differentiation between reflecting-in-action and knowing in action.

Schon (1987: 29) argues that this distinction may be subtle but

identifies the major difference "as the on-the-spot experiment and

further thinking that affects what we do" which is prompted by the

rethinking of some aspects of knowing in action. 	 Therefore

reflection-in-action must, in addition to involving critical thinking

about the knowing-in-action of practice, generate on the spot

experimental actions. In order to develop this particular theory of

the nature of professional practice two processes must occur: the

practitioner must draw on previous practice experience t@ use as a

framework on which to form hypotheses from similarities perceived in

the practice situation and then test these hypotheses by experimental

action in the practice setting.	 This process will also generate

legitimate practice issues for research and therefore lessen the

inconsistency between the foci of research and the reality of

practice. However this approach in developing an epistemology of

practice highlights the fundamental role of the practicum in

facilitating these processes in not only student learning but also in

the assessment of competence in practice.

Although it is difficult to identify the learning outcomes of a

reflective practicum I would suggest these must be considered within

the context of the theoretical framework of the assessment process.

Schon (1987) describes a method of identifying the extent of the

learning outcomes achieved by the student as two poles of an axis

thereby representing a continuum along which the students' learning

may be portrayed. Within this paradigm he identifies four specific

elements and despite his acknowledgment that it is particularly

difficult to specifically identify the outcome of student learning as
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"the experience of the practicum can take root in the subsoil of the

mind" (Schon 1987: 168), (therefore influencing the individual's

future professional development), I would argue that this paradigm

provides an appropriate foundation for assessing the extent of the

learning outcomes in the health visiting practicum.

The first element reflects to the student's ability to articulate her

understanding of practice issues in the context of health visiting;

with one pole of the axis representing the learning outcome of a

student who can only repeat the words she has heard in the practicum

but is unable to relate them to experience or action. However, the

other pole represents the student who has achieved an understanding

of the processes to which the practice issues relate. The second

element reflects the procedures the student experiences in the

practicum; with one pole representing the learning outcome of a

student who can only undertake discrete procedures, whereas the other

end represents the student who can integrate and combine different

procedures in the context of practice, with an understanding of the

consequences or implications of those procedures. Within the third

element one pole represents the student's ability to problem solve in

one specific practice setting; whereas the other pole represents the

student's ability to interpret that practice issue in a variety of

ways, thereby providing a foundation for rethinking and experimenting

in future practice. The final element reflects the student's ability

to understand the interpretation of practice presented by the FWT.

One pole represents the learning outcome of the student who perceives

this approach as the only or indeed correct interpretation, whereas

the other pole represents the student who perceives the

interpretation as one view, to be critically analysed, juxtaposed and

integrated with other views. This paradigm not only informs the
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theoretical framework of the assessment process but also once more

highlights the fundamental role of the student-FVT dialogue in the

effectiveness of the practicuin.

Therefore I would argue that the above discussion identifies four

specific factors significant in determining the theoretical framework

of the assessment process:

the interpretation of professional practice,

an epistemology of practice grounded in reflection-in-action,

the learning outcomes of the practicum,

the student-FWT dialogue.

Indeed I would suggest that each of these is equally significant to

the process. The interpretation of professional practice identified

in the conceptual framework presented earlier in the chapter

highlights the inappropriateness of specifically identifying a

particular set of knowledge and skills. However it also identifies

the essential role played by the concept of professional artistry, in

particular the intuitive understanding of the practitioner, in making

professional judgements which determine the health visiting

strategies realised in practice.	 In using this approach in the

interpretation of professional practice it facilitates the assessment

of the student's ability to understand the conceptual origins of

these strategies. Although the particular theory of the nature of

professional knowledge adopted for the framework is complex in the

demands it makes on practitioners, particularly as it requires

individuals to not merely reflect on their knowing-in-practice but

reflect-in-action, it provides the opportunity of assessing the

student's ability to manage the unique practice setting, in addition

to the changing needs of professional practice.
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Although the learning outcomes are significant in determining the

student's ability to manage practice issues in the practicum (and

therefore implicitly in practice), I would argue that the outcomes

may also reflect the effectiveness of the practicum. The location of

specific outcomes on the continuum may reflect the 'career' of the

student's dialogue with the FWT as much as the student's ability in

practice. Indeed the student-FVT dialogue, although fundamental in

the framework of assessment, has been clearly identified as a major

factor influencing the effectiveness of the practicum. This not only

relates to the FWT's expertise in travelling the ladder of reflection

and the student's enthusiasm and commitment to participating in the

practicum, but also to the student-teacher relationship which is

particularly relevant in an andragogic learning environment.

Therefore I would argue that although the learning outcomes and the

student-FYT dialogue are essential in determining the theoretical

framework for assessing competence in practice, the earlier evidence

which demonstrates the conflict in the interpretation of professional

practice and the learning binds which develop in the practicum,

highlight the continuing complexity of the assessment process in the

current paradigm of health visiting education.

The implications for practice

The traditional interpretation of practice grounded in a model of

technical rationality has led many practitioners, to perceive

competence in practice merely within the context of a defined body of

knowledge and specific skills.	 This therefore restricts the

practitioner's understanding of competence in practice and implicitly

the assessment process.	 Indeed I would argue that a serious

consequence of attempts to legitimise professional practice by

applying professional knowledge to instrumental problems of practice,
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is the denial of the significance of the concept of professional

artistry in the process of professional judgement. Indeed this

process not only includes decision making but also implementing

effective health visiting strategies in practice. Although the

significance of the interpretation of professional practice within

the conceptual context of professional artistry is highlighted

throughout the data, this phenomenon in itself creates a further

dilemma for health visiting education. The concept of professional

artistry, particularly the intuitive knowing-in-practice which

informs and determines effective strategies in practice, cannot be

identified as a tangible component of the curriculum nor therefore

included as an explicit element within the syllabus. An appreciation

of the significance and role of professional artistry is dependent

upon the interaction and dialogue between the student, FWT and

client; and in particular reflects the FWT's ability to negotiate the

ladder of reflection, both in relation to specific practice issues

and role modelling.

However, if this interpretation of professional practice is adopted;

an action I believe to be essential if an attempt is to be made to

resolve the current crisis in health visiting, this process will

raise further questions about the education and training of health

visitor students, particularly in relation to the professional

competencies stated in the Statutory Instrument (1983:873). Although

wide ranging in interpretation, I would argue they remain clearly

within the context of a skill base problem solving paradigm. The

competencies therefore do not consider either problem setting or the

wider processes involved in making professional judgements:

strategies which are essential for competence in practice. It is

this issue which demands the rethinking of the particular theories of
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the nature of professional knowledge currently used to determine the

interpretation of professional practice. Indeed I would argue that

the development of an epistemology of practice grounded in

relfection-in-action is an essential element in this process.

However the adoption of this particular theory of the nature of

professional knowledge has significant implications for current

practice. This approach demands that the practitioner is continually

involved in analysing previous practice experience and formulating

hypotheses which must be tested by experimental action; the results

of which are used to inform and determine health visiting strategies.

This process not only makes considerable demands on the cognitive

ability of the practitioner but perhaps more significantly implicitly

involves the practitioner in risk taking; a process which is not

required when adopting a model of technical rationality.

Nonetheless, it is these specific practice issues which are crucial

in not only enabling the practitioner to adapt her practice to the

individual practice setting, but also lessening the gap between the

reality of practice and professional knowledge by facilitating the

practitioner's involvement and participation in action research.

However these issues once more highlight the significance of the

effectiveness of the practicum (and therefore implicitly the FWT) in

facilitating the student's achievement of the essential learning

outcomes and in particular the ability to reflect-in-action.

Despite the earlier discussion highlighting the difficulty in

identifying the learning outcomes achieved by the student during a

reflective practicu, Schon (1987) argues that the location of the

student's learning on the continua will be influenced not only by

the student's ability to .ake sense of the practice world, but also
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on the course of the student-coach dialogue. This he argues will be

influenced by the abilities brought to that dialogue by the

participants, particularly the ability of the coach to "adapt

demonstration and description to the student's changing needs" (Schon

1987:169). Furthermore he goes on to argue that if a learning bind

remains unresolved between the coach and student this is likely to

adversely influence the position on the continua of the learning

outcome achieved by the student. I would suggest this phenomenon has

particular significance in health visiting education, as the findings

demonstrate not only the limited interpretation of professional

practice of many of the FYTs, but also the influence of role

modelling on the student's perception of practice: factors which

undoubtedly contribute to the learning binds experienced in the

student-FVT interaction. Indeed it is this evidence which has led me

to argue the significance of the FVT-student dialogue and in

particular the demands this makes on the FWT throughout the practicum

and the assessment process.

The demands created for the FWT in fostering an effective practicum

are specifically identified in the final factor informing the

theoretical framework of the assessment process. In addition this

highlights once more the fundamental role of the FWT-student dialogue

in the interpretation of professional practice. Indeed I would argue

this finding is reflected not only in each of the factors informing

the theoretical framework but also throughout my data. Undoubtedly

it is the FWT-student dialogue which has significant implications for

the implementation of effective health visiting strategies,

particularly in relation to the interpretation of professional

practice and the specific theory of the nature of professional

knowledge which informs that interpretation.	 It is this issue
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therefore vhich requires addressing, at both student and practitioner

level, when considering the needs of those involved in the process of

assessing competence in practice of student health visitors.

However within the context of addressing the needs of those involved

in the assessment process there are two distinct issues which must be

considered: the discrete needs of the specific groups of individuals

involved in the assessment process and the implications of the thesis

in relation to those groups.	 Therefore the interpretation of

professional practice,	 the epistemology of practice which informs

that interpretation and the implications for assessing competence in

practice must be considered in relation to the individual needs of

the students, practitioners and clients. 	 Despite the similarities

between the student and practitioner group, each will be considered

separately when addressing their needs in relation to the student

dialogue and the process of assessing competence in practice.

As previously identified the practitioners involved in the assessment

process include FWTs and lecturers in health visiting. Despite their

different roles and responsibilities in initiating and fostering a

dialogue with the student, I would argue that the data clearly

demonstrate the similar needs of both groups in the interpretation of

professional practice and the implications for defining competence in

practice. A major finding indicates the need for practitioners to

make use of a conceptual framework for health visiting in their

interpretation of professional practice.	 This would not only

facilitate the identification of the underlying principles and

beliefs of practice, thus enabling practitioners to adapt to the

changing health needs of individuals, but also facilitate the

development of a ladder of reflection from which practitioners could
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analyse and debate specific practice issues thereby increasing the

quality of the student-FVT dialogue. Similarly the findings clearly

indicate the need for a theoretical framework for the assessment

process.	 This would enable practitioners to move away from an

interpretation of competence in practice which is limited to a

definition of prescribed knowledge and skills and which contributes

to the current crisis in health visiting practice. However I would

suggest these issues generate further needs for the practitioner, in

particular the ability to develop strategies to cope with the change

and conflict which may be created by a dialogue with the student

which approaches the ideal of reciprocal reflection-in-action in the

practicum.

Although I have previously identified the students as a group with

discrete needs in relation to the assessment process and the quality

of the student-practitioner dialogue, I would suggest that the

practitioners' needs identified above are reflected in the student

group.	 Indeed the development of a conceptual framework for

practice, the development of a theoretical framework for the

assessment process and the ability to develop strategies to manage

change and conflict are equally significant to the student. However

these issues must be considered from the student's perspective, in

particular the influence of the "andragogic" relationship which

exists between the student and the practitioner (as described in

Chapter 2). Issues such as the student's previous experience, both

professional and education, her commitment to the practicum and her

initial	 aptitude	 for	 participating	 in	 a	 process	 of

reflection-in-action have implications for the quality of the

student-practitioner dialogue.	 This in turn will influence the

process of assessing her competence in practice.
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The clients form the final group with needs which must be considered

specifically in relation to the quality of the student-FWT dialogue.

The findings demonstrate the fundamental role that clients play in

student learning in the practicum; not only by providing a forum in

which the student can rehearse her pratice but also in observing the

student-FWT interaction and indeed the potential for formal

involvement in the assessment process. However I would suggest that

this participation places the client in a potentially vulnerable

position, particularly if the student is experiencing difficulties in

developing an interpretation of professional practice which

acknowledges the essential role of an appreciation of the concept of

professional artistry. I would therefore argue that the clients, in

addition to requiring an understanding of the processes involved in

the student-FWT dialogue and the factors which may influence that

debate, also require some understanding of the conceptual framework

for health visiting. This is particularly pertinent if they are to

participate in the development of an epistemology of practice

grounded in reflection-in-action. Indeed I would argue these issues

have major implications for the briefing required by clients if they

are to meet the learning expectations of the practicum and the FliT

must play the major role in facilitating this process.

The above discussion highlights some of the implications for practice

of my thesis, in particular those relating to the current crisis in

health visiting practice. However I would argue that the most

significant implication is the demand for a fundamental change in

health visiting education and the methods used to assess competence

in practice. Since my research set out to investigate the nature of

professional knowledge as perceived by those involved in health
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visiting education, and to explore the relationship between the

process used to assess competence in practice and the interpretation

of professional practice, it would be beyond the scope of this

thesis to draw up a detailed plan or proposal for changes in health

visiting education. However the principles which emerged from my

thesis prompt the following changes in the education and assessment

of health visitor students.

Towards a method for practical implementation

(i) The first major proposal developed from the thesis concerns the role

of the concept of professional artistry in the interpretation of

professional practice in health visiting education. As previously

described, although fundamental to competence in practice, this

concept cannot be considered as a discrete component of the syllabus.

Therefore exploring this element of professional practice is

particularly dependent on the FVT's ability to not only reflect on

practice and explore and analyse the findings of this process in the

dialogue with the student, but also display the concept in the role

model presented to the student. However in order to effectively

facilitate an appreciation of this concept in the education and

training of student health visitors I would suggest two fundamental

measures are required: research to explore and analyse how

practitioners exhibit and interpret the intuitive knowing-in-practice

which informs the decision making in the phenomenon of professional

judgement and major changes in the education and training of FVTs.

The latter would not only necessitate the development of a conceptual

framework for fieldwork teaching but also require lajor changes in

the structure and content of the Fieldwork Teachers Course. This in

turn has implications for the approvals procedure carried out by the

English National Board.
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(ii) The second major proposal to emerge concerning health visiting

education is the introduction of an epistemology of practice grounded

in a model of reflection-in-action. 	 This will not only require

practitioners to participate in action research using protocols of

actual	 performance	 to	 construct	 and	 test	 models	 of

knoving-in-practice but also to facilitate this process in the

learning of student health visitors. Once again this viii make

demands on the cognitive ability of the FWT particularly in relation

to the development of the student-FWT dialogue and the practice

exhibited in the role model offered to the student. However this

particular interpretation of the nature of professional knowledge,

demanding practitioners to constantly reflect-in-practice, introduces

a third proposal for change: an analysis of practice in the context

of peer audit review.

iii) Peer audit review provides the opportunity for practitioners to "meet

together to generate agreed standards of good practice and then audit

their own practice using some form of self or peer assessment" (Heron

1981:16)	 This process therefore provides a forum for not only

undertaking a critical analysis of the interpretation of professional

practice but also for self and peer appraisal. This I would suggest

is essential in maintaining and developing standards of professional

practice and in contributing to resolving the current crisis

confidence in professional practice.

Indeed I would argue that these proposals once more highlight the

fundamental need for a conceptual framework for health visiting

practice from which professional judgement can evolve to inform and

determine effective health visiting strategies. 	 However I would
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argue that this belief has major implications for the competences

defined in the Statutory Instrument (1983:873) for the education and

training of health visitor student. Although wide ranging in their

interpretation they are currently limited to a problem solving

approach to practice. Nonetheless it is the need for the student to

rehearse the professional judgements which determine competence in

practice that indicates another significant proposal to emerge from

the thesis: the fundamental demand for an effective practicum.

(iv) The significance of the effect of the practicum on the outcome of

student learning has been highlighted throughout the data. The need

for the FWTs to not only provide the students vith the opportunity to

rehearse their practice in a setting, which although protected

represents the reality of practice, but also to analyse, debate,

criticise and evaluate the student's practice has implications for

both the education and training of FWTs and their role as a

practitioner. I would argue this once more indicates the need for

change in both the structure and content of the course offered to

FWTs.	 This particularly relates to providing the FWT with the

opportunity of extending and developing the ability to

reflect-in-practice, as veil as the ability to facilitate this

process in the student. However, this proposal also has implications

for the organisation of the FWTs' time in the health authority. It

demands an understanding and acknowledgement by managers of the time

and skills required by the FVT in participating in an effective

practiticum. This may include not only the reduction of the FWT's

caseload but also promoting different methods of vorking such as

facilitating group work and networking.
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(v) The fifth and final proposal developed from the thesis directly

relates to the role of client in the practicum. The role of clients

not only in acknowledging the significance of the concept of

professional artistry, but also of the attitudes and personal

attributes of the students' in influencing their ability in

demonstrating an appreciation of the concept of professional

artistry,has been clearly identified. Indeed I would suggest this

finding provides a valuable source of data in the process of

assessing competence in practice. Therefore although clients already

participate in the practicum, their role must be more clearly

defined, particularly in relation to the structure of their

interaction with the FWT and student and the student-FVT dialogue.

However the most significant issue in this proposal is the formal

participation of clients as an essential component of the assessment

process; indeed a process which I believe may contribute to resolving

the crisis in health visiting practice.

It is significant that although this research pertains to the

interpretation of professional practice in health visiting and the

relationship of that interpretation to the assessment of competence

in practice, the proposals developed from the thesis are equally

pertinent to nurse education. The introduction of Project 2000, and

the challenge of health for all by the year 2000, demand the

'knowledgeable doer' who can adapt and build on practice to meet the

changing needs of patients and their families. In order to meet this

demand practitioners in nurse education will also need to address

issues such as the concept of professional artistry, the use of

intuitive knowing-in-practice, the factors influencing the

effectiveness of the practicum, the role model presented in the

practicum and in particular the role of consumer participation in
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nurse education. I would therefore argue that the thesis generally

has significant implications for nurse education and as such provides

a major source for further research by practitioners.
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EYES __(NO

.B. Th Thxn cheuld not be coipleted until at least seven weeks of
supervised practice have been undertaken.

.	 flECO?fl1NDf.TIoq

In your opinion, has this student satisfactorily
completed the period of supervised practice?

• (Please TICK the appropriate box)

NOTE; If "NO", please be cert-ain that the
reasons for thIs decision are made
quite cle'x in your report. Space
has been ]:eft at uection 3 for such
comments.

Signature of Aaaessor	 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . • . • . • • • • • . • • •

Name in DLOCJC CAPITALS	 •......s................s........se.............sI

Designation	 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . •..,. . . . . • •. . . •... . . . . •. . . . . . • 1

Date of Comploton of form . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

.	 TO	 CCNIflD Ft Tt TTfl)DT

I have seen ihis comp].oted fo and. discussed its contents and rccoendationa
dth i.y asescor.

S3.nature.of Health Visitor Student . . . . . . . . . • 1 •	 • • • • • •1I • • • • • • • •••s•s•• .

Dato	 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . ... . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . • •



APPENDIX B

7 United Kingdom Central Council
I for Nursing, Midwifery and Health Visiting

J 23 Portland Places London WiN 3AF

SION TO THE PROFESSIONAL REGISTER DECLARATION OF CHARACTER

of
(Inrt lull nam.)

(insert school o collg)

state that on the basis of his/her character and conduct during a course of professional education and

)f education!
	

trainingcompleted on	 _______________________________ I consider
Institution

PIN/Index Number
to be a fit and proper person to be admitted to the professional register for nurses, midwives
and health visitors.

Signature
	

Date

Pbst held



APPENDIX C	

HV/SP/87

E1B ENGLISH NATIONAL BOARD

CONFIDENTIAL

FORM OF ASSESSMENT FOR THE PERIOO OF SUPERVISED PRACTICE

HEALTH VISITOR COURSE: FINAL ASSESSMENT

This form should be used as a guide throughout the Period of Supervised Practice
but not completed before the ninth week of supervised practice.

The experience provided during the placement should enable contact to be made
with all age groups, and a range of social classes and cultures.

Name of Student

Training Institution

Dates of Practice

Name of Health Authority	 •......•S•S••S••SSS•

1. Type of supervised practice base

a) Health Authority Premises

Health Centre

Other (Please state)...... .. . .....

b) General Practice Premises

C)
	

Other Premises (Please Indicate type)



The following objectives should be con'rnented on In order to ensure that the
student reaches the required level of health visiting competencles
(see Statutory Instrument 83/873 Nurses, Midwives and Health Visitor approval
order Part IV Section 24). (See Appendix 2)

7.	 Health Visiting Practice: Services for the coiunity

At the end of Supervised Practice the student should be able to:

i)	 analyse health visiting and related records in the assigned
population;

ii) analyse health statistics and soclo-economic factors relating to the
assigned population;

iii) Identify and review health care needs In the population assigned;

iv) ascertain and Interpret local policies affecting health;

v) determine health visiting priorities within the assigned population;

vi) carry out surveillance and screening prograrmies;

vii) contribute to work of comittees, working groups and case conferences
as appropriate;

vllI)formulate and implement formal health education programes;

xi) identify where self help groups might be appropriate4

Please corrmient on the progress made by the student during Supervised Practice
and the level of competence achieved.



9.	 Health Visiting Practice: Services for school children

At the end of Supervised Practice the student should be able to:

I)	 plan and participate in health surveillance prograrrvnes for individual
children and groups;

Ii) participate in school health activities including assessments and form
a link between home, school and other workers;

ill) formulate and implement health education programes in school;

iv) initiate and maintain contact with School Nurses;

v) understand the Health Authority's policy for health surveillance and
screening progranres In schools;

vi) be familiar with the policies relating to children with special needs
and available resources.	 -

Please coinnent on the progress made by the student during Supervised Practice
and the level of competence achieved.



11. Health Visiting Practice: Teanwork

At the end of Supervised Practice the student should be able to:

I)	 contribute to teafmvork In relation to primary health care;

11) establish and maintain professional relationships at all levels;

III) manage work load using skills and resources of others where available
and appropriate.

Please •cornnent on the progress made by the student during Supervised Practice
and the level of competence achieved.



13. RECO'VlENDATION

In your opinion, has this student satisfactorily completed the Period of
Supervised Practice and demonstrated the competencles required for
registration as a Health Visitor?

(Please tick the appropriate box)
	

YES	 NO

NOTE:	 1.	 If "NO's please indicate the section/s within the report which
lead/s you to make this recomendation. Please indicate if any
remedial action was reconinended or taken during the Period of
Supervised Practice.

2. Is there any further information which, with the agreement of the
student, you would wish to bring to the attention of the
exami ners.

Signature of Assessor

Name In BLOCK CAPITALS

Designation

Date of Completion of For .........................

14. TO BE COMPLETED BY THE STUDENT

I have seen this completed form and discussed its contents and
recomendatlons with my assessor. Please cormient, briefly, on any matter
you wish to draw to the attention of the examiners.

Signature of Health Visitor Student

a e



APPENDIX 1

Definition of Caseload and Workload

1. A health visiting caseload is the population for which the health visitor
has a designated responsibility. It could be based on a general medical
practitioner caseload, a geographically defined catchment area and/or
specific school or other institution populations.

Although not necessarily involved with all of the populitlon on a frequent
contact basis, the responsibility for the whole population as defined by
the employing authority is ongoing. This approach Is comparable with
general medical practitioner caseloads for which there Is a continual
responsibility but not all clients are seen on a regular basis. This
concept of caseload differs from that of social workers where the caseload
is usually reckoned to be the number of cases for whom they have a specific
responsibility at a particular point In time.

2. The workload encompasses the whole range of activities for which the health
visitor has professional responsibility. This Includes work with all those
individuals, families and groups with whom the health visitor is in
professional contact, the identification o other health needs within the
caseload, and planning and Implementing appropriately Innovative responses.
It also Includes participating in activities related to developments within
health and associated services.



APPENDIX 2

STATUTORY	 INSTRUMENTS

1983 No. 873

NURSES, MIDWIVES AND HEALTH VISITORS

The Nurses, Midwives and Health Visitors Rules Approval Order
1983

PART IV

Health Visitor Training Rules

The kind and standard of training leading to qualification as a
health visitor

24 - (1) The kind and standard of training leading to qualification enabling an
application to be made for admission to Part 11 of the register under
this rule shall enable the student to acquire the necessary knowledge,
skills and attitudes for her personal professional development and for
the student to develop the competencies required to practice health
visiting which will require:-

(a) co-ordination of skills in health assessment, Identification of need,
planning, Implementation and evaluation of health education and care;

(b) co-operation with persons engaged in a wide range of primary health
care and other colleagues;

(c) encouragement of comunity participation and use of voluntary workers
in health enhancing activities.



API'RNT)TX D
To Sheila F. Twinn,

Senior Lecturer,
Faculty of Business and Social Studies,
Croydon College,
Fairfield, CROYDON, CR9 1DX.

.......... .......• ........ •.••. ... ..... .... .. ... ... I. •.• I•e#.•e••

1. How adequate do you feel present methods are for
measuring students' practical competence (particularly
when considering the difficulties in defining competent
clinical practice)?

2. To what extent do you think fieldwork teachers feel
sufficiently competent and confident when completing
the student's assessment?

3. Do you have any plans to revise or change your assessment
procedures in the near future?

4. Any other particular area of concern in the assessment
of fieldwork practice.

Signed: .......

Date: .............	 College:



APPENDIX D

Business and Social Studies
	

Croydon College
culty. David M. Boll, BA (Oxon)

	
Fairfield Croydon CR9 I DX

01-688 9271 6

SF'T/ELM.

2nd April., 19814.

Dear

I am working in health visitor education and am particularly
interested in the assessment of' health visitor students'
competence in fieldwork practice.

I am currently undertaking an exploratory study of the
assessment procedures used for student health visitors
during their fieldwork practice. 	 (This is part of my
work towards a higher degree at London University Institute
of Education and is being undertaken with the knowledge and
approval of the Professional Officer at the English National
Board, Miss M. Thwaites).	 I feel it is very important 'to
start by reviewing the methods currently employed by Colleges.

(a) I would be extremely grateful if you would send me a
copy of the assessment form or guidelines that are

- being used by the fieldwork teachers and students in
your College.	 It would also be helpful to know if
you do not use a formal method of assessment.

(b) I should also be grateful to have comments about your
own experiences and opinion of the assessment of
fieldwork practice in the form of answers to the
questions on the attached sheet.

A stamped, addressed envelope is enclosed.

Thank you very much for your help.

Yours sincerely,

Sheila F. Twinn (Ms.)
SENIOR LECTtJER

iEncs.
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S FT/ELM.
#0 Ccoydon Coflege

C1	 (•y( r	 4)	 ),

14th December, 1984.

Dear

During my work in heaUh visitor education, I have become
particularly interested in the procedures used to assess
the student's competence in fieldwork practice. 	 Having
recently registered for a higher degree at the Institute
of Education, my research topic is an exploratory study
to evaluate the current assessment procedures used for
fieldwork practice.

As you are aware, the new examination regulations place
a much greater emphasis on the fieldwork teacher's opinion
of the student's competence to practise as a qualified
Health Visitor.	 I am, therefore, very interested in.
the fieldwork teacher's opinion of the completion of the
assessment and would like to involve them in evaluating
our current procedures.

I would be very grateful if you would consider it
appropriate for your fieldwork teachers to participate
in this project.	 At the last Study Day we did discuss
the possibility of undertaking this study and they seemed
happy to be involved.

Thank you very much for your help.

Yours sincerely,

Sheila F. Twinn (Ms.)
SENIOR LECTURER



APPENDIX f

CROYDON COLLEGE

FACULTY OF BUSINESS AND SOCIAL STUDIES

CONFIDENTIAL QUESTIONNAIRE FOR FIELDWORK TEACHERS

Please tick where appropriate.

P A RT I - Professional Details

1.	 In which year did you undertake the Fieldwork
Teacher (FWT) Course?

2. Did you have to undertake Part II to complete
the FWT Course?	

____ YES
____ NO

If yes, please state the year.

3. Did you request to attend the FWT Course?	 YES

__ NO

If rio, who did request that you applied for
the course?

4. How would you describe the coverage of the
topic of student assessment during the theoretical
section of your

None at all

Some but iradequate

Su.f fiaert

Too much

Are there any other comments you would like to make?

I	 II	 I

I	 II	 I



___.YES

I	 JNO

__YES
I	 INO

Do you have a student in the present academic
year'	 _____ YES

____ NO

0. How long have you been training student health
visitors as a Qualified FWT?

Completing Part II

1 - 3 years

4 - 7 years

8 - 12 years

13 years or more

If completing Part II, please proceed to question 10.

7 Do you regularly train student health visitors?

If no, when did you last have a student?

1 year ago

2 - 3 years ago

4 - 5 years ago

8. Do you feel that a Fieldwork Teacher should have a
rest year from training student health visitors?

Please comment on your answer.

-2-



11.

12.

9.	 Do you have a student from the same college
each year? 1YES

___N0

Please comment on your answer.

10. If possible, do you feel it is important to have
a student from the college where you completed
your FWT course?

Please comment on your answer.

__YES

___N0

Do you feel that your case load gives adequate
representation of health visiting skills?

Please comment on your answer.

___YES

___JNO

Please indicate the size of your case load, using
one of the categories below.

Population

Families

Children under S

Other

I	 .1

-



13 Are you based in premises with other members of
he Primary Health Care Team? __JYES

I	 INO
If yes, please specify

HV	 TI
DN	 I
GP____

SN	 I
CPN_____

Other (please specify) I

14. Is your working situation
GP attachment

Geographical	 -
Other (please specify)

15. Have you implemented the health visiting process
in your particular workng situation? 	 YES

JNO

Do you feel the 'process' is a useful teaching
tool?	 ___ YES

I	 I NO

Please comment on your answer.

-4-



]YES

____)NO

____YES

I_INO

PRT [I - The Assesment Procedure

16 Do you feel it is the responsibility jf the EWT
to assess the practical competence of the student
health visitor?

Please comment on your answer.

17. Do you feel adequately trained to undertake the
assessment of student health visitor's fieldwork
practice?

Please comment on your answer.

18.	 Do you find it particularly stressful to complete
the formal assessment procedure with your student? 	 1YES

____ NO

Please comment on your answer.

-



19
	

Which health visiting skills do you consider to be the
most important for assessing the student's practca1
competence?

20. What other criteria would you use to assess the practical
competence of student health visitors?

21
	

Do you consider the student's personality affects
his/her practical competence as a health visitor?

	
YES

___ N0

Which particular traits would you consider important?

22.	 Do you feel that your assessment is influenced by
the student's personality?	 1YES

___INO

Please illustrate your answer with an example.

-6-



Do you consider it difficult being both the
teacher and the assessor of the student? ___YES

I	 JNO

23.

Please comment on your answer.

24 Are you able to meet regularly with your
student to make an informal assessment of
his/her practical competence?

Do you feel this is a useful process?

Please comment on your answer.

___YES

___JNO

___JYES
I	 INO

25. Do you feel it would be useful for the student
to undertake a formal self assessment of his/her
practical competence?

Please comment on your answer.

___YES
___INO

-7-



YES

NO

25 Do you consider comments from colieagLe wnen
assessing the practical competence ot your
student?

Please illustrate your answer with an example.

1
	

Do you consider comments from clients when
assessing the practical competence of your student?

	 YES
I	 INO

Please comment on your answer.

28. Have you ever failed a student due to the
incompetence of his/her fieldwork practice?

Please comment on your answer.

___IYES
I	 INO

-8-



I-
YES

NO

29.	 Do you feel that the college tutorial staff should
be involved with the assessment of a student's
practical competence?

Please comment on your answer.

30. Please indicate which of the nethoas below you
would rather use to submit the student's formal
assessment.	 -

Written report

Structured form

Please give reasons for your choice.

31. Which particular aspects do you find most difficult
when undertaking a formal assessment of your students'
practical competence?

-9-



32.	 Would you consider i.t useful to have your
assessment of the students' Dractical DertorrnarLce
validated by another FWT'

YES

____ 'JO

Please comment on your answer.

33. What changes would you like to make which would
improve the methods of assessing a student's practical
competence?

THANK YOU VERY MUCH FOR YOUR HELP.

SHEILA TWINN

-10-.
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Crc ydon Cotlege
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AI'P[.N[)IX C

10th December 1984

Dear

During my work in health visitor education, I have become
particularly interested in the procedures used to assess the
students' competence in fieldwork practice. Having re-
cently registered for a higher degree at the Institute of
Education, my research tooic is an exploratory study to
evaluate the current assessment procedures used for
fieldwork practice.

As you may be aware, the new examination regulations place
a much greater emphasis on the fieldwork teachers opinion
of the students competence to Qractice as a qualified health
visitor. 1 am therefore very interested in your opinion of
our present assessment procedure.

I would be extremely grateful if you would complete the
enclosed confidential questionnaire, and return it to me
by January 7th 1985.	 I must apologise for the length of
the questionnaire but feel this is necessary to do justice
to the importance of the topic and your opinions. I enclose
a star ped, addressed envelope.

May we also take this opportunity of thanking you for your
help with the students and wish you a very happy Christmas.

Thank you very much for your help.

With best wishes
Yours sincerely

Sheila F' Twinn (t4s)
Senior Lecturer in
HealthVisiting



APPENDIX H

ofBuiness and Social Studies
	

Croydon College
rFaculty C P Hughes BTechCEng MiProdE 	 Fairfield Croydon CR9 1DX

01-6889271-6

Dear

I am writing to ask your help once again with my study
into the assessment of student health visitors' fieldwork
practice.	 The questionnaire which you very kindly com-
pleted raised more questions about our assessment proced-
ures and there are now further ideas which I would like to
explore in more depth with a random sample of Fieldwork.
Teachers.

As you have been selected in the sampling I wondered if
you would agree to answering some questions in confidence
in an interview which would last approximately thirty minutes.
It would be very helpful for me to tape the interview. I
would be very grateful if you would agree to participate.
The interview would obviously take place at a time and locat-
ion that was convenient to you.

I do hope you feel able to participate and I look forward to
hearing from you. I would be grateful if you could return
the slip as soon as possible.

Thank you for your help.

Yours sincerely

Sheila F Twinn (Ms)
Senior Lecturer in Health Visiting

To: Sheila F Twinn
Senior Lecturer in Health Visiting
Croydon College, Faculty of Business & Social Studies
Fairfield	 CROYDON CR9 1DX

I am willing/unwilling to participate in the interview. I

can be contacted at either	 (home phone no.)

or	 (work phone no.).

Signed.................................

Name...................................



I	 I	 I	 I	 I	 I
I	 I	 I	 Ill
I	 I	 I	 I	 II
I	 I	 I	 II	 I

Demonstrates ability to use other
agencies appropriately I	 I	 I	 I	 Ii

I	 I	 I	 I	 I	 .1
I	 I	 I	 I	 II

APPENDIX I
CROYDON COLLEGE

FACULTY OF BUSINESS AND SOCIAL STUDIES

NTERNEDIATE ASSESSMENT OF STUDENT HEALTH VISITORS' PRACTICAL WORK

ANE OF STUDENT
	

NAME OF FIELDWORK TEACHER

••••....... ••...•. •.•........ ...... 	 ••I..•.. S •• •I••••ie •I. •..••••• •.S.SIS ••

lease tick the appropriate boxes which are ranked 1 — 5 (excellent to very poor)
ud include in the space provided any further cOmments you may wish to make.

EALTH VISITING SKILLS

EXCELLENT	 VERY POOR
12345

Observation

Observation of client interaction 	 I 1 F I H
Observation of clinical details	 I	 I	 I I I I

Otflxnent$:

Communication

Demonstrates listening ability

Demonstrates fluent verbal communication

Demonstrates interpretation of non—verbal
communication

Demonstrates ability for concise written
communication

mments:

Assessment

Ability to assess client's needs

Ability to assess the health visiting
needs of a community

mments



12345

1.111)1

H till

111111

Managexnent

Ability to organise client priorities

Ability to organise Child Health Clinic

Ability to organise clients' records

onments:

. Advising

Ability to ask appropriate questions
for interviewing clients

Ability to interpret clients' needs
during an interview

Ability to offer appropriate advice

onnnents:

IHII I

I	 • I	 I H	 I	 I

FiltH

Teaching

Ability to undertake appropriate

one-to-One teaching

Ability to undertake group education

Not applicable

;omments:

I tHu

11tH I

II

. Evaluation

Ability to evaluate perfortiance with
clients

Ability to evaluate effectiveness of
advice

Ability to evaluate non verbal
interaction during a client interview

[11111

H I I LI

[11 I U

onunents



'ERSOIAL QUALITIES

. Perception

Ability to perceive clients' needs

Ability to perceive colleagues' needs

omments:

• SensItivitl

Ability to adapt to different cultural
ideas

Ability to understand different social
values

Ability to interpret clients' feelings

omments:

12345

[H

IH

1	 11.11]

III 1 Li

IL 11!)

• Self Awareness

Ability to evaluate critically his/her
work with clients

Ability to evaluate critically own
interpersonal skills

wments:

Professionalism

Ability to demonstrate a professional
attitude to work

nximents:

111111

I	 I	 I	 Iii

F .1 .1	 1 ii

Please comment on interaction with clients.



Please comment on interaction with professional colleagues.

iy further comments on student's performance:

niments by student:

EGNATURE OF STUDENT	 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . , • . • . . * . • . •

LGNATUR.E OF FIELDWORK TEACHER . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . , . . . . . . . . • . • • • . . • • • •

ATE



APPENDIX J

CROYDON COLLEGE

FACULTY OF BUSINESS AND SOCIAL STUDIES

CONFIDENTIAL QUESTIONNAIRE FOR STUDENT HEALTH VISITORS

Please tick where appropriate.

PART I- - Professional Details

1.	 In which year did you qualify as an SRN?

2.	 Please indicate other professional qualifications.

DN

SCM

Obstetric

RMN

RSCN

FP Cert

Non medical and other (please specify)

H
H
I	 I

3. Please indicate your academic qualifications. 	

r 

I	 No. ofCSE__________ Passes

t O'Level	 ______ II

'A' Level	
I	 i

Degree_____
Other (please specify) I	 I

4. What was your occupation immediately prior to
starting the health visitor course?

-1-



PART II - Your Fieldwork

5.	 Have you been allocated a caseload by your FWT?	
I	 YES
____ NO

If yes, proceed to question 6.

If no, proceed to question 10.

6. How many households does this include?

7. Please indicate the different types of client
groups.

I	 I

I	 I
I	 I

Antenatal women

Antenatal men
Children 0-12 months
Children 13 mths-5 yrs
Children 6-16 years

Chilchen with aaisa ointy
Single parent family
P4ult.s. with aalsaDulty
Ethnic minority
Community groups

Mentally ill
Elderly
Other (please specify)

8..	 To what extent is this an appropriate selection of
families for you as a student?

-2-



9. To what extent does this selection compare to those
allocated to your peer group?

10. During your fieldwork practice have you had the
opportunity of working with other members of the
Primary Health Care Team? ____ YES

___INO

If yes, please state disciplines.

11.	 With which other professional groups have you come
into contact during your fieldwork practice?

12. To what extent has the theory taught in College been
applicable to your fieldwork practice?

13. Would you like more fieldwork experience?
_____ YES

I	 NO
Please comment on your answer.

-3-



L4. Is there any area of fieldwork practice which you
have found particularly difficult?

Please comment on your answer.

___'YES
___ NO

'ART III - Your Assessment

5.	 Do you feel that you have enough regular discussions
with your FWT about your level of practical competence?

If yes, do you find this a useful exercise?
If no, would you find this a helpful exercise?

___!YES
I	 JNO

S.	 Did you find the formal assessment procedure
stressful?	 _____ YES

____ NO

Please comment on your answer.

-4-



£	 To what extent was the formal assessment procedure
a useful experience for you?

18.	 What do you consider to be the purpose of a formal
assessment of your fieldwork practice?

19. Do you feel that this formal procedure provides
a true assessment of your health visiting skills?

Please comment on your answer.

___'YES

L	 NO

20.. To what extent would you find it useful to undertake
a formal self-assessment of your health visiting skills?

-5-



21.	 Are you prepared to make written comments,
using the appropriate space on the form, about
your FWT's assessment of your level of practical
competence?

Please comment on your answer.

___YES
___JNO

22.	 What criteria do you feel should be used to assess
your practical professional competence?

23. Does your FWT's role as an assessor as well as
a teacher affect your relationship?

Please comment on your answer.

__JYES
I	 INO

24.	 Do you feel that the personality of your FWT
may affect his/her assessment of your practical
competence?	

I	 INO
Please comment on your answer.



YES

NO

25.

26.

Do you feel it would be fairer if another FWT
also assessed your practical competence?

Please comment on your answer.

What changes would you like to make to improve
the methods of assessing a student's fieldwork
practice?

THANK YOU FOR YOUR HELP.

SHEILA TWINN

-7-
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APPENDIX

10th December 1984

Dea±

Since starting work in health visitor education, I have
become particularly interested in the procedures we use
to assess your level of fieldwork practice. I have there-
fore chosen this topic for my research for a higher degree
at London University and have started an exploratory study
to evaluate the current assessment procedures used for
fieldwork practice.

Obviously your opinion of the procedures we presently use
is very important and I would be extremely grateful if y.ou
would complete the enclosed confidential questionnaire and
return it to me by January 7th 1985. I am sorry about the
length of the questionnaire but feel this is necessary to
do justice to the importance of the topic and your opinions.
I enclose a stamped, addressed, envelope.

Thank you very much for your help.

Yours sincerely

Sheila F Twinn
Senior Lecturer in
Health Visiting

Enc

Principal of College- P Phillips BA Econ) FBIM



APPENDIX L

QUESTIONS FOR SEMISTRUCTURED CLIENT INTERVIEW

1.	 How long have you known your health visitor?

2.	 What particular things do you feel are helpful about
your health visitor?

3.	 Are you happy with the health visiting service that is
provided for you?

4.	 Are there any things which you do not find very helpful?

S.	 Have you been involved with a student health visitor
before?

6.	 Did your health visitor explain that it was a student
who would be visiting you?

7.	 Have you enjoyed having a student visit you?
If YES/NO are you able to say why?

8.	 Do you find the student helpful?

9.	 Is there anything you particularly like about the way
she works which is different from how your health
visitor works?

10.	 Are there any other ways in which having a student
made to your contact with your health visitor?

11.	 Is there anything you find particularly difficult
about the student/or having a student?



2.

12.	 Would you like to be more involved in the students'
training by being asked to give your opinion of their
suitability as a health visitor?

If YES - have you any ideas how you might help your
health visitor do this?

If NO - are you able to say why?

13.	 Do you feel its too difficult for you to give your
opinion of the students' health visiting ability?

If YES/NO are you able to say why?

14.	 Are you able to say what you would do if you were
unhappy with the student visiting you?

15.	 How do you feel about us using families to help train
student health visitors?

16.	 Can you think of any other ways we could improve the
training of health visitor students?

17.	 Would you feel differently about your views, do you
think, if I was asking these questions:
At Home
In the Clinic

18. Do you feel that you would be able to share your views
more if other women were present (such as a mother and
toddler group or post natal group)?

THANK YOU VERY MUCH FOR YOUR HELP.
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Dear

You may remember I wrote to you last year about my research project
considering the assessment of the practical competence of student
health visitors.	 I found the information extremely useful and now
that I am in the process of writing up the original work, it has
become obvious that I must also include the Health Visiting Studies
which the students submitted for Part II of the examination. I am
once again requesting your help.

I would be grateful if you would be prepared to send me a copy of
the guidelines which you provide for the students and fieldwork
teachers, and would be extremely interested in your comments on the
enclosed questions.

I enclose a stamped addressed envelope.

Thank you for your help.

Yours sincerely

Sheila F Twinn (Ms)
Senior Lecturer in Health Visiting

Enc

Principal of C lleEe P Phillins RA Fenn FRIM



TO	 Sheila Twian
Senior Lecturer in Health Visiting
Croydon College
Faculty of Business and Social Studies
Fairfield
Croydon CR9 1DX

1	 To what extent do you feel the studies are a useful method of
assessing the students health visiting skills?

2	 To what extent do you offer tutorial help during the preparation
of the studies?

3	 Do you experience any difficulties with the use of your guide-
lines for the health visiting studies?



4	 In your opinion to what extent are the Fieldwork Teachers
involved in the preparation of the studies?

5	 Do you use your guidelines as a tool to assess the health
visiting studies?

6	 Do you have any concerns about using the health visiting
studies as an assessment procedure?

7	 To what extent do you feel the studies are stressful for
the students?

COLLEGE..........................................

DATE .............................................-

A
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FACULTY OF INFORMATION, TRAINING & SOCIAL SCIENCES

Croydon College
Fairfield Croydon CR9 I DX

01 -688 9271-6

Dear

Your name has very kindly been given to me by
as someone who might be interested in allowing me to carry out a short
interview. The purpose of the interview is to find out how you might feel
about being more involved in the assessment of the practical work of
Student Health Visitors.

All the research has shown the very important part played by parents in
recognising the skills of a good Health Visitor and we would like to
introduce this area into our training of Student Health Visitors.
Obviously, the interview would be held at a time and place convenient
for you, this may be either at your home or in the Clinic. The questions
would be really to get your feelings about what you think makes a good
Health Visitor and how we might involve parents more in the training of
Health Visitors. Obviously, all your comments would be treated in total
confidence.

I would be very grateful if you do feel able to help me in my Study and
I look forward to hearing from you. I have enclosed a tear-off slip and
a stamped, addressed envelope for your use.

Yours sincerely

Sheila F Twinn (Ms)
Senior Lecturer in Health Visiting

I am willing/unwilling to be interviewed for the Study. My phone no. is
for you to call to arrange a convenient date and time.

Name .....................................................................

I-



G.P. attached
Geographically
G.P. aligned
other - please specify

APPENDIX P

Final confidential Questionnaire for past health visitor students 1984/5

Please tick the appropriate box and comment as fully as possible

Part I - Health visiting experience

1. Are you still practising as a health visitor?

rYes
LN0

if no please give present occupation 

1	 .1
if yes is this the same position as when you started supervised
practice?

LYe s
j No

if no please give the reasons for changing your health visitor
placement

2. During your supervised practice how were you practising health
visiting?

3. During supervised practice in which of the following situations
wereyou based:	 ______________

HealthCentre	 ______________
Child Health Clinic	 _____________
G.P Surgery	 ____________
other - please specify _____________

4. During supervised practice were you based in your practice
situation alone or with other health visitors?

alone
with others

if with others please state the number

To what extent did you find this interaction useful during this
period?

if alone please describe how you felt about this situation.



2

5. To what extent did supervised practice give you the opportunity
to consolidate the skills you had learnt during fieldwork
practice. Please give examples.

6. What degree of professional independence were you given during
supervised practice? Please give examples.

(

7. How far did your experience during fieldwork prepare you for
your experience in supervised practice? Please give examples of
satisfactory and/or unsatisfactory experience as appropriate.



I
3

8. Please describe any other main similarities and/or differences
between the health visiting you saw during your fieldwork and during
your supervised practice; for example the nature of client
groups, ie the soclo—econornic group, the ethnic group or work
with the elderly.

9. To what extent were you able to carry out Foutine as opposed to
crisis health visiting during supervised practice?

I
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Part II - The assessTnent procedure

10. Did you meet your assessor on a regular basis during supervised
practice?	 _____________

Yes
No

if yes please state the frequency and duration of the meetings

if no would you have preferred this to have occured?

11. Did you find these meetings; ____________
useful____________ -
stressful______________
useless______________
acombination _____________
(please specify)

12. Please describe briefly your understanding of the purpose of these
meetings.

Did you find the meetings fulfilled this purpose?

Yes
No

Please comment on your ansr



5

13. Did your assessor go through the assessment form informally with
you during the early stages of supervised practice?

IYes
fNo

If yes did you find this process
stressful
useful
both_____________
neither

please comment on your answer

if no would you have found this procedure useful?

Yes
No	 -

please comment on your answer

14. Did you find your tutor's visit to you during supervised practice
useful?

tYes
INo

please Comment on your answer

15. What was your understanding of the purpose of this visit?

to 'drtat extent did the visit fulfil this purpose?
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16. To what extent do you feel your supervised practice report was a
fair assessment of your health visiting skills?

17. Did you agree with the comments made about your health visiting
practice on the assessment form? 	 ____________

Yes
No

please comment on your ansr

18. Please describe any parts of supervised practice which you found
particularly stressful.

Part III - The final examination

19. Did you find the oral examination stressful?

[Yes
-	 [No

please comment on your answer
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20. What was your understanding of the purpose of the oral exam?

21. To what extent did you feel the oral examination fulfilled this
purpose?

22. To what extent do you feel the oral examination is a useful
method of assessing your health visiting skills?

23. To what extent do you feel the two health visiting studies were
a useful method of assessing your health visiting skills?

I



8

24. Have you any suggestions as to how the health visiting study
might be improved as a method of assessing your health visiting
skills?

I,

25. To what extent do you feel the Neighbourhood Study is a useful
method of assessing your health visiting skills?

26. Have you any suggestions as to how the Neighbourhood Study
might be improved as a method of assessing your health visiting

skills?
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27. On reflection having completed several months of health visiting
are there any particular aspects of practice for which you feel
the course did not adequately prepare you.

28. Are there any other ways in which you think the course might
have improved your competence to practice?

(

Thank you very much for your help in completing this questionnaire.

Shelia Twinn
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